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ABOUT RISS

Carnegie Mellon’s Robotics Institute Summer Scholars (RISS) program (http://riss.ri.cmu.edu/) is an eleven-week summer undergraduate research program that immerses a diverse cohort of scholars in cutting-edge robotics projects that drive innovative and have real-world impact.

Launched in 2006, RISS is among the best and most comprehensive robotics research programs for undergraduates in the world. The quality and breadth of research, high-level of institute and university engagement, extensive professional development curriculum, graduate school application counseling, and alumni network create transformative experiences and remarkable postprogram trajectories.

The Robotics Institute at Carnegie Mellon University is the largest university affiliated robotics research group in the world. It offers a remarkably diverse breadth of research with an extensive range of applications. With hundreds of active research projects, together with both graduate and undergraduate programs, the Institute is a global leader in robotics research, education, and innovation. The Institute has the nationally recognized research capacity, educational programming, and student development experience to provide, through the RISS program, high-quality research experiences and a developmentally appropriate professional development curriculum to a diverse cohort of undergraduate students.
The Robotics Institute Summer Scholars Program:

1. Immerses a highly motivated and diverse cohort of students (hereafter referred to as “scholars”) in a guided research process,

2. Challenges scholars to build an understanding of research philosophy that serves as a basis for creative problem-solving that transcends the summer research experience,

3. Introduces scholars to the highly interdisciplinary nature of robotics and the vast potential to impact and improve the world’s quality of life,

4. Provides professional development components that prepare students for successful transitions to graduate school and research careers,

5. Engages scholars in reflective service learning experience that imparts the value of broadening participation and engagement in STEM fields,

6. Inspires scholars to pursue careers in robotics and related fields, such as graduate programs, and equips them with new skills and knowledge, and

7. Helps scholars to build collaboration and lifelong connections with a dynamic global community of robotics researchers and entrepreneurs.
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NOTE FROM THE 2017 COHORT

Dear Future Scholars,

The Carnegie Mellon University Robotics Institute Summer Scholar program offers a unique opportunity for talented undergraduates to interact with leading experts in robotics and contribute to real-world cutting-edge robotics research projects. The eleven-week full-time program truly allows students to dive deep and make a significant impact with their research. The guidance and mentorship throughout the summer allows hard-working undergraduates the invaluable opportunity to publish their research in the peer-reviewed RISS Working Papers Journal as well as to present it to the entire Robotics Institute community. This opportunity to present and to publish prepares one for graduate school, and many of the RISS graduates have refined their summer research into papers accepted by well-known research journals and have continued on to top PhD programs.

Indeed, the fantastic opportunity to present and publish is aligned with the RISS program’s overall goal of fostering individual growth and providing undergraduates with the opportunity to shine. Throughout the summer, the RISS program organizers expend tremendous effort in helping their students achieve their full potential by providing professional mentoring and exposing them to cutting-edge research. Every week, students have the opportunity to visit each other’s labs and learn about different research areas, to attend lectures by leading experts, and to improve their technical writing and poster design skills in both group workshops and individual appointments with professional staff. Students also have many opportunities to take on a leading role and create events for themselves. For example, we were both part of the RISS Summer Working Paper’s Journal Board and took charge of the peer-review process, and our peers were involved with initiatives such as Robotics for Good, and took leading roles in organizing fun events such as a drone workshop, a good-natured robotics-build competition, and an industry night with cool startups.
In addition, the RISS program fosters a strong sense of community. We worked together, learned together, and played together. We painted the fence and visited amusement parks, held spontaneous weekend get-togethers, and took headshots for each other. We had the time of our lives, and made lasting friendships.

In conclusion, the unparalleled opportunities to interact with world-class robotic researchers, to forge friendships with talented peers, to receive individual attention and guidance from mentors dedicated to our growth, and to actually get our hands dirty by doing cutting-edge research, make the Robotics Institute Summer Scholars program truly exceptional.

On behalf of the 2017 Cohort, we hope you apply, and wish you good luck!

Sincerely,

Rachel Gologorsky and Stephanie Milani
THANK YOU RISS MENTORS!

At the core of the Robotics Institute Summer Scholars’ program are incredibly talented and dedicated faculty, graduate students, staff, and RISS alumni.

We are incredibly thankful for their support, participation, leadership, and vision that make this one of the best research experiences in robotics and intelligent systems in the world.
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Traffic Sign Inspection System Through Faster-RCNN Detection and Optical Flow Based Tracking

Jahdiel Alvarez¹ and Fatma Tlili²

Abstract—Traffic sign inspection and evaluation is mostly done manually by human inspectors. To automate this process, traffic sign detection and classification is an essential step. While most approaches to detect traffic signs deal with the shape and color of the signs, these approaches are sensitive to noise and difficult to find the right segmentation thresholds for. Other studies were more oriented to use deep learning methods, however these approaches remain computationally expensive. We present a traffic sign recognition system that combines the state-of-the-art object detection Faster-RCNN architecture and Optical Flow based tracking using the Lucas-Kanade method. Our approach consists of two main phases: the detection phase and the tracking phase. The detection phase is done by extracting the feature map from the image, which is followed by proposing the regions of interests using an RPN and finally classifying the signs using a regressor. The tracking phase consists of extracting feature points using different methods. The points are then tracked using optical flow, which allows the prediction of the bounding box of the traffic sign in the new frame. By combining the detector and the tracker we reduce the need for detection on every frame, thus making a more efficient framework.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the United States, the Federal Department of Transportation (DOT) is responsible for ensuring safe, fast and efficient transportation systems. Their task consists of inspecting the city’s transportation infrastructure, which includes monitoring the traffic signs state to assure that it meets federal standards. This monitoring is mostly conducted by human inspectors, which is an expensive and labor-intensive process. In order to automate the traffic sign inspection procedure, a traffic sign detection and classification system is required.

The state of the art traffic sign detection approaches are divided into two main directions: model-based approaches and learning-based approaches. The model-based approaches exploit the distinctive colors and shapes of traffic signs to be able to locate them in the image. While these approaches work well when the traffic signs are under good conditions, they become more sensitive when the traffic signs’ state changes. For instance a change in the reflectivity or the illumination, a fade in the color, or an occlusion of the signs due to vegetation. In addition these approaches generally require many thresholds for the image segmentation which can be hard to set. The learning based approaches such as machine learning and deep learning methods became more prominent recently as they were able to detect the traffic signs with high accuracy. However these methods remain computationally expensive. In addition, both these approaches are able to detect traffic sings on individual frames, yet they aren’t able to group the detections of a specific traffic sign over time and recognize it as a single traffic sign, which would be useful for the purpose of the inspection of the traffic sign.

We propose a traffic sign inspection system that uses time stamped images taken from smartphones to efficiently detect the traffic signs and track them overtime. These detections can then be tagged with GPS locations and either be displayed to inspectors or automatically evaluated. Our ultimate goal is the integration of this system with a larger transportation infrastructure project described in [16].

Our approach addresses the challenges stated earlier in two main steps. The first step is to detect and classify the traffic signs given a frame of a video using the Faster R-CNN neural network [15]. The second step is to track the detected signs for the next few frames using optical flow estimation.

By fine tuning Faster-RCNN we aim to achieve high accuracy in the detection of traffic signs. In comparison with other approaches that implement the detector and the classifier such as this Faster-RCNN only approach [21], our system is able to detect traffic signs with good accuracy. By applying tracking in the next consecutive set of frames we aim to reduce the total amount of computation needed per frame, as the tracking method is less expensive than the detection method. Our system also allows us to exploit the temporal information and recognize a traffic sign to be the same over a set of frames.

The outline of the rest of this paper is as follows. Section II explains the related work of the detector and the tracker respectively. Section III describes the data set that we used, section IV and V describe our approaches, section VI reports our experiments and results and section VII summarizes the system and emphasizes our future work.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Traffic Sign Datasets

As specified in [13], the traffic sign detection problem has been researched for about a decade, but most of the innovations in the field have been made with European datasets. The German Traffic Sign Detection Benchmark (GTSDB) [6] and the Belgium Traffic Sign Detection set (BTSD)[11] are the most influential datasets in the traffic sign detection field and in their respective challenges learning-based methods have obtained almost perfect mAP, but the problem cannot
be considered solved, just yet. The traffic signs in both, the GTSDB and the BTSD datasets are compliant with the Vienna Convention on Road Signs and Signals [14], which was an intent from the United Nations to have a unified transportation signage standard, but only 65 countries have ratified such accord, meaning that a significant number of countries do not abide by such standards (Fig. 1) resulting in very different traffic signs, as is the case for US road signs.

Similarity between corresponding traffic signs is important for a detection framework to work properly. Therefore one cannot assume learning-based methods, trained on traffic signs which come from the Vienna Convention standard, to work properly on US traffic signs. The differences can be evidently perceived from the corresponding sign samples in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Vienna Convention signs are much more noticeable than their US counterpart, therefore detectors would at least need to be fine-tuned in order to learn these new road signs.

Detection on US traffic signs are very scarce and most focus on speed limit signs. As far as we know this is the first detection framework which utilizes deep learning to detect multi-class US traffic signs. Our model is trained on the LISA-TS Extension Dataset [12], which at time of publication was the largest public US traffic sign dataset.

B. Faster R-CNN

Object Detection through deep learning is a continuously evolving area of research in the computer vision field. Since the development of Region-based Convolutional Neural Networks (R-CNN) [4] the mean average precision has increased drastically. In CVPR 2014, the R-CNN framework increased the mean average precision (mAP) from 40.9% to 53.3% in the PASCAL VOC 2012 [2] challenge. This architecture utilized a multi-stage training pipeline which used region proposal algorithms (e.g. Selective Search [17], Edge Boxes [20]), a CNN for feature extraction, and multiple SVMs for classification and regression tasks.

As the field progress a more unified network, with shareable weights was developed in the form of Fast R-CNN [3]. Fast R-CNN introduced the concept of ROI Pooling layers which framed each region proposal as an input feature map and trained a fully connected layer network with it. This network was split into two sibling layers, one which outputs a discrete probabilistic distribution over the number of classes in the training set and the second outputs bounding-box regression offsets, as specified in [3]. The training time with VGG16 network is 9x faster than R-CNN. The Faster R-CNN architecture proves to be much more efficient as such a pipeline provides an end-to-end training model, instead of multi-stage training and achieves a higher mAP (66% in PASCAL VOC 2012).

Once Fast R-CNN established a functioning end-to-end training network, the bottleneck for computation speed became the external region proposal algorithms. Such external proposal algorithms were the norm for R-CNN and Fast R-CNN, and did not provide any influence in the training process. Therefore the Faster R-CNN [15] architecture was developed to resolve this problem. In Faster R-CNN, Region Proposal Networks (RPN) were proposed based on the idea of learning the way in which regions are predicted and having a unified end-to-end network (Fig. 4). It Included the RPN into the Fast R-CNN model which improved the performance of the model in terms of computing speed. This improvement resulted in a testing time of 200ms per image, proving much faster than previous region-based convolutional models, while maintaining a superior mAP for renounced object detection challenges (MS COCO 2015 [9], ILSVRC 2015 [5], PASCAL VOC 2012).

C. Traffic Sign Tracking

While traffic sign detection is a topic that has been researched for about a decade, traffic sign tracking is still a fairly new topic and less effort has been oriented to solve this problem.

This paper [1] uses the most common approach in tracking the traffic signs. That is the Kalman Filter approach. KF takes a series of data measurement over time, possibly containing noise and inaccuracies, and it predicts the missing values with better precision as more data is being fed into the model.

In the case of using Kalman Filter to predict the traffic sign location in the mentioned paper, a linear model of evolution is assumed with respect to a given state vector. The state vector that measures the position, size and velocity of a track, coming from the detector, is fed into the model in every iteration. The KF model then predicts which detection
belongs to the measured state in the new frame by predicting the new location and the size of the sign. It then updates the measured state with the corrected version. This information is then sent to the detector to find the new candidate positions of the traffic sign in the next frame.

This paper [12] also combines the detection and the tracking of traffic signs. It tackles the tracking problem in a similar approach by using the Hungarian algorithm for the assignment and Kalman filter for tracking. The detector returns a set of detections for a given frame. Each of these detections is either assigned to an existing track by the Hungarian algorithm or a new track is created for it. If an existed track is not seen for 3 consecutive frames, it is considered a false positive by the detector. This paper aims to use tracking to suppress the false positives returned by the detector in every iteration. This means that the detector is applied to every single frame.

Another method of tracking that has been adopted is the one explained in this paper [10]. The tracking method is a variation of the condensation algorithm that exploits the colors in the traffic signs. The tracking is done by first randomly generating $N$ bounding boxes that are in the neighborhood of the detected traffic sign at frame $t$ taking into account the velocity of the movement of the traffic sign. The bounding box that has the most similarity with the detected traffic sign is then chosen to be the prediction of the traffic sign at time $t+1$.

In this paper, [18] object tracking is described to be divided to three main approaches: Point Tracking, Kernel Tracking and Silhouette Tracking. In point tracking objects are tracked by finding the correspondence of points across frames. Kernel tracking focuses more on estimating the motion of the object from one frame to the next. Silhouette tracking focuses on finding a good shape representation of the object and tracking it using the object model generated in from the previous frame.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>US Traffic Sign Super Classes</th>
<th>Warning</th>
<th>Stop</th>
<th>No Turn</th>
<th>Speed Limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amount of Images per Superclass in the LISA-TS Extension Dataset</td>
<td>1232</td>
<td>1181</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>752</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. LISA-TS Extension Dataset

The LISA-TS Extension Dataset [12] is a dataset composed of US traffic signs only, unlike most renounced traffic sign dataset which provide data of Vienna Convention standard complying traffic signs. It is called the Extension because it is an extension to the original LISA-TS [13] dataset, the original dataset did not have uniform image resolution and included grayscale images. There are 31 labeled classes, which are divided into four super classes: warning, stop, no turn, speed limit. Table I shows the distribution of traffic signs per superclass, revealing that the class with the most data is warning and the class with the least data is no turn signs. This might be expected given the rarity of both classes in US roads and in the dataset (Fig. 5), warning superclass captures much more classes than the no turn superclass.

All 3307 images in the LISA-TS Extension dataset were taken with a Point Grey FL3 color camera at a 1280x960 resolution around San Diego, California on the spring of 2014. As detailed in [13] the statistics of the dataset can provide important information on how the Faster R-CNN network we used trained on the dataset. As seen in Table II the traffic signs sizes can vary from 23-222 px, being approximately 50 px the average height of all signs, making the detection problem slightly harder given that the objects are relatively small. From the statistics we calculate that the average amount of signs per image is 1.11. The images in the dataset can be considered high resolution with a resolution of 1280x960 px.

The stop, no turn, and speed limit classes have a fixed or very similar shape, text, and color without much variation from within the class. This helps the network converge faster and improves accuracy given that it can learn exact features for a specific class since variations are minimal. In contrast as seen in Fig. 5 the warning class encapsulates a great variety of US road signs, many of which have little to no resemblance from each other (Fig. ADD NUM). This causes great difficulty for the network to predict warning signs with good accuracy. A more meaningful separation of the internal classes, at least of the warning superclass, could help achieve better results when training Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) on this dataset.

### IV. Traffic Sign Detection Approach

Traffic sign detection is a problem which has been tackled for a series of years and very high accuracy has been achieved on the benchmark datasets, but a focus in US traffic signs is scarce. Deep learning has become the state-of-the-art in image recognition tasks and a fundamental instrument in computer vision. Although, this is true from our research
there are very few implementations of using a deep learning framework to detect US traffic signs in images. In [8] a Fast R-CNN architecture is used but, the implementation only focuses on speed limit signs and not in a multi-class detection problem, as done in this paper. Our approach focuses on using deep learning’s Faster R-CNN to detect four super classes composed of US traffic signs. An implementation as such is lacking in the researching field.

A. Model Description

In [7] an extensive analysis of the speed/accuracy trade-offs between convolutional object detectors was done. Some interesting results were obtained, most specifically experiments demonstrated that the Faster R-CNN meta-architecture produce higher accuracy from all the other meta-architectures (SSD, R-FCN) even though the training and test time are slower. Given our project accuracy is the most important attribute of our network, given that all processing should be done off-line, therefore Faster R-CNN was network of choice. Inside the the Faster R-CNN architecture we used ResNet-50 as the base convolutional network. In [7] ResNet-101 produced on average the second highest mean average precision (mAP), just below the Inception Resnet V2 model. ResNet-50 was selected for the fact that there was access to the Pascal VOC weights for that particular model and has the same framework as ResNet-101. Might be the case that using ResNet-101 or Inception Resnet V2 [7] models provide a higher mAP than the results registered by this paper. In our case, 300 region proposals were provided instead of the 2000 like in [15]. This change as stated in [7] does not affect mAP significantly.

B. Training the Model

The model was trained on the LISA-TS Extension Dataset. The dataset is composed of only 3307 images, therefore the dataset was split into two parts: a training set and a validation set. The training set was composed of 80% of all the images, those images were selected at random, and the images of the validation set were the remaining 20%. Our testing sets were composed of the LISA-TS Original Dataset and Robotic Institute’s NavLab’s Stop Sign dataset; the results of the validation set are also presented.

When training our model we experimented on fine-tuning the network with two sets of weights. We experimented with learned Imagenet weights, for the ResNet-50 base convnet only, and with learned PASCAL VOC weights, which were for the whole network including the RPN and the classifier of our model.

None of the images were pre-processed and no data augmentation was done throughout the training and testing process. The training was done on the images as is, although experimenting on pre-processing techniques such as Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) might increase performance, although probably not by a significant amount. The deeper problems of this network are not encountered by the clarity of the signs in the images, but instead by the traffic sign sizes and the size of the receptive field on the last feature map of the convolutional network. In terms of data augmentation, this is definitely part of future works, because of the size of the Extension dataset. The 3307 images in the dataset make it to be considered an extremely small set. Due to the computational limitations, work with data augmentation proved inefficient.

C. Detection Experiments

The training was done on a single NVIDIA GTX 1070 GPU with 8GB of memory. The CPU also had 8GB of memory and an Intel i7 processor. The computational capacities were low therefore fine-tuning an already existing network was the best solution.

1) Fine-tuning and Transfer Learning: Fine-tuning on top of the Imagenet weights for ResNet-50 we trained for 5 epochs with a learning rate of 1e-4 and obtained a 29% precision on the validation set. We repeated the training but for this attempt the whole base convnet was frozen, this was experimented in order to minimize training time but the precision on the validation set decreased to 20%, reiterating
the fact that fine-tuning proves much more efficient than plain transfer learning as shown in [19].

Although plain transfer learning lowers performance, freezing some early layers might lower the computation time while still producing better results. Given that the early layers of convolutional networks focus on low level features these are very similar from network to network therefore freezing such layers should not have a negative impact in performance. In contrast, freezing the whole network means that the higher level features (at the end of the network) which find correlations between lower level features to predict the training classes are not being trained and these features the deeper they are the more class specific they become, therefore when used to predict new classes it has not seen before it lowers in performance. In our case, we experimented on how far we could freeze the layers without having an impact on precision to achieve faster processing time. We trained for 5 epochs each time using 1000 images per epoch (batch-size) with a learning rate of 1e-4 using the Adam optimizer.

As shown in Table III by freezing the the 1st convolutional layer the precision on the validation set increased from 29% to 39% precision. Next, freezing the 1st convolutional layer and the ResNet-50 stage two block precision maintained itself at 39%. Freezing the 1st convolutional layer, the stage two and stage three blocks resulted in a 4% increase to give a precision of 43%. Lastly, freezing all the layers except the last 4 convolutional layers decreased the precision by 12%, this because the weights at this stage are probably already specialized on the original Imagenet classes (given they are Imagenet weights) and will hence need to be fine-tuned for the US traffic sign classes.

2) Images per Epoch: The amount of images per epoch we utilized on previous training experiments was 1k images per epoch. This was changed to 2232 images per epoch, iterating through approximately all the images in the training set for each epoch. We trained for 5 epochs, this time on top of the Pascal VOC weights, which were pre-trained on the whole network including the classifier and the RPN, and obtained 47% precision. Therefore 2232 images per epoch became the amount we used for the rest of the paper.

3) Faster R-CNN Input Image Size: In the dataset the sizes of the traffic sign are reasonably small, with an average height of approximately 50px. As shown in [7], modern convolutional object detectors do not perform well with small objects. Therefore, in our case this became a limiting factor in the performance of the network when utilizing the Faster R-CNN standard parameters. In [15] the input images are resized to be 600x600px, but this parameter was chosen based on the Pascal VOC dataset, in which the object sizes are much more prominent in the images. For which they could get reduce the size quite drastically without affecting the receptive field in a significant matter. For this network and dataset the receptive field becomes to large at the last feature maps and more information from the surroundings of the traffic signs get into the traffic sign’s feature because the signs are small in size.

We experimented by changing the images resizing parameters. From 600x600px to 900x900px was utilized and this change resulted in a 10% increase in performance, going from 47% to 57% performance. This parameters where changed again to 960px, which is the original height of the image, and the performance increased by 9%, going from the previous 57% to 66% precision.

4) Trained model: The trained model used ResNet-50 as the base convolutional network with the 1st convolutional layer, 2nd and 3rd stage blocks frozen. The input images are resized to 960x960px and an epoch was composed of 2232 images. Training for the 5th epoch weights produced 66% precision on the validation set and the 10th epoch weights gave 72% precision. Testing on the 40th epoch weights resulted in 75% precision and due to computational limitations we trained until the 53rd epoch and obtained the highest mean average precision with 80%.

V. TRAFFIC SIGN TRACKING APPROACH

Optical flow is a way of estimating the motion of every pixel of a frame with respect to the previous frame. This motion could be is caused by the movement of the object or the camera. In our case as the camera moves, the traffic signs position in the frame changes with respect to time. Therefore our approach consists of:
- Detecting the traffic signs in a certain frame using the detector described earlier.
- Extracting feature points from within the bounding box.
- Using Optical Flow Estimation to predict the new bounding box location of the new traffic signs.

The second and third steps are repeated over a set of frames until the tracking confidence drops below a threshold after which using the detector again becomes necessary.

A. Feature points extraction

After running Faster R-CNN to detect the traffic signs in a given frame, we use the generated bounding boxes to extract feature points (source points) from within these boxes by using the following different methods:

- Minimum eigenvalue corners
- Harris corners
- SIFT
- SURF

These feature points are also complemented by some randomly generated points from within the bounding boxes, so that the total number of source points is enough to compute the transformation.

B. Optical Flow Estimation

The second step is to compute the optical flow for the extracted feature points in order to predict their new position in the new frame.

By adopting the optical flow approach, we accept two main assumptions:

- Neighboring pixels have similar motion.
- The intensity of a pixel of the tracked object is constant between two consecutive frames.

\[
 f(x, y, t) = f(x + dx, y + dy, t + dt) \tag{1}
\]

Where \( f(x, y, t) \) is the intensity of a pixel with coordinates \( (x, y) \) at time \( t \). From equation (1) we apply Taylor Series to obtain the following Optical Flow Equation:

\[
 f_x u + f_y v + f_t = 0 \tag{2}
\]

Where

\[
 f_x = \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \text{ is the gradient with respect to } x
\]

\[
 f_y = \frac{\partial f}{\partial y} \text{ is the gradient with respect to } y
\]

\[
 f_t = \frac{\partial f}{\partial t} \text{ is the gradient with respect to time}
\]

\[
 u = \frac{dx}{dt} \text{ is the horizontal optical flow}
\]

\[
 v = \frac{dy}{dt} \text{ is the vertical optical flow}
\]

There are many methods that could be used to solve for \( u \) and \( v \). We use the Lukas-Kanade method for our purposes. The Lucas-Kanade method of estimating the Optical Flow uses the first assumption and states that all 9 pixels of the 3x3 box around a pixel of the image have the same optical flow. Therefore we end up with 9 equations to solve for the two optical flow variables \( u \) and \( v \). Using the Least Square Fit we end up with the following solution for the Optical Flow Equation:

\[
 \begin{bmatrix} u \\ v \end{bmatrix} = \left( \sum_i f_{x,i}^2 \right)^{-1} \left( \sum_i f_{x,i} f_{y,i} - \sum_i f_{y,i} f_{t,i} \right)
\]

C. Bounding boxes prediction

Once we computed the optical flow vector for each feature point, we add to each source point its corresponding vector to get its destination point.

To estimate the new bounding boxes, we compute the homography \( H \) that transforms the source points to the destination points for each traffic sign separately. These transformations (H) are then applied to the bounding boxes to get the new bounding boxes in the new frame.

This procedure is repeated until the tracking confidence drops below a certain threshold. At that point the detection phase is repeated again.

Fig. 7 shows the workflow of our tracking system illustrated with example images. The bottom left part of the figure shows an example of applying the calculated homography to the image of the traffic sign (in the original frame) and it compares the prediction of the traffic sign in the new frame with the actual traffic sign in new frame.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video</th>
<th>Min EV(%)</th>
<th>Harris (%)</th>
<th>SIFT (%)</th>
<th>SURF (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>84.72</td>
<td>87.56</td>
<td>90.48</td>
<td>81.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>81.63</td>
<td>85.97</td>
<td>93.02</td>
<td>84.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>88.56</td>
<td>88.98</td>
<td>89.69</td>
<td>87.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>92.05</td>
<td>91.49</td>
<td>92.27</td>
<td>84.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>87.10</td>
<td>86.84</td>
<td>89.25</td>
<td>87.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>91.07</td>
<td>90.57</td>
<td>91.32</td>
<td>87.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>87.14</td>
<td>83.92</td>
<td>88.08</td>
<td>73.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. RESULTS

A. Detection Evaluation

For testing the network two datasets were utilized. The first was LISA-TS Original dataset and the second was NavLab’s Stop Sign dataset. The mean average precisions at 0.4 IOU for both datasets were 0.924 for LISA-TS Original and 0.954 for NavLab’s Stop Signs. Given that the LISA-TS Original set contained so few examples from the no turn signs, its average precision was not considered. Table V and Table VI show the results for both testing sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th><a href="mailto:mAP@.40IOU">mAP@.40IOU</a></th>
<th><a href="mailto:mAP@.50IOU">mAP@.50IOU</a></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LISA-TS Original</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>0.919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NavLab’s Stop Signs</td>
<td>0.954</td>
<td>0.887</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B. Tracking Evaluation

We analyzed the performance of the tracking module on 7 videos of the LISA dataset. The videos have a total of 301, 123, 494, 370, 463, 542 and 297 frames respectively with a resolution of 704x480. The tracker was able to process the frames at an average speed of 16 fps.

To evaluate the tracker, we consider the average precision metric defined as follows:

\[
AP = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}
\]

Where

- AP is average precision
- TP is true positives
- FP is false positives

Table VI shows the average precision of the tracker on the videos. The SIFT feature points perform best in tracking the traffic signs compared to the other features. That is because SIFT feature points are invariant to uniform scaling, orientation and illumination changes and these aspects are specifically important in traffic sign tracking.

We also compute the total number of frames on which using the detector was necessary and compare it to the total number of frames on which only tracking was performed. Fig. 7 is a chart that shows the percentage of frames on which tracking was performed. We can see that the total number of frames on which we use the detector drops by around half. This reduces the total amount of computation required and it makes our systems more efficient. However the images provided in the LISA dataset are at least 5 frames apart. Since the tracker assumes that the changes between two consecutive frames are minor, we can assume that if we were given all the frames of the videos the tracker’s performance would have improved remarkably.

VII. CONCLUSION

The Faster R-CNN architecture works efficiently for the US traffic sign detection problem. We were able to achieve 91.9% on the LISA-TS Original dataset and 88.7% on NavLab’s Stop Sign dataset. Our network had the first convolutional layer, the second, and third stage blocks frozen, meaning those weights were not updated in backpropagation. It resized input images into 960x960px dimensions, which is larger than the 600x600px standard resizing. Higher accuracy might be achieved by working through the limitations of the presented framework. Traffic signs on the dataset have an average height of 50px, which is small, therefore using a shallower network might improve performance, because the receptive field would be much smaller on the last feature map, meaning that less information from the outside will be inserted into the traffic signs representation. Also, more training iterations and a larger quantity of samples should improve the network.

We also implement a traffic sign tracking system that uses the Lucas-Kanade method to estimate optical flow. The Tracking system allows to omit the use of the detector in almost half of the frames in an image sequence which results in a more efficient traffic sign detection system. Utilizing SIFT features it is able to track the traffic signs with high precision, mainly because of the scale invariance properties of SIFT. The tracker system in conjunction with the detection system are able to exploit the temporal information in an image sequence and are able to recognize the same sign in multiple consecutive frames. Exploring the use of optical flow estimation and object tracking to reduce the false positive rates in the detecting phase are part of the future works. Our traffic sign detection and tracking system is the first step towards building a fully automated traffic sign inspection system.
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A Virtual Reality Glove for Kinesthetic Feedback Using Electroadhesive Clutches

Jonathan Alvarez

Abstract—Haptic technology seeks to bring sensa
tional feedback from the real world to technology through various
methods of sensory emulation, whereby these sensations and
forces are recreated artificially, in order to enhance the user ex-
perience and have it parallel a real world experience. Nowhere
has this development been more imperative than in the very
technology designed to fully parallel the real world: virtual
reality. Current wearable haptic technology in virtual reality
is limited to expensive exoskeletons or inelegant tactile glove
designs. Glove designs, in particular, have the most potential
for ubiquitous acceptance across virtual reality, yet there are
two problems with current designs: (a) tactile feedback solely
is ineffective in recreating true sensory feedback sensations; (b)
current kinesthetic designs employing mechanical dampeners or
actuators are far too bulky and expensive to provide a lasting
solution. In this paper, the development and application of a new
kinesthetic glove is proposed, using electroadhesive clutches,
which are both lightweight and robust, as its primary means
of restrictive feedback. Preliminary results have shown that the
force achieved upon activation of the clutches is adequate in
emulating true proprioceptive forces and sensations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Humans navigate the world through interaction and feed-
back with the world around them. Our sensory systems
allow us to feel the world, allowing us to execute tasks and
objectives with unparalleled precision. With the advent
of new technology, designers have sought to emulate these
sensory feedback mechanisms with haptic technology, to
provide a more realistic and natural ambiance to users. Hap-
tics, in essence, aims to mimic the somatosensory system of
human brains. We believe that providing this interactive and
real-time feedback in a virtual environment can noticeably
improve the user experience in a virtual environment.

Haptics, as a field, developed as a means to understand,
describe, and study proprioception. There are traditionally
two fields of haptic technology: one concerned with tactile
feedback and the other with kinesthetic feedback.

Tactile feedback are those sensations mimicking the sense
do touch, normally recreated electronically with pressure or
vibration motors, which stimulate the skin to mimic touching
an object. Nevertheless, tactile feedback is able to convey
more information than a simple vibrational alert, in that it
can vary in strength depending on the proximity to an object
or based on how hard one is touching a virtual object.

Kinesthetic feedback aims to mimic proprioceptive senses,
such as the weight of an object, object impedance, or
joint angle. Kinesthetic devices are becoming increasingly
common, especially in fields working with teleoperation,
improving both user experience, and more importantly, user
accuracy [1], in order to accurately recreate Newton’s Third
Law while interacting with the virtual world. The novelty
of this idea is in the mechanism by which the users hand
is restricted, electroadhesive clutches, which differs from the
more common use of actuators to apply forces to the users
fingers [2, 3, 4].

Almost all of the current research and designs that have
been produced over the past several years have focused more
on refining the various pneumatic-based kinesthetic haptic
gloves [3] or integrating kinesthetics and tactile feedback
into one glove [4]. However, little research has gone into
changing the mechanism of actuation itself. While the current
methods of actuation are not all equal, they do share common
characteristics, mainly either pneumatics or small motorized
components. Researchers at the University of California, San
Diego, currently have the most novel method of kinesthetic
feedback, with the integration of soft-robotic actuators into
their exoskeleton, as elaborated upon further in the Related
Works section [2]. Nevertheless, even with this innovative
method of introducing proprioceptive feedback, with the
need of an exoskeleton to hold their actuators, they have been
unable to mimic the natural size and shape of the glove. The
glove presented in this paper seeks to maintain the robustness
and strength of current gloves, while not only introducing an
entirely new method of restriction, but also keeping weight
and overall components to minimum.

This glove takes advantage of a thin and powerful elect-
roadhesive clutch, initially developed for improving gait
in rehabilitative work [5]. A clutch itself is a device used
for power transmission, whereby two moving objects are
engaged or disengaged. Most clutches have been developed
for the transportation industry, as a means of connecting the
engine to the transmission. As opposed to the more well-
known friction clutches common in many vehicles, the clutch
used in this design is electroadhesive, and so the mechanism
by which power is engaged or disengaged is through the
phenomena of electrostatics. Electroadhesion describes the
attraction of two oppositely charged surfaces to one another
[6]. The specific mechanism by which the surfaces become
attracted is outside of the scope of this paper, however,
in essence, it occurs as charge builds up on one sheet of
the clutch and thus the adjacent, grounded sheet becomes
attracted to it.

A virtual environment was developed to test the glove
upon completion of its design. It uses a near-IR camera (Leap
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A simple virtual game was designed using Unity 5.6.1 (Unity Technologies) with several objects to pick up and interact with. The interface between the virtual environment was provided with an Arduino UNO microcontroller. A simple systems diagram of the components of this design and experiment is provided below [Fig. 1].

![Fig. 1. Systems diagram schematic showing the main components of this project. The Leap Motion controller is used to capture hand gestures, which are fed into the virtual environment created in Unity. Scripts attached to the virtual objects call on the Arduino to activate or deactivate the clutches, according to the current position of the user’s hand in the virtual environment.](image)

The following sections of this paper are organized as follows. Section II will elaborate upon and describe the design of some of the most innovative kinesthetic-feedback gloves to date. Section III describes the general approach and design of both the glove and the virtual environment used to test the glove. Section IV substantiates the glove’s performance, while Section V will conclude the paper and point to future work.

### II. RELATED WORKS

The integration of kinesthetic haptics into the field of virtual reality is a relatively recent development when compared to the development of the field itself. Accordingly, there is less literature on the subject than would be the case for a more traditional discipline. However, there have been several developments, specifically with respect to kinesthetic technologies for virtual reality, and they will briefly be mentioned below. The gloves mentioned below are by no means an exhaustive account of all haptic gloves conceived, as there do exist more gloves in existence, but these gloves are among the most advanced.

Current academic-sponsored research has only developed a handful of kinesthetic feedback glove, with one of the most inventive designs coming from researchers at the University of California, San Diego. Their glove is uses a soft exoskeleton, to be worn over the hand, with soft robotic actuators over each finger, and McKibben muscles for actuation [2]. The exoskeleton is worn above the hand, and upon activation, it becomes stiff, and the hand is restricted. Although this design provides reliable kinesthetic feedback, it suffers from a very extended and intensive fabrication time, as well as many overhead costs, mainly the Fluidic Control Board purchased which manages all the pneumatics. Furthermore, the glove is quite large and invasive, as it is an exoskeleton worn over the hand, and there are various valves and wires that must be run to and fro the glove in order for its control and activation [2].

Although academic research is beginning to look into the realm of haptics and virtual reality, the overwhelming majority of current kinesthetic feedback gloves currently come from industry-sponsored or entirely private research. Of several designs currently on the market, Dexmo is considered top of the line. The brainchild of several researchers from the University of Cambridge in collaboration with Dexta Robotics, Dexmo, is an above-hand rigid exoskeleton which sits on top of the users hand to provide kinesthetic feedback upon use [3]. Its mechanism of actuation comes from several micro server units fitted with linear sliders which provide passive restriction, meaning no direct force is applied directly to the user. Dexmo is untethered, meaning it requires no desktop power supply. While Dexmo is inexpensive and reliable, it suffers from a rigid design which may be uncomfortable to the user. Moreover, it uses a shifting mechanism to actuate each force-feedback unit which introduces delays into the system which affect end users overall immersive experience [3].

There is an underlying issue in all of these gloves. While they all have specific advantages and disadvantages that have made them more or less popular with users, the overwhelming majority of all current haptic gloves are expensive both in fabrication methods and in monetary cost. Furthermore, none of the gloves are truly form fitting, which calls into question certain concerns with ergonomics that inevitably arise. Our design promises to not only be cheap and quick to fabricate, but it also is lightweight and unobtrusive, allowing the user to interact with the virtual environment just as they would the real world.

### III. APPROACH

#### A. Design of Electroadhesive Clutches

When approaching the design of the clutches, the two most prominent concerns were size and strength. We knew we wanted the clutches to be as lightweight and unassuming as possible, while still having the resilience to hold under numerous cycles of actuation and providing a force in accord with those normally felt when grasping an object.

The design of the clutch was made to mimic, on a smaller scale, the original design prototyped by Stuart Diller [5] [Fig. 2]. The clutch itself is made of aluminum-sputtered Mylar®, a polyester film of biaxially-oriented polyethylene terephthalate, coated with LuxPrint® (LuxPrint; Dupont Microcircuit Materials, Research Triangle Park, NC) a polymer-ceramic composite which acts as a dielectric. With a a high dielectric
Fig. 2. The design of the electroadhesive clutches used in the kinesthetic feedback glove. Note the breakout section illuminating the face that each clutch is made up of three layers of material: Mylar, Aluminum, and LuxPrint, with LuxPrint being the inner layer and Mylar the outermost layer of each clutch.

As mentioned previously, the kinesthetic glove clutches stay true to the original design with adaptations to allow for optimal activation and deactivation of the clutch with little to no residual space charge [7]. In order for ideal activation and deactivation cycles, the two sheets of the clutch must be in nearly constant contact, or at least separated by no more than a few micrometers; if the gap between the sheets is any larger, the clutches will not activate and adhere. These were the considerations taken in the design of each individual clutch for the gloves 4 fingers and thumb.

The clutch sheets were designed to maximize contact surface area, while still remaining thin enough to allow for separate clutches to be fastened per finger [Fig. 3]. The top clutch spans the superior face of the palm and follows the fingers tendon, threaded through the glove to prevent lateral slippage, and secured to the tip of the finger with cyanoacrylate glue (Krazy Glue; Krazy Glue, Inc., High Point, NC). Because of the natural insulative properties of both the Mylar and LuxPrint, acetone was used to strip LuxPrint from the top and bottom of one side of each sheet, in order to provide access to the aluminum-sputtered side of the Mylar. Two 0.006 Natural Rubber tensioners were laser cut with a bench-top CO₂ laser (30 W VLS 3.50; Universal Laser Systems), and adhered to the base and top clutch sheets with 3M™ VHB™ tape, (3M; Maplewood, MN) primed with 3M Primer 94. These tensioners secure the bottom and top sheets of the clutch together, as seen in Fig. 2, while minimizing any force experienced upon closing the hand when the clutches were not active.

Fig. 3. Outline model of kinesthetic feedback glove. Dotted lines represent components of the glove that are not visible from a top view of the glove.
Using strips of conductive tape, the top electrodes are made electrically common, as are the bottom electrodes. The top electrodes are powered using a high-voltage power supply (Model PS375, Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA) to 320V, which provides optimal electroadhesion according to original research [5]. The bottom electrodes, those in contact with the superior surface of the glove, are grounded. Although the voltage is quite high, each clutch only draws anywhere from 1-4 micro amps upon activation. Although the current drawn is very small, the user is still recommended to wear a nitrile glove as a base layer while using the clutch, so as to isolate them from the power supply. The thumb clutch is designed exactly the same, except the contact surface area has been shrunk to commensurate size. The four finger clutches are mounted on individual laser cut pieces of polylactide plastic which are mounted directly to the superior part of the glove using fabric adhesive (Fabric Fuse, Therm O Web, Inc., Wheeling, IL). The clutches are mounted here, rather than directly to the glove themselves, because the clutches adhere more easily and securely to the plastic than the fabric glove. The thumb clutch is mounted a similar way, however it has a slightly larger plastic base, mounted proximally to the thumbs knuckle.

B. Development of Virtual Environment

To assess the design and application of the glove a virtual environment was developed using a Leap Motion controller and the game engine Unity3D. The Leap Motion controller is a Near IR desktop tracking device which allows for reliable tracking of the user’s hands. Special consideration as for the material of the gloves was needed in order to ensure that the camera would still be able to dependably locate and track the glove. Unity3D was chosen as the platform for development of the virtual environment as opposed to other engines, such as Unreal, as the integration between Unity and Leap Motion is well-documented and there are numerous pre-fabricated assets for quick prototyping available for download through the Leap Motion website.

Fig. 4. Screenshot of the virtual environments and the objects with which the user can interact. The prefabricated hands provided by Leap Motion for use with Unity can be seen at the bottom of the screen.

The virtual world is designed to be very intuitive. There are several items laid out in front of the user upon beginning the game, and they are prompted to interact with them, able to pick them up, push them around, or throw them. Upon grabbing an object, defined as making contact with said object with the thumb and two fingers, the glove will activate, and the users hand will be restricted from closing any further, as the clutches activate. Following, upon releasing the item, the clutches will be disengaged and the user will feel no more force from the glove, until another grasping event is initiated. This intends to simulate the feeling of equal and opposite force when grabbing an object.

C. Integration of Glove and Virtual Environment

With the glove fabricated and the virtual environment developed, the final step was to interface between the two. This was accomplished using an Arduino UNO accompanied by a simple circuit with high-voltage photorelays (TLP222G, Tohsiba Corporation, Minato, Tokyo Japan) acting as the switches. The LeapMotion SDK comes with several prefabs and scripts that can be used and manipulated as needed for the game being created. One such script is called OnGraspBegin() and another, OnGraspEnd(). As the names allude, both scripts are called once the virtual hand grasps or releases an item; where a grasp is registered once contact between the thumb and any two fingers is made between a virtual object. In order to interface with the Arduino UNO, a script developed by Darrenlloyd Gent (R3DStar UK) is called which sends, over the serial port, a call to the Arduino. The Arduino reads these calls and will then either switch on or off the power supply, which in turn would set its digital pins high or low. These pins were connected to a voltage divider to decrease the voltage to 1.25V, which was in turn connected to the anode of the photorelay. Upon application of 1.25V to the photorelays, their drains would connect together and the clutches would either activate or deactivate, depending on whether or not the virtual object was being grasped.

IV. RESULTS

Preliminary testing has shown that the forces produced by each clutch are satisfactory in achieving perceptible proprioceptive forces on the hand’s of users. As mentioned previously, the clutches scale with size, and with a contact area of approximately 9.75 cm², our clutches have an area about 10% that of the original 10 by 10 clutches. Therefore, in theory, each clutch should produce approximately 20N

Fig. 5. A free body diagram describing the typical force produced by a single clutch upon activation, with the 4N force describing the force from the clutch upon activation. The forces can be modeled as a simple lever mechanism.

Grab an Object
of restrictive force before coming apart. In practice however, the actual force produced by each clutch is somewhat lower, (Fig. 5.) due to imperfect astriction on the part of the clutches; that is, the entire surface area of the clutch does not always come in contact.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this research, a comprehensive development of a kinesthetic feedback glove for virtual reality was conducted and its implications proposed. The field of haptics has always been an integral part of user interface and interaction, and its integration into the field of virtual reality has been a natural progression. Whereas tactile haptics provide abrupt, short stimuli to the users skin, kinesthetics has the potential to bring a more natural feel into the virtual world. By utilizing a novel method of restricting the users fingers, with electroadhesive clutches, the glove is as robust and reliable as it is cheap and easy to produce.

The applications of this glove have the potential to span past just providing a more immersive virtual environment. They can be employed in various other novel fields, such as teleoperation and virtual rehabilitation. Furthermore, the clutches themselves have the potential to revolutionize the field of low-power clutches as their flexible and lightweight design could allow them to be subtly integrated into various applications.

Future work will seek to activate each clutch individually, so as to further mimic the true experience of grasping an object. Exploring the field of pseudo-haptics also has the potential to make this kinesthetic glove even more effective in providing to the user a sense of proprioceptive force [8]. Finally, a possible integration of tactile haptic technology in the fingertips of the gloves may also be able to give the user simple tactile cues, which, when combined with kinesthetics has the potential to be much more lifelike than any other haptic glove today.
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Abstract—RPMs are the primary method for detecting radiation at a national scale. Prior to the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the use of RPMs was limited to secure US facilities. However, their use has expanded to all major borders and ports, and there are over 1400 RPMs currently in operation [1]. While their importance to homeland security has increased, their major growth presents challenges to effective and timely maintenance. Malfunctioning RPMs can produce false positives, which are costly in terms of time and expense, or even risk dangerous missing detection. Thus, the need to detect malfunctions is critical to effectively directing resources to a maintenance strategy. To meet this challenge, this project develops an anomaly detector that uses random forest classification and kernel density estimation to flag abnormalities that are likely the result of malfunctioning RPMs. All results were tested via cross-validation and flagged observations were compared with raw data. Our results showed that all flagged observations had low background gamma counts and high numbers of error codes, suggesting that our method was successful in detecting genuine malfunctions. This method also shows promise for malfunction prediction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Radiation Portal Monitors (RPMs) are devices used at borders and entrances to secure facilities in the United States to detect radiation threats entering the country by land, air, or sea. While these monitors were originally used almost exclusively to scan vehicles entering secure locations, the events of September 11, 2000 resulted in usage of these devices in many other locations. Over 1400 monitors are now used at locations such as port and border entrances, urban centers, nuclear facilities, and import and export terminals [1]. This exponential increase of RPMs in use creates some problems, as large amounts of monitors are more difficult to maintain across the board. Currently, there are two ways that RPMs are regularly checked for maintenance. Primarily, when port staff observe unusual behavior from a monitor, they call in maintainers from a separate organization to check the calibration. While this approach often catches malfunctioning RPMs, it can only catch the failures as they occur as there is no way to forecast and anticipate malfunction. A bigger problem with this method is that often RPMs can "silently" malfunction, or stop working without actually making it clear in any output data. These problems will then go unchecked for long periods of time if there is no obvious problem with the monitor. A second method currently used for RPM maintenance involves customs workers monitoring summary statistics given off by the RPM data. Like the previous method, this form of maintenance is unable to forecast malfunctions. To be more successful in determining malfunction before it happens, as well as remove the difficulty to quantify RPM fleet health from maintenance records, a new method of malfunction detection must be developed.
first featurizing the data. Then all possible error codes were fit to many different classifiers to determine both which type of classifier is most successful in making error predictions and which errors are most successfully predicted. After a classifier, the random forest, was chosen, the scores received from the test set predictions from each of the four classifiers were put into a single vector for each observation. A kernel density estimation (KDE) was then built with all of the four-score vectors. New observation points were then run through the classifiers, received a four-score vector and compared to the KDE to determine the probability of that observation happening under the KDE. Probabilities over two standard deviations away from the mean probability were flagged as possible anomalies, as they were the least likely to be seen under the previously made KDE. These raw data for these flagged possible anomalies was then looked at further to determine if there was cause to investigate a specific RPM for possible malfunction. With further research, the detection system created in this paper could ensure that all RPMs are functioning at their full capability. This project provides the groundwork for a method that could eventually successfully ensure comprehensive maintenance across ports and borders.

II. RELATED WORK

This project focuses on anomaly detection, a commonly used and researched aspect of machine learning. There are multiple types of anomaly detection, including intrusion detection, fraud detection data leakage protection and medical applications. [2]. This project’s anomaly detection does not fall in any of those categories specifically, but rather simply determining when points are acting unusual. Anomaly detection methods fall into three groups: fully supervised, semi-supervised and unsupervised. Fully supervised detection involves training and testing data with correctly labeled anomalies, while semi-supervised uses training and testing data but rather than labeled points, just defines points as anomalies if they deviate from the model. Lastly, unsupervised methods use no training or testing sets and labels anomalies based solely on the properties of the data itself [2]. The data used in this project had no known anomalies, so a fully supervised method was out of the question. To best classify anomalies in this data, it was decided to use a semi-supervised method with training and testing data to locate anomalies in the testing data. The methods used in this paper to analyze and determine anomalies semi-supervised were random forest classification and kernel density estimation. Random forest classification is a commonly used form of classification. In essence, the random forest algorithms, “add an additional layer of randomness to bagging” [3]. The model constructs trees using different samples of the data, making it so that even the model made with training data has been cross validated in a sense. Each node in the random forest is then “split using the best among a subset of predictors randomly chosen at that node... turns out to perform very well compared to many other classifiers, including discriminant analysis, support vector machines, and neural networks,” [3]. One of the most compelling aspects of the random forest classifier is that the model prevents over fitting, an issue common in classification. With a featurized data set with over 90 features, it was important to consider using random forest because of this characteristic. By avoiding over-fitting, this anomaly detector can potentially be used successfully on new radiation portal monitors.

Kernel density estimation (KDE) is a non-parametric density estimator. Like histograms and other density estimators, KDE graphs the density of a set of observations and points. However, unlike the histogram, KDE is smooth, does not have end points, and relies on bandwidth rather than binwidth. [4]. KDE can find the density for multi-dimensional vectors. In this project the density estimator would be used on 4-dimensional data, so the KDE was important to use to achieve the correct and accurate density estimates.

III. METHODS

A. Building the Classifiers

The data set used for this project contained daily time series data for two years (January 1, 2015 - December 31, 2016) for twenty-one different RPMs. Each observation included background gamma counts for each of the eight Radiation Sensing Panels (RSP) and error counts for fourteen different possible errors (scan, RSP communication, RSP gamma OOR, RSP neutron OOR, software neutron OOR, battery, datacom connection Closed, annunciator, vps, control box hardware, write socket, push socket, other). To begin building the classifiers, first the data was featurized in 20 day time windows for each RPM. The response variable was a Boolean of whether or not a specific error happened in the next 20 days. For each observation window, 92 features were extracted. The first feature was a Boolean of whether or not the target error occurred in the 20 days included in the time frame. For the background gamma counts and other variables that had high quantitative values, a simple moving average and standard deviation were used. For each of the 13 errors that were not used as the response variable, a moving sum was calculated for each time window. While there are many other possible featurizations of the data, this simple version was determined to be reasonable start.

Once featurized data was created for all 14 errors, multiple types of classifiers were built to determine which errors are most accurately predicted through classification as well as which types of models learned the data most successfully. Models tested on the errors were k nearest neighbors, classification and regression trees, linear discriminant analysis, generalized linear model, naive bayes, and random forest.

Each model was evaluated using an ROC curve and its subsequent AUC score. The majority of the models did not learn from the training data, having ROC curves that proved to give random or worse than random predictions. The only four errors that were able to be predicted well were push socket errors, vps errors, data communication connection closed errors and other errors. These four errors all had occurrences in over 20% of the time windows, with DataCom Connection Closed errors and Push Socket Errors occurring about 50% of the time. In terms of classifying, the tree models, random forest and CART, had the highest accuracy and ROC scores. The graphs on the
next page show the ROC curves for four of the models tested for the response variable of Push Socket Errors. It is clear from the curves that the Random Forest method learned and predicted the data most successfully, while the logistic model was least successful.

While there were multiple classifiers that resulted in respectable ROC curves, after the preliminary analysis, it was decided to use random forest models on the response variable errors listed earlier. While random forest models use an internal training and testing scheme with out-of-bag sampling, to further test and train the data, the twenty-one RPMs were broken into seven folds of three RPMs each to ensure that observations from the same RPM stayed together. Random forest models were then trained on six folds and tested on the last one fold. The average test results from each of the four error classifiers are summarized in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error</th>
<th>OOB Error Avg</th>
<th>Test Set Error Avg</th>
<th>True Positive Rate Avg</th>
<th>False Positive Rate Avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DataCom Connection Closed</td>
<td>4.20%</td>
<td>3.98%</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push Socket VPS Other</td>
<td>10.47%</td>
<td>9.15%</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.09%</td>
<td>15.41%</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I. RANDOM FOREST MODEL SUMMARY FOR FOUR MOST COMMON ERRORS**

As seen in the table, the models for data communication connection closed and push socket errors were very successful with high true positive rates and incredibly low false positive rates. VPS errors and other errors were predicted less successfully, with the models almost always predicting false. This could be explained by the fact that there were few errors, so the model for the most part learned to predict "false". However, because the ROC curves were still better than random with auc scores higher than 0.5, the models did learn something from the training data and therefore were kept for the kernel density estimation procedure.

### B. Kernel Density Estimation

Each "score" emitted for tested observations in the random forest classification included a probability for "True" and "False". For each 20-day observation in the data set, the score for true for each error classifier was assembled into a vector. Because of the limited amount of data available, the same cross validation scheme had to be used for the kernel density estimation and the anomaly detector. The score vectors from the test sets were kept separate by fold and then a kernel density was found for 6 of the folds. The seventh was then tested and compared to the kernel density. The probability of the observations in the seventh fold, the test set, under the KDE was determined. This process was then repeated with every other possible combination of testing and training score vectors. All of the probabilities under the KDE were then ranked for all the observations. Because kernel density estimation relies heavily on the chosen bandwidth, the "probability" given to each observation did not necessarily refer to the true probability, as different bandwidths reproduced different results. Instead, to determine possible anomalies, the mean of the probabilities was found. For simplicity in this preliminary study, any observation probabilities further than two standard deviations away were flagged to be examined further.

The graphs on the next page represent a preliminary exploration of the training and testing scheme for one fold of data with the KDE. For visual purposes, this preliminary exploration used only two dimensions, only two of the error scores. The density shapes represent the training data, the blue points are the testing data and the red points represent the testing data points that were eventually classified as anomalies with the four-dimensional KDE. Without looking at the red, marked anomalies, it is clear that there are observations in the testing set that could be potential anomalies. Later, marking the anomalies as red, it is clear that these points are furthest from the training data, therefore making sense as reasonable anomalies.

**IV. RESULTS**

Using the scheme to find possible anomalies described earlier using a standard deviation measure, twenty-nine possible observations were flagged. The raw data for the flagged observations were then observed. Nine of the twenty-one RPMs were represented in the flagged data. Twenty-seven points were from consecutive observations between May 2015 and August 2015 for each of eight different RPMs, while the last two were from the ninth RPM in December 2015. The twenty-seven points between May and August all had similar raw data: abnormally low background gamma counts, particularly on one radiation sensing monitor. Furthermore, the anomalous points had high amounts of error codes. About half of the points had errors that occurred less than 5% of the time in all the data. The table below summarizes key parts of the raw data of the six points that were the furthest away from the mean probability of the test points under the KDE. The first column is the value of the background gamma counts for one radiation sensing monitor, then the count of DataCom Connection Closed errors, Push Socket Errors, VPS Errors, and a sum of the other 11 errors. It is important to note that observation 2, 5, and 6 had errors that were highly unusual. To put the points into perspective, the median values for all observations are listed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RSP 3 (median: 3898, minimum: 2882)</th>
<th>DataCom Connection Closed (2)</th>
<th>Push Socket (0)</th>
<th>VPS (0)</th>
<th>All Others (0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3184</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3162</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3110</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3113</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3187</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2900</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2365</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II. SUMMARY OF RAW DATA FOR 6 TOP ANOMALOUS POINTS**

**V. CONCLUSION**

In conclusion, this method of anomaly detection and forecasting showed promise for future work. With the data given,
there were no ground truths available to check the marked anomalies, so it is impossible to know for sure if the points flagged were correctly flagged. However, because they were all from the same month with highly irregular raw data, there is overwhelming evidence that the detector did work on the data. Because of the strong evidence that there was success in finding anomalous points, this preliminary method could be much improved to eventually help with radiation portal monitor fleet health.

A. Limitations and Future Work

As this project was just the beginning of an investigation into improving RPM maintenance, there is much future work to be done. One important step in future work is to include more RPM data, as only twenty-one out of over 1,400 were used. It is unknown where the RPMs in the data are from and whether they have something important like location in common. If this is the case, the classifiers as well as the kernel density estimation could be over fit to this small sample size when tested on completely new RPMs with fundamental differences. In addition, only one data featurization was tested and it was assumed that the features extracted were important to the model. This assumption of features limits the success of analyzing this project, so future work could include using different, more complex featurizations.

While none of the error codes, other than the four used, were successfully predicted with classification and used in the score vectors for the KDE, it is possible that combining the rare errors into one response would offer different results. Predicting whether any of the uncommon errors could provide more insight into the function of an RPM. This could be a future step in this project.

Finally, future work would involve truly testing the anomaly detector to see how successful it was. Since, the results presented in this paper solely delve into the possible anomalies it detected and the fact that the raw data associated with those observations were unusual points. As discussed earlier, there were other points in the data with similarly low gamma scores and high amounts of errors that were not detected as anomalies. To truly test the detection system, points that have known anomalies would be run through it to see if the detector could successfully flag them. Two types of anomalies to test for are drop outs and extra error codes. To test drop out anomalies, gamma photon counts could be severely reduced in one of the RSP panels to mimic an instance where one panel neglects to report its data. To test for extra error codes, the amount of different errors would be increased.
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ABSTRACT
This article illustrates a procedure for additive assembly in PolyJet manufacturing. In the following sections we review PolyJet manufacturing, and develop a case study on a bi-stable gripper intended for human-robot collaborative assembly of an airplanes wing. The gripper is then redesigned for embedding conventional off-the-shelf parts and electromechanical connections. These modifications are intended to enhance the grippers mechanical and sensing capabilities. The objects are embedded during the printing process and the final result is integrated.

INTRODUCTION
Additive manufacturing (AM) is the process of creating, layer by layer a virtual object, usually designed in Computer Aided Design (CAD) software [1]. Development in AM technology started with the commercialization of Stereolithography (SLA) in 1987 [2]. The manufacturing process of SLA involves solidifying a photosensitive material using an Ultraviolet (UV) laser. Generally, the solidified material is then dragged layer by layer until the object is built [3]. In 2010, the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) group "ASTM F42 - Additive Manufacturing" classified the current AM processes in seven categories: binder jetting, directed energy deposition, material extrusion, material jetting, powder bed fusion, sheet lamination and vat photopolymerization [4]. In contrast with the rest of the AM processes, Polyjet is among those that offer the finest resolution. Current machines can reach a layer accuracy of 16 microns. Another feature of Polyjet is the ability to print with different materials and colors during the same operation. This is often desirable in rapid prototyping because it approaches the end product. The materials vary in durometer scale values, hence rigid parts with flexible components may be obtained. As a consequence of the manufacturing process, Polyjet printers cannot build over-hanged bridges (In the way FDM printers do). Therefore, to produce those features, the printers build structures of support material. This material is usually soluble and/or easy to remove from the printed part.

In contrast with material extrusion, current material jetting machines are mostly produced for industrial and educational use; material jetting machines have not reached the end consumer. Hence, software used to process CAD files is provided by the manufacturer. This poses little degrees of freedom to the end user. However, the Polyjet technology allows for the modification of the objects during the printing process, making Polyjet a more flexible material jetting process compared to its competitors.
user in comparison with open source software. In this article, we use an Objet30 3D printer manufactured by Stratasys. Objet30 is supplied with Objet Studio software [6].

This paper explores how to design and assemble a complex electro-mechanical device using primarily 3D printing. The goal of the design is to achieve mechanical properties that improve traditional characteristics in strength, resistance to operational stresses while being essentially printed with intermediate assembly steps (e.g. additive assembly).

These are some design possibilities that can be obtained through additive assembly:

1. Metal stiffeners that reinforce 3D printed structures.
2. A more convenient placement for certain sensors.
3. Water-tight seals.
4. An internal network of struts for a better heat transfer.
5. Internal threaded fasteners.
6. A mechanical integration of electrical connections.

Prior Work

Fewer literature has been written regarding Polyjet than what has been written for SLA or FDM. Cazn, Morer, and Matey studied the influence of orientation, surface finish and post-processing in the mechanical properties of the end part [7]. The printed parts exhibited a highly anisotropic behavior. Through a statistical design of experiments (DOE) approach they made a series of tensile tests to each configuration. It was found that the parts with the highest Young’s modulus were the parts in which the load axis of the part was printed parallel to the x-axis of an Objet Eden 330 printer. The opposite effect will occur when the load axis of the part is printed parallel to the z-axis of the printer. This effect occurs generally in layer-based AM machines. A reason for this, is that the technology itself creates material layer by layer, therefore there is a tendency towards delamination. In the case of Polyjet printers, a layer forms when liquid droplets get cured by the exposure of UV light, however when this layer adheres to the previous layer, the previous layer is already solidified, hence the addition process is different. Furthermore, it was found that parts with a glossy finish had a higher Young’s modulus than the parts with a matte finish.

Regarding multi-material interfaces, Vu et al. designed a double cantilever beam test specimen to obtain information on sandwiched material [8]. Like most plastics, they found a high dependency in the rate of strain. Bass, Meisel and Williams performed tensile tests in specimens created by mixing two materials in equal quantities [9]. A design of experiments approach was developed to obtain information on material quality of both rigid and elastic parts. A factor of aging and type of storage was introduced in this work.

As current product development in additive manufacturing matures, new methodologies and procedures are created to optimize new designs. Additive assembly is the procedure of embedding objects inside a 3D printed part during the build operation. Prior literature has shown examples of embedding conventional off-the-shelf parts such as nuts and screws, additionally the embedding of custom made electrical connections has also been studied. However, so far, works have been written discussing the procedures of part embedding in FDM or SLA devices [10] & [11]. Aguilera et al. built a fully functional 3 phase direct current motor during one printing operation [12]. Their methodology involved pausing the 3D printer at a certain layer, and manually inserting each component. A total of five interruptions were necessary to complete the part. During these interruptions: ball bearings, magnets, electromagnets, and speed controllers were embedded. Aguilera et al. attempted using conductive inks as an alternative to embedding wire, however the motor’s power consumption was high enough that current densities destroyed the connections. It is important to note that the software used was uPrint plus. uPrint plus gives the user no control over build support generation, in addition, the support removal procedure involved an ultrasonic bath; a process which requires the part to be submerged and heated for several hours, this process would have rendered the embedded electronics unusable. To solve this problem, it was determined by trial and error that the machine did not produce any support material if the part was built with a minimum slope angle of 45 degrees in each gap. Therefore, there was a need to redesign the part to complete a successful insertion.

In 2014, Stratasys released a set of recommendations for embedding hardware in FDM machines [10]. In the guideline, Insight software allowed to define regions of support deletion. Hence, there is no need to do a support removal operation in machines that use Insight software. Furthermore, it is possible to program an automatic pause within the software.

These procedures effectively provide standardization for embedding parts in FDM machines, however they are not adequate for Polyjet technology. The purpose of this article, is to provide a procedure for embedding operations in Polyjet printers.

Polyjet Manufacturing

Pre-Processing

The computer aided design model must be saved as an STL file format for compatibility with Objet Studio software [13]. Once imported to Objet Studio, the user has to define the build parameters. Among those parameters are: part orientation, position, and finish. An option allows the user to automatically position and orient the parts in a material efficient configuration. The user must select whether the finish is to be matte or glossy. A matte finish is rougher and may be chosen if part-painting is desirable. On the other hand a glossy finish is smoother. It is important for the purpose of this article to understand the build operation differences between a matte and a glossy finish. To
print a matte part, the 3D printer builds areas of support material every layer around the part. When this material is removed, the surfaces in contact with the material obtain a rough finish. If the glossy finish is selected, the 3D printer only builds support material in the regions where it is required for manufacturing. It is important to note that these surfaces will inevitably have a rough finish. Regardless of the selected finish, the part is always built one millimeter higher than the build plate, therefore the bottom surface has always sacrificial support material and hence a rougher finish.

**Printing Operation**

The machine uses several mechanisms for motion and layer addition. This paper uses the coordinate system convention defined by ISO/ASTM [14]. The x-axis’s translational motion is achieved through a conveyor belt attached to a step motor. A similar mechanism permits y-axis translational motion. The z-axis translation is obtained by lifting or lowering the build surface. In Objet30 printers, the zeroth value of the z-axis is defined in the highest point of the z-axis translational mechanism. Then, as each layer is printed, the build surface is lowered. Additionally, an electric motor actuated roller is used every layer to create an even surface. A pre-heating operation is required before printing. As the x-axis sweeps through each layer, liquid droplets are deposited. In the next sweep operation, the machine cures the liquid by exposing it to its UV lamp.

**Post-Processing**

After the machine finishes its printing operation, several post-processing steps such as scraping, water-jetting, or immersing may be considered. Using a fine scraping tool, it is possible to manually remove the sacrificial support material from the part. However, the support material is also soluble, and hence using a water-jet may enable the user to a faster support removal. Stratasys designed a water-jet machine specifically for use in Objet-type printers [15]. Regardless of the advantages of using a water-jet procedure, sensor embedded parts may be harmed by water. In addition, even if a water jet is used thoroughly, a small amount of residue remains on the surface. To further enhance surface finish, Stratasys advises submerging the part in a caustic soda (sodium hydroxide) bath [16]. The bath must be done necessarily after using the water jet. This bath is a mixture of caustic soda and water, the exact compound ratio is given. A warning advises not to give a caustic soda bath to parts with wall thickness of less than 1 mm because deformation may occur. Furthermore, it is advised not to expose a part to a caustic soda bath for more than two hours. After the bath, the part must then be rinsed in water. A second water jet cleaning operation is recommended at this point.

**Bi-stable Gripper**

The gripper studied in this paper was introduced by Professor David Bourne in Carnegie Mellon University. This gripper is intended for a human-robot cooperative assembly of an airplane wing. The robot positions itself below the wing, and raises a rib carried by two grippers [17]. This rib is then attached to the wing by a human operator. Prior literature has examined the implementation of human-robot systematic cooperation. Often, tasks may be resolved efficiently if humans provide fine object manipulation while robots provide strength and accuracy.

The gripper consists of two moving grips. These grips possess a rubber strip. Each grip slides on a dovetail and is suspended on two coil springs. Two pins are slipped inside both grips as a means to provide a horizontal alignment constraint. A latching spring is attached to each grip by two screws. The latching spring is also suspended from the grips with another coil spring. Each dovetail is attached to an aluminum plate. Each aluminum plate has a tapered slope that gives each latching spring a place to attach upon. Both aluminum plates are connected together by an aluminum base that has blind holes that give placement to the springs that suspend each grip.

The mechanism works with a spring latch. Each grip has four coil springs for sliding purposes and a spring for the latching mechanical action. Such spring, latches with an aluminum plate in each side. A rib is inserted in between both ends of the end effector. Then, as the rib is pushed towards the gripper, both ends slide downwards in the dovetails. The rib is attached to the gripper by friction forces in the rubber sections. Once the gripper reaches certain depth, the rib will be latched by spring’s geometry and its interface with the aluminum plates in the sides. To release the grip a human operator will press both latching springs. Another way of releasing this grip, is to have the robot...
pull the gripper downwards after the rib is fixed by the operator.

In this work we will revisit the gripper in the purpose of adding and enhancing its electromechanical features through the use of additive assembly. Before this study, the last design iteration of the gripper was manufactured in an FDM 3D printer. The gripping part broke in the connection between the latching springs and the grip. The connections were directly screwed into the 3D printed part, thus creating a threaded path in the plastic. While this is a common structural connection in some plastics, 3D printed pieces are generally not given a 100% infill. If the part is not filled completely, subtracting material required for threading will provoke voids in the part and hence, damage the fill geometry. In these cases a threaded insert for plastic is sometimes pressed into the part. However tensile forces in the screw can pull or displace the insert from the grip. Therefore, we identified a necessity that could be addressed with an additive assembly approach.

It is of interest in a human-robot collaborative environment to possess failure-sensing capabilities. In that case, it was desired to add a slippage sensor to the gripper. Two design criteria had to be met. First, the sensor should not protrude from the gripper: It is undesirable (and perhaps in some cases hazardous) to have protrusions emerging from a mechanical body in a human-robot collaborative environment, especially if the robot has full translational motion. Second, no wires should hang around the grips: These wires may be caught by one of the moving parts involved in the operation. In this work we look for a solution in additive assembly that can satisfy these design constraints.

As a previous note, it is important to expose the changes made to the mechanical body of the gripper as an improvement of such. However as these changes were not developed through the use of additive assembly, they are not studied thoroughly in this work, but rather mentioned to give a better understanding of the integrated system.

**Mechanical Modifications**

The walls enclosing both pins were thin enough to break after a certain number of gripping operations. Additionally, the pins’ surface was in contact with 3D printed FDM plastic. Hence, movement was impaired with high friction forces. This resulted in a discontinuous movement. In some cases the horizontal constraint was not satisfied and the grips were stuck in the dovetails. A solution to these was to provide the horizontal constraint by fixing both pins in one end and letting them slide horizontally inside linear bearings in the other end. The pins were threaded and fastened to an hexagonal nut in the fixed ends. This configuration was arranged at the sides of each grip. A chamfer was added to protect these structures from shear forces that may incur during operation.

We examined the possibility of embedding the hexagonal nuts and linear bearings inside the grips. However the faces of these parts were not parallel to the build plane. In order for a part to be introduced through additive assembly, its highest plane should be parallel to the build plane. While it could be argued that the entire part could be rotated for this purpose, that would eliminate the parallel relationship between other more critical embedded components and the build plane. Thus, another design solution was to place inserts for plastics in these structures and create fastening through screws. The tensile forces experimented by these screws were not significant enough to create displacement in contrast with the screws that tighten the latching springs.

**Proposed Solution**

In this case study, we propose two major design configurations implemented through additive assembly. The first one, was done to fasten the latching springs. The second major design proposal was done to give the gripper slippage sensing capabilities.

**Latching spring fastening**

Fig. 3 shows our procedure for embedding lock nuts. First, we replaced the threaded hole with a close fit hole of the same screw size. Then, we created a concentric hexagon and extruded that volume. A Boolean operation was used to subtract that volume from the grip. It may be argued that an hexagonal volume does not equals the geometric characteristics of a lock nut (which is rounded in one end). However it is fundamental to always consider the top layer of the additive assembly operation. Part embedding occurs at this layer. For insertion to be possible, the embedded part must be able to be slipped or pressed from the top
layer into the part being printed. There has to be geometric compatibility between both parts. In fig. 3a we see that if the round surface of the lock nut is inserted into the bottom, then it is possible to geometrically match both parts. However, if the hexagonal flat surface is inserted into the bottom, then it is not possible to match both parts. While the bottom layer would be filled completely with the hexagonal flat surface, the top layer would only be filled partially with the round surface. This is shown in fig. 3b. While this problem would not be considerable in FDM manufacturing, it is of high importance in PolyJet manufacturing. An FDM printer would solve this problem by creating an overhang bridge. This is impossible in PolyJet machines [18]. We know that droplets will inevitably fall and adhere to the lock nut, thus creating a depression in the part’s topology. Even though this might not have significant effects on this work, this event would be of paramount importance in PolyJet applications with larger gaps.

Slip sensor configuration

Fig. 4 shows an overview of the sensing application. We designed the sensing stage with a laser and a quadrant PIN photo diode. The selected configuration allows us to directly measure the shear strain exerted on the rubber strips. We propose a three layered “sandwich” structure. The top layer consists of a material that will provide a rough surface. This material must also be soft, in order to increase a ploughing, compliant effect. This layer would be in contact with the rib, and thus its purpose is to increase friction. The middle layer must be composed of a rigid material. From this layer, a structure will support a printed circuit board. This board will have the laser and connector terminals. The bottom layer must be composed of a highly elastic material. The working principle of this configuration lies on measuring the strain exerted on the bottom layer when the rib is gripped. The deformation suffered by the bottom layer will displace the medium layer. And thus, the laser will move accordingly. The necessity of the medium layer consisting of a rigid material arises with the purpose of minimizing ploughing in the bottom layer. If ploughing happens in the bottom layer, the laser would tilt. This is highly undesired for measuring purposes. Without ploughing, it will only suffer displacement in the same plane. This layered configuration will be held together by an adhesive and adhered to one grip. The other grip only requires any soft, and rough material for gripping purposes. The quadrant PIN photo diode is embedded by additive assembly in the dovetail part, directly facing the laser. For this purpose, we create a small window or hole in the latching spring.

Slippage is determined from anomalies in a measurement. Fig. 5 illustrates the expected behavior of the data obtained from the sensor during operation. As the rib is pressed to the right upon the sandwich structure, the laser is also displaced to the right. Once the latch is released, then power is removed from the sensor and we expect the signal to fall. However if the latch is not defeated and the signal falls, then it may be inferred that slippage has occurred. Furthermore, a rib may slip horizontally and still remain grasped. It is intended that the quadrant sensor determines this displacement. And thus, allow the operator to take the required action for safety purposes.

Fig. 6 shows an overview of our proposed solution for powering the laser. This approach relies on the transfer of electrical energy through embedded connections. Energy is sent to the printed circuit board through the connector terminals. Connected to each terminal block there is a wire. A total of three wires are used to power the chosen laser. Each wire is crimped on the other side with a ring terminal. These ring terminals are placed inside the grip and fastened with screw to a conductive female threaded hex standoff. These standoffs are embedded through additive assembly inside the grip that contains the laser. On the other side of the standoff there is a hex head conductive screw. This arrangement of components provides conductivity to a flat surface. This surfaces slides along the dovetail part during operation. We know by geometric constraint the exact location of the grips in the dovetails when an object is gripped. And because the mechanism itself is bi-stable, we are only concerned in measuring slippage at one point in space. Therefore, when the
grips reach the end of the stroke, three spring loaded connectors make contact with the hex head conductive screws. The connectors are inserted in the dovetail part. The grip is then redesigned to give the spring loaded connectors a proper motion. This involves creating slopes in the grip's topology. The spring loaded connectors are sensitive to heat, and cannot be soldered with a soldering iron. For that reason they will be cold soldered to a wire with silver ink. The wires will be placed along slots that will be machined in the aluminum plate. Thus, they will reach an unobtrusive path to the main power supply.

**Printing process**

In the following section, we explain our procedure for additive assembly in PolyJet manufacturing.

**Computer aided design**

After redesigning the model with the proposed changes, further modifications were implemented to the CAD files. As with FDM, it is of high importance to avoid collision with the printing mechanism. In PolyJet manufacturing that mechanism makes physical contact with the part at every layer. If the embedded part is not placed at the right height, the roller may suffer from scraping. As a safety factor, we decided to increase the height of the material gaps created for embedding. The height was increased by one layer. Objet30 has a layer resolution in the z-axis of 28 micrometers, thus this was added to the design. During printing operation, it is expected that the printer’s resolution does not match exactly the pause height. The reason being that the printer builds at discrete intervals of 28 micrometers and the embedded part may not exactly match this increase. This supports the idea that at least one layer of tolerance should be introduced. This quantity may be increased with highly irregular embedded part topologies.

**Pre-processing**

It is undesirable to have high friction forces in a dovetail. Movement within the sliding mechanism should be smooth to reduce the work delivered by the actuators. It is in this interest that a glossy finish was selected in Objet Studio. The STL files were imported to the software and oriented in a way that satisfied the condition of parts being embedded parallel to the build plane. No further modifications were done to this configuration. A standard fill was chosen on default. The software automatically generates support material. It is important to note that it is not possible to pre-program a pause from Objet Studio.

**Printing procedure**

The printer’s interface is shown on a computer. The interface displays information about current part height (in millimeters), current slice (layer) and time elapsed. Before printing the actual part, the mechanism prints several layers of support material in the bottom of the part. After contacting Stratasys, it was known that the corresponding height of that material was one millimeter. This is a parameter of critical importance to the procedure. The pause height is then calculated adding the height of the material pre-built in the bottom of the part.

Estimating the pause time is not only dependant on the layer height but on the part’s size in x and y directions, number of parts printed and number of required purge operations. These purge operations are undertaken by the printer to maintain a certain part quality. While the pause time could be estimated taking these factors into consideration, that was not attempted in this work. Nonetheless, the process was monitored remotely using TeamViewer software.

Once the operation progressed into the required layer or millimeter height, the printer was manually paused from the computer. Then, the mechanism finishes its current operation, makes a scanning operation and returns to its home position. The UV light is turned off and the door is unlocked. With a scraping tool, support material was removed from the gap where the part was to be embedded. Using a vacuum cleaner and scraping simultaneously was found helpful for the procedure. Furthermore, ex-
tracting support material using a desoldering vacuum pump was found to be effective. After a considerable quantity of support material is removed, the embedded part is inserted into the 3D printed part. It is highly important to consider that the part is elevated by one millimeter of support material. If pressed too hard, then the support material is destroyed and the part loses its geometric fixation to printing mechanism. Hence, it is highly encouraged to press the part by hand and without the aid of any tool unless it is required for the procedure. Once the part is placed correctly embedded, the surface was briefly cleaned from excess of removed support material, and the printing operation was resumed.

**Post processing**

The parts were removed from the build tray using a flexible joint knife. Both grips were exposed to the conventional post-processing method discussed previously. However the dovetail part embedded with the quadrant PIN photo diode was not exposed to the water jet or caustic soda. Instead, it was manually scraped, and dried from excess humidity. Several attempts had to be done. In some cases, the scraping procedure deformed the geometry of the dovetail, and the mechanism suffered from severe stiffness. We found effective to lightly scrape manually the part, and let the last excess of support material to be removed by sliding the grip constantly into the dovetail. After a certain number of iterations, sliding motion was obtained.

**Results**

Fig. 8 shows the current assembled gripper. A conductivity test was done to examine a successful electrical connection during the grip operation.

**Future Work**

Although sliding motion was obtained, to reduce friction, design iterations are required to complete the end product. For this purpose, the quadrant PIN photo diode was not embedded into the dovetail part. After this is completed, we will adhere the rubber sandwich, and the latching springs. Finally, the integrated system will be tested.

Additionally, we are working on embedding an electrical interface to the dovetail part to transfer electrical energy to the quadrant PIN photo diode (which was not addressed in this work). We currently are attempting to embed spring loaded connectors into the dovetail part for this purpose.

**Conclusion**

As additive manufacturing technologies progress, it is important to explore the distinct implementations that can be developed. These implementations may allow us to rethink the way we see manufacturing and will define the future of additive manufacturing itself. This work for example, presents a need of software tools that allow pre-programmed pauses. Such necessity might result on the development of such. Currently, additive assembly is constrained by additive manufacturing being layer based, however objects with much more complex geometries may be embedded with layer-less additive manufacturing.

Implementation procedures with additive assembly will then be highly process dependant, hence new methods will be required for different AM technologies. Mass customization might one day require printers to have autonomous methods for embedding objects and delivering fully functional parts directly to the end user. The purpose of this work is to encourage the recognition of such methods and to inspire designers and engineers on the benefits of additive assembly.
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**Abstract**—With advances in genome sequencing, we are now able to gather large amounts of DNA data in more cost effective and efficient manners. However, mapping the genome to known phenotypes has still proved difficult. Association mapping algorithms, such as Efficient Mixed-Model Association (EMMA), have become the standard in understanding the correlations between genotype and phenotype but suffer greatly from finding spurious associations. We propose an alternative genome wide association study (GWAS) that is averse to overfitting using a locally connected autoencoder (LCA). We demonstrate the LCA's ability to extract unsupervised features that directly correlate to measured phenotype values, thus, allowing us to isolate significant SNPs. All experiments were done using 345 *Sorghum bicolor* individuals with allele panels containing 232,303 SNPs. Five markers - S1_18096891, S2_2633689, S2_2793224, S6_61098274, S6_7123769 - were identified and thought to be associated with fresh weight and stalk height.

**Index Terms**—Locally Connected Autoencoder, Genome Wide Association Studies

I. INTRODUCTION

The genome encodes all information necessary to fully reconstruct the biological properties of an organism. Thus, understanding the role of each allele or sequence of alleles has tremendous scientific, medicinal and humanitarian significance. Huntington Disease, for example, is a heritable brain disorder that has been linked to multiple repetitions of cytosine, adenine, and guanine in humans’ Huntingtin gene (*HTT*) found in chromosome 4 [1]. Likewise, *D8* and *Mpl1* mutations in maize (*Zea mays L.*) have been linked to dwarfism traits leading to reduced maize yield [2]. By isolating these significant genotype, further research can be done to target specific locations and augment genomes to potentially eradicate diseases or alter certain properties in organisms.

However, understanding the genome in its entirety is a fundamental challenge for computational biology as the sheer size of some genomes make it virtually impossible to perform any analysis. The human genome contains roughly 3 billion base pairs (bp) while the genome of some plants, like the *Paris japonica*, are 150 billion bp [3]. Fortunately, adjacent alleles tend to be correlated with one another and a significant portion of alleles are consistent for all individuals. Thus, by randomly sampling alleles throughout the genome and by keeping only those that have variation across a population of individuals, or Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs), we are able to down sample the genome while retaining most of its information.

From these downsampled allele panels, genome wide association studies (GWAS) can then be used to associate alleles with measured phenotypes. Efficient Mixed-Model Association (EMMA) has become the standard GWAS algorithm due to its simplicity and numerous successes in finding significant SNPs [4]. Similarly, more recent attempts using Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have shown promising results due to its non-linear capabilities [5][6][7][8][9]. However, any regression task using a high dimensional input space has a tendency to overfit and find false positive associations. Therefore, to truly understand the features in an allele panel, an unsupervised approach is required.

To our knowledge, we propose the first successful implementation of an autoencoder for a high dimensional allele panel and demonstrate its usefulness in identifying SNPs. Unlike supervised learning systems, the autoencoder is forced to learn features in the allele space negating any potential for overfitting in the phenotype space. However, we still show that dimensions in the autoencoder are able to separate phenotypes into statistically significant clusters. By backpropagating the error gradients of correlated encoding dimensions, we can then identify significant SNPs [10].

Our analysis was done on *Sorghum bicolor* accessions provided by the Institute for Translational Genetics at Clemson University, South Carolina [11]. Sorghum has emerged as a leading candidate for bioenergy feedstock due to its ease of modification, diversity, and efficiency. If enough is known about Sorghum, different varieties can be crossbred or genetically modified to maximize biofuel production. The allele panels contain 345 accessions with 232,303 SNPs for each accession. Using our locally connected autoencoder (LCA), we show that we can isolate SNPs that directly correspond to various Sorghum phenotypes including fresh weight, stalk height, and lignin percentage. We identify five additional SNPs for further inspection.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Genome Wide Association Studies

The simplest method to perform GWAS is through case-controlled studies that use statistical tests for independence by analyzing each individual allele’s contribution to a phenotype.
However, treating each allele as independent leads to high false positive rates as it ignores population structure and genetic relatedness. To account for inbred populations, structured association models were proposed that require similar tests to be consistent throughout each subpopulation [12]. Likewise, principal component analysis (PCA) can also be used to correct for biases from predefined structure [13].

However, these solutions only partially account for genetic similarities and, therefore, more sophisticated models are necessary. By incorporating a kinship matrix describing pairwise genetic relatedness between all similar individuals as well as having several optimization parameters, Mixed Linear Models (MLM) are shown to be successful in associating quantitative phenotypes to genotypes given population structure [14]. Due to its computational efficiency and ability to account for internal structures, EMMA and other derivatives have been used for the foundation of most GWAS algorithms [4][15][16]. Specifically for high dimensional allele panels, Compressed Mixed Linear Models (CMLM) are used as they significantly reduce time complexity compared to other EMMA alternatives [17].

In addition, deep learning has been increasingly used for bioinformatics due to its notable success in various fields such as computer vision and game AIs [18][19]. Most notably, DeepSea uses convolutions on DNA sequence of noncoding variants to predict traits with single nucleotide sensitivity [5]. An iteration of DeepSea, deepWAS, looks to perform explicit GWAS to associate SNPs to major depressive disorders. Similarly, DeepMotif uses convolutions to extract patterns in the DNA sequences that correlate to phenotype classes [8]. However, these methods don’t take into account the internal structure of the genetic information and are heavily prone to overfitting.

B. Unsupervised

Although supervised methods are most frequently used, unsupervised approaches have seen success in extracting features from complex systems. Le et al. demonstrated that a deep autoencoder could separate features, such as a human or a cat, using 10 million images with no labels [20]. A similar application has been applied to genetics. Tan et al. used Denoising Autoencoders (DAs) to classify breast cancer tumors by extracting relevant features in the encoding layers [21]. Likewise, ADAGE shows a methodology for using autoencoders on gene expression data and demonstrates the ability to isolate high contributing inputs for further analysis [22]. Although there have been promising results using autoencoders for genetic based problems, all approaches that we know of have been applied to gene expression data and not allele panels.

III. DATASET

The *Sorghum bicolor* data used for GWAS consists of 345 individuals with 232,303 SNPs across 10 chromosomes. Although the vast majority of sampled SNPs have no known associations to phenotype, some SNPs come from previously mapped dwarfism genes (*DW1*) and maturity genes (*MAI*, *MA3*, and *MA6*) [11]. All missing SNP values were imputed resulting in data falling into three classes: major allele, mixed, and minor allele. 95.62% of the data can be described either in the first or last class. However, the distribution of major and minor alleles is heavily skewed as seen in figure 1. Because it is hard to create generalizable associations given a few instances of an allele, we only used SNPs with a minor allele frequency greater than .1 leaving 125,980 SNPs for all 345 individuals. The number of individuals from each region can be seen in the legend.
from these 5 regions. As shown in figure 2, Ethiopian and Nigerian plants seem to cluster the most with some clustering forming with Sudanese plants. However, PCA is only a linear dimensionality reduction technique and the principal components are skewed due to the varying distribution of origins. Thus, not all sub-population structures can be seen.

IV. METHODOLOGY

Although we were able to reduce the dimensionality of the allele panel from 232,303 SNPs to 125,980 SNPs, the input dimensionality was still significantly larger than the number of individuals. This low-sample high-dimensionality combination limits any significant analysis as it inflates the false positive rate and the possibility for overfitting. Thus, we wanted to further reduce the dimensionality by extracting features in the panel.

Autoencoders provide non-linear dimensionality reduction and have been successful in many instances [20]. However, the input dimensions were still too large to construct an autoencoder. Thus, we resorted to localized connections in the first and final layer as shown in figure 3. Similar architectures have been used before, but none have taken advantage of locally connected layers’ ability to downsample and upsample with precision [20][23]. Unlike regular convolutional autoencoders that look to encode data with spatial correlation, each dimension of the allele panel must be treated as independent. In addition, this biologically inspired structure bodes well for genetic data as adjacent markers are more likely to be correlated than well separated markers. Thus, each locally connected node can hopefully represent the associating alleles more accurately. Overlap between locally connected nodes allow for more flexibility and information, providing a medium between reduced parameters and fully connected layers. Overlap is especially important in the upsampling layer as it allows output nodes to form more than one connection. Finally, the middle two layers of the system are fully connected to ensure the allele panels are encoding global information.

To prevent the LCA from learning a one-to-one mapping, the encoding layer must be less than 345 nodes. We did not know how many encoding nodes would generate the best separation among phenotypes, so we experimented with 256, 128, and 64 encoding nodes. Sigmoid and tanh activation functions were tested separately in the encoding layer to create discrete clusters for further analysis. In addition, we used leaky relu functions with an alpha of .05 throughout the LAE to ensure no nodes were lost. A sigmoid activation function was used for the output allele classification.

Inputs were encoded as a 0, 0.5, and 1 for major allele, mixed, and minor allele respectively. All 345 individuals were used for training and the LCA was trained using binary crossentropy across all 125,980 SNPs. However, errors were zeroed in an output node if a mixed SNP was present ensuring that all outputs were trained on binary data. Likewise, mixed outputs were not used to calculate classification scores. To prevent large errors caused from the high-dimensional output, a small step size of 5.0e-5 was used with a decay rate of .98 for every 1500 updates. Additionally, Adam optimizations were used with a batch size of 8 [24]. The system was stopped with 30 epochs of no improvement in allele decoding classification on the training set.

Once fully trained, encoding dimensions were then binarized and saved for all individuals. Each encoding node was tested across all phenotypes to determine their ability to cluster into significantly separate distributions. Because we were interested in mean-based separation, we performed p-tests between clustered distributions to quantify the significance of the separation. All p-tests that scored below 5.0e-5 were then examined individually to ensure significant separation. Once the correlation between the encoding node and phenotype was confirmed, contribution of each allele was calculated by backpropogating a 1.0 error for the node in question as outline by Dimopoulos et al. [10]. Due to the skew in minor allele frequency, each calculated sensitivity was also multiplied by the minor allele frequency to generate an average allele contribution across all individuals.

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Encoding Nodes</th>
<th>Accuracy sigmoid</th>
<th>Accuracy tanh</th>
<th>p-test sigmoid</th>
<th>p-test tanh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>84.05%</td>
<td>83.73%</td>
<td>4.10e-18</td>
<td>6.10e-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>87.56%</td>
<td>85.05%</td>
<td>6.88e-14</td>
<td>1.36e-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>89.48%</td>
<td>85.61%</td>
<td>1.03e-15</td>
<td>1.73e-17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V. RESULTS

Since we did not know the optimal hyperparameters for the encoding layer, we tested various activation functions and sizes. As shown in table I, more encoding nodes led to better reconstruction classification as each node encoded more resolved features. Additionally, sigmoid activations always performed better than tanh activations for classification receiving a maximum reconstruction accuracy of 89.48%. When analyzing activations across all encoding nodes, it seemed that sigmoid activations were more equally distributed than their tanh counterpart. Thus, sigmoid activations better optimize the use of each nodes.

However, our ultimate goal was not to encode allele panels with high accuracy but rather to extract meaningful features that can be expressed in the phenotype space. To quantify the usefulness of the features learned, p-test were performed on all cluster separations. The average p-test score over the 10 best separations for each LCA is shown in table I as well. Unlike classification, we can see that tanh activations generally perform best. This is likely due to skewed activations learned as equal subpopulations are rare to find in nature. Because all p-test scores were very low, additional visual analysis was done on the best 50 separations. As a result, a 256 encoding layer with tanh activations best separated phenotype data and thus will be used for the remainder of this study.

The most significant phenotype separations found using said structure can be seen in figure 4 and 5. Encoding dimensions 82 and 90 seemed to separate phenotypes measuring total fresh plant weight, stalk height and lignin percentage while encoding dimensions 30 seemed to correlate well with anthesis date and NFC percentage. Due to space constraints, only 4 distributions were shown. However, it is also imperative that the clusters are independent of population structure. Thus, Chi-squared tests were implemented based of the individuals origin. All 4 separations had statically insignificant p-values showing that...
Fig. 6. Manhattan plots of the SNP’s relative sensitivity to encoding node 82 and 90. Alleles with sensitivities above 0.1 were isolated as significant SNPs for further analysis. Although both plots highlight different regions, we can see a few SNPs have significantly higher sensitivities than the rest: S1_18096891, S2_2633689, S2_2793224, S6_61098274, and S6_7123769. Note: each color corresponds to a new chromosome.

these features are true to the trait and not the region, validating the LCA’s ability to take into account unknown population structures.

To ensure that we were extracting real features and not finding random separations, the LCA was rerun with new initializations but found the same phenotype separations. In addition, we generated a new randomized allele panel with the same dimensions and minor allele frequencies as the *Sorghum bicolor* panel. The LCA only learned the baseline reconstruction accuracy of 73.4% and was thus unable to find any statistically significant phenotype separations or SNPs. However, this experiment was also replicated using a CMLM and roughly 0.967% of SNPs were found to be associated with fresh weight using a .01 p-value cut off. These results are to be expected as the LCA cannot encode random data and relies on multiple corresponding alleles to extract features whereas MLMs look at a single SNP’s correlation to quantitative phenotype. As a result, this validates the significance of the phenotype separation found as the LCA is able to avoid false positives.

All phenotypes analyzed are of interest for further analysis, but for the sake of this study we specifically looked to encoding nodes 82 and 90 as they relate to biofuel production. By backpropogating the gradient to each SNP and multiplying it by the minor allele frequency, we can perform a sensitivity analysis for each encoding node. Unlike EMMA where SNPs are given a p-value describing its significance, we prescribe relative sensitivities to each SNP as shown in figure 6. Therefore, there is no intuitive cutoff for separating significant and non-significant SNPs. However, when looking specifically at these two nodes, only 5 SNPs had relative sensitivities greater than 0.10: S1_18096891, S2_2633689, S2_2793224, S6_61098274, and S6_7123769. Therefore, a cutoff of .10 was used for this study but SNPs slightly below might still be of interest.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, we propose a novel method to associate SNPs to phenotypes using LCAs. We show that LCAs are able to find redundancies in the allele panels and extract meaningful features that separate individuals in the phenotype space. This method avoids any possibility for overfitting and is thus averse to high false positive rates while still being able to account for sub-population structures. We conclude the analysis by identifying 5 markers that correspond to the fresh weight and stalk height of *Sorghum bicolor*. Further analysis needs to be done to verify the results.

However, to validate our methodology for GWAS, it must be applied to different allele panels to show reproducibility. In addition, one of the major challenges of this method is handling SNPs with highly skewed minor allele frequencies. Because such SNPs occur frequently, we filtered nearly half of
the SNPs in the original panel losing potential candidate genes for classification. Thus, an algorithm averse to these skewed distributions must be considered for further research.
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Abstract—This paper details experimental evaluation of Experience-driven Predictive Control (EPC) on a system with severely constrained computational resources. This work leverages an explicit EPC formulation to solve the nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) problem with low computational overhead [1]. A pre-constructed controller database allows explicit EPC to avoid solving redundant optimization problems. We demonstrate the performance of explicit EPC through a set of experimental flight trials on a quadrotor equipped with a PX4 autopilot [2] and running the algorithm on a real-time operating system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Quadrotors are employed in critical applications such as inspection and search and rescue missions that require stable and accurate control performance [3]. As quadrotors exhibit constrained nonlinear dynamics, nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) is an ideal solution to achieve stable and accurate flight. However, NMPC is computationally expensive and thus infeasible on vehicles with limited onboard processing [4]. The Experience-driven Predictive Control algorithm (EPC) addresses this issue by creating an experience database that yields fast solutions to NMPC problems with uncertain dynamics [5]. However, to run EPC online, we require a host computer onboard the robot that is able to solve the NMPC problem, recast as a quadratic program. In this work, we transition the controller to an embedded system via the explicit EPC algorithm to enable application of the EPC algorithm without requiring a host computer (and thus permitting application on a larger class of systems).

Achieving real-time execution of the EPC algorithm on a computationally constrained embedded level platform is a challenge [6]. As the embedded level system is responsible for various tasks such as data acquisition of multiple sensors, navigation, state-estimation, control, data-fusion and synchronization, the system must be able to respond and calculate control commands within predictable time limits for stable behaviour [7]. The onboard embedded software system is developed under Real-time Operating System (RTOS) supplying a mixture of essential system functions for real-time operations such as: multitasking; threading; rapid context switching; and preemptive scheduling. Although any of the popular RTOS would be sufficient, such as VxWorks employed in Carnegie Mellon University [8], Linux in University of Southern California [9], and QNX in [7, 10], we use the POSIX based PX4 flight management unit as it is open-source and widely used in UAV research.
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is implemented on an embedded platform [1]. The locally optimal controller is selected online by checking the KKT conditions for optimality [12]. Section III presents experimental results with a computationally constrained quadrotor that validate algorithm performance.

II. APPROACH

In this section, we detail the Explicit Experience-driven Predictive Control (EPC) approach [1]. This approach is divided into two parts.


2) Applying probabilistic database simplification and deploying the simplified explicit controller database on an embedded platform.

Figure 1 illustrates the algorithm applied to a quadrotor micro air vehicle (MAV). The first step simulates the MAV tracking a variety of trajectories. While the MAV operates away from the constraint boundaries (Fig. 1(a)), the EPC algorithm enables it to apply a controller in the database while the dynamics model continues to be updated. Figure 1(b) shows that a new controller is added to the experience database as the MAV transitions to a more aggressive flight and the updated dynamics model predicts that the system state is approaching a constraint boundary. Figure 1(c) shows that the MAV remains controllers in the database based on updated state predicted by current estimate of its dynamics model. Through a Markov chain simplification strategy [1], we obtain a simplified database of controllers defined as a mapping \( \mathcal{M} \) (Fig. 1(d)). In the second step, this offline-constructed database can be queried online on the embedded system for better control, equivalent to solving the EPC problem but requiring no online optimization. We query \( \mathcal{M} \) (Figs. 1(e)-(g)) in each control iteration to identify and implement the appropriate controller by evaluating the KKT conditions (with PD controller as a backup/safety controller).

A. Receding-Horizon Control Formulation

To obtain synthetic experiences from simulation, we start with a nonlinear dynamics model \( \dot{x} = f(x,u) \) and linearize about the current state and control, \( x_0 \) and \( u_0 \), to obtain a linear approximation of the dynamics,

\[
\dot{x}_{k+1} = A\tilde{x}_k + Bu_k
\]  

(1)

Taking the current state as the nominal state, \( x^* = x_0 \) with given \( N \) reference states \( r_1, \ldots, r_N \), let \( r = r - x^* \). We formulate this control problem as a quadratic,

\[
\arg\min_{u_k} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} \frac{1}{2} (\tilde{x}_{k+1} - \tilde{r}_{k+1})^T Q (\tilde{x}_{k+1} - \tilde{r}_{k+1}) + \frac{1}{2} (u_k - u_j)^T R (u_k - u_j)
\]

s.t. \( \tilde{x}_{k+1} = A\tilde{x}_k + Bu_k \)

\( G\tilde{x}_k \leq g_x \)

\( G_u \tilde{u}_k \leq g_u \)

\( \forall \ k = 0, \ldots, N - 1 \)  

(2)

However, to solve this optimal control problem efficiently via an explicit formulation, we first simplify the notation by defining \( x = [\tilde{x}_1^T, \ldots, \tilde{x}_N^T]^T, r = [\tilde{r}_1^T, \ldots, \tilde{r}_N^T]^T, u = [\tilde{u}_0^T, \ldots, \tilde{u}_{N-1}^T]^T \).

\[
B = \begin{bmatrix} B & 0 & \cdots & 0 \\ AB & B & \cdots & 0 \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ A^{N-1}B & A^{N-2}B & \cdots & B \end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
Q = \text{diag}(Q, \ldots, Q), \quad R = \text{diag}(R, \ldots, R), \quad G_x = \text{diag}(G_x, \ldots, G_x), \quad G_u = \text{diag}(G_u, \ldots, G_u), \quad g_x = [g_{x_1}^T, \ldots, g_{x_N}^T].
\]

Then, we can represent the QP entirely in terms of \( u \) by substituting the dynamics and dropping constant terms in the cost function,

\[
\arg\min_u \frac{1}{2} u^T H u + h^T u = 0
\]

s.t. \( \Gamma u \leq \gamma \)  

(3)

where \( H = B^T Q B + R, \ h = -B^T Q r - R u_j, \)

\[
\Gamma = \begin{bmatrix} G_x & B \\ G_u \end{bmatrix}, \quad \gamma = [g_x \ g_u]
\]

(4)

For calculating the first two Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions of optimality (stationary and complementary slackness) for QP, we define \( \lambda \) as the vector of Lagrange multipliers and \( \Lambda = \text{diag}(\lambda) \). The conditions can then be written as

\[
H u + h + \Gamma^T \lambda = 0 \\
\Lambda (\Gamma u - \gamma) = 0
\]

(5)

By considering only active constraints (i.e., with \( \lambda > 0 \)) for a given solution, \( u \) and \( \lambda \) can be reconstructed by solving a linear system derived from (6) and (7), where subscript \( a \) indicates rows corresponding to the active constraints.

\[
\begin{bmatrix} H & \Gamma^T_a \\ \Gamma_a & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} u \\ \lambda_a \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} -h \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

(6)

Assuming the active constraints are linearly independent, the resulting control law, \( u \), is linear in the predicted state error, \( r \), and parameterized by the system dynamics

\[
u = E_3 r - \begin{bmatrix} g_x \\ -g_y \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}_{a}
\]

(7)

where \( E_1 = \Gamma \Lambda^{-1}, \ E_2 = -E_1 \Gamma E_3, \ E_3 = E_1^T E_2, \ E_4 = H + E_3 E_4 \), and \( E_5 = E_1 B^T Q \). Active Lagrange multipliers are computed in a similar way and are required to check the KKT conditions to determine controller optimality.

\[
\lambda = -E_6 r + \begin{bmatrix} g_x \\ -g_y \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}_{a}
\]
where $E_6 = E_3^T B^T Q$. To evaluate the KKT conditions, we just need the set of active constraints. Thus, instead of storing the controller gains and Lagrange multipliers, only the set of active constraints are stored. This is the prime reason that explicit EPC can be implemented in a memory-efficient way on severely computationally constrained platforms. The controller and KKT matrices can then be recalculated using (6)-(7).

Using this formulation, we develop the two parts of the explicit EPC algorithm described in Algs. 1 and 2. As described in Alg. 1, the controller database is initialized to be empty at the start of the simulation. We introduce a transition frequency matrix, $\Phi$ which records the number of transitions between each pair of controllers added to $M$ [1]. A reference sequence (line 3) is obtained from a randomly generated generator in simulation. $\Phi$ is incremented as the system-dynamics are forward simulated using EPC with the current database of controllers (line 10). If no appropriate controller is found in the database, EPC solves the QP (3), adding the resulting controller to the database (line 15) and consequently increasing the size of $\Phi$. The final control input at the end of each iteration, $u_k$ is applied to a dynamics model to get the updated state, $x_{k+1}$ after $\Delta t$ seconds (line 19). After the simulation ends and the database is complete, an order-1 Markov chain is defined which represents transitions between controllers based on empirical transition probabilities computed from $\Phi$. Transitions of controllers are sorted from each state of Markov chain according to the probability of occurrence. Markov simplification reduces the number of transitions of each state to limit the query time per control iteration by retaining the highest probability transitions out of each state [1]. This yields a partial ordering, $\Omega$ (line 22), which informs the online query process taking place at the embedded level described in Sect. II-B.

B. Running explicit EPC on an embedded platform

Algorithm 1 yields an explicit controller database with simplified ordering of controllers [1]. As presented in Alg. 2, $M$ is queried in each control iteration to identify the appropriate controller. As each control iteration corresponds to a state transition in the Markov chain, we identify the next transition by iterating through $M$ according to the order specified by $\Omega$. This type of ordering based on Markov chain simplification helps to reduce the number of controllers that are evaluated online. As evaluating KKT conditions is more expensive than a simple lookup table query, this approach improves the controller efficiency thereby enabling explicit EPC on computationally constrained platform. If no controller in the database is suitable (line 9), we apply PD controller as a backup controller (line 10).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To assess the controller performance, we conduct tests on a severely computationally constrained platform. Specifically, we use a Pixhawk microcontroller with a 32-bit STM32F427 Cortex M4 core with FPU clocked at 168MHz, 256 KB of RAM, 2MB Flash Memory and a 32bit STM32F103 fail-safe co-processor [2]. To evaluate the performance of the explicit EPC algorithm on this severely computationally constrained platform, we seek to demonstrate the following results: R1: stable control performance, R2: real-time computation of control commands on-board, improved computational efficiency via the Markov chain based ordering and simplification, and R3: comparable explicit EPC controller performance running on the embedded micro-controller (without a host computer) as with the results from running it on the host computer.

Using the controller database generated from simulation via Alg. 1, we conduct a series of experimental trials on a quadrotor MAV equipped with the Pixhawk (Fig. 2) using Alg. 2.
**Fig. 2:** Platform equipped with computationally constrained embedded autopilot (Pixhawk) used for experimental validation of explicit EPC.

**Fig. 3:** Block diagram of the planning and control architecture that enables simulation and experimental evaluation of the ideas presented in this paper.

**Fig. 4:** Vertical circle trajectory used to assess trajectory tracking using explicit EPC (visualized as an overlay of images). LEDs equipped beneath the platform changes color depending on the x,y, and z coordinates of the platform in the arena.

---

**A. System Overview**

A general motion manager architecture (described in Appendix A of [13]) is used for tracking trajectories. Robot state and reference states (trajectory references) are sent to the onboard microcontroller using the Mavlink [14] protocol via Xbee radios. The overall system setup is shown in Fig. 3.

**B. Experimental Evaluation**

The database for controlling the translational dynamics (outer loop [15]) of the MAV is computed offline and applied online at a rate of 100 Hz as described in Sect. II. Following a standard cascaded control formulation [15], we apply a PD control law for the inner loop to track the outer loop output.

Using Alg. 1, we generate the controller database with a horizon length of $N = 2$ control iterations and with constraints on $x$-velocity, $y$-velocity, and the three control inputs. This yields a database with only 19 entries, as opposed to $3^{10} \approx 59049$ total possible controllers. To reduce redundant online matrix operations, we precompute and cache some of the EPC matrices and hence the total memory usage for explicit EPC is 5.3 kB.

Figure 5 shows the response to step inputs along the x, y, and z axes, thereby demonstrating stable control performance (R1). To evaluate online control performance, the vehicle is commanded to track a vertical circle trajectory, as shown in Fig. 4.

The EPC update loop, including the database query step, requires approximately 1 ms to complete and thus reliably achieves the desired update rate to track the inner attitude control loop. Consequently, explicit EPC is sufficiently computationally efficient to be tractable on the severely computationally constrained autopilot (R2). This real-time control performance is derived from Markov chain simplification. Each controller in the database has on average only three successors to evaluate and at most five successors (R2). For larger controller database cases, without simplification, the evaluation of the database could cause the controller to block the update loop (outer loop in our case), thereby destabilizing the vehicle.

For (R3), we compare the controller performance running on the embedded micro-controller (without a host computer) with that of the robot having a host computer. The same vertical circle trajectory tracking scenario is used as discussed above. Figure 6 show the tracking performance in $x$, $y$, and $z$, respectively, and demonstrate that the explicit formulation gives comparable performance to the online version (R3). For fair comparison, similar testing scenarios are created for both the cases. As we used horizon length, $N = 2$, for explicit EPC formulation, same horizon length is used for regular EPC tests using host-computer. The small bias in Fig. 6 for regular EPC version may be due to communication delay between the host PC and the Pixhawk. Figure 6 highlight that the explicit EPC running onboard the embedded platform (without the host-computer) gives comparable performance to the regular EPC running using a host-computer (R3).

---

**IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK**

In this work, we present the experimental evaluation of the explicit Experience-driven Predictive Control algorithm on a severely computationally constrained platform. Explicit EPC is implemented as a two part algorithm where the first part constructs an experience database in simulation while the second part applies it online on the vehicle. We compare explicit EPC performance on a vehicle without a host computer with a vehicle running regular EPC with a host computer onboard. We demonstrate the viability
Fig. 5: Position control response to commanded step inputs in x, y, and z ((a), (b), and (c), respectively).

Fig. 6: Explicit EPC yielding comparable trajectory tracking performance in x, y, and z ((a), (b), and (c), respectively) with respect to regular EPC.

of the explicit EPC algorithm for real-time operation on computationally constrained platforms.

In the future, we intend to extend the present formulation to Robust Experience-driven Predictive Control using tightened constraints [16].
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Experimental Evaluation of Motion Primitive-based Teleoperation of Mobile Robots

Kshitij Goel, Xuning Yang, and Nathan Michael

Abstract—This work experimentally evaluates the time efficiency of teleoperation of mobile robots using motion primitives. We evaluate forward arc motion primitives-based teleoperation with experimental studies on aerial and ground hardware in real world scenarios and present field results of the proposed teleoperation strategy via a user study and two-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA). These studies suggest that users prefer the motion primitives-based strategy for smoothness in operation and increased time efficiency during teleoperation tasks, over direct feedforward velocity-based teleoperation strategy.

I. INTRODUCTION

In most strategies for teleoperation of mobile robots, user issued inputs via an external input device are directly executed leading to the possibility of infeasible motions due to possible communication delays [2]. This direct command architecture requires the human operator to be precise in issuing commands to the robot, hence making the teleoperation task tedious, fatiguing, and error prone [3]. In order to decrease workload on the user, we pursue teleoperation strategies that reduce user effort and error and increase time efficiency while completing the teleoperation task. Hence, assistive teleoperation strategies are developed to assist the user while performing a teleoperation task and are often evaluated using statistical analysis methods via user studies. These user studies are evaluated based on various user efficiency metrics. Javdani et al. [4] show assistance to a human operator while teleoperating a high degree of freedom humanoid robot and evaluate the proposed strategy through a user study using time efficiency and input frequency metrics. Carlson et al. [5] show collaboration between human and wheelchair via adaptive assistance by developing an intelligent controller that compensates for invalid inputs, and evaluate the proposed teleoperation strategy via user study based on two metrics: execution time and deviation from safety. Similarly, You et al. [6] evaluated teleoperation strategy to operate a robot arm based on 2D inputs, based on execution time taken by the user. These examples suggest that time efficiency in completing a teleoperation task is indeed an important metric to evaluate teleoperation strategies.

Yang et al. [1] propose a motion primitives-based teleoperation strategy that enables dynamically feasible and safe trajectories amenable to naive user control of a mobile robot. This work evaluates this teleoperation approach in terms of time efficiency through experimental results on hardware for an aerial and a ground robot platform via a user study, analyzed using a two-factor Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) technique. For the aerial robot, motion primitives-based teleoperation and direct velocity-based teleoperation are compared. For the ground system, we find that the motion primitives-based teleoperation is equivalent to the direct teleoperation strategy, both theoretically and experimentally. User preference towards using these teleoperation strategies for both aerial and ground robots is also analyzed based on Likert-Scale post-trial responses.

Motion primitives-based teleoperation [1] is presented in brief in Sect. II followed by the overview of systems used in our user study in Sect. III. Experiment design and results are detailed in Sect. IV followed by conclusion in Sect. V.

II. MOTION PRIMITIVES-BASED TELEOPERATION

In this section, motion primitives-based teleoperation [1] is briefly described. The action space for the robot is represented as a set of motion primitives called a Motion Primitive Library (MPL), which is constructed by densely discretizing the action space and generating motions associated with that action. An action is defined to be a set of input parameters that define a specific motion associated with the input parameters. For inputs of dimension $q \times 1$, if an action is denoted as $a = a_1, \ldots, a_q$ then a corresponding motion primitive can be generated, represented as $\gamma(a)$. Any set of actions can generate a motion primitive library (MPL) $\Gamma = \gamma_i(a_j)$, with size $N$. Furthermore, the set of MPL is called a motion primitive library collection, denoted by $\Gamma_j$, $j = 1, \ldots, M$. The robot is being controlled via a continuous input device, i.e. a joystick or gamepad and the action space of the robot is given by a set of values, obtained by densely discretizing the input values in each input dimension. Hence, a MPL will contain $q \times N$ motion primitives, which is treated as an indexed set of motion primitives parameterized by the action space.

It is assumed that motion primitive library can be generated for arbitrary mobile robots given their dynamical constraints as a function of the system-specific inputs. Smoothness and continuity issues arise in generating motion primitive types. It is assumed that sufficient information regarding actuator limitations and dynamic feasibility constraints are satisfied in design of the motion primitives.

A. Forward Arc Motion Primitives

Forward-arc motion primitives are sampled by propagating the dynamics of a unicycle model with a constant linear and angular velocity for a specified time, $T$. For an unicycle...
model:
\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x} &= v_s \cos(\theta) \\
\dot{y} &= v_s \sin(\theta) \\
\dot{\theta} &= \omega
\end{align*}
\]

where \(v_s\) is forward velocity and \(\omega\) is angular velocity. We now show that for a ground robot, this primitive-based representation of motion is theoretically equivalent to kinematics of a differential drive robot. Euler integration to the above equations gives:

\[
X_{t+T} = \begin{bmatrix} x_{t+T} \\ y_{t+T} \\ \theta_{t+T} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} x_t \\ y_t \\ \theta_t \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} v_s \cos(\theta_t)T \\ v_s \sin(\theta_t)T \\ \omega T \end{bmatrix}
\]

Now, \(\theta = \theta_t + \omega T\). Substituting in (1):

\[
\begin{bmatrix} x_{t+T} \\ y_{t+T} \\ \theta_{t+T} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} x_t \\ y_t \\ \theta_t \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} v_s \cos(\theta_t + \omega T)T \\ v_s \sin(\theta_t + \omega T)T \\ \omega T \end{bmatrix}
\]

For small \(T\):

\[
\begin{align*}
\cos(\theta_t + \omega T) &\simeq \frac{\sin(\theta_t + \omega T) - \sin(\theta_t)}{\omega T} \\
\sin(\theta_t + \omega T) &\simeq \frac{\cos(\theta_t) - \cos(\theta_t + \omega T)}{\omega T}
\end{align*}
\]

Substituting in (2):

\[
\begin{bmatrix} x_{t+T} \\ y_{t+T} \\ \theta_{t+T} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} x_t \\ y_t \\ \theta_t \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} \frac{v_s}{\omega} (\sin(\theta_t + \omega T) - \sin(\theta_t)) \\ \frac{v_s}{\omega} (\cos(\theta_t) - \cos(\theta_t + \omega T)) \\ \omega T \end{bmatrix}
\]

Equation (3) suggests that for ground robots, motion primitives-based teleoperation approach yields equivalent kinematics to a direct velocity-based teleoperation [8]. These motion primitives can be extended for aerial vehicles by incorporating linear dynamics for the vertical velocity. Hence, for a quadrotor aerial vehicle:

\[
\begin{bmatrix} x_{t+T} \\ y_{t+T} \\ z_{t+T} \\ \theta_{t+T} \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} x_t \\ y_t \\ z_t \\ \theta_t \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} \frac{v_s}{\omega} (\sin(\theta_t + \omega T) - \sin(\theta_t)) \\ \frac{v_s}{\omega} (\cos(\theta_t) - \cos(\theta_t + \omega T)) \\ v_z T \\ \omega T \end{bmatrix}
\]

For ground vehicles, the heading of the vehicle is fixed to the yaw of the vehicle by nature. Although aerial platforms such as quadrotors can independently control heading from yaw, we maintain the use of a unicycle model by ensuring that the heading is equivalent to the yaw of the vehicle, as humans naturally optimize for curved trajectories in robot control with heading aligned to the zero yaw angle [9].

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. Hardware

The ground robot teleoperation system, shown schematically in Fig. 2, uses a laser scanner and an inertial measurement unit (IMU) for state estimation using an Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [10]. The user sends teleoperation commands through a Logitech gamepad F-100 Joystick and the commands are processed on board the vehicle to enable motor control. The aerial test platform, shown schematically in Fig. 3, uses a motion capture system is used through
Fig. 4. Software system for the ground robot test platform consists of an inner loop PD controller running at 100 Hz, and an outer loop trajectory generator at the frequency of the user input.

Fig. 5. Software system for the aerial robot test platform, consists of a finite state machine and a trajectory generator that is used to generate dynamically feasible reference commands for the cascaded PD controller running onboard the vehicle.

B. Software

Software overview for both systems are shown in Figs. 4-5, where arrows correspond to the data flow using custom messages and services in Robot Operating System (ROS). Software runs on-board for the ground system and off-board for the aerial system.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Evaluation of the efficiency of forward arc motion primitives-based teleoperation is carried out via a user study designed to access the following hypotheses.

• **H1**: Participants are able to perform the teleoperation task significantly faster using motion primitive based teleoperation as compared to other teleoperation strategies, when operating an aerial robot.

• **H2**: Participants are able to perform the teleoperation task in similar times using motion primitives based teleoperation as compared to direct velocity-based strategies in the ground teleoperation case.

• **H3**: Participants prefer motion primitive-based teleoperation above other teleoperation techniques, when operating an aerial robot.

Two-factor Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) is used to infer about first two hypotheses, considering above statements as null hypotheses, while we directly analyze averaged Likert scale responses from the users for **H3**.

A. Experiment Design

For aerial robot, users are asked to complete one lemniscate trajectory for two teleoperation methods: direct velocity-based and motion primitives-based teleoperation. At the start of the aerial teleoperation study, users are told they would be using two different teleoperation strategies, anonymized as 'method 1' and 'method 2'. For the ground robot, simple feedforward velocity-based and motion primitives-based teleoperation are used and anonymized as 'method 1' and 'method 2'. Users are not provided any additional information about the methods and conduct 5 trials each with these different teleoperation strategy. In order to familiarize with the joystick controls, users teleoperate the vehicle in simulation for both aerial and ground robots, prior to the recorded trials.

We recruit 3 participants (for both ground and aerial robots), all with experience in robotics, but none with prior exposure to both robots. To counterbalance individual differences of users, we choose a within-subjects design, where each user uses all the teleoperation methods. Post-trials,
users are given a short survey for each teleoperation strategy, consisting of the following 1-5 Likert Scale questions:

- Does the robot follow the commands smoothly? 1 corresponding to strongly disagree and 5 to strongly agree.
- If you are to teleoperate an aerial or a ground robot, would you like to use the teleoperation strategy? 1 corresponding to strongly disagree and 5 to strongly agree.

B. Aerial Robot Teleoperation Results

Figure 6 shows the average task completion times for the operators following a lemniscate trajectory. Trial times and total control input are assessed using a two-factor repeated measures ANOVA, first factor being the time it took to complete the desired teleoperation task. We found that using motion primitives method resulted in users accomplishing tasks more quickly, supporting H1 ($F = 68.572, p-value = 0.0008, F_{crit} = 6.944$).

Figure 8 shows average responses from the users corresponding to the set of questions listed in Sect. IV-A, suggests users prefer motion primitive based teleoperation for smooth operation as well as likeness to use in a future teleoperation task. This proves the hypothesis H3.

C. Ground Robot Teleoperation Results

H2 holds true in terms of time efficiency ($F = 6.77, p = 0.12, F_{crit} = 19$). This is due to the fact that motion primitive-based teleoperation is equivalent in theory to a simple direct velocity-based teleoperation hence the observed similar performance times. This suggests motion primitive-based teleoperation is equivalent to direct velocity-based teleoperation experimentally.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, motion primitives based-teleoperation evaluation for aerial and ground robots suggests that users are able to perform the teleoperation task significantly faster using motion primitives based teleoperation as compared to direct velocity-teleoperation for quadrotors, which is typically employed in industrial quadrotors. Moreover, we have shown that motion primitives-based teleoperation is theoretically and experimentally equivalent to direct velocity-based teleoperation in the case of ground robots. Moreover, it is also shown that users prefer motion primitive-based teleoperation strategy for smoothness in operation of teleoperation tasks.
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Designed for Flexibility: A New Highway Simulation Environment for Inverse Reinforcement Learning Algorithms

Rachel Gologorsky∗

Abstract—Developing autonomous highway driving policies is a challenging yet necessary task for the development of truly autonomous vehicles. A currently popular approach is to use Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) algorithms, which learn driving policies from human demonstration. Developing and evaluating IRL algorithms requires the use of customizable and highly controllable highway simulators. While highway simulators exist for general research and gaming purposes, they are unsuitable for IRL research because of their complexity and inflexibility. The lack of adaptable highway environments has caused researchers to individually implement custom “toy” highway environments specifically tailored to their research. However, this continued reimplementation is inefficient because the toy environments share many features and have similar requirements. In this report, I document the details of my highly customizable and open-source toy highway environment and thus contribute an understandable, extensible, and recyclable environment usable as the starting point many other research investigations.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Self-Driving Cars: The Road to IRL

Artificial intelligence in general, and its application to self-driving cars in particular, has enormous potential to transform society for the better. According to the National Highway Traffic Association and the Center for Disease Control, human error accounts for 94% of car accidents, which are the leading cause of death of those aged 15-29 years and cost the U.S. economy $870 billion in aggregate a year [1, 2, 3]. Developing self-driving car policies has thus become the focus of much current research effort.

In the past, rule-based and behavior cloning algorithms were popular approaches to developing self-driving cars [4, 5, 6]. However, the driving policies resulting from these algorithms are inherently limited because they are agnostic with respect to why humans take certain actions. As a result, they are unable to detect and adjust to unexpected situations.

The present paradigm resolves this issue by assuming that humans intuitively optimize a cost function of the state features (such as balancing the desire to increase speed with the desire to keep a safe distance from other vehicles). Given a human cost function, an autonomous vehicle can plan to minimize the cost of its actions, and thus mimic the internal human decision-making process instead of the outward driving behavior. Thus, much current research now focuses on developing inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) algorithms to recover increasingly sophisticated cost functions from observed human driving behavior, especially in the highway driving context. Indeed, the highway environment has become a standard benchmark for evaluating algorithm performance in the inverse reinforcement learning field [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13].

B. The Need for a Flexible Highway Simulator

Applying IRL algorithms requires the use of highway simulators to collect the human demonstration data and to simulate the driving policies resulting from the reconstructed cost function. While highway simulators exist for general research and gaming purposes, they are generally complex to use and difficult to tailor to specific research scenarios. Yet, in order to evaluate an IRL algorithm’s ability to capture specific behaviors, researchers developing IRL algorithms require the ability to control the initial highway setting, specify the subsequent behavior of other cars on the road, and extract custom state features from the highway simulator.

The lack of customizable highway simulators has caused IRL researchers to individually construct “toy” highway environments specifically tailored to their research projects. An example of the proliferation of researcher-specific toy environments is pictured in Figure 1 below.

Fig. 1. Many Specific Environments. Left: Abbeel and Ng (2004), Center: Levine et al. (2011), Right: Sadigh et al. (2016) [2, 3, 4]

As a whole, these toy highway environments are similar in both their external characteristics (2d, bird’s eye perspective) and in their requisite internal functionality that enables highway demonstration input and IRL algorithm application. Yet, despite the commonalities between the toy highway environments and the shared need, no well-documented and
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extensible toy highway environment usable as a common starting point for IRL research currently exists. Though this dearth of toy highway environments is understandable – the true research significance is ultimately in the algorithm developed, not the tool it was tested on – starting anew each time is inefficient. Thus, I built a toy highway environment that is flexible and adaptable to a variety of research investigations. By documenting my code in this technical report and making it open-source, I aim to tackle this inefficiency and contribute a toy highway environment usable as a convenient springboard for other inverse reinforcement learning research projects.

In Section II, I review the specifics of the highway simulators currently available. Then, in Section III, I define the desired characteristics of a universal highway environment, and in Section IV, review the design and technical details of the highway environment. I conclude and outline possible enhancements to the simulation environment in Section V. Section VI contains an Appendix with more technical details.

II. AVAILABLE HIGHWAY SIMULATORS

A. Commercial Simulators

There are several commercial research driving simulators on the market, such as Carnetsoft’s research driving simulator, the University of Iowa’s National Advanced Simulator research products, and FAAC Inc.’s Research Simulator for Automotive Vehicles [14, 15, 16]. While such commercial products are quite realistic, the high fidelity afforded by these commercial research driving simulators comes at the expense of transparency and affordability. The cheapest option, Carnetsoft’s software-only driving simulator package, costs approximately $3000. Ultimately, there is an inescapable trade off between realism, cost, and complexity, and in the case of IRL algorithm research, the cost and complexity of the commercial products outweighs their benefit of realism.

B. Open-Source Simulators

Another potential option is Udacity’s recently released open-source self-driving car simulator [17]. This car simulator was built for students in Udacity’s self-driving car nanodegree program. As a result, the car simulator is specifically tailored to the homework assignment of implementing deep learning to predict a steering wheel angle from still frames. The pre-built scenarios feature a single car driving around a track; thus, it would take significant effort to expand the almost undocumented code to include a highway scenario with multiple-car interactions. Moreover, familiarity with Unity’s 3d game engine is generally restricted to the game developer community. The academic research community, the target audience in this case, is probably unfamiliar with Unity and so is likely to experience difficulty customizing and extending this highway environment.

C. Gaming Simulators and Open-AI Gym

There are several well-known gaming simulators, such as Grand Theft Auto V and TORCS ([18]), that have successfully been used as testbeds for reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms [19, 20, 21]. Similarly, Open AI Gym, a popular toolkit that interfaces between RL algorithms and a wide collection of environments (such as online games), also includes several driving environments. While these simulators are well-suited to the RL task of developing a policy that minimizes the cost of the agent car’s actions (these simulators allow easy control over agent car and access to the cost of the agent car’s actions via the game score or external indicators), they are unsuitable for IRL algorithm development because of the limited state information available and the inability to manipulate the behavior of the other cars in the simulator. However, the success of the Open AI Gym project is a source of inspiration, and I aim to achieve in the IRL field what Open AI Gym has accomplished in the RL field by providing a flexible, high-level interface to streamline the process of algorithm development and evaluation.

D. Simulators within Academia

Finally, Levine et al. and Sadigh et al. [8, 9] have made the code behind their research papers publicly available, including their toy highway implementations. However, their motive was to enable others to replicate their results, and so their highway environment code is undocumented. Moreover, their highway environments were specifically tailored to their research and thus are difficult to adapt to different situations such as different numbers of lanes or different car behaviors.

III. REQUIREMENTS OF A UNIVERSAL HIGHWAY SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

At a minimum, learning driving policies from human demonstration via IRL requires the ability to specify the starting scenario, input human driving demonstrations, and apply IRL algorithms to that driving data. A universal highway environment must not only be able to accomplish these tasks, but also must be flexible enough to allow modification to the underlying settings and methods by which those tasks are accomplished. A brief overview of the specific research scenarios of Abbeel and Ng, Levine et al., and Sadigh et al. (whose toy highway environments are pictured in Figure 1) will motivate the discussion of the flexibility required of a universal highway environment [7, 8, 9].

A. Specific Use Cases

1) In their groundbreaking research paper introducing IRL in the driving context, Abbeel and Ng [7] tested the ability of their pilot IRL algorithm to recover a cost function that would mimic specific driving styles. Since this was the first foray into developing driving policies via an underlying cost function, they focused on a very simplified scenario. The IRL algorithm extracted a linear cost function from pre-determined discrete features (the distance to the car in front, to the nearest car length) in a circumscribed discrete state and action space. Specifically, the behavior of other cars on the road was fixed, as was the speed of the agent car (human-controlled vehicle). The five action inputs controlled the agent car’s direction. From the picture of their toy highway environment, it appears that the human
actions were inputted via clicking (mouse/keyboard setup).

(2) To relax the constraint of predefining the pertinent state features, Levine et al. [8] developed an IRL algorithm that automatically determines relevant conjunctions of features from a large set of possible components. Specifically, they tested the ability of their algorithm to recover a driving policy that depended on the conjunction of current speed, lane, and “police car” proximity. Thus, in their toy highway environment, they defined more features and varied the appearance of the other cars on the road (though the cars’ underlying behavior remained the same). They also displayed the user’s current speed during the demonstration so that the user could adjust their speed to be consistent with the desired driving policy during driving demonstrations.

(3) To incorporate human-robot interaction into the IRL framework, Sadigh et al. [9] developed an IRL algorithm that chooses actions in order to distinguish between "distracted" and "attentive" drivers. In their work, a generic human driver cost function was obtained via demonstration with a wheel/pedal setup, and then the cost function weights were tweaked to model "distracted" and "attentive" human drivers. As a result, the toy highway environment had continuous features, a continuous state and action space, and the ability to specify different internal car behaviors (with the same outward appearance).

B. Flexibility Motivated by the Use Cases

From the above three research situations, we see that a universal highway environment should have:

- Customizable action inputs and input mechanism (e.g. to incorporate different discrete/continuous action spaces and keyboard/mouse and wheel/pedal setups).
- Customizable external car appearance (e.g. to incorporate “police cars” and other vehicle types).
- Customizable internal car behavior (e.g. to incorporate “attentive”/“distracted” drivers).
- Customizable features (e.g. to incorporate desired policy specifics).
- Customizable feature drawing options (e.g. to show features such as speed to the user or not).

Further, I have tried to anticipate future research directions by adding the following requirements.

- Customizable starting highway/traffic conditions - e.g. to model lane-changing dynamics in various traffic conditions, on small roads and multi-lane highways.
- Customizable physics - so that researchers can customize the “feel” of the driving simulator dynamics and adjust the complexity to be appropriate to the research scenario - in some cases, a simple point-mass model suffices (as in [9]); in others, a complex physics engine may be necessary (as in [18]). By default, I implemented the Kinematic Bicycle Model, which simulates realistic car dynamics quite well as long as the lateral acceleration is not too high [22].
- Customizable color scheme and drawing options - e.g. to accommodate red/green color blindness, to create dashed or solid lane markings (important to accommodate red/green color blindness, to create dashed or solid lane markings (important to lane-change and lane-merge scenarios), or to simulate a potential difference between day and night driving policies. See Figure 2 for an illustration of this color scheme difference.
- Infinite length track - to enable flexibility in the length of the human driving demonstrations.
- Customizable recording options - to grant researchers flexibility in the content, data format, and visualization of their recorded data.

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN

I implemented my code in Python because it is a particularly flexible and readable coding language. Visually, I chose a 2d, bird’s eye perspective of a vertically-oriented highway environment because it allows the user to intuitively orient themselves, infer all the information necessary to make rational decisions, and predict the future state while retaining the internal simplicity necessary for easy understandability and customizability. While 3d perspectives are more realistic, the benefit is more than offset by the additional complexity of programming 3d environments. Overall, I have consistently prioritized clarity in my code in order to align the environment with its purpose of being easily understandable and modifiable.

To make the highway environment flexible, I implemented it in a functional and highly modular style. The functional style allows concrete implementations to be changed without effecting the underlying logic, and the modular separation into classes allows for distracting implementation specifics to be encapsulated in different files (and easily referenced when necessary). To avoid duplication of effort, I have implemented common functionality such as collision detection, future state prediction, recording capabilities, and access to current state, we well as common features such as distance to road/lane boundaries, gap sizes to neighboring cars, and access to neighboring car state information.

Figure 2 highlights some of the physical flexibility of this environment, including the ability to specify different numbers of cars, highway lanes, colors, and types of cars. The red dot in the center indicates the human-controlled vehicle (agent car). The tree on the right is a reference point used as a visualization aid. The feature representation (displayed on the left, omitted on the right) is customizable as well.

V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A. File Summary

Abstract Car class - contains variables and functions common to all cars. Stores its highway as an instance variable. The AgentCar, MergingCar, OtherCar classes inherit common features and functionality from AbstractCar but customize the move function in order to implement specific behaviors. The AbstractCarMixin class contains helper functions specific to the Car class,
such as init functions, is_collision, and dist_to_lane boundary.

**Highway class** - creates the highway. Stores a list of cars on the highway. Responsible for the majority of drawing functions, encapsulated in the HighwayMixin class. Adjustable parameters include the highway length, lane width, and the number of lanes; the lane and road color can also be easily customized at initialization. The drawing functions (implemented in a functional style) are encapsulated by the HighwayMixin class. These drawing functions are also used by the Playback class to play back a prior recorded human demonstration.

**Simulator class** - interfaces between a car’s state and action inputs. By default, action inputs are continuous steering angle and acceleration/brake input. However, can be easily customized and discretized by changing the functions called to process the raw input. Note: Steering angle is measured in radians from the y-axis (clockwise from the y-axis is positive).

**Playback class** - contains key recording/playback functionality: writing to file, reading stored data from file, and visualizing the recorded demonstration. By default, the data - a list of the general highway parameters and the time series of all the cars on the highway - is pickled. The content and storage mechanism is easily modifiable by changing the write_recorded_data and get_recorded_data functions. The data is generated in the game.events file by the RECORD_HIGHWAY_EVENT, which fires with the frequency set in the constants file.

**Dynamics.py** - contains the physical dynamics model, by default Kinematic Bicycle Dynamics. Easily customizable by changing the next_step function in the dynamics file. Other models (such as the simpler point-mass or the more complex ones incorporating friction) can be easily substituted by changing the next_step function in the dynamics file. Note: the Kinematic Bicycle Dynamics Mode simulates real car dynamics surprisingly well as long as the lateral acceleration is not too high [22].

**Constants** - contains global constants. Collected into a single file so that they can be easily found and modified. These constants include the Pygame window’s height and width dimensions, event timer frequencies (e.g., how often should the draw_all function be called or the highway recorded), and sundry others constants (e.g. common colors).

**Helpers** - contains general helper functions, which can be classified into 3 main categories: those that detect game events, deal with geometry, or are just generally useful. Note about geometry: the coordinate system used throughout is that of Pygame, i.e. the y-axis is orientated to be increasing from top to bottom.

**Scenarios** - defines some start scenarios. Currently, I utilize scenarios with a predetermined the number of highway lanes, the types of cars, and their speeds, headings, and positions. Over time, this file can be expanded into a library of different deterministic and randomly generated testing scenarios.

**Game Events** - handles game events such as Move_Car_Event and Record_Highway_Event timer events (frequency defined in the constants file), action inputs (passes them to the Simulator class), and other user-driven events such as pause, quit, and restart (defined in the helpers file).

**Main file** - contains two functions, play_game, and play_back. Play_game starts the game with the given input start scenario, and calling play_back with a specific file name plays back the demonstration that file captured. In both functions, a while loop iterates through the events generated by the game/playback until the game/playback is done. For readability, the events are identified and handled in the game events file.

**B. Key Mechanism**

A highway object is required for a car’s initialization (other parameters are optional). At initialization, the car stores the highway as an instance variable and adds itself to its highway instance’s car_list field. Thus, the highway has a list of all car objects on it, and every car has, through its highway instance, access to all the other car objects on the road. Since Python implements “Call by Reference,” each car’s highway instance always reflects the current highway object and the highway object’s car list always reflects the current car objects.

There are several benefits to unrestricted information sharing. First, it allows all conceivable state features to be implemented because there is complete access to the highway and all the other cars’ states. In addition, it simplifies the implementation of car behaviors that depend on neighboring car state and common functions such as checking
for collisions (simply scan the highway’s car object list),
projecting the highway state into the future, and playing back
demonstrations. Since most toy research scenarios include
< 20 cars, iterating through the highway’s car list is in fact
an efficient and simplifying design decision.

C. Visualization

In order to allow for the illusion of an infinite length
track (so that human demonstration time is unlimited), all the
objects on the highway move down rather than the agent car
moving up. Hence the agent car’s objective position never
changes, though it advances relative to the other cars on
the road. To aid in visualization, I added a simple Tree
object by the highway to serve as a reference point for
human drivers. In dashed lanes, I introduce a time parity
parameter, ”odd_timestep,” in order to alternate between
revealing “new” dashed lane separators and translating the
“old” ones down.

VI. CONCLUSION/FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this paper, I address the inefficiency of reimplementing
similar toy highway environments and share the details
of a versatile and customizable pilot highway simulation
environment. This pilot environment, however, is just a start,
and there are many possible avenues for further development
and refinement. Ideas for future expansion include:

• An expanded car behavior library so that researchers
could “plug and play” desired car behaviors into their
research (e.g. to incorporate the effect of aggressive/timid cars on the driving policy, or to investigate
human behavior in response to cars pre-programmed to
merge into the agent car’s lane in different ways).
• An Obstacle class to incorporate common car-obstacle interactions and model lane merge and highway exit behavior.
• Introduction of increasingly sophisticated models of future state prediction that incorporate human-robot interaction and reactions.
• A Graphical User Interface to ease scenario creation.
• Introduction of more precise polygonal (instead of rectangular) car bounding boxes into the car geometry.
• A library for different Physical dynamics models.
• An extended environment scope to intersections and other situations of research significance.

In the future, I hope that researchers will recognize the
utility of a common starting point, and develop this highway
environment into a high-level springboard for other research investigations.

VII. APPENDIX

A. Car Classes Derived from AbstractCar

• The OtherCar class implements behavior of a general
car on the road, which I programmed to to be: staying in
its lane, adjusting its speed to keep its preferred distance
to the car ahead, returning to its preferred speed when
possible, and never crashing into the car in front.

• The MergingCar class roughly implements a car pro-
grammed to merge into the left lane; the merging car
uses deterministic heuristics to guide its attempted lane
merge.

• The AgentCar class implements behavior specific to
the human-controlled vehicle - its behavior reflects that
of the user controlling it. It is the only vehicle I allow
to crash into other cars.

The AbstractCar move method is itself general, and has
optional parameters that govern whether a car is allowed
to collide with another car, whether it can go off-road, and
whether its keeps a set distance from the car in front of it.
Thus, the Abstract Car class provides a flexible starting point
from which cars with different behaviors can be derived.

As the name suggests, the Abstract Car class is an abstract
class meant to define common car behavior while leaving the
specifics to its derived classes. However, the AbstractCar
class has an init method meant to be called by the derived
classes in order to initialize some common variables. The
only required argument to this init function is the car’s high-
way object, though optional arguments include a simulator
object to interface with action inputs, and the desired initial
x,y coordinates of the car’s center, and its lane, lane position,
speed, and role.

B. Explication of the Differences between Similar Car Instance Variables

x,y vs. lane, lane position.: The x and y position are
closely related to, though not exactly equivalent to, the
lane and lane position. The lane is a discrete number cor-
responding to the lane number (0-indexed), while the x-
value is a float that stores the precise x-coordinate of the
pixel representing the car center. The lane position is a float
that stores the precise y-coordinate indicating how far the
car center is from the beginning of the highway track (i.e.
increases from bottom to top); in Pygame, however, the
y-coordinate of the pixel position increases from the top
down. Thus, the pixel y-value = highway length - the lane
position. In the AbstractClass Mixin (which contains helper
functions specific to cars), there are functions for converting
x and y positions to lane and lane positions, and vice versa
(when converting a lane number to a x value, the x value is
calculated as the center point of the lane).

Role vs ID.: At each initialization, each car is given a
unique “ID” number generated by a counter variable. This ID
provides an efficient way to perform equality tests between
car objects. In contrast, the role variable (a modifiable string
parameter set at initialization) is used to identify special
vehicles (such as the agent car) in functions.

C. Default Initialization of Optional Car Instance Variables

When the optional arguments are not provided, the vehicle
settings (x, y, lane, lane position, and speed) are instantiated
with functions such as init_place, which sets the lane and
lane position, init_pixel_pos, which sets the x and y position
based on the previously set lane and lane position, and
init_speed, which initiates the speed. These init functions
grant flexibility over the parameters’ default initialization. For example, I implemented the init_speed function to initialize a car’s speed via a Gaussian distribution whose mean depends on the car’s lane in order to incorporate the highway driving convention that the left lane tends to have faster vehicles.

There are some common variables that I initialize to have default values that could be analogously be customized or passed in as initialization parameters. For example, I initialize the car to have a vertical heading - \( \pi/2 \) radians, i.e. 90 degrees counterclockwise from the x-axis, and set \( L_f \) and \( L_r \) (distance from the center of mass to the front and rear axles, respectively) with default value.

D. Selected Functions Highlighting Car-Highway Information Sharing

Get_closest_cars is a function in the highway class that, when given a lane and lane position, returns a list with information about the car state ahead and behind in the given and neighboring lanes. It relies on get_closest_car, which finds the closest car object on the highway in the specific direction to find the desired car information. I use this highway function in my car class to get the state features of the gap size and speed of the cars ahead and behind the agent car in its lane and in the neighboring lanes.

Crash_in_n_steps is a highway function that uses the dynamics model to simulate whether continuing the current trajectories would result in a car crash within the next n steps. This function is used by my MergingCar to inform its decision on how far to turn the steering wheel and how much to accelerate during a lane merge. A further refinement would incorporate reactions rather than simply projecting all current car inputs into the future.
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Mining Discriminative Intervals for Affective State Estimation

Deepthi Hegde\textsuperscript{1}, Stanislav Panev\textsuperscript{2} and Dong Huang\textsuperscript{2} 

Abstract—The recent advancement of machine learning and wearable sensors has propelled estimation of human affective status from streaming physiological signals. Previous machine learning solutions have focused on off-line analysis of datasets containing records of emotions stimulated in participants through short videos. Most of them perform predictions considering all the video segments to be equally important. In this paper, we emphasize the need to detect specific segments of the videos that trigger emotion as a first step towards better classification. We implement a multiple-instance learning approach to weight these segments accordingly during training of SVM. We use MAHNOB-HCI, a publicly available dataset for all our analyses. Our approach provides promising results.

I. INTRODUCTION

Emotion is the backbone of every activity carried out by humans. It influences the way we think, behave, communicate and react to the surroundings around us. Emotion understanding spans a wide range of applications and has recently received a lot of attention in the field of Human Computer Interaction (HCI). It is an important step towards intelligent interaction and in enhancing user experience. For instance, televisions being able to empathize with and respond to users’ according to their mental state. In online learning, engagement of the student can be improved by understanding the emotional status of the student and modifying the teaching methods accordingly \cite{1}. Emotion estimation can also aid those with communication difficulties, like the autistic, to interact with their surroundings by natural means. Mental disorders like Schizophrenia and depression can be attended to and alleviated by early detection of symptoms.

One of the major drawbacks of computers today is that they lack an understanding of emotion. Coupling emotion with cognition and perception could greatly impact the performance of computers and bring us closer to building machines that are human-like. However, it is a hard task as emotion is an abstract quantity and is person-dependent and situational. Moreover, the lack of objective ways to evaluate emotions makes it difficult to annotate and obtain ground truth.

Emotion is an outcome of neurological processes in the brain and is manifested externally as facial expressions, voice modulations and muscle movements. The most popular modality for emotion recognition has been facial expressions. However, facial data raise two major issues. Firstly, continuous monitoring of emotions is not feasible and is invasive. Secondly, facial expressions are often deceiving. They may not represent the true emotional states of the participant, as masking emotions is rather easy. Thus, we need a more reliable and easy-to-capture way of obtaining data. Using wearable sensors helps eliminate these issues. However, this modality has received less attention.

Wearable sensors measure the internal changes that occur in the body when users are subjected to emotional stimuli. These sensors measure signals like heart rate, skin conductance, pupil dilation, skin temperature, etc. that are controlled by the sympathetic nervous system, which is part of the autonomous nervous system of the human body. These signals cannot be tampered with intentionally by the user and hence cannot be faked. There has been a widespread acceptance of wearable devices in day-to-day life lately. Most wearable devices monitor general health of the user by measuring parameters like heart rate, sleep patterns, level of exercise, etc. Because emotion is one of the primary contributors to overall health, estimating and monitoring it helps provide better awareness to the user.

In recent years, there has been rapid development of emotion recognition using physiological sensors and several databases have been collected. However, only a few of them are publicly available. The Database for Emotion Analysis using Physiological Signals (DEAP) \cite{2} is one such publicly available dataset that contains physiological signals for 32 participants and face videos for 22 of those participants watching music videos. The signals that were recorded comprised electromyography (EMG), electroocologram (EOG), blood volume pulse (BVP) using plethysmograph (PPG), skin temperature and Galvanic skin response (GSR). The drawback of this dataset is that each video is 1 minute long and 40 videos are shown to the participants back to back with a small 5 minutes break in between. This time frame seems to be too less for significant emotion fluctuations. MAHNOB-HCI (Multimodal Database for Affect Recognition and Implicit Tagging) \cite{3} is yet another publicly available multimodal database that is similar to DEAP containing both physiological signals and face video. MAHNOB-HCI makes use of movie videos to elicit emotions and consecutive videos with stimuli are well separated by a neutral video screening in between. We choose MAHNOB-HCI for our experiments. We describe the protocol of the dataset in Section II.

The previous approaches \cite{3}, \cite{4} on the MAHNOB-HCI dataset have focused on statistical methods to find correlation between the features and labels, feature selection and feature
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and decision fusion techniques to improve the accuracy of affect estimation. There are however certain issues that need to be addressed before diving into decision making. Often, there are one or more segments of the video that induce the emotion indicated by the participant. In this paper, we emphasize the need to select those specific segments of the videos that trigger emotion as a first step towards good classification. We implement a Multiple-Instance Learning approach to find these segments prior to classification.

In Section II, we summarize the contents and the protocol used in MAHNOB-HCI. Section III describes all the features used for our experiments. In Section IV, we explain Multiple Instance Learning and our formulation to detect and weight the important segments of the video. In Section V, we present the results obtained by implementing a multiple instance learning approach.

II. DATASET DESCRIPTION

MAHNOB-HCI is a multi-modal database with records of peripheral physiological signals from 27 participants who are shown 20 emotional movie clips. After each video containing stimulus is screened, a neutral clip is played hoping to bring the emotional status of the participant to neutral before the start of the next stimulus. The signals recorded in the database include electrocardiogram (ECG), electroencephalogram (EEG), GSR, respiration pattern, skin temperature and eye gaze.

The database uses Russell’s valence-arousal scale [5], which is the most commonly used measure of emotional states in affective computing. On this scale, each emotional state can be represented on a 2D orthogonal plane with arousal and valence as the horizontal and vertical axes respectively. Arousal can range from inactive (e.g., uninterested, bored) to active (e.g., alert, excited), whereas valence ranges from unpleasant (e.g., sad, stressed) to pleasant (e.g., happy, elated) as shown in Fig. 1.

Self-assessment was recorded by asking participants to report the felt arousal and valence on nine point scales. Self assessment Manikins (SAM) were presented (see Fig. 3) and explained in order to smoothly carry out self-assessment. The distribution of labels across different values of valence and arousal are as show in Fig. 4.

The summary of the contents of the dataset is presented in Table I.

Fig. 4 shows the distribution of self-assessment scores in the valence-arousal plane. It is evident that there are fewer instances of extreme valence and arousal scores, indicating that it is hard to stimulate these emotions in people.

III. DATA PREPROCESSING AND FEATURES EXTRACTION

Physiological responses were initially recorded at a sampling rate of 1024 Hz and finally downsampled to 256 Hz. The eye gaze data was sampled at 60 Hz. We upsampled eye gaze data to 256 Hz in order to have matching window sizes for all the signals for feature extraction. Moreover, GSR signals were infiltrated by the frequency of the power supply. We removed those frequencies with the help of a Notch Filter.

In [3], the authors list the potential set of features for each of the sensor signals. We extract most of the features mentioned along with other features as listed in Table III. We extracted 576 ECG features, 216 EEG features, 39 GSR features, 4 features relating to skin temperature, 14 respiratory features and 35 features for eye gaze.

IV. METHODOLOGY

A. Weakly-supervised learning for faster and more accurate labeling

One of the biggest problems with self-reported affective status is the lack of accuracy and localization. Even with the addition of a more effective segment labeling system (as described in Section IV-B), it is still uncertain whether the self-reported labeling will be effective enough for the use of machine learning on the affective status. In order to remedy this accuracy and localization difficulty we use a Generalized Multi-Segment SVM (GMS-SVM) to improve.

![Fig. 2. Experimental protocol used in MAHNOB-HCI dataset.](image-url)
the self-reported labeling accuracy by relabeling the data more discriminatively.

To date, most work in the area of time series has been supervised in nature, which typically requires a large amount of human annotation prior to event detection. However, labeling temporal affective status events is usually a labor-intensive, ambiguous process (e.g., where does the event start/end, what should the temporal granularity of the event be?) and is difficult to standardize across coders. Moreover, the subtle differences between two classes of temporal signals may not be visible over the entire observation period. For example, consider the task of classifying affective status. The differences between these two distinct classes do not appear continuously throughout the time series, but are rather associated with specific temporal patterns possibly occurring multiple times. This is a very challenging problem because the discriminative patterns are not known a priori. In this paper, we propose a multi-instance learning algorithm (for weakly-supervised learning) that facilitates faster, and often more accurate labeling of affective status events of interest with respect to current methods for labeling, such as human annotation.

We illustrate the use of this technique in the problem of finding temporal segments that provide higher discrimination between affective status; however, this technique is general and can be applied to any type of affective status event of interest.

1) Notations: Denote $s$ the number of affective status. $n$ the number of movie segments. In each movie segment, we take sensor signals in 30-seconds temporal intervals and use these temporal intervals as the smallest scale for affective status estimation. $x_i \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times 1}$ is a vectorized representation of the $i$th temporal interval. $N_j$ is the set of temporal interval that belongs to the $j$th movie segment, $(i \in N_j)$.

We formulate the status estimation as pair-wise classifica-
ation problems. For instance, to classify high and low valance, $y_i$ is the binary label of $x_i$ such that $y_i = +1$ if the $i$th temporal segment belongs to a high valence movie segment, otherwise $y_i = -1$.

The goal of GMS-SVM is jointly learning the classifier and selecting the most discriminative temporal segments in each movie segment.

2) Learning GMS-SVM: Step 1: Learning a standard SVM classifier

In the initial step, we use the the label of each movie segment as the labels of each temporal interval that belong to the movie segment.

The standard linear SVM solves

$$
\min_{w, b} \frac{1}{2} \|w\|^2 + \sum_i \left(1 - y_i (w^T x_i + b)\right) \|_h
$$

(1)

where $w$ and $b$ are coefficients of the classifier, $\| \cdot \|_h$ is the hinge-loss that measures the classification error.

Step 2: Selecting the discriminative temporal segments

Within each movie segment, we solve a set of positive weights, such that

$$
\arg \max_{\alpha_i} \sum_{i=1}^{N} y_i^{(k)} \left[ \alpha_i^{(k)} f \left( x_i^{(k)} \right) \right]
\text{ s.t. } \sum_{i=1}^{N_B} \alpha_i^{(k)} = 1, \alpha_i^{(k)} > 0
$$

(2)

where $\alpha_i^{(k)}$ are the weights assigned to the feature vectors $x_i^{(k)}$ belonging to the same bag $B_i$.

Step 3: Learning a weighted SVM classifier

Step 2-3 iterate until the changes to the classifier coefficients and weights are negligible.

3) Classification on test movie segment: We model the classifier to identify the video segments that stimulate emotion. These are segments with $\alpha_i^{(k)}$ greater than a certain threshold and are used to train the classifier. In the testing phase, we use the trained model to predict the response to the video by first predicting the label of every instance of the video (no segment weighting) and then taking a majority vote to determine the label of the bag as a whole.

B. MS-SVM as a labeling tool for physiological signals

The key difference between signals from two affective statuses is very subtle and too ambiguous for human labeling. One can only roughly label (1) the existence of a signal affective status event, and (2) the approximate time intervals related to affective status. This makes it very hard to train and adapt supervised classifiers for affective status.

In this project, before applying the standard event detection approaches, we propose to use MS-SVM as a labeling tool for extracting segments in the signals corresponding to fatigue. MS-SVM does not require a human to label exact locations of occurrences. Rather, it breaks each roughly labeled signal interval into a bag of shorter segments, and learns a classifier (Eq. 2) between the bags that contain affective status (the positive class) and the bags of non-affective status (the negative class). This learning process requires at least one segment from each affective status bag to produce a positive score. In other words, MS-SVM tries to select the key segments in each positive bag that discriminate this positive bag from the negative bags. Therefore, using MS-SVM as a labeling tool, we can locate more discriminative and finer-scale signal segments from the rough manual labels. After learning MS-SVM, the labeling is done as follows: given manually labeled signal intervals, break each interval into a bag of shorter segments, and select the segments that produce positive scores on the MS-SVM classifier. There are two main advantages of MS-SVM labeling over the exact manual labeling: (1) MS-SVM is more practical for it only requires roughly manual input, e.g., a signal interval contains an affective status event or not; (2) MS-SVM is less prone to human bias for it is based on an objective metric: the MS-SVM classifier score.

In the following sections, the MS-SVM labeled signal segments will be used as positive training samples for affective status detectors.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We use multiple instance learning approach for training the model. We first initialize all weights in every bag($\alpha_i^{(k)}$) to one and run an SVM. The decision values from the SVM output are used in the optimization objective of MS-SVM to find the updated weights which represent the importance of the segments in the video. An SVM classifier is then modeled on instances with weights greater than a threshold. Testing is performed on the trained model to obtain the labels of all instances in the test bag. Majority voting strategy is used to determine the label of the bag.

We compared our approach against Linear and Kernel SVM. We test the accuracies of 5-fold cross validation, Leave-One-Subject-Out (training on n-1 subjects and testing on one) and Leave-One-Video-Out (training on n-1 videos and testing on one) for all 3 methods. Our results show that multiple instance SVMs in specific and the method of extracting discriminating segments of the video in general is promising. Table III shows the results for arousal and Table IV shows the results for valence.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we aimed at finding specific segments of the movies that strongly correspond to the emotions felt by the participant in order to improve the accuracy of affective state estimation using physiological signals. We present a
multiple instance learning approach to find these segments as a precursor to classification. We believe that future work along this direction may lead to improved classification.
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Predicting Bus Dwell Times in Dense Urban Transit Networks Using Bayesian Hierarchical Modeling
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Abstract—Public transit service quality must improve as urban societies seek to reduce their carbon footprint and utilize more energy-efficient technologies. The current smart transportation frontier involves Transit Signal Priority (TSP) systems, but these fail to make strategic traffic signal control decisions that simultaneously accommodate bus schedules and minimize delays for non-transit vehicles. An accurate characterization of bus behavior can empower the development of TSP systems that maximize public transit efficiency and reliability while still working to optimize overall vehicular flow. Bus behavior is principally characterized by frequent stops with uncertain dwell times, but currently there exists no well-studied model of such behavior appropriate for adaptive traffic systems. To this end, we develop a lightweight, robust, real-time Bayesian hierarchical model for bus dwell time prediction, consisting of an Onboarding (passenger) Model and a Dwell Time Model. We implement and test these models separately, achieving a median absolute error of 1.96 passengers for the Onboarding Model and 3.9 seconds for the Dwell Time Model. These results lay the foundation for a complete hierarchical dwell time prediction model that can be used to inform an adaptive TSP system in real-time.

I. INTRODUCTION

Road traffic is a major contributor to the carbon footprint of a city, with recent studies suggesting that 27% of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions are attributable to the transportation sector\cite{1}. As urban societies strive to reduce their negative environmental impact and rely on less energy-intensive technologies, it is critically important that the quality of public transit service improve. Such developments would both drive public adoption of more energy-efficient modes of transit and increase the overall efficiency of one of the major sources of urban transport related emissions\cite{2}.

The current frontier of smart transportation systems seeks to improve public transit, specifically buses, through signal control strategies. Typically, these strategies adopt one of two approaches. One approach takes advantage of adaptive traffic signal control systems to focus on overall vehicular flow, ignoring the specific scheduling objectives of buses. The other approach involves transit signal priority (TSP) methodologies that respond to driver-initiated preempts by either prematurely creating a green light condition or extending the green for the approaching bus. However, due to their reflexive nature and inability to forecast, current TSP methods serve only to shorten overall transit duration, and are not effective at ensuring bus schedule reliability or service quality. Furthermore, TSP systems result in myopic traffic signal schedules that fail to be strategic in determining the best control decisions to implement for the benefit of all traffic.

These shortcomings serve as a clear mandate for innovation in technologies aimed at improving public transit quality. Our hypothesis is that as the number of connected vehicles continues to grow, adaptive traffic control systems ought to capitalize on the availability of real-time data streams in order to enable high quality service. Due to the dependence on traffic flow forecasting, a solution involving adaptive traffic signal control is not possible without an understanding of bus behavior and its effect on surrounding traffic. Such behavior is primarily characterized by frequent stops with uncertain dwell times. Moreover, the presence of buses stopping on urban streets typically restricts or blocks other traffic on the road, resulting in increased overall wait times and delays throughout the system. In this regard, a more accurate characterization of bus dwell times can empower the development of TSP systems that maximize public transit
efficiency and reliability while still working to optimize overall vehicular flow.

In this research, we explore the efficacy of Bayesian random effect modeling techniques for bus dwell time prediction. We develop a Bayesian hierarchical model that is computationally efficient in delivering real-time predictions, robust to the stochasticity of bus dwell times, generalizable to various urban network scenarios due to its low data dependency, and capable of addressing uncertainty by delivering predictions with corresponding confidences. We aim to eventually field test the efficacy of this model in the connected vehicle test-bed of the Pittsburgh area.

In this paper, we first describe and analyze the bus dwell time dataset used throughout the research. We then explore parametric distribution fits in order to analytically describe the dwell time data. Next, we formalize our Bayesian hierarchical model, detail its implementation, and assess its accuracy on historical data. Finally, we discuss the implications of our data analysis and modeling, and suggest avenues for future work.

II. APPLICATION CONTEXT

Uncertainty in dwell times serves as an obstacle in many smart transportation settings:

- As discussed, TSPs aim to improve the quality of bus service but currently have limited broader impact due to their inability to forecast and make strategic scheduling decisions for all traffic. This limitation is a direct result of dwell time uncertainty.
- Bus scheduling remains unreliable due to the difficulty of making accurate timing plans. The compounding uncertainty in dwell times of stops along a route amounts to a high degree of uncertainty in overall route duration, which gives rise to timetables of limited value.
- Reporting accurate real-time bus information (e.g. the Expected Time of Arrival of the next bus at a particular stop) is made difficult due to the uncertain dwell time at each preceding stop.

In general, a lightweight model of bus dwell times enables further research of traffic phenomena that depend on bus behavior.

III. TRANSIT DATA

A. Overview

The specific dataset used in this research was provided by the Port Authority of Allegheny County (PAAC) for weekdays from September 2012 to August 2014. The dataset includes records for 18 bus stops along Centre Avenue on the "Connected Corridor" indicated in Figure 1, a region of particular interest due to its high volume of public transit activity. These records were obtained using On-Board Units (OBUs) that record a variety of data for the majority of Port Authority buses travelling along the Connected Corridor.

Table IV in the appendix describes each of the columns in the dataset, where each row corresponds to an individual bus passing one of the 18 bus stops. Note in particular that the dataset includes events where a bus passes one of the 18 bus stops without stopping. Relevant artifacts pertaining to our dataset include:

- No weekend data was available.
- No data was available for August 2013 and November 2013.
- A small fraction of the data was marked as invalid bus stops.

B. Longitudinal Analysis

It is clear that bus dwell times change throughout the day due to shifting ridership patterns. For example, more passengers are expected during morning and evening rush hours, which could increase dwell times. It is important to understand how the dwell time distributions change throughout the day, as well as how much similarity there is in the dwell times over a short period of time. To conduct this analysis, we focused on the Negley Avenue at Centre Avenue stop (direction 1) for morning rush hour (6:00-9:59 am) in spring 2014, considering the days of the week separately. For each test, we divided the data into 15 minute intervals starting 5 minutes apart (e.g. 6:00-6:15 am and 6:05-6:20 am). We then assessed the similarity of the dwell time distributions for each of these intervals using max-deviation tests\(^3\). A max-deviation test between intervals A and B involves computing all of the percentiles (0-100) of A and B and checking how many of these have an error percentage within a specified threshold (e.g. 5%). The number of percentiles within the error threshold is the max-deviation score. For the morning rush hour, there are 46 individual 15 minute intervals. We computed the max-deviation scores of each of these intervals with all of the other intervals, and visualized the scores as a 46x46 heatmap.

![Fig. 2: Heatmap of maximum deviation test scores for 15-minute intervals spaced 5 minutes apart throughout the morning rush hour (6:00-9:59 am) for Wednesdays in spring 2014.](image-url)

Figure 2 indicates that dwell time distributions that are temporally closer to each other are more similar, which is demonstrated by darker regions near the main diagonal and lighter regions farther from it. Intervals near the end of morning rush hour, approximately after 8 am, exhibit slightly more similarity than those near the beginning of the...
time period, though not by a large amount. Intervals that are directly 5 minutes apart (one step above and below the main diagonal) are the most similar, with max-deviation scores that generally lie in the 30s-50s range. These scores are not very high, considering there is an overlap of 10 minutes (approximately \( \frac{2}{3} \) of the interval, assuming the bus stops are uniformly distributed in time) between adjacent intervals. Intervals that are 15 minutes apart (e.g. 6:00-6:15 am and 6:15-6:30 am) have significantly lower max-deviation scores, which usually fall below 25. Such low scores indicate the data is highly stochastic, and dwell time distributions can change significantly over a short period of time.

An interesting phenomenon displayed in the heatmaps is an abrupt change in the max-deviation scores that occurs in a span of 5 minutes. To visualize this change, consider Figure 3, which shows a cumulative density function (CDF) of the 7:10-7:25 am data in red, the 7:15-7:30 am data in green, and all of the intervals before the 7:10-7:25 am interval are in blue.

Fig. 3: Dwell time cumulative density functions for Negley Avenue at Centre Avenue, direction 1, Mondays of spring 2014. The 7:10-7:25 am data is in red, the 7:15-7:30 am is in green, and all of the intervals before the 7:10-7:25 am interval are in blue.

To visualize how the dwell time distributions change throughout the morning rush hour, consider Figure 4, which displays the CDF plots of the 15 minute intervals, grouped by hour. Several observations can be made from these plots. Shorter dwell times are more common than longer ones, particularly earlier in the day. As morning rush progresses, longer dwell times become more common and the higher percentiles increase dramatically. In addition, the variance of each CDF increases as time goes on. See Table I for max-deviation scores of the CDFs for a particular hour for each day of the week. In general, this deviation is larger later in the morning. Moreover, for most of the hour ranges, the CDFs are relatively similar for smaller percentiles (e.g. below the 70th percentile). However, the larger percentiles exhibit very unstable CDFs due to the highly stochastic nature of the dwell times.

The longitudinal analysis suggests that the early morning is characterized by short dwell times, most likely due to a small number of passengers. Moreover, the dwell time distributions are quite stable early in the morning, but become highly unstable as the day goes on. Due to the large variance and highly stochastic nature of dwell times, the potential for large prediction errors is increased, necessitating a robust approach to dwell time prediction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Period</th>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6-7 am</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-8 am</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-9 am</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-10 am</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I: Largest dwell time percentile deviation of all the CDFs of 15 minute intervals starting 5 minutes apart, in a particular hour interval for each day of the week. This data is for Negley Avenue at Centre Avenue, direction 1, spring 2014.

C. Cross-sectional Analysis

We also analyze the similarity of bus dwell time distributions for different days of the week. Figure 5 shows the CDFs of bus dwell times for the inbound bus stop Negley Avenue at Centre Avenue. Each CDF is calculated for one specific day of the week (i.e., all Mondays in summer 2014, or all Tuesdays in summer 2014, etc.) using data from a particular time range spanning 1 hour during the morning rush period in summer 2014. The main observations from these plots include:

- The 50th percentile increases as the morning progresses, for all days.
- The variance in dwell times increases as the morning progresses, for all days.
The general shape of the distribution prevails cross-sectionally across days for all specific hour ranges, with moderate cross-sectional deviation. In other words, it is generally the case that as the morning progresses, dwell times become longer and more unpredictable for each day of the week.

Figure 6 shows the resulting scores for computing the max-deviation test between the CDFs shown in Figure 5 for an error threshold of 5%. The main observations from these plots include:

- No test resulted in a particularly high score, suggesting that the days of the week are statistically significantly different.
- The highest scores were in the high 40s and low 50s, and correspond to Monday-Thursday compared to Monday-Thursday for the 7-8 am range.
- Friday seems to differ the most from the other days of the week, except when compared to Monday 6-7 am.

### D. Distribution Fitting

We analyze the representation of dwell times using specific analytic distributions in order to ease computational requirements. If such an analytic distribution is found, computing the posterior dwell time distribution using Bayesian updates can be done efficiently using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling. For this analysis, we fit 6 distributions commonly used in survival analysis to the data and assessed their goodness of fit. The same aggregation approach as described in the “Sparsity and Aggregation” subsection (in the Appendix) was employed throughout model fitting, focusing on spring and summer of 2014. Due to the discretization of the dwell time into seconds, we computed the Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) of the dwell times using bandwidths of 0.5, 0.1, and 0.2 to obtain a continuous distribution. This allowed max-deviation tests to yield more meaningful results that were not skewed by the discrete nature of the empirical data.

Figure 7 shows a sample of the distribution fits for the indicated time ranges for the Non-central F, Burr, Weibull, Beta, Log-normal, and Fisk (Log-logistic) distributions. We computed the max-deviation scores between each analytic distribution fit and each of the 3 KDEs, reporting the highest score and which bandwidth it corresponds to.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of the max-deviation scores for each fitted distribution and each KDE bandwidth, and Table II contains the means of these distributions, which
Fig. 7: Dwell time cumulative density function KDEs with bandwidth values of 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2, along with the analytical distribution fit CDFs and the empirical data. The best max-deviation score and the KDE bandwidth for which it was computed is shown for each distribution fit.

TABLE II: Mean max-deviation score between each fitted analytic distribution and the dwell time distribution Kernel Density Estimation (KDE), for each tested KDE bandwidth. Bolded values indicate the highest max-deviation scores for each distribution. The data is for the Negley Avenue at Centre Avenue bus stop, direction 1, spring 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Non-central F</th>
<th>Fisk (Log-logistic)</th>
<th>Burr</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>Log-normal</th>
<th>Weibull</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bw=0.05</td>
<td>24.19</td>
<td>26.05</td>
<td>23.06</td>
<td>20.05</td>
<td>17.98</td>
<td>12.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bw=0.1</td>
<td>25.79</td>
<td>28.17</td>
<td>23.15</td>
<td>19.76</td>
<td>18.70</td>
<td>11.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bw=0.2</td>
<td><strong>28.49</strong></td>
<td><strong>30.00</strong></td>
<td>22.92</td>
<td>19.44</td>
<td><strong>19.31</strong></td>
<td><strong>11.28</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

can be used to rank them by goodness of fit. Despite these low scores, which are to some capacity impacted by the discrete dwell time data, it is worthwhile to explore analytic distributions for the prediction model.

E. Covariate Analysis

In order to develop a dwell time regression model with covariates, several relationships were explored between covariate data and dwell time, such as the number of onboarding passengers, number of alighting passengers, and load of the bus. Figure 9 shows the relationship between onboardings and dwell time for the inbound Centre Avenue at Aiken Avenue stop in spring of 2013. We found a clear positive correlation between all aforementioned covariates and dwell time that weakens for higher covariate values. Each of these relations is non-linear, suggesting that kernelization functions would be worthwhile to use in future work.

Figure 10 offers another perspective on the relationship between the number of onboarding passengers and dwell time. Here, Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) was used to determine estimates of dwell time distributions for a particular number of observed onboardings. Note the near-monotonic increase in median dwell times for increasing covariate values, another illustration of the positive correlation concluded from the scatter plots.

More importantly, note that for low covariate values, the mass of the KDE is densely centered over the median, whereas for high covariate values, there is significantly more variance in the distribution. This indicates that predicting long dwell times using onboarding as a covariate will pose a greater challenge.

We also analyzed the relationship between the number of onboardings and the headway, which is defined as the difference between the arrival of a given bus and the departure of the previous bus. Figure 11 displays a positive
Fig. 9: Scatter plot of the number of onboarding passengers and the dwell time for Centre Avenue at Aiken Avenue in 2013.

Fig. 10: Kernel Density Estimates of the dwell time probability density function for different numbers of onboarding passengers. Both the dwell time duration and variance are positively correlated with the number of onboardings.

correlation between the headway and onboardings, particularly for a headway of under 12 minutes. The plot may be less informative for longer headways because buses generally pass Negley Avenue at Centre Avenue frequently. There is clearly a large variance in the number of onboardings, which can be seen from the extent of the lighter regions of the plot.

IV. BAYESIAN HIERARCHICAL MODEL
A. Model Overview
To predict bus dwell times, we developed the framework of a Bayesian hierarchical model consisting of an Onboarding (passenger) Model, Alighting (passenger) Model, and a Dwell Time Model. Previous research on this topic has primarily focused on exploring the factors affecting bus dwell time using fixed effect regression models. However, this approach is not well-suited for real-time prediction for several reasons. First, dwell times are strictly positive values, but linear regression does not generally adhere to this constraint. Second, linear regression is mainly used to explore the relationship between the dependent variable and the covariates, not necessarily to predict the dependent variable in real-time. Third, fixed effect modeling treats the dependent variable as a random variable and the covariates as fixed values, which is an inaccurate representation in the context of predicting bus dwell times using the number of onboarding and alighting passengers as covariates\cite{4}. There is uncertainty regarding the onboardings and alightings for two reasons: passenger count measurements can be noisy due to sensor error, particularly for large numbers of passengers, and the exact value of onboardings and alightings for an approaching bus must be predicted, not measured, to deliver a dwell time prediction. We chose the Bayesian random effect modeling framework to address these issues, as well as to fulfill several important requirements of a reliable, real-time predictive model. First, this framework offers more robust predictions in the face of highly stochastic dwell times, which often have a large variance. Second, the Bayesian framework effectively addresses uncertainty by delivering a confidence in the prediction through the posterior predictive distribution, rather than simply supplying a point estimate. Third, a large amount of data is not necessary to bootstrap the system. The prior distribution can be computed from a small amount of historical data, after which the model can begin making predictions and updating the posterior distribution in a rolling fashion. Fourth, the model is computationally efficient because analytical posterior distributions are simply described by their parameters, and non-analytical distributions can be sampled efficiently using MCMC methods. Computational efficiency is crucial in order to predict bus dwell times in real-time, allowing a TSP to adaptively update the signal scheduling plan.

The pipeline of the hierarchical model begins with the Onboarding and Alighting Models and ends with the Dwell
Time. As a bus approaches a bus stop, the headway is estimated by using the bus’s current geographic position and speed. The Onboarding Model utilizes the headway as a covariate to obtain a posterior predictive distribution of onboardings. The Alighting Model similarly produces a posterior predictive distribution of alightings, though the details of its implementation are left for future work. The Dwell Time Model then uses the onboarding and alighting distributions as covariates and samples the posterior predictive dwell time distribution using MCMC methods. The model can now deliver various point estimates of this distribution, along with corresponding confidences. Once the bus completes its dwell, the observed onboardings, alightings, and dwell time can be used to update the Onboarding, Alighting, and Dwell Time Models.

B. Onboarding Model

As described earlier, the dwell time is positively correlated with the number of onboarding passengers. To predict the dwell time of an approaching bus, we must first predict the number of onboardings, which is positively correlated with the headway, or the time between the departure of the previous bus and the arrival of the approaching bus. Thus, we develop a Bayesian model for the arrival rate of passengers at a bus stop, using the predicted arrival rate and estimated headway to deliver onboarding prediction.

We model the arrival rate of passengers at a bus stop using a Poisson distribution with parameter $\lambda$. Given an observed number of onboardings $y$, the posterior for $\lambda$ is

$$p(\lambda|y) = \frac{\lambda^y e^{-\lambda}}{y!} \propto \lambda^y e^{-\lambda}.$$

This is the kernel of a Gamma distribution. Therefore, if $\lambda \sim \text{Ga}(\alpha, \beta)$, then

$$p(y|\lambda) \propto p(\lambda|y)p(\lambda) \propto \lambda^y e^{-\lambda} \lambda^\alpha e^{-\beta \lambda} = \lambda^{y+\alpha} e^{-\beta \lambda} \propto \lambda^{\alpha+n} e^{-\beta \lambda}.$$

$$p(\lambda|y) \sim \text{Ga}(\alpha+n, \beta)$$

where $\beta$ is the number of previous arrivals and $\alpha$ is the sum of previous arrival rates.

We consider a non-informative prior such as Jeffreys’ prior, so $p(\lambda) \propto J(\lambda)^{\frac{1}{2}}$ where $J(\lambda)$ is the Fisher information, which is the negative expectation of the second derivative of the log likelihood.

$$\log p(y|\lambda) = -\log (y!) + y \log (\lambda) - \lambda (\log \text{likelihood})$$

The second derivative of the above function is equal to

$$J(\lambda) = -E[-\frac{y}{\lambda^2} | \lambda] = \frac{1}{\lambda}$$

$$J(\lambda)^{\frac{1}{2}} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{\lambda}}$$

The previous equation can be treated as $\text{Ga}(\frac{1}{2}, 0)$. Note that this is an improper Gamma, but it is acceptable for the purpose of Bayesian updates.

In order to obtain a posterior arrival rate distribution via a Bayesian update, we maintain a list of observed arrival rates, which are defined by the number of onboardings divided by the headway. Once a new observation (headway and onboardings) is made, we compute the arrival rate and append it to the list. We then calculate a new value for alpha by summing the recent $\beta$ arrival rate observations, where $\beta$ is an integer that should be empirically found to maximize prediction accuracy. To make an onboarding prediction for an approaching bus, we multiply a point estimate of the posterior arrival rate distribution by the headway, which can be estimated using the bus location and speed. Various options for the arrival rate point estimate are possible, such as mean, median, mode, etc.

C. Dwell Time Model

The following describes a Bayesian parametric model for bus dwell times using two covariates: the number of onboarding and alighting passengers. Due to the goodness of fit and clear interpretability of the Log-Normal distribution, we model a bus dwell time $y$ as a random variable following a Log-Normal distribution with parameters $(\mu, \tau^2)$:

$$f(y|\mu, \tau^2) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\tau} \exp \left\{-\frac{(\log(y) - \mu)^2}{2\tau^2}\right\}$$

where $\sigma = 1/\tau$. At any given time, our belief of the current distribution of bus dwell times is described by our belief of the two parameters $\mu$ and $\tau$. In a real-time system with access to dwell time observations, we continuously update our beliefs of the parameter distributions to obtain new beliefs given our most recent observation. Bayes’ Theorem offers a natural way to achieve such an update scheme. As we are only considering one observed dwell time $d$ during any Bayesian update, the likelihood function is

$$L(\mu, \tau|d) = f(y = d|\mu, \tau^2)$$

To construct the regression model, we introduce the 2 covariates through $\mu$ and write $\mu = f(x)'\beta$, where $x$ is a $2 \times 1$ vector of covariates, $\beta$ is a $2 \times 1$ vector of regression coefficients, and $f$ is a kernelization function. The first elements of $x$ and $\beta$ correspond to the number of onboarding passengers and regression coefficient for observed dwell time $d$, respectively; the second elements correspond to the number of alighting passengers. We use a power kernelization $f(x) = x^a$ to account for the non-linear relationship between dwell time and covariates, where $a$ is a hyperparameter value that lies between 0 and 1 to ensure a monotonically decreasing positive slope in $f(x)$ that was observed in the data.

Before obtaining any posterior distributions to use as priors in our real-time system, we use a Normal prior for each of the 2 regression coefficients in $\beta$ and a Half-Normal prior.
Fig. 12: Observed and predicted onboardings in simulation. The previous 8 observations were used to inform the predictive onboarding distribution, and the 35th percentile was used for prediction. The data is for Negley Avenue at Centre Avenue, the first Monday of spring 2014, starting at 6 am.

for the model parameter $\tau$ with appropriate hyperparameters as determined through independent experimental analysis. Once a set of posterior distributions are obtained, we use the most recent posterior distributions as priors in our next Bayesian update.

Closed forms for the posterior distribution of $\beta$ are generally not available, necessitating the use of numerical integration or MCMC methods. In this paper, we utilize the Metropolis Hastings algorithm to obtain MCMC samples of the posterior distribution over $\beta$.

To make a dwell time prediction for an approaching bus, we estimate a set of covariates using the Onboarding and Alighting Models, and use our posterior distributions of $\beta$ and $\tau$ to determine the posterior predictive distribution of $y$.

The next time we observe a dwell, we repeat the process outlined above, using our most recent posterior distributions of $\beta$ and $\tau$ as priors for the next Bayesian update.

V. RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup

We simulate a real-time prediction scenario for an individual bus stop by stepping through the historical data chronologically. The Onboarding and Dwell Time Models are implemented and assessed separately. Both models assume error-free covariate prediction, meaning that the Onboarding Model uses the correct headway and the Dwell Time Model uses the correct number of onboardings and alightings.

B. Onboarding Model

The Onboarding Model was tested on the Negley Avenue at Centre Avenue bus stop for Mondays of spring 2014, which contained 1193 observations with a mean onboarding passengers value of 3.65. We tried different values of $\beta$, the number of previous observations to use for the posterior arrival rate distribution, ranging from 3 to 100. We also experimented with different point estimates of the arrival rate distribution, such as the mean, median, 35th percentile, and 60th percentile. From Table III we observe that predicting the 35th percentile for the arrival rate minimized the mean absolute error, with $\beta=5$ achieving the lowest error of 2.84 onboardings. We similarly see that predicting the 35th percentile for the arrival rate minimized the median absolute error, with $\beta=8$ achieving the lowest error of 1.96 onboardings. Figure 13 shows the histogram of prediction errors with $\beta=8$, which has a standard deviation of 4.22. Although the prediction error is sizeable compared to the mean number of onboardings, an error of approximately 2 passengers should not significantly impact the dwell time prediction. Figure 12 illustrates that the predicted onboardings generally follow the pattern of observed onboardings, though poor predictions are more common for particularly large onboarding values.

C. Dwell Time Model

The Dwell Time Model was tested on the Centre Avenue at Aiken Avenue bus stop for a typical day in winter of 2013, which contained 184 observations with a mean

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>35th Percentile</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>60th Percentile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.90, 1.99</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>3.66, 2.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.84, 1.97</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>3.42, 2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.99, 1.96</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>3.49, 2.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III: Mean and median (format: mean, median) absolute value errors for onboarding passenger predictions using various predictive summary statistics of the arrival rate and values for $\beta$ (the number of previous observations used for prediction). Bolded values indicate the best value for $\beta$ and the underlined values indicate the best summary statistic for this value of $\beta$. 
The dwell time of 10.9 seconds. Hyperparameter $a = 0.4$ was experimentally found to optimally reduce overprediction bias for this data set. Figure 14 shows a comparison of predictions and observations and Figure 15 shows the distribution of dwell time prediction errors. Note in particular that longer dwell time predictions are typically more inaccurate, a direct result of the high degree of variability in dwell times for large numbers of onboarding passengers.

Although a mean absolute error of 7.12 seconds may seem high, it is important to note that this statistic is overly biased by the comparatively large errors arising from long dwell time predictions. The median absolute error of 3.86 seconds is thus a fairer metric of performance in this setting.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Limitations

The dataset itself had particular limitations, such as the absence of weekends and the discrete representation of the dwell time in integer seconds. Moreover, we focused our statistical analysis on the popular bus stops in the connected vehicle corridor of the Pittsburgh area, so the results must be tested in other areas as well. In terms of the hierarchical model, the Onboarding Model used error-free headway estimation, which is not an unrealistic assumption because the velocity and location of a bus can be used to accurately approximate its arrival time. The model also assumed that the onboarding observations are independent, but this fact is unlikely to introduce significant modeling error. Since the the Dwell Time Model was tested in isolation, it utilized the correct number of onboardings and alightings. Once the onboarding and Alighting Model predictions are used instead, the dwell time prediction error will inevitably increase.

B. Future Work

Further research directions involve improving the performance of the implemented models, completing the hierarchical model, and conducting field tests. We aim to increase the accuracy of the Onboarding and Dwell Time Models, particularly by testing other parametric distributions and kernelizations for the latter. Developing a model for alightings passengers will then allow for integration of the complete Bayesian hierarchical model. This model can be tested on historical data, and eventually a field test can be conducted to assess the model’s generalizability and real-time capabilities. Finally, the development of a classification model to predict whether a bus will dwell can lead to a much more complete characterization of bus behavior.
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TABLE IV: Dataset field names and descriptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QSTOPA</td>
<td>Bus Stop ID (String)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STOPLA</td>
<td>Bus Stop Name (String)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIR</td>
<td>Direction of trip along route (Integer, where 0 indicates inbound (toward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>downtown) and 1 indicates outbound)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUTE</td>
<td>Route Code (String)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIPA</td>
<td>Trip Number (String of Hour+Minute, for a trip beginning at hour:minute)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAP</td>
<td>Capacity of Bus (Integer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEHNOA</td>
<td>Vehicle Number (Integer 3xxx-5xxx)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARR</td>
<td>Arrival Time and Date (String &quot;YYYY-MM-HHThh:mm:ss&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEP</td>
<td>Departure Time and Date (String &quot;YYYY-MM-HHThh:mm:ss&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWTIME</td>
<td>Length of Dwell in Seconds (Integer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>Number of Onboarding Passengers (Integer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>Number of Alighting Passengers (Integer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOAD</td>
<td>Number of Passengers on Bus (Integer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRTIME</td>
<td>Scheduled Run Time from Previous Record to Current Record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTIME</td>
<td>Actual Travel Time from Previous Record to Current Record</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. APPENDIX

A. Data Processing

The original data contained several unnecessary and unintuitive fields, requiring cleaning to make the dataset easier to manage and analyze. The primary change regarded the arrival and departure datetimes of each record. The original dataset included individual fields for the arrival and departure hour, minute, and second, as well as a field for the day, month, and year of the bus run. The hour field contained integer values between 3 and 26, where 24, 25, and 26 referred to midnight, 1 am, and 2 am of the day after the bus run started, respectively. We condensed these multiple values into an arrival field and a departure field, both of which are complete datestrings (YYYY-MM-HHThh:mm:ss) referring to when the bus arrived at and departed from the bus stop, respectively. Moreover, the original dataset recorded the dwell time in minutes up to two decimal places, which resulted in a loss of precision. Therefore, we converted the dwell time to seconds by taking the difference in the departure and arrival datetimes. Furthermore, the original dataset contained a vehicle number field corresponding to the bus model, and a table mapping bus model to capacity (number of passengers). However, the mapping did not include all bus models in the dataset. This information was incorporated as a bus capacity field for bus models in the table, while the other bus model capacities remained blank.

B. Data Reformatting

The original data was organized by month, which resulted in large CSV files that would make file-reading a bottleneck in the data analysis process when accessing specific days or weeks rather than entire months. Thus, we grouped the data by date and by the bus stop code, since it was common to analyze individual bus stops. This organization made it simple to create a filtering system to return the filenames corresponding to specific bus stops, years, seasons, months, and days of the week.

However, bus stop names and bus stop codes became a consistency issue because neither of these fields was a unique identifier for a particular bus stop, and there was no one-to-one mapping between these two fields. A particular bus stop code could refer to multiple bus stop names, which usually, but not always, correspond to the same physical bus stop. This occurred when a normal stop was distinguished from an end-of-line (EOL) stop, when bus stop names were changed, and in certain cases in which "at" and "opposite" where grouped together (e.g. "STREET A AT STREET B" and "STREET A OPPOSITE STREET B" may have the same code even though these are distinct bus stops). A particular bus stop name could also refer to multiple bus stop codes. The majority of these cases consisted of two codes, one for each direction of the bus route. To standardize the process of filtering by bus stop, we chose to specify only the bus stop name and used the following protocol, which relies on a mapping from bus stop names to code based on their occurrences in the data. When searching for bus stop name "name1," identify the codes "codeA", "codeB", "codeC" that "name1" maps to. For each of these codes, determine the names it maps to, and for each of these names decide if it refers to the same physical bus stop as "name1." When comparing "name2" to "name1," the names were deemed as the same stop unless it was an "at" vs. "opposite" case. In nearly all other situations, two names that are mapped to by the same code refer to the same stop.

This reformatting of the data allows for efficient and simple identification of exactly which files contain the data of interest for a particular query, which can specify bus stops, years, seasons, months, and days of the week.

C. Sparsity and Aggregation

In order to make meaningful statistical analyses from the distribution of bus dwell times, a minimum number of observations should be made for a given interval of time. To this end, we decided to aggregate data over the day of the week for a particular time range of interest (e.g. the first 15 minutes of morning rush hour on Friday). This choice was motivated by the idea that bus dwell times depends on passengers’ schedules, which are often dictated by the day of the week. Data analysis generally focused on particular seasons, which are defined in Table V.

For example, Figure 16 shows a heatmap of data counts for the inbound bus stop Centre Avenue at Aiken Avenue. Each segment of the heatmap displays the number of observations made for a particular 15 minute interval, for a particular day of the week during 2014, aggregated over the entire season. These counts indicate that aggregating over days of the week

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th>Number of Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spring</td>
<td>Jan 7 - May 14 (92 weekdays)</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>May 15 - Aug 31 (72 weekdays)</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>Sep 1 - Dec 14 (75 weekdays)</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>Dec 15 - Jan 6 (17 weekdays)</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE V: Season date.
yields a number of observations that will suffice for statistical analyses.

D. Short Dwell Times

The dataset consists of an observation for a bus passing a bus stop, whether it dwelled or not. [4] provides the proportion of zero to nonzero dwell times for each bus stop, showing that there is large variability in the popularity of bus stops. More popular bus stops, such as those in the connected-vehicle corridor, proportionally have many more nonzero dwells than less popular stops, such as those in the uptown area. Thus, we divided the overall problem into two subproblems: predicting whether the bus will stop, and predicting the dwell time given that the bus will stop.

Figure 17 show the distribution of dwell time counts for two stops in the corridor: Centre Avenue at Morewood Avenue and Negley Avenue at Centre Avenue. The distribution for Negley Avenue at Centre Avenue aligns with our initial expectation that the most common dwell time is short (e.g. 6 seconds) and that longer and shorter dwell times are less common. However, the large frequency of 1-second dwell times was unexpected. Moreover, the distribution for Centre Avenue at Morewood Avenue is surprising because it suggests that the shorter the dwell time, the more commonly it occurs. Even if the majority of stops involve one passenger onboarding or alighting, it seems unlikely that one second is enough time for this individual to pass through the doors. The distribution of dwell times could be a result of error in the automatic passenger counting (APC) sensors and the dwell time sensors, which would imply that nonzero dwell times are not necessarily legitimate bus stops and zero dwell times are not necessarily a bus simply passing the stop. To explore this possibility, we investigated the relation between short dwell times (0-5 seconds) and the number of onboardings and alightings. Figure 18 display the proportions of zero-zero-off (zero onboardings and alightings), nonzero-zero-off (nonzero onboardings, zero alightings), zero-on-zero-off (zero onboardings, nonzero alightings), and nonzero-on-nonzero-off (nonzero onboardings and alightings) for each dwell time between 0 and 5 seconds at the Centre Avenue at Graham Street stop, in both directions. As expected, the zero dwell times are majority zero-on-zero-off, with a small error in the direction 1 plot. If the dwell time sensor erroneously recorded a zero dwell time as nonzero, a larger proportion of the nonzero dwell times would be zero-on-zero-off. The same behavior would be expected due to an APC sensor error that incorrectly recorded nonzero onboardings and alightings. If the dwell time sensor instead recorded a nonzero dwell time as a zero dwell time, a larger proportion of the nonzero dwell times would be zero-on-zero-off. The same behavior would be expected due to an APC sensor error that incorrectly recorded nonzero onboardings and alightings. If the dwell time sensor instead recorded a nonzero dwell time as a zero dwell time, a larger proportion of the zero dwell times would indicate people onboarding and/or alighting because a large majority of nonzero dwell times involve passengers getting on or off the bus. Since the data does not show these expected proportions, it is unlikely that the zero and nonzero dwell times are being incorrectly separated due to one sensor providing inaccurate readings. It is possible that both the dwell time and APC sensors had errors for the

Fig. 16: Number of data points for each 15-minute interval at Centre Avenue at Aiken Avenue in the morning rush hour (6:00-9:59 am), aggregated by the day of the week for spring and summer of 2014.

Fig. 17: Distribution of dwell times for bus stops Centre Avenue at Morewood Avenue (upper) and Negley Avenue at Centre Avenue (lower).

Fig. 18: Distribution of zero-zero-off, nonzero-zero-off, zero-on-zero-off, and nonzero-on-nonzero-off dwell times for each dwell time between 0 and 5 seconds at the Centre Avenue at Graham Street stop, in both directions.
Fig. 18: Percentage of passengers grouped into four cases: zero onboarding and zero alighting, nonzero onboarding and zero alighting, zero onboarding and nonzero alighting, and nonzero onboarding and nonzero alighting. "On" refers to onboarding and "off" refers to alighting. The data is for the Centre Avenue at Graham Street bus stop, directions 0 (upper) and 1 (lower).

same data point, causing some of the zero dwell times to be recorded as nonzero dwell times in the nonzero-on-zero-off, zero-on-nonzero-off, or nonzero-on-nonzero-off categories, or vice versa. However, the probably of this occurring is low because the errors of the two sensors are independent.

Another explanation for the larger frequency of the shortest dwell times is rounding of the dwell time sensor measurements, which do not include milliseconds. Thus, a dwell time of 1.4 seconds could be rounded to 1 second, or in a worse scenario, a dwell time of 1.9 seconds could be truncated to 1 second. This lack of precision could explain the unexpected dwell time distributions. Regardless of the source of the error, whether it is noisy sensors or lack of precision, the frequency and magnitude of the errors would be small and only relevant for very short dwell times, which would not have an effect on control decisions made by a traffic signal controller.
Abstract—Light Intercepted by a plant is what decides it’s productivity. We propose a high-throughput plant phenotyping system that accomplishes Light interception (LI) estimation of *Sorghum bicolor* using an industrial grade monocular camera attached with a fisheye lens. Our algorithm adapts to the changing sky and background conditions which allows the system to image at any time of the day. We were able to image a field with around 0.2 million plants belonging to 3000 different species. Comparison with harvest data shows that there is a positive correlation between leaf weight at harvest and LI.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Plant phenotyping (process of identifying and measuring the physical characteristics of plant) has long been a bottleneck in advancing crop yields. The need for rapid improvement in plant performance is intensified by the increasing demand and depleting arable land and water availability and hence improved efficiency and accuracy in plant phenotyping is a critical factor. The process of phenotyping with conventional approaches is very time-intensive and predominantly an imprecise, manual process [1]. They also require an additional effort to estimate field plant density and optimal sample size. Hence, these direct methods can only be applied over small areas and for a limited number of measurements during the crop cycle [2].

We propose a high-throughput plant phenotyping technique that uses sensor networks and automated computer algorithms to extract phenotypic traits for large genetic mapping populations using nondestructive and noninvasive sampling method. With the availability of advanced DNA sequencing technologies, modern techniques of crop improvement which rely both on quantification of plant traits and DNA sequencing to identify genes and breeds of interest, could be dramatically speed up with the proposed technique. Current Light Interception measuring techniques have been proven to work efficiently with minimum human intervention only for plants grown in growth chambers or greenhouse [3].

Fig. 1. Side view of the Robotanist (a) Upward facing camera (b) GPS device

We developed a system that measures Canopy density based Light Interception capacity of *Sorghum Bicolor*, a biofuel, by imaging thousands of plants with minimal time and effort. This system is robust to noisy backgrounds, thus can be used to collect data anytime of the day as opposed to the state-of-the-art image based phenotyping techniques which need good illumination conditions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes related work on this topic and the current state of the art. Section III describes the hardware platform used. Section IV explains the challenges and our approach. Results and validation are presented in Section V, Conclusion and Future work is discussed in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Current approaches for plant phenotyping are laborious and is performed by highly skilled plant scientists, which is most of the time limited to indoor phenotyping, (i.e. measuring the plants in labs or greenhouse). Not each and every plant is measured and the results are usually approximated which brings...
down the accuracy and thus cannot be used in breed selection and yield estimation.

Whereas, outdoor phenotyping not only offers researchers the opportunity to study a greater volume of crops, but also enables them to study plant traits that are difficult to test indoors, such as disease, pest resistance leaf area index and light interception. Plants phenotypes also tend to differ significantly when planted outdoors, and it is therefore necessary to grow them under field conditions in order to accurately determine important commercial measures such as crop yield. State-of-the-art outdoor phenotyping systems consist of sensor suites attached to gannets, drones or over-row tractor. These systems can only view phenotypes visible from the top of the canopy, neglecting information below and within the vegetative layers.

A. Plant Canopy Analyser (LAI-2200)

LI-COR LAI-2200 (LI-COR, Inc., Nebraska, USA) is one of the most widely used optical instruments for in situ LAI estimation. Leaf Area Index (LAI) is the ratio of foliage area to ground area. The LAI-2200 computes LAI from measurements made above the canopy and below the canopy, which are used to determine canopy light interception at 5 angles which is then fit to a well-established models to compute leaf area index and canopy gap fraction. This is achieved with the assumption that foliage absorbs all the radiation in the blue waveband seen by the sensor which is not true in direct sunlight, as reflectance off foliage causes a much greater overestimation of the gap fraction and underestimation of leaf area index.

This approach also requires inputs like Solar position, sky radiation properties, and sky brightness distribution for light scattering corrections, making it unusable under cloudy conditions[4]. Though it requires no calibration, it can measure small plots and isolated plants and is not suitable for large scale field crops[5].

B. 3D based phenotyping methods

Correspondence-based triangulation methods, silhouette-based carving, time-of-flight cameras, light detection and ranging laser scanning are the currently used 3D strategies for phenotyping[4]. Plant motion during data acquisition is a major challenge for all 3D based measuring methods. Time delays due to scanning or sequential image acquisition lead to notable geometric distortions, especially for outdoor measurements with wind. The data then cannot be described by a static model and all current approaches doing so fail one way or another. They require multiple images surrounding the subject for a single plant, including a variety of angles from side on to above. Representations they produce may also be unsuitable for direct use in some situations.

III. HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

Robotanist, the hardware platform developed by Prof. George Kantor and his team which consists of a wheeled-skid steer, electrically powered ground vehicle that can travel at speed up to 2 m/s for more than 8 hours per charge was used for data collection. It was equipped with LiDAR, GPS, RGB

Monocular and stereo cameras along with the computing power necessary to run the algorithms in real time. The system collected data from fields located in Clemson, SC and Florence, SC in July, August and September of 2016 demonstrating that the platform is capable of navigating and phenotyping a wide array of sorghum plants.

An Industrial grade monocular camera by Point Grey Technologies which can capture images at a frame rate of up to 20Hz was used. The fisheye lens was attached to the camera to get a wider view of the canopy and it was positioned in such a way that it could see plants from the row to its left and the row to its right as shown in Fig.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parts</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monocular camera</td>
<td>Point Grey</td>
<td>Opto-isolated GPIO; an on-camera frame buffer; non-volatile user data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flea3 GigE</td>
<td>storage; new trigger modes 1000Mb/s Gigabit Ethernet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisheye lens</td>
<td>Fujinon</td>
<td>185 degree wide angle lens; 1.8mm focal length; 5 megapixel C-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FE185C05</td>
<td>Mount lens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7HA-1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS Device</td>
<td>Novatel</td>
<td>solar rechargeable battery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>smart6-L</td>
<td>Detects upto 9 satellites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPS antenna</td>
<td>Gives GPS co-ordinates for every image with less than 1 meter accuracy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Position of upward facing camera (a) Front view (X stands for camera location, conical shapes indicate different degrees of view from the camera center) (b) Top view

IV. ALGORITHM OVERVIEW

In order for the imaging system to be able to collect data at any time of the day, one of the challenges to be overcome is the effect of various natural light conditions such as sunny condition with a shadow, sunny with specular reflection and cloudy condition on crop images. The images differ a lot with respect to background sky conditions from row to row and from time to time. This often makes the segmentation of leaf from background parts rather difficult. Fig.3. gives an overview of
the algorithm. Algorithm involves collecting data from various sensors, syncing them with respect to their timestamps and processing them to extract useful data and storing them as csv files with timestamps and geotags for further analysis.

![Algorithm overview](image)

**Fig. 3. Algorithm overview**

**A. Camera Calibration**

The monocular camera along with fisheye lens was calibrated in order to produce an estimate of the extrinsic and intrinsic camera parameters. These parameters can be used to correct for lens distortion, measure the size of an object in world units, or determine the location of the camera in the scene and is used for rectification of radial distortion in images. It is accomplished by using standard computer vision algorithms included in the Open Computer Vision Library (OpenCV) [6] and OCam calib toolbox of MATLAB [7].

![Raw image and rectified image](image)

**Fig. 4. Raw image and rectified image**

**B. Adaptive sky mapping**

The algorithm presented here can be run both online and offline. Given the raw image with GPS data and timestamps, it takes about 0.5 seconds to process one frame (50-80 plants).

Segmentation is partitioning of image pixels into meaningful groups like foreground and background, in our case into leaf and non-leaf pixels, for further analysis.

A key task in the image-based phenotyping is the segmentation of all individual leaves in images. Varying image characteristics caused by differing levels of foliation and fluctuating lighting conditions present a unique challenge for consistent segmentation in order to reliably measure the transparency of plant canopy. Small leaves surrounded by bright sky, small openings among dense canopy and mixed pixels also resent difficulties for segmentation. Image is converted to Hue-Saturation-Value (HSV) space from RGB and then segmented to leaf and non-leaf as HSV is one of the many color spaces that separate color from intensity.

The novelty of this technique is that it learns the background and illumination conditions (i.e. bright, cloudy, and partially cloudy) for every row and segments the image into leaf and non-leaf pixels based on the background conditions. The way it is done is:

1) First image of every row of sorghum plant is picked up and converted to HSV space.
2) The HSV image is then shown to the user who selects the sky region by drawing a rectangle around it.
3) The pixels from inside the rectangles are stored in a map called Sky_map.
4) All the pixels from other images of that row are then compared with the Sky_map to see if the pixel belongs to sky or leaf.
5) To improve the performance of segmentation, a global threshold range of all the shades of cloud and sky are predefined. After comparing with the sky map and segmenting the pixels as sky, the remaining pixels are again checked with this predefined threshold range to see if they belong to any shades of sky or clouds. This ensures that no sky is wrongly segmented as leaf pixel.

**C. LI Calculation**

As per Beer and Lambert’s law, which relates the attenuation of light to the properties of the material through which the light is traveling, radiation intercepted by a canopy depends on the incident irradiance and the structure of the canopy. Light interception is therefore calculated as a function of Gap fraction, i.e. ratio of leaf pixels to total number of pixels. We calculated Gap fraction at three separate degrees of view with respect to the camera center as shown in Fig. 2(a).

**Fig. 5. Raw image and processed image**

LI=82.5%
D. Data logging

The huge amount of plant image data collected in the field are stored in network attached storage units like QNAPs at Carnegie Mellon University, USA. Image data is converted from raw to csv files with time stamps, GPS coordinates and LI value. It is then used for comparing with other characteristics like Vegetation Index, Leaf Necrosis, Leaf area, Stalk width.

V. RESULTS AND VALIDATION

The maps below show the Light Interception map of the field integrated with Google Earth and the LI maps at 90 and 120 days. We can see how plants at one end of the field have higher LI capacity as compared to the species on the other end.

![Maps showing LI capacity](image)

Ground truth for sky mapping was done by manually segmenting the image pixels into Leaf and non-leaf which showed the algorithm output as 96% accurate. As there is no accepted ground truth/benchmark for Light Interception modeling, LI results were correlated with Leaf weight at harvest time. Fig.7. shows the correlation between calculated Light Interception and Harvest data (Total Fresh weight of the leaves at harvest). Light interception data was collected at 60, 90 and 120 days after planting. Correlation of Light Interception at 90 and 120 days as shown in Fig. 8

![Correlation map](image)

VI. CONCLUSION

The development and deployment of this novel system has yielded the following contributions for the field of agricultural robotics: A custom high-resolution, high through-put, lighting invariant imaging system for measuring Sorghum phenotypes from beneath the plant canopy and a light interception measurement algorithm that processes at 2 frames (80-100 plants) per second.

This work is faster than the present state-of-the-art plant phenotyping techniques listed in Section 2, and can be deployed on a large scale crop field.
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Abstract—Attempting to identify and track objects in real time across frames is a well-known problem with many different approaches. This paper assumes a working segmentation algorithm that can determine the objects heading and location in a given frame. Still, given the heading and location of seen objects frame to frame isn’t all that needs to be done, especially for occluded vehicles that one would like to remember. This paper attempts to track and ‘remember’ target vehicles by using a particle filter approach (as initialized in the first frame). The particles are sampled from a three dimensional gaussian distribution, with the dimensions being x position, y position, and heading of the given object. The association step is completed by a prediction step and comparison of the proximity of each target’s predicted location with the given frame’s objects.

Some basic examples of the proposed algorithm’s function are reviewed, and weaknesses of the algorithm and future improvements are considered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Within the field of autonomous vehicle control, tracking multiple objects is an integral problem. The difference between safety and danger for a passenger often lies not only on how much information a vehicle can receive from its sensors, but also on its ability to process the real-world story that information tells. Thus, reliably determining, from the sensor data given to a vehicle (in this case 2D lidar data, or x-y coordinates coupled with a heading angle) the location, speed, and heading (or orientation) of the vehicles around the user vehicle is of paramount importance.

Following and identifying objects over time is a problem that is generally divided into two steps. First, one must be able to determine, at a point in time, certain characteristics of the objects one wishes to track. This stage is called segmentation. Second, when given the targets one has been tracking for the time up to a given point, one must know when to associate a time step’s object with a target, when to initialize a new target, and when to leave a target un-associated.

This paper deals with the second stage, and assumes the segmentation step has been solved and can be used as a black box function for this algorithm. Though there are many approaches to this problem [1], this paper uses a particle filter for each vehicle.

In II, we give a high level overview of how a particle filter can be used when attempting to track multiple objects over time, and some of the main obstacles to overcome. In III, the proposed algorithm is reviewed in detail and some examples of its use are shown. Finally, in IV, future developments are reviewed.

II. PARTICLE FILTERS USED FOR TRACKING

This section reviews how particle filters generally work for single target detection and the additional complexity introduced with using them for multiple object detection.

When tracking a single object, a particle filter functions with N particles sampled over a normal distribution, so that there are more particles closer to the mean, where the mean is the initial state of the object. Thus, each particle represents a possible belief as to what the current state might be, with the mean representing the best guess.

Every frame/update step for the input data, the particle filter does three key steps in order to keep on tracking. Prediction, weight assignment, and then resampling. The prediction occurs by using the previous frame’s state data. Then, for each particle in the newly predicted particle set, the probability that that particle ought to be associated with this frame’s measurements is the weight given to the particle (so the particles closest to representing the current frame’s object have higher weight). With the weights then normalized, the re-sampling step occurs, whereby the particles are picked with replacement, with the probability of picking particle i being equal to the weight of particle i. The resampled set then becomes our updated particle set, and we go to the next frame [2].

Following and identifying objects over time is a problem that is generally divided into two steps. First, one must be able to determine, at a point in time, certain characteristics of the objects one wishes to track. This stage is called segmentation. Second, when given the targets one has been tracking for the time up to a given point, one must know when to associate a time step’s object with a target, when to initialize a new target, and when to leave a target un-associated.

This paper deals with the second stage, and assumes the segmentation step has been solved and can be used as a black box function for this algorithm. Though there are many approaches to this problem [1], this paper uses a particle filter for each vehicle.

In II, we give a high level overview of how a particle filter can be used when attempting to track multiple objects over time, and some of the main obstacles to overcome. In III, the proposed algorithm is reviewed in detail and some examples of its use are shown. Finally, in IV, future developments are reviewed.

II. PARTICLE FILTERS USED FOR TRACKING

This section reviews how particle filters generally work for single target detection and the additional complexity introduced with using them for multiple object detection.

When tracking a single object, a particle filter functions with N particles sampled over a normal distribution, so that there are more particles closer to the mean, where the mean is the initial state of the object. Thus, each particle represents a possible belief as to what the current state might be, with the mean representing the best guess.

Every frame/update step for the input data, the particle filter does three key steps in order to keep on tracking. Prediction, weight assignment, and then resampling. The prediction occurs by using the previous frame’s state data. Then, for each particle in the newly predicted particle set, the probability that that particle ought to be associated with this frame’s measurements is the weight given to the particle (so the particles closest to representing the current frame’s object have higher weight). With the weights then normalized, the re-sampling step occurs, whereby the particles are picked with replacement, with the probability of picking particle i being equal to the weight of particle i. The resampled set then becomes our updated particle set, and we go to the next frame [2].

Following and identifying objects over time is a problem that is generally divided into two steps. First, one must be able to determine, at a point in time, certain characteristics of the objects one wishes to track. This stage is called segmentation. Second, when given the targets one has been tracking for the time up to a given point, one must know when to associate a time step’s object with a target, when to initialize a new target, and when to leave a target un-associated.

This paper deals with the second stage, and assumes the segmentation step has been solved and can be used as a black box function for this algorithm. Though there are many approaches to this problem [1], this paper uses a particle filter for each vehicle.

In II, we give a high level overview of how a particle filter can be used when attempting to track multiple objects over time, and some of the main obstacles to overcome. In III, the proposed algorithm is reviewed in detail and some examples of its use are shown. Finally, in IV, future developments are reviewed.

II. PARTICLE FILTERS USED FOR TRACKING

This section reviews how particle filters generally work for single target detection and the additional complexity introduced with using them for multiple object detection.

When tracking a single object, a particle filter functions with N particles sampled over a normal distribution, so that there are more particles closer to the mean, where the mean is the initial state of the object. Thus, each particle represents a possible belief as to what the current state might be, with the mean representing the best guess.

Every frame/update step for the input data, the particle filter does three key steps in order to keep on tracking. Prediction, weight assignment, and then resampling. The prediction occurs by using the previous frame’s state data. Then, for each particle in the newly predicted particle set, the probability that that particle ought to be associated with this frame’s measurements is the weight given to the particle (so the particles closest to representing the current frame’s object have higher weight). With the weights then normalized, the re-sampling step occurs, whereby the particles are picked with replacement, with the probability of picking particle i being equal to the weight of particle i. The resampled set then becomes our updated particle set, and we go to the next frame [2].

In general, particle filters can become inefficient when the state space has a high number of dimensions. However, in this paper there are only three properties, and thus dimensions, for each particle: x position, y position, and heading.

When considering the problem for multiple objects, the issue becomes how to associate a given frame’s objects with the targets being tracked. Several approaches [2], [3] use Joint Probabilistic Data Association Filters for this step; with further explanations offered in both.

For this paper, however, the association step is completed by a simple assignment heuristic that matched a target to an object if the distance between them summed with their differences in heading were below some threshold, otherwise a new object as initialized.
III. Method

In this approach, the following algorithm was used:

1: for all targets, \( t_i \) do
2:   for object, \( o_j \) in current frame objects do
3:     \( k \leftarrow 0 \)
4:     while \( k < \) number of particles do
5:       Weight for kth particle, \( w_k \) ← \( p(o_j \text{ came from } p_k) \)
6:     end while
7:     Normalize weights, so they sum to one
8:     Redraw particles from \( t_i \)'s particle set by their calculated weight, with replacement
9:     Calculate covariance matrix and arithmetic mean of newly drawn particles
10:    if distance(arithmetic mean of redrawn particle set, arithmetic mean of \( t_i \)'s initial particle set) < closestSeenDistance then
11:      closestSeenDistance ← distance above
12:      bestCandidate ← \( o_j \)
13:    end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: remainingObjects ← current frame objects
17: for target, \( t_i \) in sorted order of closest bestCandidates do
18:   if \( t_i \)'s bestCandidate is in remainingObjects then
19:     assign \( t_i \) to bestCandidate object
20: else if \( t_i \)'s bestCandidate is not in remainingObjects and remainingObjects is not empty then
21:     assign \( t_i \) to best candidate remaining, if candidate close enough in orientation and position
22: else
23:     toggle \( t_i \) as no longer identified
24: end if
25: end for
26: for all \( r_i \) left in remainingObjects do
27:   initialize new target from \( r_i \)
28: end for
29: for all \( t_i \) in targets do
30:   Update \( t_i \)'s particle set to expected values for next frame
31: end for

Throughout the above algorithm, the x position, y position, and heading of a given target vehicle were assumed to be independent variables - so all covariance matrices are diagonal.

On line 5, the weight assigned to particle \( p_k \) was the probability density function of a multivariate distribution,

\[
 w_k = \frac{1}{\sqrt{(2\pi)^k \det \Sigma}} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} (x - \mu)^T \Sigma^{-1} (x - \mu) \right) 
\]

Where \( k \), the dimensions that the input, \( x \), takes, was 3; \( \Sigma \), the covariance matrix, was diagonal accounting for a standard deviation of 3 meters in both x and y position and 5 degrees in heading; \( \mu \), the mean, was taken as the particle- \( p_k \)'s - x, y position and heading; and \( x \), the argument, was taken as the x position, y position, and heading of the object in question, \( o_j \).

In actually testing this algorithm several incrementally more difficult scenarios were chosen, all of which came from real segmented data taken in the Pittsburgh area. The first example in which interesting bugs arose can be seen in figure 3, where the blue and green targets are jumping great distances in a single frame (each frame is taken every 15 milliseconds). This hopping illustrates a key weakness of the assignment process chosen - a single incorrect assignment can throw off the calculated velocity of a given target and force its next predicted step to be well off target - literally.

IV. Conclusion

In terms of future optimizations, it would be interesting to pursue how doing away with the assumption of independence for x position, y position, and heading would alter the results (if at all). However, actually determining the variance that ought to exist between x-y coordinates and heading would be a problem in itself.

Additionally, a future work could compare how a linear assignment approach for data association (like the hungarian algorithm) might compare to the JPDAF approach (as mentioned earlier and used in [2], [3]).
Fig. 3. Three vehicles being tracked - note the back-and-forth motion of the blue and green targets in frames 4 through 6.
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Wheelchair Pose Estimation Using Monocular Images
Kevin Brian Kwan Chong-Loo, ITESM, Monterey

Abstract—About 3.3 million people in the United States use wheelchairs; automating services for them can help to improve the quality of life. This can be achieved in many ways, such as allowing the right amount of time where an automatic door is opened in a regular hallway or elevator, or increasing their accessibility to public transportation, hospitals, and even crosswalks. In these applications, it is essential to determine the wheelchair’s location and orientation. Work to date has produced algorithms which are capable of detecting the area of an image where a wheelchair is present. However, determining the exact position of the wheelchair in the world plane still remains an issue. In this paper, we describe an approach that focuses on detecting the exact points where a wheelchair makes contact with the ground, which under certain assumptions allows estimating its pose. These points are obtained by detecting the wheels through fitting ellipses in its Canny edge counterpart. The method proposed focuses on the basic structure of a wheelchair, and includes a contour fragmentation step that improves the ability to fit the ellipses that represent wheels. Furthermore, it does not require a training data set, it can work for various types of wheelchairs, and it is easy to replicate.

Keywords—Wheelchair, Pose Estimation, Fragmentation of Contours, Fit Ellipse Algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

Detecting wheelchairs and where they are in the world plane is a difficult task. The wheels can be of different styles and sizes; they come in various colors; and their appearance changes significantly depending on whether a person is seated on them or not. Machine learning approaches have been able to detect a region where a wheelchair is most likely present. However, to detect the exact location of the wheelchair in the world plane, very specific points where the wheelchair touches the ground have to be identified. Unlike stereo pairs, monocular cameras cannot estimate depth directly, therefore they have to infer it by using prior knowledge of the scene. To estimate depth more accurately, it is assumed that the wheelchairs are moving on a planar surface, and that the extrinsic calibration of the camera is available. Then, the distance from the camera can be estimated by calculating the intersection of rays coming from the camera with the ground plane. In this study, the use of monocular cameras is desirable since it allows the deployment of less expensive systems.

A. Related Work

There have been previous approaches related to pose estimation of objects. In [1], they are able to estimate the pose of an object in monocular images even if the object is occluded. Similar work is presented in [2] where they only use a single RGB image to estimate the 6D pose of objects. Nevertheless, for both mechanisms, the type of object must be previously known and its parts must be labeled, thus generating a model to compare it to what is obtained from an image. In the case of a wheelchair, the target object is not always the same and it can differ depending on the type and color of the wheelchair.

The idea of using wheels to determine the pose of an object is presented in [3] where they demonstrate a method to estimate the pose of cars by focusing on the rims. By identifying the highest and lowest point of the ellipses formed by the edges of the rims, they are able to approximate the pose of the car. However, it is much simpler for an edge detector to work on the wheels of a car than of a wheelchair. On the one hand, in most cases the rims of the car are not occluded and are usually of a different color than the tire, which makes it easier for the edge filter to isolate the contour of the rim. On the other hand, the edges of wheels on the wheelchair can be connected to ground edges or other parts of the wheelchair, which makes it difficult to isolate and detect the edges as elliptical figures. This particular issue is specifically addressed by the approach proposed here.

Although object pose estimation has been the focus of much research work, only a few approaches have addressed the problems presented by wheelchairs. In particular, the work described in [4] considers an approach for wheelchair detection using HOG, SVMs, and Cascaded Decision Trees. In this research, the authors were able to detect the wheelchairs and its pose with more than 90 percent accuracy. A training set of around 4,000 labeled images of wheelchairs was used in this case. They also presented an estimation of the orientation of the wheelchair in 8 different directions (front, backward, left, right, left-front, right-front, left-backward, right-backward). Nonetheless, this approach is not able to determine the exact location of the wheelchair in the world plane since it is not able to estimate the exact points where the object makes contact with the ground.

The closest work related to our method is [5], where the wheels of the wheelchair are pinpointed using edges obtained from a Canny edge detector. They are able to estimate the location of a wheelchair in an image by fitting ellipses to the wheels and looking for the person’s arm and head. However, their approach needed a previously calibrated environment which required prior knowledge of the size of the wheel, the color of the background, and the wheels could not be occluded. It was only tested on pose facing the left or right where the wheel had a circular shape and not an ellipse.

In our approach, the location and orientation of the wheelchair are determined by considering the basic geometry of how a wheelchair is structured and its key points i.e. the
wheels, since they are the objects that most likely contain the points where it makes contact with the ground. They are detected by applying a fitting ellipse algorithm to each of the edges that form a contour. The fitting ellipse algorithm is able to detect ellipses by approximating a model of an ellipse to a set of continuous points. Nevertheless, the consecutive points tend to be combined among each other (Figure 1). In other words, the wheel’s contour is merged with contours belonging to another feature of the target object. Consequently, the estimated ellipse would try to be fitted to both the wheel contour and the contour of another part of the wheelchair. Our main contribution is to present a mechanism that is able to give the an ellipse fitting algorithm a better chance of detecting the wheels correctly.

Figure 1: These images show the fit ellipse algorithm proposed by Fitzgibbon [6] for a set of points. The small image on the top left corner is the original image. The left image shows an ellipse estimated by the whole contour given by a Canny edge filter. The right image shows the implementation of the developed algorithm where the contour is fragmented, and ellipses are estimated to each segment.

II. METHODOLOGY

The algorithm we developed for pose estimation focuses on the structure of the wheelchair and specifically its wheels. To determine the location and orientation of the target, the points where the object touches the ground have to be detected. In other words, these spots are most likely the lowest points in each wheel. This algorithm works for the basic structure of a wheelchair composed by two large and two small wheels. The application of this method assumes that the wheelchair is standing on a planar surface. Our algorithm has the steps presented in Figure 1.

Step 1 is receiving the input to the algorithm, which is a bounding box that encloses the detected wheelchair which can be obtained from a visual recognition technique e.g. a deep learning algorithm. In Step 2, to blur the image, a Gaussian filter is applied to the region that encloses the wheelchair. The grayscale version of the blurred image is generated and then the edges are identified through a Canny filter. Subsequently, the contours of the wheelchair are obtained by merging the edges that are adjacent to each other.

As seen in Figure 1, the contours belonging to the wheels are not completely isolated, which means that the fit ellipse algorithm won’t find the appropriate ellipse that represents the wheel. Instead, it will try to approximate an ellipse with contours of a wheel and of some other elements that are part of the ground or any other section of the wheelchair. Therefore, Step 3 was implemented, where the gradient angle was acquired for each of the contours using Sobel Filters.

\[
G_x = \begin{bmatrix} +1 & 0 & -1 \\ +2 & 0 & -2 \\ +1 & 0 & -1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} A_{i-1,i-1} & A_{i,i-1} & A_{i+1,i-1} \\ A_{i-1,i} & A_{i,i} & A_{i+1,i} \\ A_{i-1,i+1} & A_{i,i+1} & A_{i+1,i+1} \end{bmatrix} \\
G_y = \begin{bmatrix} +1 & +2 & +1 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ -1 & -2 & -1 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} A_{i-1,i-1} & A_{i,i-1} & A_{i+1,i-1} \\ A_{i-1,i} & A_{i,i} & A_{i+1,i} \\ A_{i-1,i+1} & A_{i,i+1} & A_{i+1,i+1} \end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\theta_G = \arctan \left( \frac{G_y}{G_x} \right)
\]

The previous equations show the Sobel operators or kernels that were used to obtain the gradient angle of each of the

Figure 2: Algorithm flowchart.
edges. This is achieved by doing a convolution between each kernel and the image. By examining at the gradient angles in the contours, it was deduced that the contours of the wheels were combined most likely with other contours in the edges with 0° gradient angle. The edge segments with this angle are the ones that resemble straight horizontal lines. In most cases, wheel contours tend to intersect with contours from the ground, thus the ellipse approximation algorithm would try to be fitted to both ground and wheel edges. Therefore, the contours were split exactly at the points that had 0° of gradient angle. This facilitated the isolation of round contours that in the end would reassemble the structure of the wheel by applying the fit ellipse algorithm which is done in Step 4. The implementation of this method gave better results in estimating ellipses that actually belonged to only the wheels. The fragmentation of contours at 0° can be seen seen in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: These images show the application of the 3rd step in the algorithm. The left image shows all the contours and the right image shows the cropped contours.](image)

Nevertheless, the fit ellipse algorithm is not able to determine if the contour belongs to an elliptical shape: it only tries to approximate an ellipse that best matches the given points. Therefore in Step 5, a verification is made by checking if the points that form the estimated ellipse match with the points of the contour, as seen in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: The 4th and 5th step in the algorithm are presented in these two images. On the left image, each contour has its own estimated ellipse based on its points. And on the right side, the remaining points are the ones of contours that matched with the points of its approximated ellipse.](image)

In Step 6, the remaining contours are the ones that best resemble an elliptical region of the image. In this case, the big wheel is searched for first because it’s the easiest one to detect and it covers a larger part of the image. In this way, the biggest ellipse corresponds to the big wheel. In this same step, the remaining contours are fitted to an ellipse again. Fitzgibbon [6] proposes a fitting ellipse algorithm that acquires the parameters of the ellipse which include width, size, center, and rotation angle. These values can be used to discard the estimated ellipses if they are small or resemble straight lines. Also, ellipses that tend to have close centers are merged. This evaluation can be seen in Figure 5.

![Figure 5: The 6th step is presented in this image where the ellipses are drawn in contours that are large enough proportionally to the image and are not straight lines. Remaining ellipses are combined by keeping the one that covers other ellipses and if their centers are close to each other.](image)

After detecting the big wheel successfully, in Step 7, the contours near the big wheel are cleared so that the search is focused on a small wheel following a similar approach in Step 8. However, in Step 9, the small wheel is identified by looking for the lowest ellipse found which is smaller than the big wheel detected before.

Subsequently, having successfully detected both a large and a small wheel, the lowest points of each wheel are determined by using their respectively fitted ellipses. In Step 10, with those two points, the angle can be determined by computing the inverse tangent which will give an estimated angle corresponding to the orientation of the wheelchair, as seen in Figure 6.

### III. Results

Figure 7 shows a few sample results of the implemented algorithm, which was tested using 356 images of wheelchairs from ImageNet [7]. The test images selected had the following characteristics:

- The wheelchairs are varied in size, color and shape. However the structure of having a large and a small wheel is common among all the images.
- A bounding box area is given beforehand that encloses the wheelchair.
Figure 6: This is the result of the implemented algorithm where one big and one small wheel are detected and the orientation is estimated. Also, the ground points are marked at the bottom of the detected wheels.

Figure 7: Other test cases where pose estimation is obtained.

- At least one large and one small wheel are visible.
- Images of wheelchairs not included were the ones facing toward or away from the camera, where the wheelchairs don’t seem to have an elliptical shape.

Table I shows the results of the test implemented. Table II shows the results of detecting wheels without splitting contours at 0°. The success rate refers to the frequency of each of the scenarios in the set of images. The algorithm estimated the ground points by looking at the lowest points of the fitted ellipses. The error for each wheel’s ground point is the Euclidean distance between the pixel location estimated by our algorithm with the ground truth. The ground truth was obtained by manually pinpointing the ground points of wheels in the wheelchair. The error in the angle follows the same calculation where it is the error between the angle obtained in the ground truth and the implemented algorithm.

For case 1, two pixel points in the image are classified as the location where the wheelchair touches the ground and both are from wheels on the same side. In this scenario, each point is identified as the point belonging to the large or small wheel. By comparing Table I and Table II, it is shown that the success rate for this case increases considerably by splitting contours at 0°. Case 2, detects a large and a small wheel along with its ground points but they are wheels that are on different sides (e.g. left large wheel and small right wheel or right large wheel and small left wheel). Even if the pose is not estimated correctly, two ground points are still obtained with an average error of about 13 pixels.

In case 3, only one ground point is detected correctly and it belongs to the big wheel. This scenario is the one that contains the most occurrence due to the fact that the large wheel is one of the main features that is recognizable in the target object. Even if only one ground point is detected correctly, the parameters of the ellipse that was fitted to the wheel’s contour are useful. The fitted ellipse has its own values of width and height. Depending on the proportion of the width with the height, the pose can be obtained with only the big wheel detected. If these two values are almost equal, it would imply that the wheelchair is most likely facing left or right (0° or 180°) since the wheels tend to look circular in these orientations. The narrower the ellipse is, it is close to 90° or 270° which are the poses of facing toward or away from the camera. Nevertheless, the eccentricity of the ellipse fitted to the contour still presents ambiguity to the side in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Success Rate</th>
<th>Big Wheel</th>
<th>Small Wheel</th>
<th>Angle Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Error (Pixels)</td>
<td>Error (Pixels)</td>
<td>Error (Degrees)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 Same Side Ground Points</td>
<td>28.93%</td>
<td>12.01</td>
<td>8.21</td>
<td>11.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 Opposite Ground Points</td>
<td>3.65%</td>
<td>13.16</td>
<td>8.40</td>
<td>8.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 Big Wheel Ground Point</td>
<td>39.05%</td>
<td>15.32</td>
<td>11.19</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 Small Wheel Ground Point</td>
<td>9.27%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>No Ground Points Detected</td>
<td>19.10%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I: Results with tested images by splitting contours at 0°.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Success Rate</th>
<th>Big Wheel</th>
<th>Small Wheel</th>
<th>Angle Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Error (Pixels)</td>
<td>Error (Pixels)</td>
<td>Error (Degrees)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2 Same Side Ground Points</td>
<td>14.04%</td>
<td>13.32</td>
<td>10.65</td>
<td>9.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 Opposite Ground Points</td>
<td>1.69%</td>
<td>13.06</td>
<td>6.26</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1 Big Wheel Ground Point</td>
<td>42.41%</td>
<td>13.91</td>
<td>11.61</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 Small Wheel Ground Point</td>
<td>8.43%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>No Ground Points Detected</td>
<td>33.43%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II: Results with tested images without splitting contours at 0°.
which the wheelchair is oriented. Nonetheless, the fact that
the ground point is obtained, the orientation could be estimated by
determining if that ground point is closer to the left or right
boundary of the image that encloses the wheelchair. This same
process can be applied to case 2 by using the large wheel. The
increase of success rate between Table I and Table II for this
case is most likely due to the fact that images that resulted
in case 1 scenario turned into case 3 by not having the small
wheels detected.

Case 4 is limited in information since it only determines
one ground point from a small wheel. The orientation would be
difficult to determine, but it still gives information of a location
point in the image where the wheelchair touches the ground.
Case 5 is the one that gives no relevant information. During the
tests, the most frequent causes of case 5 were blurry images
where the edges wouldn’t convey an ellipse. Also, images with
shadows hindered the Canny edge detector in differentiating
wheels, specially with dark wheels. Another cause is that only
parts of the elliptical shape of the wheel were detected but not
the complete wheel. It can be observed with the two tables
that by applying the mechanism of cropping contours at 0°,
the rate in which ground points are not located decreases.

For the execution time, the algorithm was tested on a laptop
with an Intel Core i7 processor with 4Gb of RAM. On average,
it took 0.954 seconds to estimate the pose of the wheelchair for
images of 450x340 pixels on average. In this case, the whole
wheelchair with its pedestrian is analyzed. If possible locations
of the wheels are previously estimated, it would narrow the
area of focus and improve the execution time.

IV. DISCUSSION

The algorithm that we applied is a basic approach to
determining the orientation and location of a wheelchair in
a monocular image. By using the mechanism of splitting
contours at 0°, we increased the chance of locating the wheels
correctly by fitting ellipses more accurately. This algorithm
can be easily replicated and it doesn’t require any training
and labeled data beforehand which can help in reducing the
workload when implementing this algorithm. It only requires
a single monocular image and is able to work on different
wheelchairs that have similar structures containing large and
small wheels. Based on the results obtained, 28.93% of the
images gave a very good approximation of the orientation and
ground points of the wheelchair with an average error of 4.17
degrees and errors in its ground points of approximately 12
pixels. The case of detecting the big wheel has the highest
percentage of 39.05%. Even though this case, case 2 and case
4 don’t give the orientation of the wheelchair, it still gives
an estimated pixel location of the points where a wheelchair
makes contact with the ground with an average error of 15
pixels.

There were problems with the contours when the wheel’s
edges are not detected specially for the small wheels. Another
issue that arose were shadows, since dark wheels are not easily
derivaticated with an edge detector or even for a human eye.
Also, the orientation is not easily determined in cases where
the wheelchair is facing toward or away from the camera which
implies that the wheels don’t resemble an elliptical shape, but
rather seem like straight lines or rectangular shapes.

V. FUTURE WORK

The next step is to improve our algorithm by using the
cases that at least detect a ground point from the wheels. As
mentioned before, by having the ground point of the big wheel
and the approximated parameters of the fitted ellipse for the
case 2 and 3, the orientation can be estimated. This can be
achieved by using eccentricity of the fitted ellipse. If the ellipse
is narrower, the orientation tends to be closer to either facing
toward or away from the camera. As it is wider, closer to its
height, it would most likely be oriented to the left or right side.
To distinguish between the left side or right side, the ground
point can be of a lot of use. If the ground point of the big
wheel is closer to the left of the bounding box, it would imply
that the wheelchair is facing to the right, and vice versa.
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Abstract—Bridge inspection in the state of Pennsylvania, and the United States at large, is both expensive and infrequent. The time and money spent on inspection could be greatly reduced simply by incorporating an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) into the process. Specifically, contact bridge inspection, which is a technique that requires an inspector to climb the structure of a bridge to use an ultrasonic sensor to detect the thickness of the bridge’s steel gussets, can be made cheaper and faster if completed by a UAV. This is done by outfitting the UAV with a sensor which allows it to collect readings, with the challenge being how to modify the UAV in such a way that it can make contact with the bridge without crashing. This paper suggests a design for a lightweight manipulator that can be attached to a UAV and used to collect gusset plate thickness data without compromising the stability of the UAV.

I. INTRODUCTION

The state of Pennsylvania owns 25000 public bridges. In order to conserve resources, a given bridge is only inspected once every two years, and inspectors rank the damage out of ten to gauge how much repair is needed [1]. This low frequency of inspection reduces the state government’s ability to perform preventative maintenance on bridges that could save money in the long run. This paper proposes a new solution to bridge inspection by a novel manipulation strategy aboard an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV).

A UAV can be used to achieve many different varieties of inspection, including contact bridge inspection. This type of inspection entails an engineer climbing a bridge and using an ultrasonic sensor to detect the thickness of the gusset plates of a steel bridge [2]. Through the use of a light weight unmanned aerial manipulator (UAM), this task can be completed by a UAV.

By using a drone to complete inspection tasks, the process can be done in a way that is safer, cheaper, and more frequent than the current standard. While not highly common, there are documented instances of bridge inspectors being injured and/or killed on the job. These instances are particularly common during processes that require close proximity to the underside and support beams of a bridge [3][4]. The introduction of a UAV into the process of inspection would allow workers to avoid potential injury. Furthermore, By introducing automation through drones, economic resources can be made more optimal in allocation every year by Pittsburgh authorities to other public works projects that improve quality of life in Pittsburgh and beyond.

The UAM is a light, 3 degree of freedom (DoF) articulated robotic manipulator that is designed to compensate for errors in roll and pitch, as shown in figs 1 and 2. This design choice is key for any UAM, as it is unrealistic to assume that a UAV will remain perfectly level throughout its flight. The servos chosen to actuate the roll and pitch joints were selected specifically for their speed and torque ratings, to allow the manipulator to maneuver smoothly through the air. Moreover, the materials from which the arm is built were selected specifically for their low density and strength [5][6]. In order to get an estimate for the manipulators weight, calculations were performed based on the density of the proposed materials and component dimensions. This was done to ensure that the final manipulator weight would not exceed the payload constraints of the DJI Matrice 100, the UAV upon which the manipulator will be mounted [7].

For overall lightness of the manipulator, special consideration was taken during the process of selecting the servo motors which actuate the joints. Heavier servos were placed at the base of the manipulator, where more torque is required. Meanwhile a smaller servo with a lower torque rating, but higher no load velocity, was placed at the elbow of the arm. The thoughtful actuator placement is meant to distribute weight favorably throughout the manipulator. Finally, rather than adding redundant motors for added maneuverability, the end effector, the part of the manipulator that interacts with the surface of the bridge, was outfitted with a passive 2 DoF to allow it to flush to the surface of the bridge without adding excessive weight.

II. RELATED WORKS

Currently, contact inspection is performed by technicians who get readings from an ultrasonic thickness sensor [2]. Because this requires that the sensor make contact with the surface of the bridge, to collect data a technician must climb the bridge or else use a cherry picker to access hard to reach areas. This can be a slow and dangerous process easily improved by making use of a UAV equipped with an ultrasonic sensor.

Several labs that specialize in UAV application have begun to explore the possibilities of UAMs. One such example is the aerial manipulator designed by T. Bartelds et al [8]. This particular model was designed primarily for the purpose of
cushioning the impact between the UAV upon which it is mounted and a wall. The task is managed using an elastic in combination with a locking mechanism. The problem with this approach is that without the locking mechanism, the kinetic energy absorbed by the elastic results in oscillations that slow the process down and threaten to destabilize the UAV. When the locking mechanism is in place, the issue lies in the fact that after a single impact, the UAV must land so that the mechanism can be reset. In either event, time is wasted from one impact to the next. To avoid this, the manipulator is articulated, to allow for shock absorbency without undesirable oscillation. Rather than incorporating a locking mechanism that requires the drone to land and be reset manually, the manipulators articulated design allows it to cushion impacts repeatedly without stopping.

Another recent example is a UAM being developed is AEROARMS [9][10]. AEROARMS are 4 to 5 DoF UAV mounted manipulators used for complex aerial maneuvers. Unlike the manipulator designed, AEROARMS are designed to work in pairs, as well as to operate in tandem with other UAVs also outfitted with a pair of AEROARMS manipulators. Depending on the model, a single manipulator weighs between 1.3 and 2.5 kg, which requires that a pair be mounted on a hexrotor. The complexity of this design is unnecessary for the task of bridge inspection, and the weight is excessive. As a result, this particular model is incompatible with the objectives of this project. Given that weight is the largest concern in drone flying, adding more than what is necessary is inadvisable. To allow for longer flight times with fewer battery changes, the manipulator is designed to be as light as possible.

Some UAMs are parallel manipulators, rather than serial manipulators, such as the Dexterous Aerial Manipulator designed by Mina Kamel et al [11]. A parallel manipulator is made of multiple actuated manipulators that connect to a single end effector, which allows for high rigidity and precision of movement [12]. The desirable qualities of a parallel manipulator carry over to this particular UAM, however this design also has its disadvantages. One such issue is the manipulator’s position on the vehicle. In order to properly perform inspection, the end effector must have the ability to make contact with parts of the bridge that lay directly above it. In this case, the manipulator is place underneath the UAV, preventing any possibility of overhead maneuvers. the manipulator is designed and positioned to allow the end effector to reach areas both in front of the UAV and above it, improving its effectiveness as a tool for inspection.

The Aerobi project is a final example of a manipulator designed to be mounted onto a UAV [9][13]. In this case, there are a few different ideas utilized specifically for the purpose of bridge inspection. One model simply uses a phenomenon called the ‘ceiling effect’. This allows a UAV with a sensor mounted on the top of it to cling to the underside of the bridge and complete contact inspection that way. There are a few problems with this technique. One issue is that there is too much time between each instance of contact due to the UAV needing to align itself properly with the surface it must cling to. Another glaring issue is that this particular technique only works with flat, horizontal surfaces. The UAV is unable to inspect support beams or areas of the bridge’s underside that lie at an angle. This leaves a large portion of the bridge unattended to. Aerobi has also produced several different articulated manipulators to complete inspection tasks, but these also have their disadvantages. These manipulators have between 3 and 7 DoF. The models that have 5-7 DoF have actuated end effectors, which adds both excess weight and complexity to the system. Meanwhile, the Aerobi UAM that has only 3 DoF lacks the passive 2 DoF that is included in the manipulator designed and analyzed in this paper.

III. Approach

A. Mechanical Design

The manipulator was designed with certain constraints in mind to suit its environment. Given that the structure will be mounted on a drone, the materials used to create it were kept as light as possible.
The links of the manipulator are made of thin, solid carbon fiber bars to provide rigidity and strength without adding excessive weight. The joints are made from solid aluminum rod in addition to laser cut acrylic, and each contains two thin section bearings which allow for reduced friction. The base and joint connector pieces were custom designed and made using acrylic. To aid in the process of material selection and allocation, the approximate volume of each manipulator part was calculated based on dimensions specified in the model in fig 3. These values were then multiplied by the density of a range of different materials, with the stipulation that the final weight of the arm be less than 1 kg, the maximum payload of a DJI Matrice 100. This estimation yielded a final theoretical weight of about 400 g.

The roll and pitch DoF are each actuated by an off the shelf Dynamixel XM430-W210-T, and the elbow joint is actuated by an off the shelf Dynamixel XL320. The XM430s were chosen for their superior torque rating, at a max stall torque of 3.7 N*m. The disadvantage to these particular motors is their weight. For this reason, a different, lighter motor was chosen to control the elbow joint. Though the XL320 has a lower torque rating, of .39 N*m, it is significantly lighter and faster than the other actuator model used in the manipulator.

The manipulator has 3 (DoF) that allow it to maneuver, as well as to compensate for disturbances. Error correction is imperative to keep the end effector in the right spatial position, as a UAV will roll and pitch unpredictably. The end effector of the manipulator designed not to need motors, instead using a passive 2 DoF, shown in fig 4. This allows the end effector to be flexible and easily flush to a surface without the need for motor redundancy.

B. Electrical Design

The board used for this project is an OpenCM9.04, also produced by ROBOTIS. Both the board and the servo motors chosen to control the manipulator have the advantage of ROS compatibility. The servos themselves are specialized for position or torque control, meaning that the manipulator can potentially utilize elements of force as well as position control.

C. Analysis

The analytical model of the manipulator shown in fig 5 was developed based on the Denavit Hartenberg modeling conventions [14][15]. This convention is used to create reference frames in each joint as well in the end effector in order to assist in the process of kinematic analysis.

The mathematical analysis is based on the geometry of the manipulator, where forward kinematics can be used to find the end effector position based on the angle of each joint, and inverse kinematics can be used to find the joint angles based on the final x, y, z position of the end effector.

The forward and inverse kinematics are based on fig 5 as well as the side and front view models in fig 6. Fig 7 shows the variables being solved for.

Table 1 contains the Denavit Hartenberg parameters that can be used to determine the homogeneous transformation matrices needed for the forward kinematics of the system.
These parameters can be plugged into 1 in order to calculate each transformation:

\[ i^{-1} A_i(q_i) = Trans(0, 0, d_i) Rot(z_{i-1}, \theta_i) Trans(a_i, 0, 0) Rot(x_i, \phi_i, 0) \]  
(1)

where \( i^{-1} A_i(q_i) \) is the transformation between the \((i-1)\) coordinate frame and the \(i\)th frame. These equations result in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Denavit Hartenberg Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( a_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_3 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ i^{-1} A_i(q_i) = \begin{bmatrix} 
    c(\theta_i) & -s(\theta_i)c(\alpha_i) & s(\theta_i)s(\alpha_i) & a_i c(\theta_i) \\
    s(\theta_i) & c(\theta_i)c(\alpha_i) & -c(\theta_i)s(\alpha_i) & a_i s(\theta_i) \\
    0 & s(\alpha_i) & c(\alpha_i) & d_i \\
    0 & 0 & c(\alpha_i) & 1 
\end{bmatrix} \]  
(2)

IV. RESULTS

Using the models in fig 7, the following system of equations, equations 3 - 11, were derived.

\[ r_1 = \sqrt{\left(X_3^0\right)^2 + \left(Z_3^0\right)^2} \]  
(3)

\[ \phi_1 = \pi/2 - \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{X_3^0}{Z_3^0}\right) \]  
(4)

\[ r_2^2 = a_1^2 + r_1^2 - 2a_1 r_1 \cos(\phi_1) \]  
(5)

\[ \phi_2 = \cos^{-1}\left(\frac{r_1^2 - (a_2^2 + r_2^2)}{-2a_2 r_2}\right) \]  
(6)

\[ \theta_3 = \cos^{-1}\left(\frac{r_2^2 - (a_2^2 + r_3^2)}{-2a_2 r_2}\right) - \pi/2 \]  
(7)

\[ \phi_3 = \cos^{-1}\left(\frac{r_3^2 - (a_3^2 + r_2^2)}{-2a_2 r_2}\right) \]  
(8)

\[ \theta_3 = 180 - (\phi_2 + \phi_3) \]  
(9)

\[ r_3 = \sqrt{\left(Y_3^0\right)^2 + \left(X_3^0\right)^2} \]  
(10)

\[ \phi_1 = \pi/2 - \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{X_3^0}{Y_3^0}\right) \]  
(11)

These equations are the inverse kinematics of the system, which use a desired end effector position to determine the joint angle values.

The homogeneous transformation matrix between the base frame \([X_0, Y_0, Z_0]\) and the end effector frame, \([X_3, Y_3, Z_3]\) is the following the result of multiplying the homogeneous transformation matrices between each frame, \(A_1, A_2,\) and \(A_3\), multiplied together.

V. CONCLUSION

The next steps for this project is developing the dynamical model for the manipulator. Given that it is a 3 DoF, articulated, spatial manipulator, the dynamics of the system are complex. Recently, neural networks have been used to develop the dynamics of more complicated manipulators, and that option seems viable for this project.

Once the dynamical model is complete, a control system can be developed. Potentially, this could be based in position and force control. Using the dense, three dimensional point cloud of the environment already collected, the control could calculate vector normals to the surface of the bridge. From there, traditional position control techniques can position the end effector to take readings. Once the end effector makes contact with the bridge, torque sensors in the manipulator’s joints will detect differences in the force on the system and the manipulator can move to accommodate the change.
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Abstract—Detecting occluded traffic signs is a challenging problem due to the rarity of some occlusions and deformations. To address this issue, we propose using an adversary to generate hard positive examples of occlusions to make it more difficult for a detector to detect the sign. We detail our framework and the Keras implementation of connecting the adversarial network with the Faster R-CNN pipeline. We conclude by stating the steps necessary to complete the implementation and suggest areas for future work.

I. INTRODUCTION

Well-maintained traffic signs are crucial for helping both human and non-human drivers make safe and informed decisions. The task of maintaining these signs primarily falls upon federal and local maintenance departments who must monitor sign conditions for issues of damage, defacement, theft, and occlusion. Currently, signs are monitored by: (1) inspectors and (2) citizens who report their observations. The first method is tedious and suffers from unreliability due to the subjective judgment of inspectors. The second method is unideal because reports by citizens are typically only made about severe problems, not about “mild” graffiti or a few stickers on a stop sign. Previously, a road infrastructure inventory and assessment system, was developed by the Navlab group to provide a low cost and consistent quality solution to monitor infrastructure distress on a continuous basis with minimal human intervention [28]. Although the system detected most of the stop signs, a significant portion of those that it missed were in poor condition or obstructed by vegetation, graffiti, or other vehicles.

Ample research has been conducted on the problem of traffic sign detection; however, detecting occluded traffic signs is still a challenging problem. One reason is the rarity of some occlusions and deformations results in a low probability of representation in large datasets, meaning that the classifier will not be able to robustly model invariances to these rare events. The standard solution to this problem is to gather more data; however, this method is tedious and does not guarantee that the more rare occlusions and deformations will be represented. A less tedious solution that solves the representation problem is to generate realistic images depicting all possible occlusions that might be encountered. The problem with generating all possible occlusions is that it is infeasible due to the huge space of possible occlusions and suboptimal because selecting hard examples is better than showing all possible examples [21], [25]. A better solution, then, is to create hard positive examples of occlusions without actually generating the images, or pixels, themselves.

Wang et al. [30] used an adversary to create hard examples of occlusion by spatially blocking some feature maps. The goal of the adversary is to make it more difficult for a detector, like Fast Region-based Convolutional Network (Fast R-CNN), to detect the object; the goal of Fast R-CNN is to adapt to the challenges of the adversary to better classify these adversarial examples. While this work showed improved detector performance on the PASCAL VOC 2007, PASCAL VOC 2012 [7] and MS COCO [15] datasets, it was not applied to the task of traffic sign detection.

In this work, we seek to enhance the robustness of our inspection system to detect occluded traffic signs. To that end, we propose a novel approach to traffic sign detection: the use of an adversary to create hard examples for the detector. For our detector, we select the third generation of R-CNN: Faster Region-Based Convolutional Network (Faster R-CNN).

The primary contributions of this paper are:

- We combine the adversarial network proposed by Wang et al. [30] with Faster R-CNN, creating adversarial Faster R-CNN (A-Faster R-CNN).
- We discuss the steps taken to implement the network.
- We propose applying A-Faster R-CNN to the task of traffic sign detection using the LISA dataset [18]. Specifically, we target the task of stop sign detection. We focus on stop signs because they are one of the most common types of road signs and issues with these signs are a severe safety issue.
- Finally, we propose ways to extend the method.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work in object detection, traffic sign detection, and adversarial learning. In Section III, we describe the framework of the network. Then, in Section IV, we discuss the steps taken to implement the network. In Section V, we discuss the experimental setup for applying the network to detecting occlude traffic signs. Finally, we discuss future work in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORKS

A. Object Detection

In recent years, significant progress has been made in object detection. These achievements were made possible by the successful application of deep ConvNets [14] to ImageNet classification [6]. One of the detectors in the forefront of the movement, R-CNN [9], achieved impressive results on ImageNet and PASCAL VOC detection by using region proposals. This method, popularized by the selective search algorithm [27], has been more recently improved, resulting in other region-based convolutional neural networks, such as SPPnet [11], Fast R-CNN [8], and Faster R-CNN.

Since then, Faster R-CNN has been successfully used in a plethora of tasks, including, but not limited to, a fruit detection system for fruit yield estimation and automated harvesting [20]. To our knowledge, Faster R-CNN was applied to the task of traffic sign detection only once before [32]. Unfortunately, the method obtained relatively poor results. However, the results could be attributed to any number of factors - including the choice to classify traffic signals as traffic signs, which may have confused the detector. Applying Faster R-CNN and any of its variations to traffic sign detection is an area still in need of exploration.

B. Traffic Sign Detection

Many of the previous traffic sign detection methods benchmark their systems using European signs [16], [31], a large number of which are standardized by the Vienna Convention on Road Signs and Signals [5]. Although the countries that follow this standard may have other types of signs, those signs tend to be similar. Traffic signs in the United States are not as uniform. In the U.S., the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) [4] attempts to provide uniformity of traffic devices by specifying the standards by which traffic signs are designed, installed, and used. What makes U.S. traffic signs particularly complicated is that each state can choose to adopt the MUTCD in its entirety, adopt the MUTCD but add a State Supplement, or adopt a State MUTCD that must substantially conform with the national MUTCD. Due to the level of complexity resulting from the variations between signs throughout the country, developing a traffic sign recognition system for signs in the U.S. that is robust to inter-class variations is of particular importance that is not strictly limited to detecting traffic signs that have been covered in some way.

C. Adversarial Learning

To simulate adversarial learning, a discriminative model is trained under various scenarios that are formulated by an intelligent adversary [10]. Recent work in adversarial learning has explored a number of directions, including, but not limited to, using augmented data to improve the robustness of neural networks [2]. Using adversarial learning to improve the robustness of a network with respect to occluded traffic signs has yet to be explored.

III. FRAMEWORK

In this section, we describe the details of our framework. We first briefly go over the base detector, Faster R-CNN. After that, we describe the adversarial network we use to generate different types of occlusions. Finally, we discuss how we combined the two networks into one framework.

A. Overview of Faster R-CNN

For our framework, we build upon Faster R-CNN [19] as the base detector for traffic sign detection. Faster R-CNN is a unified network for object detection composed of two modules: (1) a Regional Proposal Network (RPN), which is a deep fully convolutional network that proposes regions, and (2) the Fast R-CNN detector that uses the regions proposed by the RPN [19].

Given an input of an entire image, the convolutional network of Faster R-CNN outputs convolutional feature maps. These feature maps are then shared with the RPN. As input, the RPN takes an image of any size. It then outputs a set of rectangular object proposals, called bounding boxes. Each of these bounding boxes has an objectness score. Because the RPN shares full-image convolutional features with the detector at test time, the method alleviates the computational burdens of selective search, making the region proposals almost entirely cost-free. After that, each bounding box that is likely to be an object is passed into Fast R-CNN to generate a classification and to refine the bounding boxes.

B. Adversarial Spatial Dropout for Occlusion Detection

To improve the robustness of our system, we use the Adversarial Spatial Dropout Network (ASDN), the adversarial network proposed by Wang et al. [30], to generate occlusions on deep features of foreground objects - namely, traffic signs. Rather than generating entirely new images, we restrict the space of new positive generation to adding occlusions to the existing examples from the dataset. The network accomplishes the task of generating occlusions by taking the region-based convolutional features obtained for each foreground object proposal after the region-of-interest (RoI) pooling layer in the standard Faster R-CNN pipeline and generating a mask to indicate which parts of the feature to dropout. Dropout is a technique typically used to deal with overfitting in deep neural networks by randomly removing units, as well as their connections, from the neural network during training [24]. In the case of the ASDN, dropout is not randomly applied; instead, it is intentionally applied through Fig. 1: Example of mask. Black regions are occluded when passed into Faster R-CNN pipeline.
the generated dropout masks. The network learns to generate the dropout masks that cause the detector to have high loss by using the window with the highest loss from the RPN to generate a spatial mask for each positive region proposal. See Figure 1 for an example of a dropout mask.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

We combine the Faster R-CNN architecture with the ASDN to create A-Faster R-CNN. Figure 2 depicts the ASDN architecture integrated with the Faster R-CNN approach. In this section, we describe the details of our implementation. For our implementation, we are working in Keras with a TensorFlow [1] back end and using the standard Faster R-CNN architecture with VGG [22]. To implement the pipeline, we are using existing Keras code \(^1\) for the detector, Faster R-CNN. We are basing the Keras version of the ASDN off of the original Caffe implementation \(^2\). In this section, we detail the changes and additions that are made to the existing code to create A-Faster R-CNN.

A. Convolutional Network and Region Proposal Network

Not many changes need to be made to the part of the network before the ASDN. The convolutional network consists of various convolutional and max pooling layers. The main change we make is we separate the RoI pooling layer from the layers to enable its outputs to be used by both the adversarial network and the classifier at the end of the pipeline. The output of the RoI pooling layer, a fixed size feature vector, is passed to both the ASDN and to the fully connected layers. No changes are made to the region proposal network.

B. Adversarial Spatial Dropout Network

To implement the Adversarial Spatial Dropout Network, we separate the network into two parts: the convolutional layers and the masking layer. For the first part of the ASDN, the convolutional layers, we create five convolutional layers. These layers generate the mask prediction as output. The second part of the ASDN, the data layer, is what creates the mask. Since this type of layer does not exist yet in Keras, we create our own using the custom layer functionality.

The input for the custom ASDN data layer is the mask prediction generated by the convolutional layers of the ASDN and the labels. Since it is critical that the input tensors are the proper shape, we set the shape of the ASDN to be the same shape as output of the RoI pooling layer. The output for this layer is the dropout mask, which is then passed to the classifier. Currently, our layer outputs a dropout mask of all ones. Future work for this part of the network is to make this layer generate the actual mask.

C. Classifier

The classifier tower after the ASDN requires a few changes to connect the ASDN to the Faster R-CNN pipeline. We update this part of the network so that it takes as input both the output of the data layer of the ASDN, the dropout mask, and the output of the RoI pooling layer. Before entering the fully connected layers, we use a multiplication layer to combine the dropout mask and the output of the RoI pooling layer to create the masked layer. In the future, we will compute which masks cause greater classification loss for Faster R-CNN and use those hard examples as ground truth to train the ASDN as described in the next section.

\(^1\)https://github.com/yhenon/keras-frcnn
\(^2\)https://github.com/xiaolonw/adversarial-frcnn
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, we describe the experimental setup that we will use to apply the network to the task of traffic sign detection. First, we will describe the pre-training and training processes we will use. After that, we will provide details about the data we will use for training the network. Finally, we present the data we will use to test the network.

A. Pre-Training

As suggested by Wang et al. [30], we will use stage-wise training [19] to pre-train the ASDN for creating occlusions prior to using it to improve Faster R-CNN. First, we will train the Faster R-CNN detector without the ASDN to give the detector a sense of the signs in the database. We train the detector without the ASDN because join training from the beginning will cause the adversarial network to learn more quickly than the detector and will easily overpower it. Second, we will fix all the layers in the detector to train the ASDN model for occlusion generation. Although this method of training is typically not recommended for generative adversarial networks, our model does not run the same risk of collapsing as traditional generative adversarial networks.

B. Training

When training A-Faster R-CNN, we will jointly optimize the pre-trained ASDN and Faster R-CNN model in each iteration of training. We will use the approach detailed by Wang et al. [30] for training both the ASDN and the Faster R-CNN detector.

C. Training with the LISA Dataset

We will apply A-Faster R-CNN to the challenge of traffic sign recognition by training it using the LISA dataset. The LISA dataset contains 6610 color and greyscale images of 47 types of United States traffic signs [18]. The images, collected in the state of California, vary in size from 640x480 to 1024x522 pixels. The database contains 7855 annotations; each annotation includes the sign type, position, size, whether or not the sign was on a side road, and whether or not the sign was occluded.

We analyzed the dataset to see the distribution of occluded signs. Of the 7855 annotated signs, 1821 are stop signs (23.2%). At a count of 304, occluded signs make up a small portion of the total number of signs (3.9%). Of the total number of occluded signs, 124 are stop signs (40.8%), which makes them the most common type of occluded sign. The most common causes of occlusion are from other infrastructure (53.2%) and vegetation (42.7%). Figure 2 shows an example of a stop sign obstructed by vegetation from the LISA dataset.

We plan to extract the occluded signs and only use the unobstructed data for training. We will use the occluded signs as a means of validating and testing the network on real-world examples.

D. Testing with the Navlab Dataset

We will use the Navlab stop sign dataset to test the network. Derived from a larger dataset of around 20 million street images collected in and around Pittsburgh, the Navlab stop sign dataset consists of 1132 images of stop signs [17]. Of the total number of signs, 784 are undamaged (69.3%), 90 are undecided (8.0%), 60 are three- or four-way (5.3%), and 290 are damaged (25.6%). Of the ones that are damaged, the most common causes are vandalism (15.1%) and displacement (8.1%). Figure 4 shows some examples of occluded stop signs from the dataset. These images will be used for testing the detector to see if the addition of the adversarial network for generating occlusions will improve the ability of the network to detect real examples of occluded stop signs from a different dataset than the LISA.

The dataset also includes 1755 negative examples of stop signs. These examples focus on images that share properties with stop sign, such as white lettering, red coloring, or similar shape. These examples will be used to test the network to understand issues of overgeneralization in both the standard Faster R-CNN pipeline and the new A-Faster R-CNN network.

VI. FUTURE WORK

In the future, this network should be fully implemented in Keras. The work that remains includes connecting all of
the layers together properly and the other implementation details mentioned in Section IV. After the network is fully implemented, we will train the detector as stated using the LISA dataset and test the method using the Navlab dataset. This method could then be trained and tested on the German Traffic Sign Recognition Benchmark (GTSRB) [23] to benchmark it to the standard and to see how well it generalizes.

After that, this method could also be extended in a number of ways. One extension is adding new adversarial networks that target remaining issues with traffic sign detection, such as sign discoloration, differences in lighting, and warped signs.

Another area for exploration is the incorporation of top-down methods, such as utilizing a preexisting inventory of traffic signs to predict whether a sign ought to be in the scene or not. The detector could also use previous information about the world, such as where specific types of signs typically occur, to make predictions about where signs ought to be.

Finally, this method could be extended to real-time traffic sign detection. Previous work in traffic sign detection systems, mobile or otherwise, has focused on minimizing the computational burden of the system to enable it to run efficiently and effectively in real-time [3], [26], [29]. Although our detection system performs its detection offline, alleviating the computational burden of online detection, we selected a network that balances both speed and accuracy [12] in the hopes that future improvements to this work could lead to the development of a real-time traffic detection system for road infrastructure monitoring.
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Abstract—Global robot localization is essential to the function of autonomous robot systems. Current approaches to global localization start the localization from scratch knowing nothing about the object. It extract low-level features from sensor data and use template matching to estimate the robot's pose. This process of matching low-level features is very expensive in terms of computation and memory. Additionally, attempting to match detailed low-level features within a large feature space can lead to inaccurate estimations. In this work, we propose a system that first finds an initial coarse pose estimation based on high-level features extracted from CAD models. Variation in appearance of an object across progressive viewpoints is an abstract indicator of its features/shape. This variation also encodes high-level information of the object like symmetry, feature locations and their transition patterns. Our system uses the variation in appearance to build progressive viewpoints and localize the robot in that map. The system proposes actions and moves for the robot to perform to collect sensor data, which it uses to update its estimation. (Results) When the robot localizes itself in a specific domain, it then performs fine localization in the narrowed feature space. By moving from coarse to fine localization, this process increases accuracy and efficiency of pose estimation.

Keywords—localization, viewpoint maps, pose estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robot localization is the problem of finding the position and direction of a robot with respect to the environment. It is an essential problem in building autonomous robot systems. Autonomy of a robot requires a minimum knowledge of its location w.r.t the environment[1]. There are two instances of the robot localization problem. The first instance is the position tracking problem where a robot has an initial estimation of its pose and is required to keep track of it's pose while navigating the environment. The second instance is the global localization problem which doesn’t assume an initial pose and tries to localize itself from scratch using the sensory information[2]. Global localization is especially important for autonomous systems as it enables the robot to autonomously localize itself at initialization and relocalize itself whenever it loses its location. The current system robots perform tasks that require more than knowing the absolute position of the robot like navigation or automated assembly where it needs to know the location of a robot w.r.t. a specific object. This adds to the definition of the global localization problem that it finds the pose of a robot with respect to an object. In this paper we are addressing Robot localization w.r.t an object.

Most of the current approaches to global localization do low level feature extraction on the sensory data and then compare it to a-priori information[4]. The system finds the similarities between features of the sensory data and features in the pre-built map. While this approach results in a fine localization of the robot, It has some inherent weaknesses. The performance of this approach depends on the feature representation and the accuracy and efficiency of the feature extraction and matching. It is very hard for a robot to find a best-fit for the location in a multi-dimensional map and a huge search space. Some of the features may be repeated in the environment and some may be too small to be detected before the algorithm converges. As a result, It only provides an estimation of the location with high uncertainty. Accurate approximation of the location has a very high computational and memory cost[5] necessary for feature extraction and matching in multi-dimensional pose-space representation.

In this paper we present a system for staggering the localization. The idea of the system is starting with coarse localization of objects to narrow down the search space and then use fine localization to estimate the pose in the narrowed search space. It assumes the presence of a CAD model of the observed object which is available for most of the man-made objects[3]. It extracts the high-level features that describes the outer appearance of the object like shape and symmetry from the CAD models. It uses CAD models as a-priori information rather than low-level features maps. It then builds progressive viewpoint maps to show the variation in appearance across the viewpoints and use it to coarsely localize the robot in a wide domain with high certainty. It represents the belief of the robot by a probabilistic distribution over all the possible poses to allow the robot to confirm or abandon its belief of the location. It then proposes moves or actions and update the robot belief about its pose after each move using temporal patterns. This allows the localization system to have an initial coarse localization before fine localization which increases the accuracy and reduces the cost of fine localization.

Our main contributions are:

1) Given a CAD model of the object, we build a rendered 4D image of the object and extract its high level features across progressive viewpoints. We cluster viewpoints based on these features and build a viewpoint map of the object. The map shows the appearance variation across the viewpoints and indicates the shape and symmetry property of the object.

2) We coarsely localize the observer (robot) in one of the views by providing a Gaussian probabilistic distribution over all the views.

3) We suggest moves and actions and use the sensory data collected to update the probabilistic distribution.

In the rest of the paper, we will discuss the related work in section II. We will describe coarse localization using high level feature extraction in section III and probabilistic model of the localization in section IV. We will show results in section IV.

II. RELATED WORK

The main approach to localization uses a probabilistic distribution to present the robot's location. It assumes there is noise in the sensors, and in the effectors. It takes these into consideration be representing the location as a belief. It starts with an initial estimation of the location. After each move, action or observation it updates the belief using a conditional distribution on the change that happened. In most of these systems, a map of the environment is present and a
the location is a specific location in the map. The difference between localization systems is in the representation of the map, in the representation of the vectors and the choice of the feature vectors to be extracted from the map.

III. COARSE LOCALIZATION FROM CAD MODELS

Our system suggests that CAD models encode information about the object’s shape that can be used to extract the appearance variation across the object. The CAD models carry enough information to build a rendered image that is very similar to the real image of the object in terms of appearance and high-level geometric features. Our system extracts the high level features from the rendered image from different positions, clusters the positions with similar features in one cluster and use it to build a viewpoint map that indicates the appearance variation across different viewpoints. Figure 1 shows the viewpoint map of the sphere and the cube when rotated around one axis. The pose of the sphere is exactly the same along all the viewpoints as it’s a symmetric shape along all axis. The view point map show all the sphere views to be in one domain as all the views have the same features. However, The cube views change by rotation around one axis. The similar views are clustered in the same domain in the viewpoint map.

![Viewpoint Map](image)

**Fig. 1.** Viewpoint map of (a) a sphere rotated around one axis using GMM. (b) a cube rotated around the one axis using GMM with the corresponding pose of the object at each view.

The viewpoint map can then be used to convey the location of the observer with respect to the object. To illustrate how this is possible, assume the observer robot is facing the cube at figure 1(b) at angle 230. The robot will take a picture of the cube and will match it’s features with one or more of the viewpoint map domains. In this case, the robot will be mapped to all the four views in the purple domain. The robot will then move right and left to confirm its pose. It will move to the right and capture another image of the cube. It will map it to one of the domains in the map which will be any of the views adjacent to a purple view. It knows that it was initially at view 230 and now at view 220 because it is the only view in the purple domain that is adjacent to a bright green view. This asymmetry in the shape helped the robot discover it’s coarse location (wide domain in the map). The basic idea of this step is using Pattern of neighbors to resolve the conflicts when you have more than one domain mapped to the same pose.

The example above assumed hard association of poses to zones in the map. It assumes that the robot at can be matched to a specific domain with absolute certainty. The real world breaks this assumption as the domain matching is a coarse estimation with high uncertainty in the edges of the zone and in similar zones. The information that the robot has from the CAD models is too high level, the sensor data is subject to errors and inaccuracies and the feature extraction and matching is an estimation with possible uncertainty. This inaccuracy introduces a probabilistic model to represent the localization problem that takes uncertainties into account by representing the location as the robot’s belief of its location. The belief is a probability distribution over all the possible locations. The localization problem then is the problem of optimizing the estimation of the belief to be as close as possible to the right belief which has a peak at the right location and zero everywhere else. In our system, we use Gaussian mixture clustering model to allow for soft association of the domains.

The features extracted from the CAD model and the first image are used to provide the initial estimation of the location. This first estimation should provide a right lead to the robot even if it is not very specific. The correctness and certainty of this estimation is more important than the how specific it is. It should guide the robot to look in the most probable location and the robot will fine that initial estimation using the sensor data. To achieve that goal of correctness, the system will use only the high level features to provide a very coarse localization in a wide domain with high certainty rather than a narrow domain with low certainty. The use of high level features provides a faster computation for a coarse estimate (wide domains) with low certainty in a trade off with a fine estimate (narrow domain with high uncertainty.

**VIEWPOINT MAPS**

Building the viewpoint map is done in three steps. First, the system creates a rendered image of the object from the CAD models. Then, It takes screenshots of the rendered image from each view generated in the first step. The second step is extracting the high level features from these views. The last step is clustering the viewpoints.

A. Rendered Images

We rendered the shapes from the CAD models then we choose the views that we will extract features from. We tried 2 different view generation techniques to choose the different views of the object. The first technique rotates the object around one axis in rings. This enables detection of features along one axis from different angles. It is significance is in indicating symmetry along one axis. The other view generation technique rotates the image around three axises. This enables capturing all the features of the object from all the angles. For example, a sphere would have an identical
pose from all views while a cone would have an identical view along the y axis but would look different from the z axis. The first technique would show both the sphere and the cone to have identical pose and features from all the views, the second technique would find the difference in the views along different axes. Figure 2(b) shows the 2D rendered image of a cone. The system then takes screenshots of the object from different views and feeds them to the feature extraction step.

**B. High level feature extraction**

The second step is the feature extraction from the different views. The system needs to extract features that are clear enough to rely on differentiating different locations. The problem is that at a far distance, finer features are less visible and not very dependable to use as landmarks. The system uses high level features that identify the shape of the object which is clear from a far distance. The system extracts the perimeter, area of the object. It then finds the largest contour of the shape and finds its area, perimeter and the minimum bounding box. It also finds the convex hull of the shape. These features are used to create the feature vector for each view. The feature view contains perimeter of the object, perimeter of the convex hull of the object, aspect ratio of the object, filled Object to convex hull area ratio, area of the workpiece, area of the convex hull of the object.

**C. Clustering the viewpoints**

The main goal of the viewpoint map is to learn appearance of the object from the CAD model. After extracting the features, the system clusters the features’ vectors representing the views. It then uses the clusters to build a viewpoint map of the object. We tried two different clustering algorithms to find the model that fits the data the best. The first clustering model is Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). This model performed well as it doesn’t provide hard association of views to clusters. It rather provides a probabilistic distribution that indicates the certainty of the clustering. The second option was Mean Shift model. It doesn’t take the number of clusters as input but rather finds it on its own. The cluster size doesn’t need to be even but the radius of each cluster needs to be the same. This advantage deals with models with no expected number of clusters.

**IV. GAUSSIAN MODEL FOR LOCALIZATION**

The localization problem is the problem of estimating the location given the prior information and the previous estimations. At the initialization phase, we need an initial estimation. After each observation, the estimation is updated to integrate the information learned from the observation. The noise in the observation leads to uncertainty in the estimation. The robot’s certainty of its location may be very weak in the beginning of the estimation but it increases with more sensor data being integrated. To account for this uncertainty, the robot considers all the possible locations by representing the estimation as a probability distribution over all the possible locations. The robot’s belief (estimation) of it is location is the probability it is in location y for all locations y.

Localization can be redefined to a bayesian estimation problem where for robot X, We need to calculate the probability it is at location y given the new observation for all possible y’s.

Let Y be the set of all possible locations, we need to find the robot’s belief of its estimation which is

\[ P(\text{robot at } y \mid \text{obs.}) \text{ for all } y \text{ belong to } Y \]

We need to find an initial belief and a way to update the belief by action or by observation. As we have the CAD models, we can use the information provided in the CAD models to find an initial estimation. We will use the Gaussian distribution that resulted from the GMM clustering in the first step to as an initial estimate of our position in the viewpoint map.

After each observation, we will have to find

\[ P(y \mid \text{obs.}) = P(\text{obs} \mid y) \cdot P(y) / P(\text{obs}) \text{ for all } y \text{ belong to } Y \]

**V. RESULTS**

The first experiment that I did was building the viewpoint maps using 2D views. I tried running it with both GMM and Mean-Shift algorithms. Table 1 shows the number of clusters in each shape. Figure 3 shows the viewpoint maps for the shapes using GMM clustering. The viewpoint maps for the figures symmetric around the y axis (sphere, cone and cylinder) are one cluster because all of the viewpoints look exactly the same. For the figures that are not symmetric, we can see the similar views in the same cluster.

Figure 4 shows the viewpoint maps for the shapes using Mean-Shift clustering.
Fig. 3. Viewpoint maps using GMM of (a) a sphere. (b) a cube. © a cone. (d) a roof. (e) cylinder. (f) polygon

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented a system for staging localization. Our system extracts high level features from CAD models and builds a viewpoint map of the object. The robot uses high level features from sensor data to coarsely localize itself in a domain in the map and then finds a fine estimation of its location in the specific domain. Coarse estimation results in a faster computation, memory efficiency and more accurate results than fine estimation. Also the viewpoint map built by the robot makes it easier for the human to understand how the system works.

While the importance of the extracted features differs from a domain to the other, the current systems extracts all the features and uses all of them for clustering with equal weights. One of the Future areas to explore is weighting the features in the domains.

Fig. 4. Viewpoint maps using Mean-Shift of (a) a sphere. (b) a cube. © a cone. (d) a roof. (e) cylinder. (f) polygon
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Inverse Kinematics of Soft Robots using Neural Networks

Daniele Moro¹, James M. Bern², and Stelian Coros³

Abstract— We present a method to solve inverse kinematics of tendon-activated soft robots that is accurate, generalizable, and model-free. This solution attempts to replace existing soft robot control methods that are unable to execute complex actions. We leverage a feed forward neural network that activates tendons given the desired location of feature points. The neural network is trained by sampling tendon activations and recording the corresponding feature point locations through the use of a finite element model simulation. We highlight the versatility of our system with three examples: a mesh controlled by specifying desired locations of feature points, a mesh controlled by specifying the overall shape, and a three-dimensional hand. We demonstrate that our solution shows promise while discussing the challenges associated with using a neural network to control tendon-activated soft robots.

I. INTRODUCTION

Soft robotics is an emerging subfield of robotics which focuses on robots with a soft body without predefined points of articulation seen in traditional rigid robots. Soft robots have many advantages, such as an increased degree of safety because of their soft parts, an ability to move in unstructured environments, and an ability to handle fragile objects such as fruits for the agriculture industry. This makes soft robots promising in their future interaction with humans [1] [2].

Currently, soft robots have been used to make efficient jumping robots [3], simple octopus arms [4], and locomotive soft robots [5]. To achieve these results, most robots have been controlled through very simple methods, such as step-by-step instructions for activating certain tendons or pneumatics. More complex controls have been developed, but each has significant drawbacks which inhibit the versatility of soft robots [5] [6]. This is due to the fundamental problem that controlling soft robots is much less straightforward than controlling rigid robots.

In order to provide a generalized control of soft robots, we focus on inverse kinematics - finding the correct tendon or pneumatic activations to move a soft robot to a specific desired point or shape [7]. Solving this problem is more difficult than solving inverse kinematics for rigid robots because rigid robots exhibit high mechanical impedance. The inherently soft materials in a soft robot make the control problem much harder by introducing deformations, lag times, and vibrations. As Lipson et. all puts it, controlling a soft robot is “like controlling a marionette with rubber bands rather than with strings”[2]. Furthermore, a small change in a tendon contraction may result in a large displacement of a robot’s extremities, highlighting that solving an inverse kinematics problem on a soft robot requires the utmost accuracy. The focus of our work is to solve inverse kinematics on tendon-activated soft robots using a neural network that takes input from a user-defined goal, while considering how this solution could be used on physically realized soft robots.

To solve the given problem, we propose a real time control interface for tendon driven soft robots which leverages a feed forward neural network in order to translate user-specified target poses into corresponding real world signals. This work is general in the sense that network architecture and the overall training method is agnostic to the actual robots being controlled. We require only a finite element mesh, the boundary of which specifies the shape of the robot, and the actual layout corresponding to the real world tendon routing through the robot skin. This solution highlights high accuracy, reasonable speed, and versatile user control of the desired goal.

II. RELATED WORK

Currently, many soft robots have been controlled manually or with very simple control systems, such as flowcharts. Calisti et. all developed an octopus-inspired soft robot that was able to perform a myriad of actions in an unstructured environment. Using a flexible silicone arm driven via cables, the team was able to effectively demonstrate movements such as crawling, pushing, and grasping. This soft robot was controlled with a simple flowchart consisting of sequential actions such as activating a cable, waiting a certain period of time, and activating another cable. The controlling algorithm was exceptionally simple and performed the demonstrated simplistic tasks [4]. However, if Calisti et. al all desired to make the octopus move in a much more intricate way, such as general manipulation, this control strategy would break down because it is not generalizable. Shepherd et. all created a soft locomotive robot inspired by animals lacking hard internal skeletons. This quadrupedal robot was able to crawl and undulate, allowing a navigation of various obstacles. To achieve their results, the robot was programmed with a simple sequential script of instructions to control solenoid valves. Although this control method functioned decently for simple movements, more complex, articulate, and generalizable tasks such as careful placement of its end effectors to climb uneven terrain requires a much more intelligent control strategy. The paper mentions that future
work may include “the development of motion control systems [that]... may require the use of nonlinear models and may require neural-net-like learning methods” [5]. More complex controlling mechanism are desperately needed as soft robots evolve beyond simple movements and into more generalizable actions, a gap which a neural network solution has the ability to address.

Bern et. al proposes a more complex control strategy to the inverse kinematics problem as related to tendon-activated soft robotics. They utilize a global optimization routine based on a cost function derived from current positions and corresponding desired positions. Using Newtow’s Method, the cost function is minimized to compute the optimal tendon contraction that reduces the distance between the current and desired robot locations. However, this approach requires a highly realistic model of the tendon-activated soft robot built with a finite element simulation. Unfortunately, it is extremely challenging to model friction, clumping, and other properties of stuffed structures. Therefore, a model-based approach may perform accurately in simulation, but poorly on a physical robot. A neural network solution may solve this problem because it has no need to use a model of the physical robot. A neural network can be trained using real world data, in the process learning how to account for factors such as friction, clumping, and more. In this way, a neural network may control physical soft robots more accurately by being model-free. [6]

Neural networks can be used to control rigid robots, as shown by Hesselroth et. al. The team created a rigid pneumatic arm controlled by a neural network which was able to move to a specified location with a high accuracy of about 3 mm. These results demonstrate that a neural network may be an effective solution for accurately solving inverse kinematic for rigid robotic arms. However, these results do not address how a neural network may be applied to structures lacking a high mechanical impedance, specifically soft robots. [8]

Giorelli et. al used a neural network to activate tendons on an octopus-inspired conical manipulator to move the tentacle to a given location. The team used a simple feed-forward neural network with one hidden layer composed of 34 nodes. With an average relative error with respect to the total length of the manipulator of 1.36%, they highlighted how a neural network can be effectively used to control a soft manipulator in simulation. However, only one feature point of the robot is inputted to the neural network: the tip of the manipulator. Furthermore, their work considers only one shape: a conically shaped manipulator. Without applications to a variety of shapes, the mathematical and practical solutions found are not easily generalizable [9]. Our work fills these gaps by implementing the use of multiple desired feature points located on the robot to determine desired shape and location and a method to control the entire desired shape of a soft robot. This drastically increases the complexity of the problem because the neural network needs to provide a solution to combinations of feature points so that it is as close to every point as possible, while not favoring certain points over others. Furthermore, the simulated model that we implement has a myriad of significantly different shapes and features, demonstrating that a neural network solution to the inverse kinematics problem has potential to be generalized to countless shapes, sizes, and tendon positions.

III. METHODS

In this section we present the simulation model that our solutions use, the structure of the neural network, the structure of the baseline nearest neighbor solution, and the ways in which we control desired mesh shape.

A. FEMSim

These solutions were created using a finite element mesh simulation (FEMSim) developed by Bern et. al. [6]. FEMSim models a soft robot through an energy-based model. The overall energy of the mesh of a tendon-activated soft robot is calculated by accounting for the energy of each individual component. Newtow’s method is then used to statically solve for a low energy state.

B. Neural Network

We use a neural network to solve the inverse kinematics problem for a tendon-activated soft robot in simulation. We implement the neural network solution in two stages: training and prediction.

1) Training: To train the neural network to predict tendon activations $U$ given feature point locations $X$, we teach the network to map $X$ to $U$. Therefore, the training stage involves providing the network hundreds of $X$ to $U$ mappings that we know are accurate. We sample the tendon activation space by iterating through every possible combination of tendon activations with a certain step size. From this sampling, the tendon activation(s) and corresponding feature point location(s) are printed to two files. 90% of the data is written to a training file, while 10% is written to a testing file. We use the training data to train the network, while the data in the testing file is used to evaluate the network and test for problems such as overfitting. Collection of this data is done in the C++ codebase of FEMSim.

The neural network is a simple feed-forward network consisting of 5 layers, each of which contains 30 nodes. The neural network trained for 300 epochs, or learning steps, through all the data in the training file. This solution was implemented using Python and Keras, a high-level API used to interface with TensorFlow. This neural network program reads the training and testing files in order to train the network and then evaluate the resultant loss, a measure of the inaccuracies of the prediction.

2) Prediction: When the main program (written in C++) is running the FEMSim simulation, we predict tendon activations given the desired feature point locations in real time using file input/output to communicate with an instance of the neural network program (written in Python). This neural network program instance is started at the beginning of the main program in order to give the neural network program time to import dependencies such as TensorFlow and Numpy.
If the neural network program is started every time the main program desires a new prediction, the time taken to compute the tendon activations is significantly increased. When the main program communicates to the neural network program that it requires a tendon activation prediction, the main program sends the location(s) of the desired feature point(s) as input. The neural network outputs the predicted tendon activations, which are read by the main program and implemented on the simulation.

C. Nearest Neighbor

We compare the neural network solution to a baseline nearest neighbor solution. The desired feature point locations are inputted to the nearest neighbor function, which then finds the distance from the inputted desired locations to every point stored in the sample space. We select the points in the sample space nearest the desired location, and we activate the tendon activations corresponding to the selected point.

This solution requires a dense sampling to work accurately. Sampling of the space takes \( s^t \) samples, where \( s \) is the number of sample activations per tendon, and \( t \) is the number of tendons. Even when \( s = 10 \) and \( t = 4 \), 10,000 samples are required. This demonstrates how sampling of the tendon activation space increases exponentially with density and number of tendons.

A neural network is an excellent candidate for solving this inverse kinematics problem because it does not require a dense sampling to work accurately. We show how a neural network performs well when \( s = 5 \) and \( t = 4 \), only 625 samples.

D. Controlling Desired Mesh Shape

Inside the simulation, a user may drag around desired feature points, and the simulated soft robot moves in real time to place the feature point as close as possible to the user-defined desired feature point locations by activating its tendons. By dragging multiple desired points, the user can instruct the soft robot to assume a myriad of possible shapes that better resemble the desired shape that the user intended as compared to simple one desired point.

The neural network solution can easily account for multiple feature points by training the data on select multiple feature points. However, using this system, the user cannot spontaneously add new feature points because this would compensate for variables such as friction and clumping, which the model ignores. Therefore, we statically solve the mesh so that the user can easily create a desired shape that is likely to be feasible. The feature points are extracted so that the neural network can provide an accurate mapping from \( X \) to \( U \).

E. Two or Three Dimensions

This approach functions well in both two and three dimensions. The inputs are simple collections of positions, and the energy function of the simulation remains the same. The only major difference is that the feature point positions are composed of \( x \), \( y \), and \( z \) positions rather than solely \( x \) and \( y \) inputs with two dimensions.

A two dimensional shape is discretized through user control of a boundary and largest possible triangle size.

In order to take a three-dimensional shape and place it into the simulation, we use a program called TetGen to tetrahedralize a .stl file. A separate Python program parses the tetrahedralized output and rewrites it in the format required by the FEMSim program.

IV. RESULTS

We present three examples to demonstrate the accuracy and versatility of our neural network solution. The first example highlights how directly controlling desired feature points performs more accurately than a nearest neighbor approach, while achieving the user-specified goal with reasonable accuracy. The second example suggests that controlling a mesh by extracting feature points from another user-controlled mesh
is a viable and effective method to allow dynamic feature points. This gives the user further control over the desired shape of the soft robot. Finally, we demonstrate that the neural network solution can be applied to three-dimensional models with relative ease and high accuracy. This emphasizes the versatility and utility of the solution.

A. Controlling desired feature points

The simplest example involves allowing the user to directly control feature point locations. We demonstrate the use of a neural network to control tendon activations to arrive at user-defined desired points while comparing this solution to a baseline nearest neighbor solution.

![Fig. 1. A neural network controlling tendon activations on the blue mesh is able to approximate user-defined desired feature point locations with higher accuracy than a nearest neighbor solution on the red mesh.](image)

As we illustrate in Fig. 1, the blue mesh controlled by a neural network performs considerably better than the nearest neighbor solution. This is especially apparent when considering the difference in location of the upper left part of the T-shaped mesh. Furthermore, the neural network smoothly moves around the simulation, while the nearest neighbor solution snaps from one position to another. Smooth motion is important when a soft robot intends to grab something or move from one location to another continuously.

Furthermore, when the density of the sampling is reduced, the neural network behaves exponentially more accurately than the nearest neighbor. This is because the neural network is able to interpolate between the points, while a nearest neighbor approach does not have this functionality. The ability to function accurately without a dense sampling is important when the tendons are numerous enough that a dense sampling would run in an infeasible time.

B. Controlling desired shape

To give the user more control in how they desire the final mesh to be shaped, we allow the user to control the shape of the entire desired mesh shape rather than a select few feature points.

![Fig. 2. The user is able to control a desired mesh shape on the blue mesh. A neural network reasonably approximates the desired shape by extracting feature points and activating tendons on the red mesh.](image)

As shown in Fig. 2, the user is able to click and drag and point on the blue mesh and place it in a desired position. While the user interacts with the simulation to create a desired pose, the blue mesh is statically solved every frame so that the user is softly forced to create feasible shapes. The red dots on the blue mesh represent the feature points we extract and then input into the neural network. The neural network outputs tendon activations that are applied on the light blue tendons seen on the red mesh.

We show that this solution behaves accurately and in real time in Fig. 2. The mesh controlled by the neural network is able to successfully approximate the desired blue mesh to a reasonable degree. Although the blue mesh is positioned in a way that is infeasible for the red mesh to attain simply through a contraction of tendons, the neural network finds the most reasonably close solution.

This same solution may be used for a physically realized tendon-activated soft robot, except that the tendon contractions predicted by the neural network are activated on a physically realized robot instead of in simulation. If the neural network is trained on real-world data, it would be able to control the realized robot with high accuracy and without the need of a model.

C. Controlling a hand in three dimensions

The neural network solution can be used to control countless shapes and sizes of soft robots. It can also be used to control a three-dimensional mesh of a hand, as seen in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. The user clicks and drags the yellow points on the tips of the fingers on the hand shown on the left. The feature points are extracted from the hand shown on the left and fed into the neural network, which outputs tendon activations that are applied on the red mesh.](image)
which outputs tendon contractions. The blue tendons on the hand shown on the right are contracted to approach the user defined shape.

We observe that the neural network solution performs accurately and in real time to control the soft hand. This solution could be used to control a physically realized soft hand to grasp objects, or to control a locomotive three-dimensional soft robot such as an octopus to move in fluid and complex ways.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Difference between a user controlled mesh and a neural network controlled mesh

The fundamental difference between the mesh controlled by the user and the mesh controlled by the neural network is that the user drags points on the mesh to create a desired shape, while the neural network contracts tendons. By virtue of the physical properties of the mesh, translations of points produce fundamentally different shapes than contractions of tendons. For example, given that a user desires a mesh in the shape of a long bar with tendons on both long ends of the bar to contract. If the user simply attempts to drag the ends of the bar together, the bar will bend in the middle in order to deform as little as possible. This would indicate to the user that their desired contraction is impossible, even though the neural-network controlled-bar could easily contract by simply reducing the length of both tendons equal amounts.

We cannot resolve the problem easily, and we will need to address this problem depending on the purpose behind a user’s intent to create a certain pose. For example, if a user intends to use a hand-shaped mesh to grasp a ball, the shape of the fingers is irrelevant given that the neural-network controlled mesh moves the tips of the fingers to the surface of the ball. In this example, we would place the feature points on the tips of the fingers because the shape of the rest of the finger is agnostic to achieving the intended action.

B. Training the neural network on real-world data

The entirety of the work we demonstrate in this paper concerns controlling a soft robot in simulation. However, our neural network solution has significant promise to perform accurately and quickly on physically realized tendon-activated soft robots. If we train a neural network with shape to tendon mappings obtained through a physically realized tendon-activated soft robot, we predict that the neural network would be able to predict new tendon activations in a way that would compensate for real-world variables such as clumping, friction, and imperfectly flexible materials. This is because the neural network solution is fundamentally a model-free approach.

Therefore, a neural network could control a physically realized tendon-activated soft robot much more accurately and quickly than most model-based approaches.

C. Redundancy

An essential problem in controlling tendon-activated soft robots is the potential for multiple solutions to a given desired goal. In our tests, we notice that the neural network is able to manage such redundancies by simply finding a solution that minimizes the deformation of the soft robot to achieve the required objective.

VI. CONCLUSION

A myriad of interesting soft robots have been created, but most have been controlled through simple and inflexible methods because soft robots are fundamentally difficult to control. We presented a neural network based approach to solving inverse kinematics for tendon-activated soft robots. Our method filled the gap of oversimplified and limited strategies with a generalizable and real time approach. We demonstrated how this neural network solution is effectively used on three examples: controlling desired feature points, controlling desired mesh shape, and controlling a hand in three dimensions. We discussed the difference between a user controlled mesh and a neural network controlled mesh and explained how this training the neural network on real-world data is a promising next step.

Future work may include building a physically realized tendon-activated soft robot, training a neural network with real-world data, and testing performance. We plan to build a variety of three-dimensional soft robots to test the neural networks ability to control complex soft robot actions.
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Abstract—Robot swarms are homogeneous multi-robot systems that form collective behaviour from decentralized local interactions. Swarms are a favorable choice for solving various problems in robotics as they are robust and fault tolerant in nature, the individual swarm agents themselves being cost effective alternatives to the solution. Developing swarm technology aids in large scale data collection and environmental exploration, package delivery, warehouse management, military reconnaissance, and search and rescue. With the growing interest in developing swarm systems, much researcher and developer time is spent migrating, integrating, and coordinating these various swarm solutions that become deprecated and isolated from the community in frequent cycle. Furthermore, despite the aforementioned swarm architectures provided insights into specific design considerations, there still lacks a generalized architecture that outlines a full swarm pipeline, and is modular enough in design to be readily interchanged with new components as both research and industry advance. We present an architecture for developing full stack swarm systems. Such a system must allow for easy design, deployment, interaction, and evaluation. Using our proposed architecture, we then implemented a framework titled: CMUSWARM, on the ROS platform using Gazebo with irobot create for simulation. We then conduct an evaluation of our architecture by comparing two simple swarm control-laws within the framework.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robot swarms are homogeneous multi-robot systems that form collective behaviour from decentralized local interactions. Swarms are robust and fault tolerant in nature, with individual swarm agents being inexpensive. As individual mobile robots become more robust to real-world conditions [1][6], there is growing interest in swarm robotics [2][5][7]. Developing swarm technology aids the data science industry by allowing for large-scale data collection and environmental exploration [9]. Swarms also show promise in the community: the lack of a generalized design pattern (architecture) for creating these swarm systems. Much developer and researcher time is thus spent following a trail of deprecated software and migrating between separate esoteric components in hopes of creating hybrid software for their particular use-case. Furthermore, when a framework is showing great potential in the community [25], the sufficient components in the given framework are not abstracted away to highlight necessary components for any swarm system. As a result, such contributions become isolated for one particular application and deprecated in short time.

We present an architecture that provides a generalized solution for developing full stack swarm systems. A full stack swarm system must allow a developer to a) design a swarm behaviour library by integrating existing centralized or decentralized algorithms, b) deploy swarm algorithms on various real robots c) operate the swarm through human control and d) evaluate algorithm performance through various metrics. Using our proposed architecture, we then implemented a framework titled: CMUSWARM, on the ROS platform using Gazebo with irobot create for simulation. In section II, we outline the architecture design, and then describe our implementation on the ROS platform in section III. Section IV demonstrates the usage of our Framework by conducting an experimental evaluation of two decentralized swarm algorithms We then discuss the various decisions of our work and future research direction.
II. Architecture Design

In this section we cover the architecture components and design decisions. We design by keeping closely in mind the use cases of operators and developers in the swarm robotics community. An operator will be primarily concerned with sending behaviour requests to a swarm and configuring such behaviours, whereas a developer is most concerned with integrating new algorithms and components seamlessly. As such, modularity and simplicity are the fundamental design philosophy.

A. High Level Overview

The architecture consists of four layers (operator layer, core layer, swarm layer, and robot layer). Both inter-layer and intra-layer information is communicated asynchronously through nodes using a distributed publisher subscriber pattern [4]. This pattern favors the decentralized nature of a swarm in that it provides scalable communication with low coupling.

It is important to note that while the swarm algorithms may be decentralized, they are deployed from a centralized core layer. Each layer is also assumed to have a local database in which any node in the layer may access at runtime to gather configuration parameters. The following sections will further outline each layer, its configuration, and design considerations.

B. Operator Layer

The operator layer allows for interaction with the system. An external input device must act as an adapter to the core layer by generating a behaviour request. A behaviour request is a message consisting of a behaviour name, which corresponds to the algorithm to deploy in the swarm system, along with a list of robot ids, that identify the robots in the swarm to control with this request. Further behaviour specific information may be appended to the request through key-value pairs at runtime. An example of an input device is a joystick. Moving the joystick left may translate to a behaviour request named move_left, a list of all robot ids in the swarm, and additional velocity information with magnitude depending on the joysticks angle of offset. This message will be sent to core layer and received by the main controller.

C. Core Layer

The core layer receives behaviour requests and determines how to toggle the requests upon the swarm.

1) Main Controller: The main controller is a node that first receives the behaviour request. The behaviour name is looked up in a local database for an associated record. If the behaviour name is valid, then static information will be appended to the request from its record. In the example of a joystick generating a move_left.bc request, this will be looked up by the main controller. The barrier certificates portion of the request requires additional information such as robot collision radius, which will be appended from the database to the behaviour request. Each behaviour record in the database must also specify if it is centralized or not. In the case of a centralized behaviour, the updated behaviour request will be remapped to a centralized algorithm node on the topic behaviour_name/control_request. A decentralized behavior request will be delegated to the request handler directly, to be further spread out to the swarm.

2) Request Handler: The request handler receives behaviour requests from the main controller and publishes the request to each robot listed in the request. Alternatively, a centralized node will compute an explicit command for each robot. The request handler will distribute each command to a corresponding robot in the swarm. The request handler also ensures that the swarm robots have disabled active behaviours prior to toggling a new one. In the event that multiple behaviours are requested rapidly, the request handler will schedule them across some time interval.

D. Swarm Layer

The swarm layer is decentralized and thus refers to each robot separately in the swarm. This layer contains a node for each supported algorithm (ie behaviour) that the robot can perform. Each layer is also assumed to have a local database in which any robot in the layer may access at runtime to gather configuration parameters. The following sections will further outline each layer, its configuration, and design considerations.

E. Robot Layer

The robot layer contains the drivers and other on-board software for operating the swarm robot. In the case of a simulation, the robot layer may redirect output commands...
to a separate program which will then simulate the robot’s trajectory.

F. Performance Evaluation

This performance component is spread across the robot, swarm, and core layers of the architecture using a series of what we denote as calculators, and summarizers. To outline how performance metrics are calculated by propagating information through the system, we will use the example of a work summarizer.

1) Calculators: Each robot may contain a collection of calculators, located in the swarm layer. Each calculator reads information gathered during a trial. For example, a work summarizer may use odometry to track the distance a robot has travelled. The calculator will then publish results to a corresponding summarizer. It is important to note that in a real-world evaluation, the onboard sensors of a robot will be inaccurate, and thus the calculators would publish inaccurate data. We acknowledge this; and made this decision choice despite it. During a real-world evaluation, if there exists some supervisory process monitoring each robot in the swarm, it may act as the calculator and communicate whatever precise information it has captured. There exists inaccuracy in any real-world sensor, thus we are not concerned with this matter in our performance evaluation. Furthermore, tasking each robot with providing performance calculations allows for effective debugging of a real-world system, as inconsistencies may be found between measured, and predicted data.

2) Summarizers: Summarizer nodes are centralized in the core layer and receive calculations from each active robot in the swarm. The summarizer then evaluates this information and organizes it. In the case of a work summarizer, it would collect each robots individual distance information, and compute the sum and average to give insights about the whole swarms travel. Each summarizer must have access to termination conditions stored in the core layers local database. These termination conditions ensure the summarizer will either halt after a maximum execution time, or when some other termination condition is met.

3) Performance Node: A single performance node subscribes to each summarizer, and will save performance summaries in a readable format. This may be in a database, excel spreadsheet, etc. Furthermore, results can be mapped to an output device and shown to the operator.

III. FRAMEWORK IMPLEMENTATION

We present a framework titled: CMUSWARM, which implements the aforementioned architecture. The framework was implemented on the ROS platform and tested with both indigo and kinetic. ROS provides the publisher and subscriber pattern required along with a parameter server that acts as the database for the system. Gazebo was used as a simulation platform with iRobot create sdf modelled robots, however the framework may be used on real robots supported by ROS compatible drivers.

Three performance metrics have been implemented. work: track the overall distance travelled by all robots in swarm

coverage: using the gridmap_ros package [28], this will track how much of the map was covered by the swarm. Each robot covers the area created by a disk with the radius of the robot.

collisions: tracks the number of collisions a robot has with nearby obstacles, assuming it can read in the environmental information.

Experimental trials are run by having a supervisory process fork a roslaunch instance of the framework. The launch file is provided with arguments generated dynamically by the supervisory program, which specifies where robots and obstacles are located, as well as the termination conditions and any other arguments required for an instance of the framework. Once the framework is launched, a mock publisher node will sent a behaviour request to activate the algorithm in question. The performance is then evaluated by the work, coverage, and collision calculators until their corresponding summarizers terminate (either by termination condition, or by max execution time). The results are saved and the supervisory monitor will kill the child framework instance and create a new one.

A. Algorithms and Dynamics

In order to demonstrate and verify the functionality of the framework and implementation, a number of swarm control algorithms were implemented and some benchmarked on the machine. They are also used as a ground-truth comparison for any future work we do using CMUswarm. The algorithms currently implemented are:

- Move to goal
- Flocking
- Rendezvous
- Formation
- Voronoi static coverage
The linear and angular velocities are capped at a maximum:

\[ u_v = \max(-U_{v_{\text{max}}}, \min(U_{v_{\text{max}}}, u_v)) \]
\[ u_w = \max(-U_{w_{\text{max}}}, \min(U_{w_{\text{max}}}, u_w)) \]

The positions of the robots are then updated to follow the dynamics:

\[ p_{k+1} = p_k + \begin{bmatrix} u_v \cos \theta dt \\ u_v \sin \theta dt \end{bmatrix} \]
\[ \theta_{k+1} = \text{wrap} \theta_i(\theta_k + u_w dt) \]

where the \text{atan2} function is a four-quadrant inverse tangent, and \text{wrap} \theta_i is a function used to wrap angles in radians to \([-\pi, \pi]\).

It is important to note that every algorithm performed inter-robot and obstacle collision avoidance in the form of barrier certificates [11], a obstacle avoidance method chosen due to its available collision avoidance guarantees on holonomic agents and its minimally invasive nature which allows for obstacle avoidance only when absolutely necessary. It is achieved using a dynamic programming approach outlined in [11]. Every algorithm presented therefore possesses an underlying control in the form of barrier certificates that only intervenes when it is absolutely necessary in order to avoid a collision, and it does so while minimizing the difference between the avoidance trajectory and the original intended trajectory. Due to our non-holonomic robot model, the barrier certificates algorithm still allowed for collisions to happen in simulation, though less than in the no obstacle avoidance case (see Figure 4).

1) Move to goal: The move to goal algorithm involves a simple proportional controller that leads the robot towards the desired position. The algorithm consists of a discrete loop of the following differential equation:

\[ \dot{p} = -K_i(p - E) \]

where \( d \) is the distance of the robot to the goal position \( E \), \( K_i > 0 \). The solution

\[ p(t) = p(0)e^{-K_i t} + E \]

guarantees convergence to the desired point \( E \) since \( K_i \) is positive definite. This is approximated using a difference equation:

\[ dv = -K_i (p_{i,k} - E) \]

The dynamics are then updated according to the robot model. An independent script implementation of this algorithm is seen in Figure 3 a).
2) Flocking: The flocking algorithm is inspired by the known boids algorithm [17]e and [3], using the three steers of separation, cohesion, and alignment. Specifically, the following control laws were utilized for each steer:

**Separation**

\[ dv = -\frac{d}{\|d\|^2} \]

\[ d\theta = \text{atan}2\left(\frac{dv[1]}{dv[0]}\right) - \theta_i \]

**Alignment**

\[ dv = 0 \]

\[ d\theta = \theta_j - \theta_i \]

**Cohesion**

\[ dv = d \]

\[ d\theta = \text{atan}2\left(\frac{dv[1]}{dv[0]}\right) - \theta_i \]

The robot positions are then updated according to the previously stated dynamics, and each control law is activated once \( d \) reaches certain physical thresholds of separation, alignment, and cohesion defined by the user, termed `repulsion_radius`, `alignment_radius`, and `attraction_radius` in our implementation.

3) Rendezvous: This control law is described in [3] and controls the robots such that they meet at a common point. Define \( d \) as before: \( d_{ij} = p_{ij} = p_j - p_i \). The following update is provided to \( v \) in order to produce the rendezvous behaviour:

\[ dv_i = dv + d_{ij}, \forall j \neq i \in S \]

\( v_i \) is then normalized by \( \|S\| \) and the dynamics follow from above.

4) Formation: In the formation control algorithm, each agent is provided with a target position \( E_i \), and they follow a simple proportional controller towards this goal. Recall obstacle avoidance and inter-robot collision avoidance are handled using barrier certificates.

\[ dv = -K_i(p_{i,k} - E_i) \]

And the dynamics follow. An independent script implementation of this algorithm is displayed in Figure 3 b).

5) Voronoi Static Coverage: The voronoi static coverage algorithm addresses the multi-robot problem of maximizing static coverage over a certain area. The solution implemented follows that of [Lloyd’s algorithm] where a controller moves the robots to the centroid of their respective voronoi regions (denoted as \( C_i \)). The voronoi regions were constructed for each robot, and the following controller was then applied:

\[ dv = -K_i(C_i - p_{i,k}) \]

followed by the dynamics update detailed above. The voronoi static coverage method outlined by Lloyd’s Algorithm guarantees convergence to the optimal static coverage configuration for holonomic robots. An independent script implementation of this algorithm is displayed in Figure 3 c).

The algorithms were successfully implemented in our framework and they cover different important areas of multi-robot algorithms: coverage, formation, and navigation, all with obstacle avoidance. It is shown in simulation that the framework is well-adept for rapid porting and automated benchmarking of such multi-robot algorithms. Figure 3 highlights a simple independent prototype implementation of three of the above algorithms. We initially wrote the controllers independently from the framework, as seen in Figure 3, and we later integrated them into the framework to evaluate the ease of integration.

**IV. Experimental Evaluation**

We evaluate the performance component of the framework using gazebo_ros on the ROS indigo and kinetic. Two navigation control laws, namely move to goal, and move_to_goal_bc are compared across four scenarios using 4, 8, 16, and 32 robots for 20 trials each totalling 640 trials. The purpose was to highlight the use of the framework for evaluating swarm algorithms.

**A. Setup**

The swarm is homogeneous and each robot represented as an irobot create sdf file in gazebo. Obstacles are static and modelled as 1x1x1 boxes. A swarm robot has a sensing radius of 3 meters, as read from gazebo model positions, and is assumed to have perfect sensing ability to obtain local information. The robots max velocity is 4 meters/sec, and maximum angular velocity is pi/4 radians. Four environment scenarios are used, each a 20x20 meter world generated in gazebo. The swarm robots are spawned in randomly generated locations with some specified region, and must navigate to a standard goal region within 1 minute.

**Scenario 1: Empty World** This world is empty, with robots spawning in the upper plane defined as \( R_1 = \{x, y\} \) such that \( x \in [1, 6], y \in [1, 19] \). This is a minimal Scenario to serve as easy comparison.

**Scenario 2: Empty Dense World** This world is also empty, with a smaller spawning region for robots defined as \( R_2 = \{x, y\} \) such that \( x \in [1, 6], y \in [1, 6] \). The goal region \( G \) is a disk of radius 4 centered at \( (17, 17) \). This scenario explores algorithm performance when swarm robots begin within close proximity of each other. All other scenarios use
the larger radius except this one. The reason, is that if an algorithm struggles when initialized in a dense environment, it wont matter what other obstacles are elsewhere, thus replicating this density on any other world would be extraneous.

Scenario 3: Uniform World. Robots are spawned in the region $R_3 = (x, y)$ such that $x \in [1, 6], y \in [1, 19]$. Obstacles are spawned across the region $O = (x, y)$ such that $x \in [6, 16], y \in [1, 18]$. The goal region $G$ is a disk of radius 4 centered at $(17, 17)$. This scenario evaluates basic collision avoidance ability.

Scenario 4: Concave World. This world uses a fixed map with no randomly generated obstacles. Robots are spawned in the region $R_4 = (x, y)$ such that $x \in [1, 6], y \in [1, 19]$. The goal region $G$ is a disk of radius 4 centered at $(18, 18)$. This scenario evaluates complex collision avoidance in a non-convex environment.

Additional environments have been provided with the framework, such as a corridor environment with a long passageway. We dont evaluate proportional control laws on such an environment, as the effort would be wasted. A planning algorithm would be needed instead.

B. Comparison Results

The benchmarking capabilities of the framework allowed for the sample comparison of move_to_goal and move_to_goal_be algorithms (proportional controllers with and without obstacle avoidance, respectively). Sample data is displayed for the Concave Map and the Uniform Map configurations (see Figures 4 and 5). The data confirm our predictions that control algorithms that did not involve Barrier Certificates (no avoidance) yielded a larger number of robot collisions in simulation, both for the Concave and Uniform Map scenarios. This test was performed in order to evaluate the benchmarking capabilities of the framework, confirmed by the output of logically coherent results.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We presented an architecture that provides a design pattern for developing full stack swarm systems. This entails 4 primary layers: design (through building a swarm behaviour library), deployment (on various systems), interaction (through operator control) and evaluation (through benchmarking) of the swarm. Using our proposed architecture, we then implemented a framework titled: CMUSWARM, on the ROS platform using Gazebo with irobot create for simulation. We then conduct an evaluation of our architecture by comparing two simple swarm control-laws within the CMUSwarm framework. Our work generalizes existing swarm architectures by focusing not on one particular subsystem, or existing framework; but rather the challenge of designing a full stack system that is platform independent. Such design patterns are required to allow for rapid integration and evaluation of new methods and technologies. There remains much additional work we will focus on in the future that will better highlight the usage of our proposed architecture. Using our implemented framework CMUSWARM, we wish to address the following issues: a) Providing a wider span of algorithms, input devices, and evaluation data for the framework. b) Extending the architecture to support heterogeneous swarms c) Performing human-swarm interaction experiments using CMUSWARM d) Alternative extension of our framework using a DDS vendor for publisher-subscriber architecture on the ROS2 platform.

Our work in this paper presents the architecture and brief overview, but the effectiveness of our design will best be demonstrated through the proposed future work. We hope that our proposed architecture will be used as a standard for developing further swarm systems. By using a common overarching design, the swarm research community will become less decentralized and able to focus on moving forward.
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Abstract—Wheelchairs are one of the most important auxiliary instruments for people with mobility impairments. Accurate detection and tracking of these devices could bring a number of improvements in automated services that aim to assist, monitor and provide better accessibility to allow wheelchair users to participate in community life. In this paper, we present a Deep Learning-based wheelchair detection and tracking system to address some of the limitations of previous approaches, which include detecting different types of wheelchairs in cluttered environments and from different viewing angles. We explore region-based Convolutional Neural Networks (R-CNN), in particular Faster R-CNN, as it has become one of the top performers for object detection tasks. We evaluate the performance of different training techniques using two Faster R-CNN frameworks and different backbone network structures. Furthermore, we present how we empirically addressed some of the preceding limitations by applying specific data augmentation techniques and constraints to our model. We demonstrate that using a region-based implementation outperforms previous approaches in terms of overall robustness, accuracy and flexibility.

Index Terms—Object Detection, Deep Learning, Computer Vision

I. INTRODUCTION

People with mobility impairments are particularly vulnerable to deficiencies in services that are meant to provide accessibility to them. Even with increasing number of initiatives for disability inclusion, there are still multiple barriers that can make it extremely difficult for them to participate in community life. Wheelchair users face some of these barriers in their daily lives, particularly related to transportation, accessibility to facilities and health assistance. With the increase of adaptive and assistive technologies, providing an accurate wheelchair detection and tracking system could bring a number of automated services to assist and monitor people who suffer from any kind of mobility limitation. For instance, assistive and adaptive robots, improvement of accessibility guidelines for buildings, transportation and handling of wheelchair users and traffic-light time adjustments by detecting people in wheelchairs crossing the roads. Also, by detecting a wheelchair, one can further monitor and analyze the behavior of its user, which could be useful in healthcare applications.

Several approaches focused on automated wheelchair control systems, obstacle detection and smart navigation [1, 2, 3] have been explored in recent years with the increase of object detection and scene understanding techniques. Nevertheless, wheelchair detection and pose estimation are topics that remain relatively unexplored in the field of computer vision. Current approaches that attempt to detect this particular object, present certain limitations. Some of these limitation include camera pre-calibration assumptions [4], detection of very specific kind of wheelchairs [5], difficulties differentiating between walkers and wheelchairs when they are in motion and use of costly sensor equipment, which may be an obstacle for widespread use [6].

The aforementioned limitations motivated the exploration of state-of-the-art visual recognition techniques using deep learning since these techniques are capable of producing end-to-end robust solutions. Such approaches like Fully Convolutional Networks (FCN) for Semantic Segmentation [7], Faster R-CNN [8] and Mask R-CNN [9], currently outperform traditional computer vision and feature extraction techniques in terms of accuracy, scalability and adaptability. By exploiting these advantages, we aim to develop a framework to accurately detect and track wheelchairs in cluttered environments. In contrast
to previous approaches [4, 5, 6], this implementation also intends to detect different types of wheelchairs (e.g., motorized wheelchairs, transport wheelchairs, recliners) and from different viewpoints.

Wheelchair detection poses a nontrivial problem for a number of reasons. Feature extraction, for instance, can become a difficult task as wheelchairs of different types may or may not have evident features in common. Also, alternating the viewing angle of a camera drastically changes the appearance of a wheelchair, which makes feature extraction a more difficult task. Similarly, occlusions provoked by wheelchair users also pose an important challenge, especially during the data labeling task. Finally, wheelchairs share certain features with other common objects like vehicles, bicycles and strollers. Although we are not attempting to overcome all of these complications, we will explain how did we empirically address some of them.

Our long term objective is to estimate pose detection by further segmenting regions once the object of interest is detected. Nevertheless, pose estimation will be beyond the scope of this paper, as we will focus more on evaluating the performance of the wheelchair detection system.

II. RELATED WORK

This section gives an insight into the previous work on wheelchair detection systems. We analyze the advantages and highlight important aspects that need to be improved for each approach. We thus explain our motivation to address these aspects by exploring state-of-the-art object recognition techniques.

Regarding wheelchair recognition systems, Myles et al. [4] presented a method for detection with pre-calibration assumptions. Such assumptions include knowing the approximate width of the wheels, calibration details with respect to the ground and the pitch of the camera. Furthermore, their method requires to expose the face of the person sitting on the wheelchair and the entire wheelchair to appear on the image. This implementation uses Hough Transform to first locate the face of a person sitting on a wheelchair and then locate the wheels. Pose estimation is then constructed by using 2D ellipse projection. An important disadvantage of their implementation is that it requires extensive pre-calibration and would fail to detect a wheelchair if the conditions of the environment are not ideal and moreover if the face of its user is not exposed.

Huang et al. [5] designed a single-camera wheelchair detector based on a decision tree structure combined with boosted-cascade classifiers. This implementation attempts to detect wheelchairs and their discrete moving directions without the need for pre-calibration as in [4]. It was designed to perform detection in cluttered environments using early confidence to reject non-wheelchair image regions using invariant local descriptors such as Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [11] and Contrast Context Histogram [12]. Although this implementation addresses the limitations found in [4], there are certain disadvantages of using Cascaded Decision Trees (CDT), such as design complexity and instability due to perturbations.

In [6], Beyer et al. used a laser scanning technique to perform wheelchair/walker detection. It consists of preprocessing laser data by cutting out a resampled window around every laser point and computing detection locations in a coordinate system. Then, they use a CNN to predict relative locations and a Non Maximum Suppression (NMS) scheme to transform these predictions into detections. This approach presents a relatively fast and robust solution for wheelchair detection using deep learning. Nevertheless, the authors highlighted that walker detection presents a high confusion with wheelchairs suggesting that their training was rather biased towards wheelchairs. Additionally, the use of laser sensors entails high costs, which in general is an impediment for widespread use.

The foregoing limitations motivated the exploration of a robust and flexible deep learning framework for visual recognition. For this reason, we based our work on the current top performing object detection approaches. Particularly the following:

**Fully Convolutional Networks for Semantic Segmentation:** J. Long et al. [7], trained fully convolutional networks end-to-end to perform pixelwise prediction from a supervised pre-training. Their approach is capable of taking an input of arbitrary size and perform learning and inference to produce correspondingly-sized dense-predictions for per-pixel size like semantic segmentation.

**Faster RCNN:** Ren et al. [8], designed an object detection system consisting of two stages. The first stage is a Region Proposal Network (RPN) that proposes candidate regions with k-objectness scores, where k is the number of classes. The second stage is essentially the Fast RCNN detector [10] that uses the RPN proposed regions to extract features using RoI Pooling from each candidate region and performs classification and bounding-box regression.

**Mask RCNN:** In [9] K. He et al., proposed extending Faster RCNN by adding a branch to predict a mask in parallel to performing classification and bounding-box regression. In this approach encoding the spatial structure of masks needs to be addressed by pixel-to-pixel correspondence. This correspondence requires RoI
features to be faithfully aligned to the spatial layout and therefore predict pixel-accurate masks.

As mentioned in the previous section, we ultimately aim to reproduce Mask RCNN approach to create an accurate and robust wheelchair detection system. An important reason is to provide a framework that not only detects and tracks wheelchairs by performing bounding box regression and classification. We aim to further estimate wheelchair pose by creating a mask after predicting candidate regions where the object of interest is located. Mask RCNN provides a flexible solution to perform strict instance segmentation given a Faster RCNN framework.

### III. APPROACH

In this section we explain how we implemented our detection system using two different training methodologies for the Faster R-CNN approach. Each methodology was developed using a different framework. We thus evaluate their performance to determine the advantages that each of these implementations offer and are more convenient to further reproduce the Mask R-CNN. As explained in [5] and [6] the RPN generator and the Fast R-CNN detector that compose Faster RCNN share convolutional features that could be used to propose regions and perform region-based detection. This observation allows to merge both networks, thus providing a more effective solution to reduce proposal computation time as compared to previous region proposal methods [13], [14], [15].

There are several schemes to combine and train these modules. In this paper, we explored two training methodologies as explained in [5]:

**a) 4-step alternating training:**

For this training method we used a simple architecture we designed based on a MATLAB implementation for object detection and tracking. This simple architecture was used because the 4-step training can be computationally expensive in terms of time and memory usage.

The general objective of this method (Figure 1) is to learn shared features in an alternating manner. In the first step, we trained the RPN to generate region proposals using a pre-trained model from the Computer Vision Toolbox provided by MATLAB. In the second step, the detection network was trained separately using the proposed regions generated on the first step and the same pre-trained model from the previous step. In the third step, the RPN was re-trained using the detector from the previous step to initialize the training but we only fine-tuned the layers corresponding to this network. At this point the convolutional layers are shared, whereas in the first and second steps the layers were separated. In the final step, we only fine-tuned the layers unique to the Fast RCNN detector using the regions from step three. This scheme adopts the multi-task classification and regression loss defined in [10].

**b) Approximate joint training**

For this training methodology (Figure 2) we used the ResNet50 [16] network structure implemented in Keras. In this solver, both the RPN generator and the Fast RCNN detector are merged into one network during training. Each forward pass iteration generates region proposals treated as a pre-computed proposal for the detector. This approach is simpler to implement; however, it may generate less accurate results - as explained in [5] - but reduces training time significantly. On each iteration, this scheme generates classification and regression losses from the detector and the RPN. At the end of the epoch, the average of each loss is obtained and the total loss is calculated by adding up each of the four losses.

![Fig. 1: Alternating training. Convolutional layers are not shared until step 3.](image)

![Fig. 2: Approximate Joint Training](image)
IV. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Using the methodologies described in the previous section, we train and test two different backbone architectures: ResNet50 for the approximate joint training, and a simple architecture designed for the 4-step alternating training. We report the mean average precision metric (mAP) and the average detection time per image for each of the methods evaluated. We perform the experiments using a 386-core GeForce GT 750M and a 1050-core GeForce GT 760M. Using the second GPU we reduced training time about 50%.

Our dataset consists of a total of 800 manually labeled images including standard wheelchairs, electric wheelchairs, recliners and transport wheelchairs. The dataset included images with empty wheelchairs and wheelchairs carrying users, in both cluttered and uncluttered environments. In particular, we avoided images that presented significant truncation and images where a walker or a particular object significantly occluded the wheelchair.

We adopt image-centric training as described in [10]. We resized the images such that their shorter side was 320 pixels for the 4-step training method and 450 pixels for the approximate joint training method, whereas in [8] they set the shorter side to 600 pixels. This step was carried out differently as compared to the original approach in order to address memory allocation issues. We also tested this implementation with consecutive video frames by performing detection every 10 frames on as system with a rate of 30fps.

RPN proposals threshold was fixed at 0.7 to reduce overlapping redundancy using a NMS scheme as in the original implementation, then we empirically applied an additional reduction with a threshold at 0.5. Next, we calculated detection using mAP@[0.50, 0.70, 0.85] IoU for positive Regions of Interest (RoI). The remaining hyperparameters were left unchanged following the original approaches [8] and [10].

V. EXPERIMENTS

We analyzed test results when we trained using the original dataset to understand what features did the networks learn and to further compare how performance could change by adding or removing data as proposed in [17], with the purpose of separating objects into groups that share significant features. To demonstrate this, we created an additional dataset starting from the original one but excluding all kinds of electrical wheelchairs as shown in Figure 3 (a). This new dataset consisted of 470 images of standard wheelchairs as illustrated in Figure 3 (b).

We also compared performance using data augmentation techniques as explored in [17] and [18]. By empirical analysis, we found that augmenting the training data in favour of certain appearance factors is not always helpful to improve performance and may even be detrimental. In particular, adding more images where wheelchairs presented occlusion and applying random truncations and flippings produced poor results. For this reason, we applied certain constraints to our dataset such as avoiding these augmentation techniques. However, by trying other methods for data augmentation we found that random rotations helped improve detection of wheelchairs when presented from different viewing points.

VI. RESULTS

Table 1 shows mAP results from the 4-step alternating training using the MATLAB Faster R-CNN framework. Table 2 shows mAP results from the approximate joint training method using Keras Faster R-CNN framework. In both Table 1 and 2, we include results from the experiments with the original dataset as well as the ones using wheelchair-bin separation and data augmentation. We also show the average detection time for each experiment. In both tables we refer to the average detection time as DT.

Plots shown in Figures 4 and 5 show mini-batch loss and accuracy from the different experiments that were carried out using the 4-step alternating training method. Plots shown in Figures 6 and 7 exhibit total loss and classifier accuracy from the experiments using the approximate joint training method. In each of the plots, we refer to the complete dataset as CD, to the standard wheelchair as SW, and to the data augmentation as DA.

Final total loss for CD was 20.0% achieved during epoch 9 with classifier accuracy of 94.4%. For CD-
DA final loss was 28.5% achieved during epoch 16 and 93.4% accuracy. After this point, the total loss started oscillating. For SW and SW-DA, the final losses were 16.2% at epoch 11 without data augmentation and 22.2% at epoch 19 with data augmentation and with accuracies of 95.2% and 94.5%, respectively.

We observe that mAP results from the approximate joint training method are significantly better as compared to the results from the 4-step alternating training method. The reason for this is that the network architecture used for the approximate joint method [16] is significantly more complex than the network from the 4-step method, thus higher overall performance was achieved. However, the original approach [8] explains that in general the approximate method tends to give slightly less accurate results as it does not consider the derivative with respect to the proposal boxes’ coordinates, which are responses of the network and are considered in the 4-step method. In future work, we could focus on adapting a more complex network architecture for this framework to achieve better results.

Regarding the use of data augmentation and bin-separation methods, we observe how in general applying these techniques helps improve performance of the detection system (Tables 1 and 2). In particular, we found that augmenting our data helped improve detection from different viewing points.

Finally, in Figure 8 we observe some selected samples of wheelchair detection results using the Faster R-CNN framework. These include different types of wheelchairs from different viewing angles and in presence of clutter.
TABLE I: mAP@[0.50, 0.70, 0.85] test results from the 4-step alternating training method and average detection time per image (DT).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mAP@0.50</th>
<th>mAP@0.70</th>
<th>mAP@0.85</th>
<th>DT(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Data Augmentation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Wheelchair Dataset</td>
<td>41.5%</td>
<td>15.2%</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete Wheelchair Dataset</td>
<td>56.9%</td>
<td>26.8%</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Augmentation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Wheelchair Dataset</td>
<td>47.8%</td>
<td>22.6%</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete Wheelchair Dataset</td>
<td>59.6%</td>
<td>20.4%</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II: mAP@[0.50, 0.70, 0.85] results from the approximate joint training method and average detection time per image (DT).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mAP@0.50</th>
<th>mAP@0.70</th>
<th>mAP@0.85</th>
<th>DT(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Data Augmentation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Wheelchair Dataset</td>
<td>92.2%</td>
<td>78.7%</td>
<td>19.9%</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete Wheelchair Dataset</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>75.5%</td>
<td>15.2%</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Augmentation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Wheelchair Dataset</td>
<td>92.7%</td>
<td>75.2%</td>
<td>14.1%</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete Wheelchair Dataset</td>
<td>91.6%</td>
<td>82.8%</td>
<td>14.6%</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present a flexible and robust deep learning-based wheelchair detection and tracking approach using two different Faster R-CNN frameworks. We address some important challenges and limitations of previous wheelchair detection approaches. However, we observe that adding more data does not always solve the weak points of detection systems. An example of this, is that our implementation often fails to recognize wheelchairs when they are facing the camera or when they are significantly occluded by people or objects in general. There are several novel approaches like [19] and [20] focused on occlusion handling. Such techniques could be further explored to address the

Our long term purpose is to reproduce Mask RCNN approach to increase wheelchair detection robustness and accuracy. As mentioned in previous sections, we aim to provide a framework that will be able to estimate pose using segmentation techniques, all together with performing detection and tracking. Furthermore, semantic masks could reduce the complexity of wheelchair detection by providing a more accurate definition of a wheelchair instance.
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Fig. 8: Selected examples of object detection results using our Faster R-CNN wheelchair detection system.
YOLOv2 and Hierarchical Softmax Tree for US Traffic Sign Detection System

Dat Nguyen
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Abstract

With the emergence of self-driving cars, transportation inspection becomes more critical for maintaining a good and safe infrastructure. The inspection process, particularly traffic sign inventory tracking, usually requires manual and intensive human labor. In previous works, traditional computer vision approaches were proposed to automate this process. However, these methods usually do not scale well when there are more labels in the dataset. In this paper, we present a traffic sign detection system based on YOLOv2, a fully Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). We treat the localization and a classification as regression task to detect over 50 different US traffic signs. Therefore, the network can run at 40 fps on NVIDIA GTX 1070. In addition, we construct a hierarchical soft-max tree, which embeds prior knowledge of relationships between traffic signs.

1. Introduction

Traffic Sign Detection (TSD) system is an application of object detection. Its task is to recognize and localize traffic signs on the road. In the context of infrastructure inventory, TSD system is useful for governments and cities to automatically keep track of their traffic sign inventory by reducing the amount of manual labor work and passive maintenance [3]. Furthermore, with the emergence of autonomous vehicles, TSD plays an critical role in safety operation. Given the importance of TSD, we want to design a reliable and robust system for Traffic Sign Detection.

Recent advances in Machine Learning suggest that deep learning network have potentials to achieve high accuracy at pattern recognition task such as image classification, speech recognition, and object detection [6]. We introduce a new TSD system based on You Only Look Once version 2 (YOLOv2) by Redmon et al. [10], a fully convolutional network. The advantages of this model is its fast interference time and high accuracy.

In this paper, we will provide following contributions:

- Construct YOLOv2 for Traffic Sign Detection Task.
- Integrate hierarchical soft-max tree to embed prior knowledge of the traffic sign dataset into the network.

In the next section, we describe related work and why we decided to choose YOLOv2. Then, we explain the network architecture, loss function and how we integrated hierarchical soft-max tree. Finally, we provide our experiment results and future directions.

2. Related Work

Traffic Sign Recognition System

Traditional computer vision approaches such as Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) and Support Vector Machine Classifier (SVM) has previously been applied to Traffic Sign Detection [9]. Although there are certain successes, these still require to use hand-drafted features, which could create a challenge when there are a large number of labels in the dataset. For example, recent ImageNet Detection Challenge contains over 1000 different categories.
Deep Learning Detection Model An emerging and promising approach is to apply machine learning, specifically deep learning, in order to let the computer automatically decide which features to use. A survey of current state-of-the-art object detection models is summarized in Table 1. We decided to use YOLOv2 due to its fast interference and accuracy.

LISA Dataset. In order to train deep model, data plays a critical role. The more data, the better for the model to generalize. To the best of our knowledge, LISA is the only open-sourced Traffic Sign Detection dataset available in the US. There are a few important findings in this dataset, which might affect performance of the network. First, this dataset uses different cameras and vehicles with various angles, lighting conditions and color spaces. This is beneficial because it potentially forces the network to generalize and make better prediction in adversarial cases. LISA contains frames in time series, which is an unique advantage for tracking. The video frames provide temporal information could help the network learn easier.

Table 1. Accuracy/Speed Comparisons on state-of-the-art object detection models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detection Frameworks</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>mAP</th>
<th>FPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SSD500 [8]</td>
<td>2007+2012</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD500 [8]</td>
<td>COCO Trainval</td>
<td>46.5</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOLOv2 544x544</td>
<td>2007+2012</td>
<td><strong>78.6</strong></td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOLOv2 608x608</td>
<td>COCO Trainval</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Accuracy/Speed Comparisons on state-of-the-art object detection models. Mean Average Precision (mAP) were measured on Pascal VOC 2007 Test Dataset [3] and COCO Test set [7].

3. Network Architecture

In this section, we describe the YOLOv2 architecture, how anchors and grid cells improve numerical stability for the network, and YOLOv2 loss function.

3.1. YOLOv2

YOLOv2 is a fully convolutional network. The model includes a feature extractor and object detector. The feature extractor’s task is to extract important features from the image to feed into the object detector. Then, the object detector analyzes this feature map to output the prediction. We described the network architecture in Figure 3. The term "You Only Look Once" refers to how the network produces its prediction. Instead of having a parallel region proposal network like Faster-RCNN, YOLOv2 goes through the feature map only once to predict the objects.

Feature Extractor. YOLOv2 uses DarkNet-19 [10] as default feature extractor. It is an improved version of VGG-19, a simple yet effective network for extracting important features [12]. DarkNet-19 uses Leaky Rectified Unit (LeakyRELU) as default activation function with $\alpha = 0.01$ and Batch Normalization in each convolutional layer. This would help the network to avoid "dying RELU" problem from bad initialization.

Object Detector. Given the feature map, the object detector produces prediction using three blocks of (3x3) convolutional layers with 1024 filters and a fine-grained layer from feature extractor. Note that the object detector does not produce bounding boxes for objects directly. Instead, it produces thousand of bounding boxes with certain probability and confidence through an output feature map.
These later can be filtered out in post-processing step using Non-Max Suppression. For example, one would like to extract only bounding boxes with object confidence over 90% and having class probability greater than 95%.

Output Feature Map contains the predictions of YOLOv2. One might imagine it as a three dimensional grid cell map. Each cell is a vector with length of number_of_anchors * (number_of_classes + 5). This allows the network to predict thousand of bounding boxes very fast. For example, we feed into the network an image with size of (960 x 960), we use 5 anchors and 31 classes. For each prediction, feature extractor produces a feature map size (30,30,5 * (4 + 1 + 31)). The total number of predictions is 30 * 30 * 5 = 4500 bounding boxes. In each bounding box prediction, it contains a relative coordinate, object confidence and class probability.

3.2. Anchors and Grid Cells

Anchors and grid cells are used in YOLOv2 as reference values. It improves the numerical stability for predictions. Instead of directly predicting the bounding box’s coordinate, the network predicts four values tx, ty, tw, th for each cell in its output feature map, visualized in Figure 2. In order to convert the predictions to actual bounding boxes bx, by, bw, bh we use the following equation:

\[
\begin{align*}
    b_x &= \sigma(t_x) + c_x \\
    b_y &= \sigma(t_y) + c_y \\
    b_w &= \exp(t_w) \cdot p_x \\
    b_h &= \exp(t_h) \cdot p_y
\end{align*}
\]

where as (xc, yc, wc, hc) are centroid and size of the bounding box. (cx, cy) are the offset of current cell from the top left corner. (px, py) are the anchor size.

3.3. Loss Function

We set up the loss function as a weighted sum of localization loss, object confidence loss and classification loss. We treat the detection and classification as regression problem. Also, we only calculate classification loss for predictions having IOU_{ground-truth} greater than 0.5. We still penalize predictions of incorrect localization and object confidence. We formally describe the loss function as following:

\[
\begin{align*}
    \text{Loss} &= L_{\text{localization}} + L_{\text{objectness}} + L_{\text{classification}} \\
    &= \lambda_{\text{coord}} \sum_{i=0}^{S^2} \sum_{j=0}^{B} \mathbf{1}( (x_i - \hat{x}_i)^2 + (y_i - \hat{y}_i)^2 ) \\
    &+ \lambda_{\text{coord}} \sum_{i=0}^{S^2} \sum_{j=0}^{B} \mathbf{1}_{ij}^{\text{obj}} \left[ (\sqrt{w_i} - \sqrt{\hat{w}_i})^2 + (\sqrt{h_i} - \sqrt{\hat{h}_i})^2 \right] \\
    &+ \lambda_{\text{obj}} \sum_{i=0}^{S^2} \sum_{j=0}^{B} \mathbf{1}_{ij}^{\text{obj}} (C_i - \hat{C}_i)^2 \\
    &+ \lambda_{\text{no_obj}} \sum_{i=0}^{S^2} \sum_{j=0}^{B} \mathbf{1}_{ij}^{\text{no_obj}} (C_i - \hat{C}_i)^2 \\
    &+ \lambda_{\text{cls}} \sum_{i=0}^{S^2} \sum_{c \in \text{classes}} \mathbf{1}_{ij}^{\text{obj}} \sum_{c \in \text{classes}} (p_i(c) - \hat{p}_i(c))^2
\end{align*}
\]

where as \{\lambda_{\text{coord}}, \lambda_{\text{obj}}, \lambda_{\text{no_obj}}, \lambda_{\text{cls}}\} are weight terms. We reused author’s original weight values as \{5.0, 5.0, 0.5, 1.0\} [10]. \{x, y, w, h, c, p(c)\} is the ground truth of bounding box’s centroid (x, y), its width and height, object confidence, and class probability. Similarly, \{\hat{x}, \hat{y}, \hat{w}, \hat{h}, \hat{c}, \hat{p}(c)\} are prediction values from network. \mathbf{1}_{ij}^{\text{obj}} indicates if there is an object in cell i and jth bounding box predictor. S and B represent number of grid cells and number of anchors. In this work, we use 5 anchors (B = 5) and S is ranging from 14 to 30 (variable image size from 448 to 960).

3.4. Hierarchical Soft-max Tree

One challenge of classification problem is when number of classes is large, which makes it harder for the network to learn and converge if we apply soft-max on the whole feature vector. Secondly, this implicitly assumes that each
In this work, we introduce a hierarchical soft-max tree. We make an assumption that each class in the dataset has inherent relationships [2]. For example, a speed limit 45 and speed limit 60 can be inferred as Speed Limit sign. Also, Speed Limit Sign and Stop Sign are also a Traffic Sign. We argue this technique allows the network to use prior attributes of abstract classes to learn better. More importantly, we reduce the length of the soft-max vector by only applying soft-max on classes having the same parent. Our loss function remains almost the same. The difference is that we need to build a soft-max tree so that during training, the network knows how to calculate the soft-max properly.

4. Experiment on LISA Dataset

In this section, we will validate the model and hierarchical soft-max tree on both LISA and LISA extension dataset. We specify our training hyper-parameters and how we trained the network. Then, we evaluate our experiment result and run-time performance.

4.1. Training

Transfer Learning. We used a pretrained YOLOv2 608x608 model on COCO [10] to perform transfer learning. We replaced the last layer of the network to match the size of labels and anchors in our dataset. The number of features on the output layer is calculated as described in Figure 3. Due to good weight initialization, we lower the learning rate to 0.0001. Our implementation was on Keras/Tensorflow.

Input Resolution. In order to improve the accuracy of model, we train YOLOv2 on multiple spatial inputs ranging from 448 to 960. Higher image resolution can result in better mAP, however it would dramatically slow down the network [5]. In case of traffic sign detection, it is important to keep the input resolution high, otherwise we might lose important features due to max-pooling layers.

LISA Soft-Max Tree. We combined two datasets through Hierarchical Softmax Tree. We created five abstract classes: Warning Sign, Prohibit Sign, No Turn Sign, Information Sign, and Speed Sign.

For our experiment, we split the LISA dataset and LISA extension dataset into training and testing set at ratio of 0.2. During training, we shuffled the data randomly in order to avoid over-fitting and performed data augmentation as suggested [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Optimizer</th>
<th>Adam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Batch Size</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Rate</td>
<td>0.00001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Hyper-parameters for training YOLOv2 on LISA Dataset

4.2. Evaluation

We measure detections using standard procedures as suggested in PASCAL VOC [3]. We set the IoU threshold as 0.5 to compute the mean average precision (mAP). In this work, we only evaluated the detection on all classes, not a specific type. The test dataset is from the split dataset setup previously before training. The network does not see this data during training.

For interference evaluation, we measure a single forward pass. Our measurement was tested on CPU Intel Core i7 4790, 32GB RAM, and GPU NVIDIA GTX 1080.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment Result (IoU = 0.5) - LISA Test Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DarkNet-19 YOLOv2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet YOLOv2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DenseNet YOLOv2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we have discussed YOLOv2 network architecture and how it is trained on LISA, a US Traffic Sign Dataset. During the training, we also experimented by swapping different feature extractors, particularly DenseNet and MobileNet, to compare the accuracy and interference.

In the future, we would like to train the network on larger dataset with various different scenarios. In order to improve high speed during run time, it is important to find a way to remove batch normalization. Super input resolution and shallow network are also promising to improve the detection [1]. Finally, we might also consider to use Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) on top of our current detection model for accurate tracking.
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Visual system for a Modular 6-Legged robot
Kartik Patath, Hadi Salman, Howie Choset

Abstract—Search and rescue has always been a critical question to be answered in times of natural disasters. The destroyed areas are difficult and sometimes impossible for humans to access. Biologically inspired legged robots can be quite effective at search and rescue operations, especially in confined areas where humans cannot reach. These robots can reduce risk levels of human rescuers. This creates an opening to new research area in the field of search and rescue. In most of the scenarios the legged robots work using compliance, for motion in unknown environments. We propose a vision system for a 6-legged robot which enables it to better perceive the environment, helping the robot to navigate in an unknown environment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Search and rescue takes many forms, each with its own unique risks and dangers to victim and responder. Urban search and rescue has become familiar to many of us as recent natural and man-made disasters have made the news all over the world. In some situation such as wilderness search and rescue there will often be only one victim with a large geographic search region. There are also numerous recent mine collapses in the United States and China [1]. These rescue operations are mostly performed by humans. There are significant dangers rescuers face during search and rescue tasks in a uniquely hazardous operating environment, such as mines for example. In case of destroyed buildings, there are many voids that are simply too small for people and dogs to enter, thus limiting the search to no more than a few feet from the perimeter. Robots on the other hand can bypass the danger and expedite the search for victims immediately after a collapse. This advanced technology can be useful to the rescue workers in ways such as: (1) reducing personal risk to workers and dogs by entering unstable structures, (2) allowing to penetrate ordinarily inaccessible voids, (3) increasing the efficiency by searching areas with multiple sensors, to provide a complete search in three dimensions, and (4) extending the reach of rescuers to go places that were otherwise inaccessible.

In this paper, we consider a platform for doing search and rescue known as the Snake Monster. It is basically a 6-Legged robot. The Snake Monster is reconfigurable robot with reliable field-tested hardware. By using parallel position and force control, the Snake Monster can actively and passively conform its footsteps to traverse unmodeled terrain with relative ease and minimal computation. Using the mechanical spring compliance built into each joint, this robot conforms to uneven terrain rather than explicitly planning and optimizing footholds and step locations.

So far, the snake monster had no vision system, and used compliance to understand the environment. Compliance aims towards either process improvement (active) or human safety (passive), more about compliance can be found here [2]. During a compliant movement, the robot interacts with the environment and changes its behavior depending on whatever forces it senses. Tasks such as stair climbing, crawling, obstacle avoidance add much more complexities in coming up with a compliance algorithm. Even though we come up with a suitable algorithm, it will be having many constraints that need to be kept in mind. Adding a vision system to the current mechanical structure, eases many of the constraints. Hence, we come up with a vision system and some methods that can be implemented using such a system to improve the robot’s capabilities. We demonstrate that the vision system is useful for better perceiving the environment compared to simple compliance system.

II. MODELING

A. Mechanical and system architecture

The six legs have a reach of 12 inches (30 cm), and are connected to a rectangular body, with the whole robot weighing 18 pounds (8 kg). The robot can move with an alternating tripod gait, with three legs in the air always. The robot can also operate in quadruped configuration. The robot has series elastic actuators (SEA) placed at each of its joints. More information about SEA can be found in [3]. Fig 1-b shows a series elastic module that has been developed in the Biomechatronics lab and used as a building block of the snake monster. The modules use ethernet communicates through ethernet. Each of these SEA modules are embedded with Inertial measuring unit (IMU) and a torque sensing unit. These provide a base level component for the compliance model.

(a)                                         (b)

Fig. 1. (a) Snake Monster without a vision system, simply based on torque sensing (b) a series elastic module
B. Vision Architecture

The vision system of the robot consists of Intel Euclid, which is the integration of a depth camera and a motion camera. Along with an Intel-Atom™ x7-Z8700 Quad core CPU to produce an all-in-one compute and depth camera device in a compact and sleek package. We use this sensor to reduce the computation burden on the on-board processor. Unlike the traditional cameras which just pass the sensor data to the onboard computer, here the sensor itself is a unit of perception. Hence, the vision system perceives the environment and sends high level commands to the on-board computer. These high-level commands will be used for the functioning of the robot. We can observe the modularity in this system, which makes this model more versatile and reusable with similar sensors.

III. METHODS

In this section, we list the various vision algorithms and tools that we tested and used on the Snake Monster to allow it to perceive its environment. We will talk about a SLAM algorithm (LSD slam), a mapping algorithm (Hector mapping), and a tracking algorithm (person recognition and tracking).

A. LSD SLAM

In this section, we briefly describe the LSD (Large Scale Direct) algorithm. For more details, the reader is encouraged to refer to the original LSD paper [4]. LSD is a direct featureless monocular SLAM algorithm that allows to build large-scale consistent maps of the environment. The algorithm uses highly accurate pose estimation based on direct image alignment, and reconstructs the 3D environment in real-time as a pose graph of keyframes. The global map is represented as a pose graph consisting of keyframes as vertices with 3D similarity transforms as edges, and this allows for incorporating multi scale environment nature. This algorithm runs in real-time on a CPU.

The algorithm consists of three main parts which are tracking, depth estimation, and map optimization.

For tracking, the rigid body pose is estimated with respect to the current keyframe. This part continuously runs at the highest frequency of the pipeline. The depth map estimation part basically uses the tracked frames from part one to either replace the current frame if some conditions are met, or to refine this current frame. The third part which is map optimization consists of including the keyframe that has been replaced in the previous part (depth map estimation), and thus means that it is not going to be refined anymore, into the global map. This parts also contains loop closure and scale drift detection which is done by estimating a similarity transform using a method called direct-sim(3)-image alignment (more details in the original paper [4]).

For initialization, the first keyframe is initialized with random depth map and large variance. LSD best initializes if a sufficient translational camera movement is detected in the first few seconds.

As of most state of the art SLAM algorithms, the map is represented as a pose graph of keyframes that captures the dependencies between all the keyframes that are added to the map. Each keyframe consists basically of an image, an inverse depth map, and variance of the inverse depth map. The edges of the pose graph represent similarity transforms between the keyframes.

B. Hector mapping

Hector mapping is a SLAM approach which does not use the odometric information, it works well on platforms which do not exhibit much of roll, pitch and yaw. It leverages the high update rate of the Laser to construct the occupancy grids. It constructs good resolution occupancy grids for environments which are smaller in area and have a lot of boundaries. The draw backs of this system are it cannot account for loop closure. It is sufficiently accurate for many real-world scenarios, more can be found in[5].

C. Person recognition and tracking

In this section, we describe our implemented method of person recognition and tracking. Person tracking enables the robot to recognize and follow a specific person. This gives the robot an ability to differentiate to obey the commands of this person, and enables it to differentiate this person from other people. We fuse the person tracking and color detection algorithms to track a specific person among a crowd of people. We provide the information about this person’s face and the color of the costume that he is wearing. First the robot detects a person’s face and after detecting the face it uses a bounding box to track the person. We extract the geometric center of this bounding box by computing centroid by taking the mean over the box and use that to stabilize the position of the Snake Monster. After tracking a person’s face and constructing a bounding box, the robot tries to match the color of the person’s costume, with the current color in the bounding box. If both the color and a face are detected, then the robot tracks this person, otherwise, it stays in its place.
IV. RESULTS

In this section, we describe the results that we got from applying the above-mentioned vision algorithms on different data sets collected using the Snake Monster.

A. LSD SLAM

Using the monocular sequence of images generated by the on-board monocular camera, a point cloud of a rocky terrain was generated. The reason for using a monocular camera was based on an effort to make the vision system cost effective. The LSD algorithm was tuned such that it stays invariant to high camera noise. The camera captures images at 30Hz. The information was recorded in a bag file and played back at half the recording speed. The results shown in Fig. 2. (a) are the results for offline point cloud computation. The reason for choosing offline computation was due to the high computation time demand by LSD algorithm. As the size of the map increases with time, the algorithm starts slowing down. As a result, the time taken to construct the newer regions in the map increases. This delay in the map construction sometimes gives you an error of dropping frames during the computational over burden. This leads to either less informative regions or corrupted maps (maps with too many) outliers.

![Fig. 3. (a) LSD generated point cloud (b) Disparity map of the current scene with respect to previous scene (c) The real image of the rocky terrain.](image)

B. Person Tracking

We modified the person tracking algorithm given written by Intel so that it tracks only people with yellow costumes. As you see in the following figure, the algorithm correctly tracks the person who is wearing a yellow coat but doesn’t track the same person if he is wearing another color. For a demonstration, we made the robot follow a person who wears a yellow coat.

![Fig. 5. (a) Person with yellow coat is tracked (b) Same person without coat not tracked](image)

V. FUTURE WORK

What we have included in this paper so far is basically a bunch of vision based algorithms that enables any robot of perceiving its environment, and performing intelligent tasks that wouldn’t have been possible otherwise (person tracking). Yet, a lot of additions and improvements can be done on the Snake Monster platform in the presence of all the sensors that we mentioned previously (Intel Euclid, 2D lidar, monocular camera, IMU). One extension of our work is basically combining the IMU readings with the 2D map built by the 2D-lidar, which will allow us to avoid drift and allows for loop closures. Another possible extension of our work is using the Euclid to reconstruct the terrain in front of the Snake Monster, thus allowing it to avoid obstacles during its navigation. Furthermore, we are planning to enhance the intelligence of the Snake Monster by allowing it to recognize hand gestures of a person, and doing actions accordingly.
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Student Behavior Analysis using Affective State Estimation in RoboTutor

Rohith Krishnan Pillai¹ and Mayank Saxena²

Abstract—Intelligent tutor systems have been around for many years with many that cater to different levels of education, languages, and demographics. Recently there has also been a significant amount of research in trying to make such tutor systems reactive to students to allow for a more intuitive interface with the tutor and also more importantly to be able to keep the student engaged in the activity for longer periods. Most prominently using affective state estimation or emotion detection as a way to discern the students engagement levels. Current research mostly focuses on making automated affective state detectors to be used in conjunction with the tutors, whereby implementing their intervention policy to keep students engaged. We discuss an alternative computer vision based method of perception for the intervention policy, which is not depended on the affective state of the student but on the anticipated behavior of the student. In this paper we report the preliminary work for such a system, by analyzing the best affective state predictors for behaviors such as quitting activity etc., and also outline the development of an android application that detect affective states in order to predict the most probable student behavior, in the context of RoboTutor, an android math, reading and writing tutor for use by children age 6-12, who have little or no prior schooling nor access to technology.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade there has been a significant increase in the usage of intelligent tutor systems, mobile applications and massive open online courses (MOOCs) which has opened up access to education to a wider audience both geographically and temporally as compared to traditional means. However, these predominantly provide content related to higher education, while fewer cater to children who are non-English speaking and have no little or no access to education. RoboTutor is an Android application that teaches basic arithmetic, reading and writing to children specifically in this context, who have little to no prior schooling and/or access to technology. RoboTutor is currently being used by children between the ages of 6 to 12 in two sites in Tanzania for testing effectiveness and stability. Similar to traditional teaching methods, intelligent tutor systems (ITS) such as RoboTutor are only effective when student is engaged in the content being taught to them. A tutor that can keep the student engaged on a task for a longer period of time is more likely to be able to successfully teach a knowledge component, as compared to a student who is disengaged by the tutor. This is one of the reasons why traditional classroom teaching is more effective than any state-of-the-art ITS. The teacher in a classroom is able to gauge the engagement levels of the students and dynamically adapt the content or it’s presentation in real-time. Similarly, predicting engagement and disengagement of the students is a task that can add great value to an ITS and can make it more efficient at helping students learn. Affective state estimation and emotion detection from facial action units is a technique that has been used to analyze the engagement and disengagement levels of students in many ITS. [1] In our research we look into the use of affective state estimation for the prediction of the student behavior while using the application such as answering correctly vs. incorrectly, quitting activities in between them, and ‘good’ vs.’bad’ performance (where ‘good’ and ‘bad’ are criteria based solely on the score of the student on a particular activity).

A. Research contributions

There have been numerous studies trying to create automated affective state estimation using computer vision built for use in intelligent tutor systems cite which have been used to understand the effectiveness of the intelligent tutor system on the student. Many of the work done in this field has established which affective states and facial action units needs to be studied for an educational setting [1], [8], and more frequently on how to build such automated systems on affective state estimation for analysis of engagement. However there has been very little work on how to use these automated affective state detectors to analyze and predict student behavior on a tutor. In addition, none of these systems have used the data collected for the prediction of student behavior during tutor use. For instance, the behavior action of ’quitting’ in-between an activity. Hence, in this paper we discuss the work done in relating the student affective states/emotions with the student behavior while using the tutor in order to create a system that can predict in real-time what a student’s next action could be to the tutor so that the appropriate action could be taken. Furthermore, the challenges faced by deploying similar emotion detection for RoboTutor are numerous due to the drastically different environments and conditions in which the android application is meant to be used, as opposed to most other studies. For instance, most of the previous studies have been conducted on adults and college students, indoors and in controlled, well-lit environments, and can use multiple sensors in addition to a camera, such as Microsoft Kinect and other wearable devices. Due to the intended context of RoboTutor which is to be used by children with no prior
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access to education in remote areas, these scenarios are not applicable. RoboTutor is built for use by children which leads to even more challenges for affective state estimation using computer vision techniques. These challenges include the detection of smaller faces, and the different range and peak intensity of emotions between adult and children’s faces. RoboTutor as a tablet application also has the limitation that the affective state detection system has to be able to use a simple front facing camera found in the tablet, and without the use of any additional wearable devices. The technological divide that exists between the developed and developing nations also create many human-computer interaction challenges to the mix. This means that the sparse use of technology also a necessity to not discourage the use of the tutor due to the lack of or little prior exposure to technology of the children. Hence, even though heart rate has been shown to be a good predictor of affective states [14], we opt for using computer vision due to it’s non-intrusive nature. Therefore, in this paper we discuss our results in using affective state estimation using computer vision to analyze the behavior of children in order to better understand the link between emotional engagement of the student and the behavioral actions exhibited by them. In particular our goals are to answer these questions: Can we apply a novel approach of affective state estimation on children belonging to different demographics using existing open source tools? Given the additional information of the students affective state, what can we infer about the student, the different activities and the subject categories? Is it possible to predict the students next action based on their affective states? For example, can we make a real-time system to detect when the student is about to tap the back button in-between the activity? These questions if answered can lead to better performing ITS in a wide variety of education levels.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Most of the work done previously in this field has focused on detecting basic emotions such as happiness, sadness, contempt, fear, anger and disgust. None of these emotions are relevant in the educational setting. In an educational environment, emotional states such as frustration, confusion, delight, boredom, surprise and neutral are more relevant and more informative [5], [8]. We acknowledge that the emotional states mentioned above are not an exhaustive set of all the emotional states exhibited in a given learning environment, but these are the most common ones which are seen while kids interact with RoboTutor as well as through prior research. There have been studies which suggest that emotional states like boredom and frustration are negatively correlated with learning [4].

The most prominent work done in the field is done by Sidney D’Mello [4], [5]. In more recent years, a mathematical correlation has been identified to exist between specific facial action units and affective states. For example - Brow lowering (AU4) and eyelid tightening (AU7) were correlated with confusion, while Lid Tightener (AU7), lip corner puller (AU12), lips part (AU25) and jaw drop (AU26) are associated with delight. [5], [6]

More recently, work has is also being done on integrating real-time facial expression analysis into tutor systems. [3], [5]. Integrating behavior tracking into ITS is a necessary step toward meaningful real-time interventions. There has also been recent research that may lead to robust sensor-free affect detection [11].

As discussed before, one of the most important behavioral action which is accompanied with learning is engagement. Many authors [12] agree on four types of engagement which are observed during learning -

1) Behavioral engagement - Can be assessed by observing persistence and effort
2) Emotional engagement - Can be assessed by detecting supportive emotions (e.g., interest, curiosity) and self-efficacy
3) Cognitive engagement - Is demonstrated when the student shows a sophisticated approach to the activity, for example by using deep rather than superficial learning strategies.
4) Agentic engagement - Occurs when the student attempts to actively enrich the experience, instead of merely acting as a passive recipient.

Engagement can be measured from different behavioral expressions: eye-gaze movements, facial features, gestures, and so on. Nakono and Ishii [15] in their work showed that considering the users engagement has a positive effect on the users experience during their interaction with the robot. Rich et al. [2] in their work proposed a framework to detect and track user engagement using eye-gaze tracking, speech and gesture tracking. [9] says that eye-gaze is one of the most useful indicator to evaluate a students attention and engagement. It is also very helpful in figuring out instances of mind wandering and zoning out.

[8] identified the facial action units which are accompanied during the experience of educationally relevant emotions including confusion, frustration, surprise etc. It argued that once the affective states of the person interacting with the tutor can be detected, then educational software in general can revise their pedagogical strategy by taking into consideration both the affective state of the learner as well as their cognitive state.

Similar to some related work [7], we detected emotional engagement with a video-based approach using computer vision techniques. We used OpenFace [13], a state of the art, open source facial behavior analysis toolkit to find facial action units related to educationally relevant emotional states.

III. METHODS

In order to create an application that can automatically detect the affective states of the student actively using RoboTutor and provide the tutor with important clues and hints about the most possible behaviour, we first need to be able to create a method that would allow us to use the emotions detected online to predict the in-app behavior of the student. Such a task, can be carried out by the use of...
machine learning techniques, but requires annotated data, to create a model of the student. A very important precursor task that needs to be carried out includes the need to be able find possible features that could be decent predictors for the set of in-app behaviors that we are interested in. Here we will outline the pipeline that we created for the purpose of being able to identify the correlations between the affective states and the students in-app behavior to figure out if such predictors, correlations and patterns exists and if so then what they can also say about the efficiency of the tutor. We also detail the secondary process of using the model learned to create an android application with the intermediary task of being able to automatically detect student affective states. An overall outline of the analyses pipeline for the project is given in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Pipeline for student behavior and affective state analysis](image)

### A. Data Collection

RoboTutor is an application that is made for children between the ages of 6-12, and contains tutors for basic arithmetic, reading and writing in both Swahili and English languages. Currently RoboTutor is being field tested in 2 test sites in Tanzania, with 2 android tablets. To be able to do affective state estimation on the student we require video of the students using the application with at least a reasonably direct angle facing the camera. Since the application runs on android tablets, and given the fact that all most all the given tablets in our 2 testing sites in Tanzania contained front-facing cameras, the video recorded from these cameras were used for our research. However, the data collected in the testing sites for RoboTutor uses a proprietary screen capture application that provides both the screen video and a smaller scaled down inlet of the front facing camera. These video files all had both the screen video and the front facing camera video, as they served the purpose for helping in debugging and tracking student actions, demographics etc. However, due to the nature of the android operating system locking resources such as camera and microphone access to a unique process, having another service or application record video alongside the screen capture is not possible, and hence the videos used for the emotion detection had to be extracted from the screen capture video. Similarly, the resource locking by the android operating system also impairs the use of sound from the videos as one of the 2 tablets, deploys the speech recognition module of RoboTutor for the reading tutor and hence all the videos were made mute and cannot include a speech based analysis either.

<p>| TABLE I: Encoding for Facial Action Units to Emotions |
|---------------------------------|-------------------|---------------------------------|-----------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emotion</th>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Action Units</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frustration</td>
<td>1,2</td>
<td>Inner and Outer Brow Raised Together</td>
<td>Presence of an inner brow raise will trigger an outer brow raise and vice versa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-&gt;2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confusion</td>
<td>4,7</td>
<td>Brow lowered with tightened lids</td>
<td>Tightened lids will lead to lowered brows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4-&gt;7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprised</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Inner brow raise,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Outer brow raise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Upper lid raiser</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Jaw drop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delight</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Lid tightener</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Lip corner puller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Lips part</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Jaw drop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Absence of all action units</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are 2 kinds of data that was collected for the analysis. The first one is the video files as explained previously and the second were the log files from the running of the android tutor. The log files keep a track of all the components that were used in each activity, the correctness of the student inputs, and also various behaviors that can be interpreted from it. These log files are automatically generated upon use of RoboTutor application. In our case, log files provide information regarding the students actions, performance during the sessions, and overall in-app behavior of the students. We used video log data of children interacting, playing and learning with RoboTutor and we used the corresponding log files for the associated video to calculate their performance and for predicting their behavioral action. In total, we had 17 log files in JSON format and their corresponding video log files ranging from 20 minutes to 30 minutes, of children playing with RoboTutor. Since we dont have the a method to do facial recognition yet integrated fully into the field testing versions of RoboTutor, we cannot be sure about the student who was using the tutor, and so we assume that all 17 sessions are unique student sessions.

### B. Data Processing

There was a lot of preprocessing of data which was involved in order to get it into a format through which we could query and calculate the required metrics. Some of the steps involved in the preprocessing of data included parsing the log files, inserting the data into the database and finally finding out instances of good vs bad performance, instances of children transferring knowledge from one activity to another. For instance, if the child came across the word “hujambo” in the reading task, could the child identify the same word in the bubble pop activity or not.
The log file contains the information regarding the time of the activity, the name of the activity, the successful completion of the activity, performance with reference to correctness in the activity, and the use of the back button. Important information regarding the session such as the session unique identifiers and data features such as the completion etc. are extracted into a more easier to read format of a csv file and uploaded into the RoboTutor database. The database has multiple tables generated from the log files which are uploaded to it, and the in particular we use the data from the derived view-table that provides the list of activity change sequence for each of the sessions to make the final table which contains the data features and the activity at each timestep.

The next step in our pipeline was the task of doing video data processing in order to retrieve affective states from the student videos that we have. Since the front-facing video is the only thing that we are interested in from the original video we crop the screen capture footage for each session into the roughly only the front-facing camera video inlet on the video. We then feed each of these cropped video files with just the front-facing camera video to a state-of-the-art, open source tool for facial behavior analysis. We decided to use an existing open source tool instead of creating our custom tool to do the same due to the quick time for deployment. In addition, we used OpenFace instead of other softwares such as CERT was that OpenFace was highly customizable, and also contained additional facial expression analysis tools, such as gaze tracking, head pose estimation etc, that could be used for further analysis in the future. In particular, we used the Feature Extraction module of OpenFace [13] to find the presence or absence and the intensity of the facial action units.

Facial action units (AU) are small changes in the facial feature that are expressed such as lip corner puller (AU 12), inner brow raising (AU 1), and cheek raiser (AU 6) that can together be used to decompose an emotion. OpenFace is able to recognize a subset of the 64 AUs, specifically: 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 20, 23, 25, 26, 28, and 45. Hence using OpenFace on our cropped video data provided us with the frame by frame breakdown for the the different action units that were detected, along with their confidence levels. However, we are interested mapping these AU back to the affective states that matter to students in an educational setting, and these are different from the normal set of 5 affective states that are returned by most other computer vision based emotion detection software like Microsofts vision API etc, that only provide a value for the emotions of anger, contempt, disgust, fear happiness, neutral, sadness, surprise. Prior research has informed us that such emotions are not very relevant to an educational environment where learning is being measured. Instead the affective states of delight, surprise, confusion, frustration, neutral, boredom are more commonly seen and their relations to learning also more widely studied and accepted.

Mapping the AUs that we could detect through the OpenFace interface to the 6 educationally relevant affective states that we are interested in happened looking up existing literature to query the correlation between the different AUs and these emotions. These mapping found from literature can be found on Table 1. We use the correlation factors to guide us in weighting the AUs to create a linear weighted average of the AUs for each of these 6 affective states at each timestep and session file. This creates the numerical values for the emotions that we normalize across a timestep, to create the normalized affective state value and the maximum likelihood affective state for that particular timestep. Finally the actions/behaviors file that were queried from the RoboTutor database are joined with the affective state estimate file by timestamp interval matching.

Once we had this information regarding all the videos, we had enough data to do our analysis on and to visualize our data. To begin with, we found out the number of instances of occurrences of the 6 affective states, and their distribution across RoboTutor. We also aggregated these affective states over different components of RoboTutor as well to gain a more detailed view. These aggregations included the distribution of emotions over different activities, distribution of emotions over each session and lastly the distribution of affective states in a good performance vs a bad performance. Some of our results are given in the results section.

C. Android application for affective state estimation

We also worked simultaneously on the problem of detecting these very 6 affective states directly from a set of 68 landmark units, in a real-time android application. To do this we relied on the dlib facial feature recognition library which is popularly used in face detection tasks to return the 68 landmarks on the student’s face. We ran the dlib library on the extended Cohn-Kanade (CK+) database phase 1 [10] in order to retrieve the training data for the classifier. We then also ran OpenFace on the CK+ phase 1 dataset to retrieve the
Fig. 4: Android app running affective state estimation.

AUs for the data, and subsequently mapped these AUs using our weights assigned to the affective state using the Table 1 mappings, to obtain the maximum likelihood affective state for each of the images. Each instance in the training data contained the 68 landmark points as well many pairwise vectors between landmarks, with affective state as a label. The training data contained approximately 1000 instances as we also tried to use images from the CK+ dataset that were not in peak emotion either. The training accuracy was as high as 97-98% using a multi-layer perceptron neural network, 18 layers deep. We used Googles tensorflow to create the model that was trained on the training data set and ported to our android application in order to use the model on the live frames obtained from the camera to publish the affective state detected. Figure 4 shows a screen-shot of the application built, with the 68 landmarks being detected and displayed on screen, overlaid on the live video feed.

IV. RESULTS

The data visualization of the data that we processed gives rise to some interesting findings in that shows promise in answering the questions that we asked, about the possibilities of a relation between the student’s affective state and the in-app behavior exhibited.

IV. DISCUSSION

The main goals of our research included figuring out if there are any interesting links between student behavior and emotions. The Wilcoxon test was used instead of the t-test due the skewed distribution of the data. Figure 5 suggests that the median delight that students expressed across all activities was much higher than when the student chose to not complete the activity. The spread for both these cases are almost similar, with multiple outliers due to the large dataset. The difference in delight between the two groups is statistically significant as the Wilcoxon’s rank test returned a p-value < 0.05 at a confidence value of 95%. The Wilcoxon test was used instead of the t-test due to the skewed distribution of the data. Figure 6 suggests that the students who chose to complete the activity showed significantly more delight than those who did not. The difference in delight between the two groups is statistically significant as the Wilcoxon’s rank test returned a p-value < 0.05 at a confidence value of 95%.

V. DISCUSSION

We can also see that from Figure 7 the only positive correlation of correctness in the bubble pop activity in the RoboTutor application is the emotion, neutral/flow. This is in stark contrast to the emotion of boredom which seems to be the emotion that least correlates with the student answering correctly on the tasks. Other emotions are also mostly negatively correlated with correctness and performance in the bubble pop activity.
and their affective states in an intelligent tutor system like RoboTutor. We are especially interested in understanding if these affective states be used to predict students behavior in real-time. The results that we have presented in Figures 5-7 show that there is in fact a link between the affective states and the students in-app behaviors such as performance on activity tasks and completion of activity. We can also infer from the results the following. The very first observation is that successful completions of the activities are much more likely when the students are in the affective state of delight. This also prove that the our methods are consistent with the expectation, as we would expect that students be happier when they feel like they have accomplished an objective versus when they don’t. This also shows us that RoboTutor is working as expected and validates it. Most important take away from this observation is the fact that delight could be a predictor of completion of activity. Similarly, the second observation is that surprise is good indicator of the students hitting the back button during an activity. Although neutral is higher, it is also a more uniformly distributed emotion across the activities, but surprise seems to be high enough to distinguish itself from the emotion delight, and clearly shows the links between itself and the quitting an activity. Also from Figure 7 note that correctness in different activities can also be predicted using a certain affective state, such as neutral/flow. This makes sense as neutral/flow is most notably seen in students when they are actively learning, and processing the information presented, and so students would be more likely to get tasks right in this context. All these showcase the fact the we can definitely see links and possible predictors for different behaviors on RoboTutor by carrying out the methodology described in this paper, which could be used to create the real-time system for finding optimal timings for the intervention policy to be used to keep the student engaged in the app. We believe that this methodology and technology can be extended to more platforms and that this will help in all tutors become more personalized. This will help decrease the dropout rate in MOOC’s as well as once the application will be able to predict that user is about to quit, it could change its strategy and display content which engages the user more.

This research can further be extended to help design better suited games for different audiences. For example, our results show that students aged between 6 and 12 are most ‘delighted’ while playing the bubble pop activity. Where as, the child is least ‘delighted’ while using the story read and story write activities. This is one of the measures which indicate that the child is more engaged while using the bubble pop activity and is more inclined to continue using the tutor as compared to the story read and story write activities. This idea can be used to develop more personalized tutors and improve engagement levels.

VI. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

One of the limitations we faced during this research was the poor quality and low resolution of the RoboTutor video logs. This proved to be a big roadblock since the tool we were using to gather the facial action units data, OpenFace, could not work with all the videos. This lead to data loss and we had to remove few of the videos from our dataset. Since the videos were of poor quality, OpenFace detected the action units with a low confidence on several occasions.

We conducted our research based on the following two assumptions -

1) There is only one child who is interacting with RoboTutor at a given point of time.
2) The child is answering all the questions based on his/her own knowledge only.

These limitations can easily be overcome in the future by improving camera quality and recording methods.

There is a lot of scope for future work in this research. We propose a framework which could detect affective states such as frustration, confusion etc in real time using computer vision techniques and could prompt the tutor to change its strategy in case of such a situation. This could help improve the experience of the student tremendously and will also lead to improved learning and better results. This framework could be implemented in the form of an API or a background service, similar to the android application that we have created, which could be work along with every tutor and communicate with the tutor so that the tutor can dynamically change its strategy based on inputs about the learner’s emotional affective states.

We are already working on completing development of the Android application, as described in the methods which could work as a background service and communicate with RoboTutor and prompt it to change its content based on the feedback it gets from the background service. Another interesting application of this research would be in creating a back-end analysis tool using the such a method to analyze the students’ performance and spot problems with tutors themselves, in which multiple students seem to show similar affective states.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

From this research, we hope that automatic detection of affective states in tutor environments will lead to a more engaging and personalized experience for the students. To that end we presented our methods and results for analyzing the relations between the affective states that students exhibit and their in-app behavior, and also described our work in detecting affective states in students aged between 6 to 12 in the context of their interaction with RoboTutor. We showed that the behavior actions of students can be predicted based on their affective state which opens doors to the possibilities of real-time student behavior prediction for intelligent tutor systems like RoboTutor which would allow for improved timings for triggering an effective intervention policy. Future improvements to video quality and further work in development of a framework will further increase the effectiveness of real time detection of affective states and consequent prediction of behavior action in computerized learning environments.
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Abstract—Planning the motion for humanoid robots is a computationally-complex task due to the high dimensionality of the system. Thus, a common approach is to first plan in the low-dimensional space induced by the robot’s feet—a task referred to as footstep planning. This low-dimensional plan is then used to guide the full motion of the robot. One approach that has proven successful in footstep planning is using search-based planners such as A* and its many variants. To do so, these search-based planners have to be endowed with effective heuristics to efficiently guide them through the search space. However, designing effective heuristics is a time-consuming task that requires the user to have exceptional domain knowledge. Thus, our goal is to be able to effectively plan the footstep motions taken by a humanoid robot while obviating the burden on the user to carefully design local-minima free heuristics. To this end, we propose to use user-defined homotopy classes in the workspace that are intuitive to define. These homotopy classes are used to automatically generate heuristic functions that efficiently guide the search algorithm. We conceptually explain our algorithm to dynamically generate homotopic-based heuristics and how it is integrated into our footstep planner.

I. INTRODUCTION

Humanoid robots have superior navigational abilities, in human-structured environments than wheeled mobile robots [1]. However, planning for humanoid robots using standard motion-planning algorithms is a computationally-complex task due to the high dimensionality of the system. Thus, a common approach to efficiently compute paths is to guide the high-dimensional search using low-dimensional footstep motions [2].

One approach that has been successful in footstep planning is using search-based planners such as A* [3], [4] and its anytime variants [1], [5]. These planners still require effective heuristics to perform well in low-dimensional spaces. There are two inherent challenges in designing good heuristic functions. First, if the heuristic function were to have a local minima, the search-based planner would spend a large amount of time expanding in that depression region. Second, we want the heuristics to guide the search algorithm away from regions that are difficult to plan in. These two challenges make constructing local-minima free heuristics, that can intelligently reason about areas of the environment to avoid, a time consuming and tedious task. Designing such heuristics also requires the user to have excellent domain knowledge. Multi-Heuristic A* (MHA*) [6] is a recently-proposed method that attempts to leverage information from multiple heuristics to bypass local minima but still requires a user to construct heuristics that are independently useful in various parts of the state-space.

In this work we effectively plan footstep motions for a humanoid robot while eliminating the need for the user to manually fabricate heuristics. Our key insight is that we can use user-defined homotopy classes in the workspace to dynamically generate heuristic functions that efficiently guide the search algorithm in the configuration space. By using the homotopic-based heuristic functions with the MHA* [6] framework for footstep planning, we can quickly find feasible paths while maintaining all the theoretical guarantees of MHA* [6].
The remainder of this paper is structured in the following way. In Sec.II we discuss previous contributions for footstep planning for humanoid robots using search-based planning techniques. In Sec.III we define homotopy classes on a 2-dimensional plane and explain the MHA* algorithm. Finally, in Sec.IV we outline our algorithm for dynamically generating homotopic-based heuristics and how it is integrated into our footstep planner.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we describe related work on using search-based planning algorithms for footstep planning and dynamic heuristic generation for these algorithms. In Sec. II-A we describe commonly used search-based planning algorithms and a few of its anytime variants. We then explain, in Sec. II-B, how these algorithms have been used in footstep planning, previous work on dynamically generating heuristics and how homotopy classes have been used in the context of motion planning.

A. Search-Based Planning

Search-based planning is a motion planning method which uses graph search methods over a discretized representation of the environment. Most of these algorithms use a heuristic function that has special domain knowledge to steer the search towards the goal. A* [7] is a commonly used search-based planning algorithm that chooses the path that minimizes \( f(n) = g(n) + h(n) \) where \( n \) is the current node on the path, \( g(n) \) is the cost of the path from the start node to \( n \), and \( h(n) \) is a heuristic that estimates the cost of the path from \( n \) to the goal. However, the search can be guided toward a local minima if the heuristic function is poorly constructed.

In order to reduce the dependency on the heuristic functions, anytime variants of A* have been introduced. Unlike A* [7] which executes a single search to the goal, R* [8] is a randomized version of A* that tries to execute a series of randomly chosen short-range Weighted A* (WA*) searches [9], where \( h_w(n) = \epsilon h(n) \), \( \epsilon > 1 \), towards to goal state and reconstruct the solution from the paths generated by these individual searches. ARA* [10] runs a series of WA* searches but reuses search efforts from previous executions. D* Lite [11] repeatedly determines the shortest paths between the current vertex and the goal vertex as the edge costs of the graph change while the robot moves.

B. Footstep Planning Using Search-Based Planning

Several approaches for footstep planning have been proposed over the last few years. Chestnutt et al. were the first to propose using A* to plan around and over planar obstacles [3], [4]. However, the heuristic functions used in this approach overestimate the cost in some situations; they sacrificed optimality guarantees for execution speeds. It is very difficult to hand craft good heuristics that can intelligently reason about the environment while maintaining guarantees on optimality. In order to compensate for the flaws in trivial heuristics, dynamic and anytime variations of A* were proposed for footstep planning. Garimort et al.

used D* lite with various euclidean distance heuristics to dynamically replan footsteps when necessary [1]. Hornung et al. used an anytime search-based planners, ARA* and R*, with simple euclidean and 2D Dijkstra heuristics [5]. All these approaches have one thing in common: they all use simple heuristics. The dynamic and anytime variants of A* improve the path while searching and do not as heavily depend on the heuristic function as A* does, therefore, using simple heuristics does not impede the performance of the algorithm.

We want to be able to dynamically generate heuristics to guide the search to their fullest potential. In the past few years, there have been several approaches to learning heuristic functions [12]–[15]. The downside to this approach, as with all learning approaches, is that it requires a large amount of training data and a good feature set for training. These few learned heuristic functions are also limited to a specific set of environments.

Yi et al. proposed a Homotopy-Aware RRT* algorithm [16] which restricts the RRT* search to homotopic path constraints that were translated from human intent. Homotopy classes have also been frequently used to model the motion of a robot tethered to a fixed base point [17]–[19]. We, instead, propose to collect desirable homotopy classes from a user to generate our heuristic functions. To the extent of our knowledge, we are the first to use homotopy classes to dynamically generate heuristic functions.

III. ALGORITHMIC BACKGROUND

In this section we describe the relevant algorithmic background necessary to understand our approach. We start in Sec. III-A by formally defining the notion of homotopy classes and how to efficiently identify if two curves are in the same homotopy class—a procedure that will be used in our homotopy-based shortest-path algorithm (HBSP). We then describe Dijkstra’s algorithm in Sec. III-B—an algorithm that is the basis for HBSP. Finally, in Sec. III-C we provide background on MHA* which we will use to compute footstep plans by incorporating the heuristic computed using HBSP.
A. Homotopy classes of curves

Informally, two continuous functions are called homotopic if one can be “continuously deformed” into the other (see Fig.2a). In general, uniquely identifying the homotopy class of a curve is non-trivial, however if both curves are embedded in the plane, a straightforward characteristic exists to identifying and compute the homotopy class of a curve [20].

Specifically, let \( W \subset \mathbb{R}^2 \) be a subset of the plane (in our work this will be a two-dimensional projection of the three-dimensional workspace where the robot moves) and let \( O = \{ O_1, ..., O_m \} \) be a set of obstacles (in our work, these will be projections of the three-dimensional workspace obstacles).

In order to identify if two curves \( \gamma_1, \gamma_2 \in W \setminus O \) that share the same endpoints are homotopic we use the notion of \( h\)-signature (see [17]–[19]). The \( h\)-signature uniquely identifies the homotopy class of a curve. That is, \( \gamma_1 \) and \( \gamma_2 \) have identical reduced words if and only if they are homotopic.

In order to define the \( h\)-signature, we choose a point \( p_k \in O_k \) in each obstacle such that no two points share the same \( x\)-coordinate. We then extend a vertical ray or “beam” \( b_k \) towards \( y = +\infty \) from \( p_k \). Finally, we associate a letter \( t_k \) with beam \( b_k \).

Now, given \( \gamma \), let \( b_{k_1}, \ldots, b_{k_m} \) be the sequence of \( m \) beams crossed when tracing \( \gamma \) from start to end. The \( \text{signature of } \gamma \), denoted by \( s(\gamma) \), is a sequence of \( m \) letters. If \( \gamma \) is intersected by the beam \( b_k \), by crossing it from left to right (right to left), then the \( i \)’th letter is \( t_k \) (\( f_k \), respectively). The reduced word, denoted by \( r(s(\gamma)) \), is constructed by eliminating a pair of consecutive letters in the form of \( t_k f_k \) or \( f_k t_k \). The reduced word \( r(s(\gamma)) \) is a homotopy invariant for curves with fixed endpoints. It will be denoted as \( h(\gamma) = r(s(\gamma)) \) and called the \( h\)-signature of \( \gamma \) (See Fig.2b).

As we will see, our search algorithm HBSP will incrementally construct paths. After they are fully constructed, they should be in the same homotopy class as a given reference path. Thus it will be useful to understand how the \( h\)-signature of a curve \( \gamma \) which is a concatenation of two curves \( \gamma_1,\gamma_2 \) can be easily constructed. This reduced signature of \( \gamma = \gamma_1 \cdot \gamma_2 \) is simply the reduced signature of the concatenation of two curves’ signatures \( h(\gamma) = r(s(\gamma_1) \cdot s(\gamma_2)) \).

B. Single-Source Shortest Path—Dijkstra

Dijkstra’s algorithm computes the costs of the shortest paths from the source node \( x_s \) to all other nodes in the graph \( G \). The algorithm starts at \( x_s \) and iteratively updates the shortest paths and costs via the current node. The node with the lowest cost is popped from the priority queue and all of its successors are explored. If the successor \( v \) has not been explored, it is added to the priority queue with its respective cost. Otherwise, the cost of the node is updated if the currently calculated cost is less than the assigned cost. This process repeats until all the nodes are expanded (i.e. the priority queue is empty).

Algorithm 1 Dijkstra’s Algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1 Dijkstra’s Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: ( \text{function Dijkstra}(G, x_s) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: ( \text{create priority queue } Q )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: ( \text{dist}[x_g] \leftarrow 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: ( Q.add_with_priority(x_s, \text{dist}[x_s]) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: ( \text{while } Q \neq \emptyset \text{ do} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: ( u \leftarrow Q.\text{extract}_\text{min}() )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: ( V \leftarrow \text{succ}(u) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: ( \text{for each } v \in V \text{ do} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9: ( \text{alt} \leftarrow \text{dist}[u] + \text{length}(u, v) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: ( \text{if } \text{dist}[v] = \emptyset \text{ then} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: ( \text{dist}[v] \leftarrow \text{alt} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12: ( Q.\text{add_with_priority}(v, \text{dist}[v]) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13: ( \text{else if } \text{alt} &lt; \text{dist}[v] \text{ then} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14: ( \text{dist}[v] \leftarrow \text{alt} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15: ( Q.\text{decrease}_\text{priority}(v, \text{dist}[v]) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16: ( \text{return} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Multi-Heuristic A* (MHA*)

The performance of heuristic search-based planners, such as A*, depend heavily on the quality of the heuristic function. For many domains, it is difficult to produce a single heuristic function that captures all the complexities of the environment. Furthermore, it is difficult to produce an admissible heuristic (namely, one that provides lower bounds on the cost-to-goal), which is a necessary condition for providing completeness guarantees.

One approach to cope with these challenges is by using multiple heuristic functions. MHA* [6], [21] is one such approach that takes in a single admissible heuristic called the anchor heuristic, as well as multiple (possibly) inadmissible heuristics. It then simultaneously runs multiple A*-like searches, one associated with each heuristic, which allows to automatically combine the guiding powers of the different heuristics in different stages of the search.

Aine et al. [6], [21] describe two variants of MHA*, Independent Multi-Heuristic A* (IMHA*) and Shared Multi-Heuristic A* (SMHA*). In IMHA* each individual search runs independently on the other searches while in SMHA*, the best path to reach each state in the search space is shared among all searches. This allows each individual search to benefit from progress made by other searches. This also allows SMHA* to combine partial paths found by different searches which, in practice, makes SMHA* more powerful than IMHA*. Therefore in this work we will use SMHA*, and for brevity will refer to SMHA* as MHA*.

IV. Homotopy-Based Footstep Planning

Our footstep planner is comprised of the Homotopic-Based Shortest Path Algorithm (HBSP), which generates the heuristic functions from a set of user-defined homotopy classes, and MHA*, which uses the heuristics to find a feasible path. We first convey the intuition and performance of our footstep planner on the simple example shown in Fig.1.

In Fig.1 there is humanoid that has to navigate from its current position to the goal region denoted by the green
Fig. 3: There are four possible paths from vertex \((q_0, \emptyset)\) to \((q_1, s)\) where \(s\) can be any \(h\)-signature of the given paths \(\gamma_1, \ldots, \gamma_4\). When we construct our augmented graph \(G\) we add the following vertices: \((q_1, r_2 r_1), (q_1, r_2), (q_1, r_1), (q_1, \emptyset)\). These vertices correspond to the signatures of \(\gamma_1, \ldots, \gamma_4\) respectively.

cylinder. The baseline heuristic is a 2D Dijkstra search starting from the robot’s current position. This heuristic tries to guide the search through the narrow passage between the couches, as it is the shortest path to the goal region, however, it gets trapped in a local minima.

HBSP takes guidance from the user to determine which homotopy classes the heuristic functions should guide the search through. The provided homotopic classes guide the search around the obstacles instead of going through the narrow passage. The path the footstep planner produces with this homotopic-based heuristic is not the shortest path, however, it is a feasible path to the goal that was quickly produced using human intuition.

A. Homotopic-Based Shortest Path

Our algorithm, HBSP, is a modified version of Dijkstra’s algorithm that allows us to find the shortest paths for a set of homotopy classes. This algorithm uses a homotopy-augmented graph \(G = (\mathcal{X}, \mathcal{E})\). In \(G\), every vertex \(x = (q, \bar{s})\), \(x \in \mathcal{X}\), where \(q\) is the configuration of the robot, \(\bar{s}\) is the current signature and every edge \(e \in \mathcal{E}\) represents the euclidean distance between the two vertices. Our augmented graph can have vertices that have the same configuration \(x\) but different signatures \(\bar{s}\), as shown in Fig.3.

First, we create a goal set \(V_G = \{(q_s, \bar{s})|s \in S\}\) where \(q_s\) is the start vertex. Then we run a single backward Dijkstra’s search from the goal vertex \((q_s, \emptyset)\) till we reach every vertex in \(V_G\). During the search we incrementally add edges and prune away those that do not belong in any of the homotopy classes of the reference paths. We do this by concatenating the signatures of the path from \((q_s, \emptyset)\) to the current vertex \(u\) and the path from \(u\) to the successor \(v\). We remove the vertex \(v\) from the successor list if \(s_u \cdot \bar{s}_v\) is not a suffix of the \(h\)-signatures of the desired homotopy classes (Lines 6-7). The suffix set \(\mathcal{S}\) defines the set signatures for vertices that belong in the desired homotopy classes (Line 4). For example, \(\mathcal{S}\) of \(\gamma\) from Fig.2b is \(\{t_2 t_3 t_5, t_2 t_3, t_2, \emptyset\}\). If \(s_u \cdot \bar{s}_v \in \mathcal{S}\) then we set the signature for vertex \(v\) to \(s_u \cdot \bar{s}_v\), the \(h\)-signature of the path taken to reach that vertex (Line 9).

B. Footstep Planning using HBSP

Our footstep planner performs a search from the start vertex \((q_s, \emptyset)\) to every vertex in \(\{(q_s, s)|s \in S\}\). HBSP computes the heuristic function for each of the homotopy classes from the user-defined reference paths. Alg.3 is our homotopic-based heuristic function \(h_s(x)\) where \(s \in S\) and \(x \in \mathcal{X}\). \(h_s(x)\) returns the underestimated path cost from vertex \(x\) to the goal vertex \((q_g, s)\) (Line 9). For example, let \(\bar{s} = t_1, s = t_1 t_2\) and \(\bar{s} = t_2 t_1\), then \(h(x) = c(q, \bar{s} \cdot \bar{s}) = c(q, t_2 t_1 t_1) = c(x, t_2)\). Here, our desired \(h\)-signature is \(s = t_1 t_2\) and the \(h\)-signature of our current vertex is \(\bar{s} = t_1\). The \(h\)-signature of \(\bar{s} \cdot \bar{s}\) is the signature of the remaining path to the goal. Therefore, \(c(q, \bar{s} \cdot \bar{s})\) is the cost of the remaining path.

If \(x\) has not been explored (i.e. no cost was computed for that state-signature pair) we continue HBSP (Line 8). By keeping track of the state of the \(Q\) and passing it back to HBSP along with the \(G\), \(x\) and \(S\) we can call HBSP on demand. This allows us to only expand vertices which are necessary for the footstep planner to find the shortest feasible path within in given set of homotopy classes without over-expanding vertices. When HBSP reaches the vertex \((q, \bar{s} \cdot \bar{s})\) the search is terminated and the newly calculated cost for that vertex is returned (Line 9).

Algorithm 2 HBSP Successor Function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>function succ(u, S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(V \leftarrow \text{neighbors}(u))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>if (S \neq \emptyset) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>(\mathcal{S} \leftarrow \text{suffixes}(S))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>for each (v \in V) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>if (s_u \cdot \bar{s}_v \notin \mathcal{S}) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>(V).remove(v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>(v = (q_v, s_u \cdot \bar{s}_v))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>return (V)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithm 3 Homotopic-Based Heuristic Function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>function plan(S, q_s, q_0, G)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(Q \leftarrow \text{HBSP}(\emptyset, G, q_g, q_s, S))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Run SMHA* with heuristics ({h_s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>function (h_s(x))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>if (c(q, \bar{s} \bar{s}) = \emptyset) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>(S = {\bar{s} \bar{s}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>(Q \leftarrow \text{HBSP}(Q, G, q, \emptyset, S))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>return (c(q, \bar{s} \bar{s}))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 4: (left) We start with a simple 2D environment with obstacles $O_1, O_2, O_3$, start position $x_s$ and goal position $x_g$. (center: HBSP) We provide the footstep planner two homotopy classes whose signatures are $\bar{t}_3$ (top) and $\bar{t}_3\bar{t}_1$ (bottom). We display a color-map of heuristic values from low (green) to high (red). (right: MHA*) It is not feasible for the robot to go through the narrow passage so the planner plans around the obstacles.
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Abstract—Soft robots are easily deformable and can therefore conform to the world around them. This fact makes them particularly well-suited to perform tasks in unstructured environments, such as grasping amorphous objects or traversing uncertain terrain. As with many robotic applications, feedback about the pose of the robot can dramatically help in these situations. However, because soft robots can have an essentially infinite number of degrees of freedom, this information is very challenging to obtain. Vision-based methods are limited by robot self-occlusion and piezoresistive approaches are dependent on a high quality model of the physical properties of the robot. We implement a generic and easily-adaptable system for estimating the pose of plush robots using data gathered from radio frequency identification (RFID) tags. Our method relies on obtaining the angle between linear arrays of tags and the direction of an antenna. This measurement is derived by using the multiple signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm using the phase of the radio signals from each tag. We map the linear sets of tags onto a finite element mesh that represents the robot. Then we deform this mesh by imposing an objective that rotates these sets to be consistent with the sensed angle. This simulation can be used to inform control strategies. We then validate this approach using spoofed data and with preliminary real-world results.

I. INTRODUCTION

Soft robots are an emerging class of robotic systems that are designed to experience large deformations during their normal use. This compliance can be leveraged to perform complex tasks in unstructured environments. Notable among these are grasping delicate objects of unknown orientation and locomotion on irregular terrain [1], [2]. Additionally, soft robots can interact with non-expert users much more safely than traditional robots, which means they show promise in assistive robotics and other related fields.

In past work, we implement a novel class of soft “plush” robots that are tendon-actuated and are constructed in a fashion similar to many soft toys [3]. We seek to make soft robot design, fabrication, and control more accessible to non-experts so they may perform a diverse set of tasks in these arenas. Currently, there is a lack of high-level design tools for soft robots; to create physically-realizable robots, one must have a large body of knowledge and prior low-level CAD experience. Additionally, the fabrication techniques usually involve casting polymers, which is a skill that few non-experts have and is also poorly suited to one-off creations.

Our design tools only require high-level user input and the results can be fabricated with simple tools and accessible materials. This generalized framework is currently limited by the lack of sensing strategies that are applicable across a variety of robot morphologies. To direct physically-realizable motion strategies, we must inform our control simulation with real-world state data. Unfortunately, there is no simple approach for this when working with soft robots. In contrast to traditional robots, it is not possible to simply use encoders at every joint, because the robot is expressly designed to be able to deform at points all throughout its body, leading to an incredibly high number of degrees of freedom.

While a large body of work explores applications of marker-based vision tracking for both hard and some soft robots [4], we conclude that this approach is unsuited to our work. A major advantage of our plush robots is that they can be made in a wide variety of shapes. Many of these shapes we envision are likely to experience self-occlusion, when one part of the robot blocks the line of sight from another part to the camera.

A common alternative to vision-based tracking is embedding piezoresistive elements in the soft robot [5]. These wire-like structures can sense the aggregate bend along their length. However, in complexly-shaped robots or ones for which only a coarse model exists, it is challenging to determine good placement for these cables and fabricate the resultant designs [5].

We propose a pose estimation technique based on small and low-cost passive radio frequency identification (RFID) tags. Because many objects—notably many soft robots—are transparent to frequencies in the radio spectrum, RFID tags are a robust sensing modality. Additionally, they can be hidden from view and are easy to incorporate into soft robots. We use an approach based on the phase of the received signal and the well-studied multiple signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm [6], [7]. MUSIC allows us to compute the angle between the axis of a linear patch of tags and the incidence vector from the reader. The value for each angle is constantly updated as new data is acquired.

To utilize this information, we construct a 2D finite element mesh (FEM) that represents the real-world robot. This means that the outline of the robot is filled with a collection of triangles, which intersect at “nodes.” We then formulate two objectives; one which seeks to minimize the deformation of each triangle and another which drives the simulated angles toward the sensed ones, by deforming the mesh. These are both posed as energy functions, where undesirable states result in higher energy values. We then perform an energy minimization optimization using Newton’s method on the set of nodal positions. This results in the estimated pose of the robot.


II. BACKGROUND

Soft robotic control could benefit from having an accurate estimate of the robot’s current configuration. It is challenging to perform pose estimation on soft robots for exactly the same reason they can deal well with unstructured environments; they are compliant and have a large number of deformation modes [8]. Many traditional, hard robots have linear or rotational encoders at every major joint [9]. From the joint angles measured by these encoders a model of the robot can be easily reconstructed. Most traditional robotic fabrication materials, such as metal or hard plastic, have a Young’s moduli of around $10^9 - 10^{12}$ Pa [1], whereas those used in soft robotics have moduli of $10^5 - 10^9$ Pa [1]. This means that soft robots will deform orders of magnitude more under the same load. In fact, the primary actuation modes of soft robots often involve bending large portions of the robot, rather than rotating at a few pre-defined points. Taken together, these considerations mean that more robust and general pose estimation techniques must be developed.

A common paradigm in estimating the pose of soft bodies is distributed deformation sensing. Systems such as FlexSense [10] utilize piezoresistive sensing to this end. This could in principal be combined with other systems, such as Defsense [5], which presents a computational framework for determining where to place the piezoresistive elements. These sensors aggregate the bending over wire-like structures as a resistive value. This approach requires high resolution models of the common deformation modes and high-fidelity fabrications. As mentioned by Bücher et al. [5], small changes in the routing of piezoresistive wires can have large impact on the resultant resistivity. In practice, this limits their use to geometrically simple robots or those that are made of highly homogeneous materials, which can be modeled with high fidelity [8]. Additionally, the data received is rather low dimensionality in that it maps all of the deformations across one wire to a single value. Mapping the measured bending of piezoresistive elements to deformations of the overall soft body becomes especially challenging for complex robots and may necessitate numerous wires. Moreover, the information is solely local, so in large systems with high degrees of freedom, it is easy to globally propagate errors. This is because information about the relative position of two features can only be derived from the relative position of every intermediate part.

Another common approach to estimating the pose of objects is computer vision [11], [12]. However, this is most successful when trying to localize an object which is only subject to rigid body rotations and translation. If one knows the shape of the object a priori, then it is easy to extrapolate the location of regions that are not seen, with adequate knowledge of the other surfaces. When dealing with any object which is not rigid, one must be able to collect information about the vast majority of points on the surface or begin to use heuristics to predict where these unseen regions are. In a system with complex geometries, it is challenging to ensure that all faces are seen or to develop quality algorithms for extrapolating the position of unseen features. Since our system would likely be used in unstructured environments, with robots of arbitrary geometries, we see occlusion as a frequent and significant problem.

Our current work is most closely related to that of Yamashita et. al [4], where they implement a stuffed animal that moves and responds to humans. A Kinect RGBD camera is pointed at the area in which the user is going to be, and the robot can do such things as follow them with it’s gaze. However, it is important to note that it is the human, not the robot that is tracked, meaning that the approach is highly targeted to this one use case. The robot from [4] does have some proprioceptive sensing capabilities in the form of force sensors on each of its tendons. In the example they present, the robot can sense a person pushing on its limb. However, in the demonstration, they show that their particular architecture is only suited to sensing small deformations. It also relies on a high number of tendons to form a model of the direction of the force. This is in contrast to the current paradigm of highly underactuated systems. Additionally, it appears that in would be challenging to implement their method on systems with higher degrees of freedom.

We see the lack of generality of the current soft robotic pose estimation approaches as a impediment to rapid iteration both in the research and non-expert communities. We do not seek to replace highly targeted solutions for projects which have the resources to implement them effectively, but rather propose a flexible sensing framework which is agnostic to robot form and function. While our method is validated on plush robots, we see it as valuable for other macro-scale soft robots which may be challenging to model with high fidelity.

III. METHODS

We present a method for doing pose estimation of plush robots using RFID tags. The phase data received from linear-arrays of real-world tags is fed into the MUSIC algorithm to estimate the angle of arrival of local patches of the robot. These angle of arrival estimates are incorporated as additional soft objectives into a finite element simulation of the robot. The energy-minimal estimates of the simulated robot is found via optimization, and is our output estimate of the real-world robot’s pose.

A. Plush Robots

In past work [3], we propose a class of plush soft robots which are fabricated in a manner similar to that of traditional stuffed animals. These soft robots consist of a rugged acrylic felt skin and are stuffed with Polyfill batting. To fabricate them, one only needs a sewing machine and either a laser cutter or a paper template and scissors. They are actuated by tendons which are contracted by self-contained motor assemblies. We see robots of this class as well-suited to a variety of tasks in the broader soft robotic domain.

B. RFID Hardware

To estimate the pose of the robot, we distribute passive RFID tags across the surface of the robot. An RFID tag
consists of an antenna and a small integrated circuit, encapsulated in a flexible, planar covering. The passive nature of these tags means that all the energy they need can be extracted from radio waves or a certain frequency range. When exposed to such a signal, the integrated circuit collects power from the antenna, and broadcasts a signal in return, which is at the same frequency as the power signal, but is modulated to encode information. To interface with tags, one uses a reader equipped with antennas that transmit the initial signal and receive the modulated one. The data includes which tags have been read and the respective phase angle, power, and frequency of the received signal.

For these experiments, we utilize two different sorts of tags. The first is the Alien Square RFID White Wet Inlay. These tags are 2.5cm square and are less than 1mm thick. As such, they are as deformable as paper. These tags have strong read fidelity and their form-factor makes them easy to incorporate into soft robots. We also use Confindex Silverline Blade RFID tags because they are especially robust around metal objects. They are 2.5cm by 6cm and are 2mm thick. Since the are made out of foam, they are quite easy to deform without damaging them. To obtain data from the tags, we use a RFMAX S9028PCR Indoor RFID Antenna powered by an Impinj R420 Revolution RFID reader. The data is transmitted over Ethernet to any computer or an Ethernet switch.

C. MUSIC Algorithm

One of the most challenging parts of using radio signals is the fact that they are reflected off of many surfaces such as walls and floors. This confounds many approaches that utilize only the received signal strength or phase of individual tags. This is because all the information is aggregated between the different signal propagation paths. For example, a tag with a wall behind it will have a stronger received signal strength than one without. This is because some of the signal which wouldn’t have otherwise been read, is reflected toward the reader. The phase of the signal now also becomes a composition of the phases of the two transmission paths. Fortunately, if one has a linear array of tags, the well-studied MUSIC algorithm can be used to disambiguate the direct signal transmission path from the reflected ones [7], [6]. This is done by looking at the difference in phase between neighboring tags. This difference arises because the length of the propagation path varies for each tag. All of this is done using the phase of the received signal from each of the tags. The algorithm return an angle from the oriented axis of the array to the incident vector from the reader, as seen in Fig. 1. It is important to note that this measurement is solely related to the coordinates of the array and not theoretically relative to the reader orientation. These measured angles form the fundamental priors of our system. We utilize the MUSIC implementation from the MATLAB 2016b Phased Array Toolbox to calculate these angles.

D. Finite Element Discretization

An integral part of this pose estimation approach is a finite element mesh (FEM) discretization of the robot. We model the boundary of the robot and then fill the space inside it with triangles. The coordinates of each triangular point, or "node," are optimized to minimize a deformation energy function.

This process is done using Newton’s method with the nodal positions as input. The generality of Newton’s method means that it is easy to add additional energy penalties, as long as they are a function of the nodal positions and are twice-differentiable. To this end, we create an objective that is related to the state of the mesh relative to the sensed angles.

E. Angular Objective

We introduce the concept of oriented arrays, or collections of tags which, in simulation, are roughly linear. Additionally, we add a simulated reader which is currently constrained in world space. From each simulated array, we can determine the real-world angle between its oriented direction and the incident vector from the simulated reader.

We formulate our objective to minimize the deviation between the sensed angle and the simulated one. The angular energy function is then:

$$E_{\text{angular}}(\vec{x}) = \sum_{i=0}^{n} \alpha e^{-kt}(\theta_{\text{sensed}} - \theta_{\text{simulated}}(\vec{x}))^2$$

For each array on the mesh, the energy value is related both to how much that array deviates form the sensed value and how recently the sensed value has been updated. This time period is represented by the variable $t$ while the initial weight of the objective and how quickly it is reduced are determined by the constants $\alpha$ and $k$, respectively. The variable that changes during each iteration of Newton’s method is the simulated angle, which is the angle between the oriented array and the vector to the simulated reader. Since the array is constrained to the FEM, changing the vector of nodal positions, $\vec{x}$, changes this angle. An example of the two inputs to the minimization can be seen in Fig. 2.
Unfortunately, there is an inherent loss of information between the real world and the angle MUSIC returns. Because the algorithm is only looking at phase differences between elements in a linear array, the measurement provides no data about the rotation around the axis of the array. In 3D space, this means that for each sensed angle, there is a cone of possible reader locations. In a 2D model, there are two possibilities, mirrored across the array. In either dimensionality, there is an unambiguous edge case at $\theta = 0$ and $\theta = \pi$.

To provide a meaningful input to our optimization, it is important to remove this ambiguity. If the deformation per discrete timestep is low, it is unlikely in any given timestep, the side will switch. Given this assumption, we assign the sign of the angle, based on whichever projection is closer, after the angle is updated, but before the optimization occurs. If this method is inaccurate, it will likely be at points where the angle is near parallel to the array. Therefore, switching the sign will only have a small impact. Hopefully, the other arrays which are unambiguous will pull the system in the correct direction. In effect, we are using the FEM to interpolate between unambiguous arrays.

To address the ambiguity in the base-case, or first timestep, we impose the limitation that before the system is used, the robot be placed in a pose that resembles the simulated one. While this might appear onerous, both the real world and simulated robot will have approximately the same rest pose. Even if the user would like to start the program with the physical robot not in its rest pose, we have implemented an intuitive click-and-drag interface for posing the simulated robot. Then, the only consideration becomes orienting the rotation of the robot relative to the reader.
Fig. 3. This image shows a set of gray reconstruction meshes, all derived from the blue broadcast mesh. The leftmost gray pose if constructed with accurate data from the broadcast mesh. The next three have spoofed angles that were changed by a Gaussian-distributed amount. The standard deviations of this noise, from left to right, is $10^\circ$, $20^\circ$, and $30^\circ$. This shows the method is reasonably robust to inaccurate measurements.

B. Real-World

To test the validity of the real-world reconstructions, we compared a time-series of deformations to a video ground truth. The object we reconstructed was a soft bar measuring 45cm x 9cm x 9 cm. Four arrays of tags were placed on one face of the bar, with two running in parallel at each end. We rotated and deformed this bar through a representative space of motions.

During most of the trials, the simulation matched the real world fairly well. A frame from a reconstruction can be seen in Fig. 4. However, there where some times where the simulation would suddenly deviate from the real world. Looking at the data, this would be caused by large spikes in the angle of arrival computed by the MUSIC algorithm. However, these problems were usually very brief.

A second trial was done with a T-shaped object fabricated in the same way. The quality of these reconstructions were markedly worse. There seemed to especially be problems when one array would move behind another array, relative to the reader. This result was especially true with the Silverline tags. From this we can conclude that the that the Alien Square tags may be best for dense tag applications.

V. DISCUSSION

In this work, we summarize an approach for sensing the pose of a soft object or robot. Our main contribution is the fact that this system is scalable to a wide variety of robot morphologies, with minimal high-level changes. For this approach, we require only a reasonably accurate finite element discretization of the robot. We present preliminary results of this technique, both in simulation and when estimating the pose of an un-actuated version of our plush robots. When the reconstructed results are compared to a ground-truth, the results are promising.

However, there are still limitations with our current method. The quality of the angle of arrival data for robots with more tags is quite noisy and limits the usefulness of the resultant simulation. There are several modifications to our current approach that we believe could mitigate this problem. The first is simply a more thorough exploration of the hardware space. In this work, we only test two different RFID tags. There was a marked difference in the quality of these two tags in some cases, so it is not unreasonable to believe that there is a better tag for this application on the market.

A factor that also contributed to our poor-quality data was the fact that our reader changed radio frequency every .2 seconds to comply with FCC regulations. This reduces the amount of data that can be sent to MUSIC for each calculation, because the algorithm requires the frequency of each read to be the same. In simple experiments, we have seen that more data usually results in a more accurate output. Since it is possible to obtain readers for the Chinese market which dont have this limitation, we believe that this could be another viable exploration.
On the software side, it appears that a well-designed filtering approach could also help reduce the variance in the angle of arrival data. A Kalman filter seems to be a reasonable choice though simpler filters or a weighted rolling average could also be tried.

In the future, we hope to implement this framework in three dimensions. This would allow us to test a broader variety of soft robots, including ones made of more traditional materials. We also want to explore the possibilities of sensor fusion, with some form of vision or depth sensing.
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Central Pattern Generator with Inertial Feedback for Stabilized Locomotion in Unstructured Terrain

Samuel Shaw¹, Guillaume Sartoretti², Matthew Travers³ and Howie Choset⁴

Abstract—Replicating the agility of legged animals is essential to developing legged robots that can navigate the unstructured terrain presented by exploration and rescue situations. In this sense, biologically-inspired central pattern generators (CPG) have been widely studied. Although current CPG models provide universal strategies for open loop gait generation, few provide concrete methodologies for incorporating sensory feedback. In this contribution, fill this gap by incorporating a generalized inertial stabilization approach within a CPG framework that provides strict control of body orientation during locomotion. In trials of blind locomotion using a modular, series-elastic hexapod robot, we show that strict body control increases a robot’s locomotive ability while traversing unstructured terrain; body-control both increases the speed of locomotion and the steepness of terrain a robot can traverse, while filtering out minor disturbances to produce a stable base.

I. INTRODUCTION

Legged locomotion of robots proves superior to that of wheels and other types of locomotion in unstructured environments due to its high degree of adaptability; as such, this technology continues to be the most viable in search and rescue situations. However, the aforementioned adaptability comes at a cost, and is the reason why the locomotion of legged robots is so complex. Optimally modelling the basic coordination of limbs through their degrees-of-freedom to produce and adapt stable gaits is an ongoing area of research – both in the context of robotics and biology.

Luckily, nature provides an effective solution to the complex problem of legged locomotion; legged animals of varying sophistication subconsciously navigate extreme terrain with ease. Biological Central Pattern Generators (CPGs) are neural networks located in the spinal cord that produce signals to drive the rhythmic motions required for locomotion [1] [2]. Although CPGs do not rely on sensory inputs to produce locomotive outputs, these outputs are adapted based on proprioceptively-sensed environmental information [3] [4]. In this way, sensory input can adapt the gait produced by the CPG in real time by inhibiting or extenuating certain characteristics [5] [6].

In robotics applications, using a CPG-based model provides a versatile framework for gait generation and control. Mathematically modeling of biological CPGs provides a decentralized, dynamic design for locomotion controllers [7]. In the context of legged locomotion, one can select the step height, step length, gait speed, and the gait itself by adjusting the model parameters. Unfortunately, CPG-inspired modelling generally lacks a generic methodology for integrating sensory feedback to adapt the locomotion model [2].

In this contribution, we present methods for manipulating these parameters for the improved blind locomotion of a hexapod robot. We use sensing capabilities provided by Inertial Measurement Units (IMU) within the body to develop a strict body control stabilization strategy; our robust control strategy allows a blind, legged robot encounter and react to rough, unstructured terrain without a-priori knowledge of the environment. That is, we use basic on-board sensing to replicate the feedback that a biological system’s peripheral nervous capabilities would provide to the CPG. Our results show that the implementation of such a control strategy using only rudimentary on-board sensing can greatly enhance a robot’s locomotive ability on basic terrains and extend its ability to allow it to traverse more complicated and extreme terrains.

This contribution is structured as follows: Section II provides background on the CPG model and describes how we extend the model to integrate inertial feedback. Section III explains our metric for determining error in end effector position and how we use it to compute joint offsets to achieve stability. Section IV presents our specific implementation and experimental setup. Section V evaluates the method’s performance. Finally, Section VI summarizes our contribution and offers suggestions for future work.
II. CPG Modeling

We model the CPG as a dynamical system of linked Hopf oscillators in the joint space for an \( n \)-legged robot with at least two joints per leg; \( x = [x_1, ..., x_n] \) represents the angles of the proximal, lateral joints and \( y = [y_1, ..., y_n] \) represents the angles of distal, vertical joints [2):

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_i &= \gamma (1 - \frac{x_i^2}{a^2} - \frac{y_i^2}{b^2}) \cdot x_i - \omega_a \cdot y_i \\
\dot{y}_i &= \gamma (1 - \frac{x_i^2}{a^2} - \frac{y_i^2}{b^2}) \cdot y_i - \omega_b \cdot x_i + \lambda \sum K_{ij} y_j,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( a \) and \( b \) define the major and minor axes of the limit ellipse (i.e. the maximum magnitude attained by \( x \) and \( y \), respectively), \( \omega \) defines the angular speed of the gait cycle, \( \gamma \) defines the forcing to the limit cycle, \( \lambda \) defines the coupling strength, and \( K \), the coupling matrix [2], defines the gait by setting the phase relationship between legs.

In order to extend the CPG in Eq.(1) to incorporate inertial feedback for stabilization, we consider the offsets \( c_{x,i} \) and \( c_{y,i} \) as the center of the elliptic limit cycle to achieve the following modified CPG-model equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_i &= \gamma (1 - \frac{(x_i-c_{x,i})^2}{a^2} - \frac{(y_i-c_{y,i})^2}{b^2}) \cdot (x_i - c_{x,i}) - \omega_a \cdot (y_i - c_{y,i}) \\
\dot{y}_i &= \gamma (1 - \frac{(x_i-c_{x,i})^2}{a^2} - \frac{(y_i-c_{y,i})^2}{b^2}) \cdot (y_i - c_{y,i}) - \omega_b \cdot (x_i - c_{x,i}) + \lambda \sum K_{ij} (y_i - c_{y,j}).
\end{align*}
\]

By applying the offsets as presented in Eq.(2), the operating window of each limb can be adjusted to achieve stability while preserving step height and speed, as described in the next section.

III. Inertial Stabilization

In this section, we present our method for stabilization in the null space of the lateral joints by adapting \( c_{y,i} \) using inertial feedback and incorporating this correction into the CPG-model equations. We first present our method for computing the end effector error, before exploring an approach to obtain CPG offsets from this error.

A. Computing CPG Offsets Using End Effector Error

We first define the pose of the body, \( P \in SO(3) \), as the orientation of the body in the world frame. \( R \in SO(3) \) is then defined at the rotation which positions the end effectors such that the body observes a desired orientation while retaining its heading in the reference frame of the world. Specifically, \( R \) is obtained as follows:

\[
R = R_z(\theta_z) = \begin{pmatrix} \cos(\theta_z) & -\sin(\theta_z) & 0 \\ \sin(\theta_z) & \cos(\theta_z) & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix} \in SO(3).
\]

By applying forward kinematics, we obtain the end effector positions, \( r \in \mathbb{R}^{3 \times n} \), with \( n \) the number of legs, in Cartesian space in the reference frame of the robot:

\[
r = \begin{bmatrix} x_1 & \cdots & x_n \\ y_1 & \cdots & y_n \\ z_1 & \cdots & z_n \end{bmatrix}.
\]

The corrected end effector positions, \( \tilde{r} \), are then obtained by first shifting the end effector positions into the world frame before further applying the rotation \( R \) to achieve the desired body orientation:

\[
\tilde{r} = R \cdot (P \cdot r).
\]

The z-components of \( \tilde{r} \) are then adjusted to ensure that the body height, defined as the vertical distance between the geometric center of the body and the estimated ground plane, remains constant. We define \( e \) to be the error in end effector position of each leg in the reference frame of the body, which reads

\[
e = P^T \cdot (\tilde{r} - r).
\]

Using the well-known kinematics equation,

\[
\dot{x} = J \dot{\theta},
\]

expanded as follows,

\[
\begin{bmatrix} \dot{x}_1 & \cdots & \dot{x}_n \\ \dot{y}_1 & \cdots & \dot{y}_n \\ \dot{z}_1 & \cdots & \dot{z}_n \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial x}{\partial \theta_{1,1}} & \cdots & \frac{\partial x}{\partial \theta_{1,n}} \\ \frac{\partial y}{\partial \theta_{1,1}} & \cdots & \frac{\partial y}{\partial \theta_{1,n}} \\ \frac{\partial z}{\partial \theta_{1,1}} & \cdots & \frac{\partial z}{\partial \theta_{1,n}} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} \theta_{1,1} & \cdots & \theta_{1,n} \\ \theta_{m,1} & \cdots & \theta_{m,n} \end{bmatrix},
\]

where \( \dot{x} \) is the end effector velocity, \( J \) is the linear Jacobian, \( \dot{\theta} \) is the angular speed of the joints, \( n \) represents the number of legs present on the robot, and \( m \) represents the number of joints composing each leg, we can estimate the error in joint angles:
\[ \Delta \theta_e \approx J^{-1} e, \quad (9) \]

where \( e \) is the error in end effector position given by Eq.(6).

To ensure that joint angle correction does not diverge, we add a constant dissipation to the origin:

\[ \Delta \theta_e = \Delta \theta_e - \alpha \cdot \theta_e, \quad (10) \]

where \( \alpha \in \mathbb{R} \) governs the dissipative term.

B. Adaptation of CPG Parameters

By integrating the error in joint angle, denoted \( \Delta \theta_e \), with respect to time as shown in Eq.(11), we obtain joint offsets that correspond to the desired corrections in the orientation and height of the robot’s body:

\[ \theta_e = \int_0^t \Delta \theta_e dt. \quad (11) \]

As mentioned in Section II, an offset on the proximal, lateral joint is not needed for stabilization and not desired to ensure that the heading is maintained for locomotion. Thus, it follows that the first row of \( \Delta \theta_e \) should be zero. The second row gives offsets for the distal, vertical joints, which are used to adjust \( c_y \) to obtain stability as shown in Eq.(12).

\[ c_{y,i} \equiv \theta_{e_z,i}. \quad (12) \]

Furthermore, to ensure smooth transition, we translate the \( y_i \) by \( \Delta \theta_{e_z,i} \). Therefore, the final form of the CPG motion equations reads

\[
\begin{aligned}
\dot{x}_i &= \gamma (1 - \frac{(x_i - c_{x,i})^2}{a^2} - \frac{(y_i - c_{y,i})^2}{b^2}) \cdot (x_i - c_{x,i}) - \omega_a^b \cdot (y_i - c_{y,i}) \\
\dot{y}_i &= \gamma (1 - \frac{(x_i - c_{x,i})^2}{a^2} - \frac{(y_i - c_{y,i})^2}{b^2}) \cdot (y_i - c_{y,i}) - \omega_a^b \cdot (x_i - c_{x,i}) + \lambda \sum K_{ij} (y_i - c_{y,i}) \\
&\quad + \Delta \theta_{e_z,i}.
\end{aligned}
\quad (13)
\]

IV. Experiments

In this section, we begin by describing the specifications of the hexapod robot used for our implementation. Then, we detail how we appropriately initialize CPG-model parameters, and how we develop joint angles for each leg from the CPG-model by distributing tasks among the joints of each leg. Finally, we present our experimental results that compare open-loop to stabilized locomotion.

A. Robot Specifications

We use a modular, series-elastic hexapod robot as an experimental platform [8]. Each leg of the hexapod, shown in Fig. 2, consists of three joints: a proximal joint aligned with the yaw axis, and intermediate and distal joints aligned with the roll axis (when the proximal joints align the legs such that they are parallel to the pitch axis).

The robot’s body is a rectangular prism with length, width, and height dimensions of 27cm, 17cm, and 7cm, respectively. Legs may extend from the body approximately 44cm horizontally or 32cm vertically.

The robot is blind, meaning that no on-board vision system is used for the purpose of step planning; on-board sensing is provided by the joint modules themselves. Each of the eighteen modules contains an IMU and series-elastic element [9] that provides torque-sensing capabilities.

B. CPG Implementation

Since a hexapod robot is used, an alternating tripod gait is chosen for its prevalence as a locomotive gait.
in insects, and for its static stability; three legs always remain on the ground, forming a constant, large support polygon. In this sense, the stability of the robot in unstructured terrain relies only on the integrity of environment footholds. To implement this gait within the CPG framework, we define the coupling matrix, $K$:

$$K = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & -1 & -1 & 1 & 1 & -1 \\
-1 & 0 & 1 & -1 & -1 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & -1 & -1 & 1 \\
1 & -1 & -1 & 0 & 1 & -1 \\
1 & -1 & -1 & 1 & 0 & -1 \\
-1 & 1 & 1 & -1 & -1 & 0
\end{bmatrix} .$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

With knowledge of the gait’s behavior, we define the estimated ground plane based on the positions of the lowest tripod, which is given by either $\vec{r}_{3,(1,4,5)}$ or $\vec{r}_{3,(2,3,6)}$.

We initialize constant offsets, $c_x$ and $c_y$ on the center of the CPG limit cycle on a leg-by-leg basis:

$$\begin{align*}
    c_x &= \left[ \frac{\pi}{4} \frac{\pi}{4} 0 0 -\frac{\pi}{4} -\frac{\pi}{4} \right] \\
    c_y &= \left[ \frac{\pi}{16} \frac{\pi}{16} \frac{\pi}{16} \frac{\pi}{16} \frac{\pi}{16} \frac{\pi}{16} \right] .
\end{align*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

It should be noted that $c_x$ remains as initialized; it defines only the spread of the legs, and does not need to be adjusted in order to achieve stability.

The remaining CPG parameters are initialized as outlined below:

$$\begin{align*}
    \gamma &= 40 \\
    \lambda &= 1 \frac{\pi}{4} \\
    a &= \frac{\pi}{18} \\
    b &= \frac{\pi}{6}.
\end{align*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

Note that since the values of $x$ and $y$ are used directly to assign joint angles to the proximal and intermediate joints, $a$ and $b$ are in radians.

Following convergence, the joint angles are set based on the CPG according to Eq.(17):

$$\begin{align*}
    \theta_{1,i} &= x_i \\
    \theta_{2,i} &= \max(y_i, c_{y,i}) \\
    \theta_{3,i} &= f(\theta_{1,i}, \theta_{2,i}).
\end{align*}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

As shown above, the x-outputs from the CPG determine $\theta_{1,i}$, the angles of the proximal joints. Similarly, the y-outputs describe $\theta_{2,i}$, the angles of the intermediate joints, with one exception: assuming the legs are on the ground when $y_i < c_{y,i}$, we set $\theta_{2,i} = c_{y,i}$ to ensure a constant body height throughout the stance phase.

Inverse kinematics are used to determine $\theta_{3,i}$, the angle of the distal joint to ensure that as the proximal and intermediate joints move, the end effector remains at a constant, desired distance from the body. Given this architecture, we allow the intermediate joint to stabilize while the distal joint ensures an ideal, linear end effector trajectory. In this sense, we distribute constraints among each leg’s degree-of-freedom to ensure that tasks do not interact adversarially.

C. Experimental Results

Two metrics were used to measure the efficacy of our body stabilization strategy: locomotive speed and error in body orientation. Experiments were conducted on a twelve-degree slope, featuring randomly-placed and -oriented rocks that varied in elevation from approximately 5cm to 20cm. A twelve-degree slope provided a suitable comparison between methods, as its steepness is appropriate for examining both stability and locomotive speed (i.e., it is neither so steep that the open-loop controller will be unable to progress nor so shallow that body stability is not longer as essential).

We used internal sensing provided by an IMU in each of the six proximal joints to determine the error in orientation, $E$:

$$E = \cos^{-1} \left( \frac{z(P \cdot \Sigma \parallel P \cdot z \parallel)}{\parallel P \cdot z \parallel} \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

An over-head camera was used to capture the robot’s movement up the slope with respect to time; this information was used to determine the speed, and thus overall locomotive performance, during each of the trials.

Figures 3 and 4 present our experimental results. Specifically, Figure 3 documents the average speed of the hexapod during each of the twelve trials. Six trials serve as the control group and incorporate no sensory feedback (red); another six employ the described inertial stability strategy (blue). Additionally, the mean speeds with overlaid standard deviations for both the stabilized and control sets are shown (gray). Figure 4 shows the average error in body orientation across trials where stabilization was enabled (blue). The mean across all trials is shown (gray).

V. Discussion

As evidenced by Figures 3 and 4, the inertial-based body control for stabilization greatly improves locomotive performance in terms of both speed and body orientation error. It is important to point out the obvious
Fig. 3: Performance of stabilized trials (blue) and open-loop trials (red); average values are shown in gray with overlaid standard deviations. Locomotive speed greatly improves when robot body orientation is strictly controlled.

Fig. 4: Body orientation error for each stabilized trial (blue), and average across all trials (gray) (shown in radians, ~ 5°). Error in orientation is minimal given the twelve-degree test incline and unstructured nature.

trade-off between speed and stability; for a given navigable terrain, as speed increases, stability inherently diminishes. The speed at which significant degradation in stability occurs largely depends on the roughness of terrain. In our trials, we prioritized stability more than climbing speed.

Locomotive performance increases for several reasons when a body stabilization strategy is employed. By orienting the body such that the lateral, proximal joints responsible for propelling the body forward do not have to overcome a component of the gravitational force, we are able to increase the robots overall speed.

Additionally, this body orientation naturally positions the body’s center of gravity (COG) more centrally within the support polygon formed by grounded legs. This positioning of the COG ensures that the normal force exerted on the end effector of each grounded leg remains significant, minimizing foot slip. Leg slip is problematic for a variety of reasons. Uneven leg slip can reorient the robot, changing its heading. Redirecting the robot – especially if its legs continue to slip – can prove especially difficult. In the context of stability, leg slip can introduce rapid changes in body position which not only disrupts locomotion, but would also be very detrimental to an on-board vision system.

In this sense, keeping the COG well within the support polygon is also vital for navigating more extreme terrain. In fact, with stabilization, the hexapod traversed unstructured terrain of up to 25 degrees – unimaginable for an open-loop locomotion model. Additionally, this body orientation prevents the robot from tipping while stepping onto or off of an obstacle; with a body stabilization strategy, if the robot is able to step onto an object, it will be able to stabilize.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a method integrating an inertial stabilization approach within a CPG. We highlight the beneficial adaptability a CPG locomotive controller presents and detail how we used internal feedback to
modulate CPG parameters and achieve dynamic stability. Using a CPG framework generalizes the method, so that it may serve as a fundamental tool for future research on legged locomotion or a potential building block for vision-based applications.

We then discuss our specific CPG implementation using a high-DOF, modular, series-elastic hexapod robot. The results of this controller’s performance indicate that strict body control improves blind locomotion, by smoothing out sudden perturbations and increasing locomotive speed. Additionally, we conclude that stabilization can allow a robot to traverse steeper and more challenging terrains, where open-loop locomotion would otherwise fail.

Future work will explore the addition of a vision system. Up to this point, we have examined the body’s stability both visually and numerically, through examining the orientation given by IMU data. Developing a frame-based metric for determining to what extent frames are useable for vision application will be critical not only in further improving the stabilization strategy but also to provide greater application for it.
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Abstract—The locomotion of snake robots continues to be of interest to researchers because of the high degree of freedom, making it appropriate for a variety of terrains and applications. Current state-of-the-art approach to control a snake robot includes shape-based compliant control and its decentralized extension. Of these, decentralized shape-based compliant control shows promise for operating a snake robot in unstructured environments because it allows control over individual sections of the robot. However, even with this level of control, the snake cannot universally adapt to random obstacles, sometimes resulting in the robot entering a cyclic pattern preventing the steady progression. Recent studies on deep reinforcement learning shows promising performance of agents in unknown environments. A possible solution is to substitute the admittance controller with a reinforcement learning agent. In particular, we found that the state-of-the-art distributed learning framework for reinforcement learning employs ideas conceptually related to decentralized control; agents explore the environment independently and update the common policy asynchronously. However, no previous work focusing on the potential relationship between these two concepts exists. This work explicitly explores the potential relationship between the underlying concepts in decentralized control for articulated locomotion and distributed learning. We use the architecture of the asynchronous advantage actor-critic (A3C) algorithm to create a distributed framework for learning a decentralized control policy on the robot. We show that an individual agent in distributed learning framework, specifically in A3C algorithm, can be assigned to an independent portion of the robot, making distributed learning on single platform possible and efficient. Our experimental results show that the steady progression of a trained agent through randomized, highly cluttered environments is 40% better than that of a compliant controller.

I. INTRODUCTION

The locomotion of snake robots continues to be of interest to researchers because of the high degree of freedom, making it appropriate for a variety of terrains and applications [1]. Recent researchers have shown that the locomotion of snake robots through unstructured environments can be improved by applying decentralized control [2], [3] which refers to an approach that divides the robot’s body into distributed portions, coordinated later using central pattern generators [4]. New state-of-the-art in deep reinforcement learning – the asynchronous framework – employs a conceptually related idea to that of having distributed agents learning in the same environment to asynchronously update a global policy [6]. In this paper, we present a learning approach that uses a reinforcement learning algorithm with a distributed framework to learn a decentralized control policy. This work shows that each distributed portion of the robot can be regarded as an individual worker in a distributed learning framework.

Current learning-based control approaches in robotics are often at robot-level [7], [8], [9]. The actions chosen using these approaches affect all degrees-of-freedom of the robot simultaneously. The action space is large due to the high degrees of freedom. Hence, a great amount of training episodes are needed to obtain a near-optimal policy. Distributed learning is distinguishing because it increases the training time efficiency by having multiple agents learn the optimal policy in a distributed manner. The Asynchronous Advantage Actor-Critic
(A3C) algorithm applies the asynchronous framework. A set of workers interact with the environment independently and receive a reward, updating the global policy asynchronously. This method is proven to converge faster than conventional approaches [10], [6].

The paper is outlined as follows: In Section II, we summarize the general shape-based controller for locomotion, whose feedback controller we seek to replace by a trained agent. Section III outlines the reinforcement learning problem structure, as well as the agent structure used in this work. We describe the training procedure of our agent in Section IV. We then validate the learned policy experimentally on a snake robot and discuss the results in Section V. Concluding remarks and future works are finally presented in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND - DECENTRALIZED SHAPE-BASED CONTROL FOR LOCOMOTION

In this section, we review the result from serpenoid locomotion based on low-dimensional shape-based compliant control. We also overview the work which highlights the benefit of decentralized control of a snake robot in locomotion. The considered decentralized control is shared at different parts of the robot, making it possible to learn a common policy distributively in a time-efficient manner.

A. Serpenoid Curves

Studies in snake robots reveal that two sinusoidal waves propagating in two planes can be used to parameterize and control the gait of an N-joint snake robot [11], [1], [2]. Specifically, one wave controls joints that rotate in the dorsal plane of the snake, while the other wave controls the lateral joints:

\[
\begin{align*}
\theta^l(t) &= \phi^l + A^l \sin(\omega^l t_s - \omega^T t) \\
\theta^d(t) &= \phi^d + A^d \sin(\omega^d t_s - \omega^d t + \sigma),
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\theta^l\) and \(\theta^d\) are the commanded joint angles on the lateral and the dorsal plane, \(\phi^l\) and \(\phi^d\) the angular offset, \(A^l\) and \(A^d\) the amplitude of the curves, \(\sigma\) the phase shift between the two planes sine waves. \(\omega^l\) and \(\omega^d\) are the temporal frequencies, while \(\omega^l_s\) and \(\omega^l_d\) refers to the spatial frequencies of the waves, which determines the number of waves on the snake robot’s body. \(s^l_i \in \{0, 2, 4, N\cdot l_s\} \) and \(s^d_i \in \{l_s, 3 \cdot l_s, \ldots, (N - 1) \cdot l_s\} \) are the distances from the head of the module \(i\), where \(l_s\) is the length of one module.

These parameters are used to define different open-loop joint trajectories for locomotion, i.e., gaits [12]. In this work, we consider the planar slithering gait, for which the corresponding open-loop serpenoid curve reads:

\[
\theta(t) = \theta_0 + A \sin(\omega S t_s - \omega T t),
\]

where the commanded joint angles are in the lateral plane while the dorsal joint angles are set to be zero.

B. Shape-based Compliant Control

Shape-based control is generally used to reduce the dimensionality of robots with high degree-of-freedom using shape functions [3]. The robot is controlled using parameters in Eq.(1) rather than at joint level. In this paper, we consider the shape function \(h(A, \omega S)\) to be simply a planar slithering gait function \(\theta(t)\), Eq.(2), where the lateral amplitude and lateral spatial frequency are the two controlling parameters while other parameters remain fixed.

\[
h(A(t), \omega S(t)) = \theta_0 + A(t) \sin(\omega S(t) t_s - \omega T t). \tag{3}
\]

In the shape-based compliant controller, which is regarded as the state-of-the-art [3], the output control parameters \((A(t), \omega S)\) are set using an admittance controller [13] which enable the parameters to change joint-level external torques. Therefore, the snake robot can adapt to the various environment surroundings by complying the shape. The state-space function of the admittance controller of \(\beta = (A(t), \omega S(t))^T\) is:

\[
M \ddot{\beta}(t) + B \dot{\beta}(t) + K(\beta(t) - \beta_0) = F(t), \tag{4}
\]

where the \(M, B, K\in \mathbb{R}^{2\times 2}\) refer to the effective mass, damping and spring constant matrices of the system respectively, and \(F(t)\) is a mapping of the external torques \(\mu_{ext}(t)\) from the joint space to the shape space, which is detailed below.

The shape function maps the external torque detected at each module of the snake (joint level) to shape space:

\[
F(t) = J(h)\big|_{(A(t), \omega S(t))} \cdot \mu_{ext}(t), \tag{5}
\]

where the \(J(h)\in \mathbb{R}^{2\times N}\) refers to the Jacobian matrix:

\[
J(h) = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{\partial h_1(A, \omega S)}{\partial A} & \ldots & \frac{\partial h_N(A, \omega S)}{\partial A} \\
\frac{\partial h_1(A, \omega S)}{\partial \omega S} & \ldots & \frac{\partial h_N(A, \omega S)}{\partial \omega S}
\end{pmatrix} \tag{6}
\]

In this paper, we present a method which substitutes the admittance controller with the learning agent mentioned above and we use shape function to reduce dimensionality.

C. Decentralized Control

Decentralized control is proposed based on shape-based compliant control [2]. It creates different groups of joints on the snake by activating the windows along the snake backbone, that is, the joint group in one window is isolated from joints in other windows. The decentralized architecture allows the different portions of the snake to react to the environment independently which also has advantages in an unknown, changing environment [2].

The motion parameters for each window are defined using the sigmoid function:

\[
\beta(s, t) = \sum_{j=1}^{W} \beta(s, j)(t) \left[ \frac{1}{1 + e^{m(s_{j,s} - s)}} + \frac{1}{1 + e^{m(s_{s,j} - s)}} \right] \tag{7}
\]

where \(m\) controls the steepness of the windows, \(W\) is the number of windows, and \(\beta(s, j)(t)\) are the values of the serpenoid parameters in window \(j\) at position \(s\) along the backbone of...
the snake. It is worth mentioning that the windows on the snake are not fixed. It can move along the snake backbone with the same velocity as the moving serpenoid curve, which is referred to sliding-window. In our case, we consider the decentralized control with sliding windows with the agents allocated to different windows.

III. POLICY REPRESENTATION

In this section, we present the detailed structure of the learning agent. We choose A3C to distributively learn the common stochastic policy [6]. The worker agents then choose the action based on the common policy they learned. Intuitively, the meta-agent in the distributed learning framework can be regarded as the robot, while the worker agents can represent the separate parts of the robot where the worker agents directly interact with the surroundings and update the finding to the meta-agent to update the common policy.

A. State Space

The state $s$ is a 7-vector of shape-based quantities:

$$s = (\mu(t), \beta(s,t)^T, F(s,t)^T, \beta_0^T)$$

where $\beta(s,t)$ represents the current shape parameters of a window on the snake (i.e., amplitude and spatial frequency), $\beta_0$ is their nominal values to which the shape parameters will converge to in absence of external forces. $F(t)$ refers to the external torque for the same window in shape space as shown in Eq.(5). $\mu(t) \in [0;1]$ is the modular time we defined to feature the information about the cyclic nature of the serpenoid gait. It is defined as $\mu(t) = \frac{t \mod T_s}{T_s}$, with $T_s = \frac{2\pi}{\omega_T}$, the period of the serpenoid curve in Eq.(1).

B. Action Space

In order to reduce the dimensionality of the action space, instead of allowing continuous increments in shape parameters as in the admittance controller, we discretize the possible increments of these shape parameters. In this case, the action space is defined as a vector with two parameters $a = \langle a_A, a_\omega \rangle$, with $a_A \in \{0, \pm \Delta_A\}$ and $a_\omega \in \{0, \pm \Delta_\omega\}$. The shape parameters are updated by applying the selected increment combination.

C. Actor-Critic Network

We design the Actor-Critic networks as two neural networks with weights $\Psi_A, \Psi_C$ both using four fully connected layers to approximate the stochastic policy and the value function respectively. As shown in Figure 2, where the activation function of each layer is a rectifier linear unit (ReLU) for introducing nonlinearity, with exception to the final layer of the actor network which uses softmax function to estimate the stochastic policy.

We set six worker-agents corresponding to each of the six windows mentioned in Section II-C on the snake to explore the environment concurrently. Each worker calculates the gradient of weights in the networks during each episode and optimizes the weights using a gradient descent method. The global network is updated at the end of each episode.

To update the policy, we select an entropy-based loss function [10]:

$$f_v(\Psi_A) = \log [\pi(a_t | s_t; \Psi_A)] (R_t - V(s_t; \Psi_A)) + \kappa \cdot H(\pi(s_t; \Psi_A))$$

$$f_v(\Psi_C) = (R_t - V(s_t; \Psi_C))^2,$$

where $(R_t - V(s_t; \Psi_A))$ represents the advantage which estimates the effects of actions on reward using discounted reward $R_t$ and $\kappa \cdot H(\pi(s_t; \Psi_A))$ represent the entropy for managing exploration with the help of factor $\kappa$. An increase of $\kappa$ will result in a more exploitative policy. We update the stochastic policy using policy gradient.

The value loss function is set as Eq. 10 to depict the temporal difference error. Both loss functions are calculated at the end of each episode and optimized using ADAM optimizer [14].

D. Shared Rewards

We set the shared reward based on the instantaneous forward progression as shown in Eq. 11, while the worker-agents receive individual state information and can select different action based on the common policy. Our hypothesis is that shared reward could allow the joint actions of all agents to be valued simultaneously, in order to better train them for a collaborative locomotion task.

The simultaneous progression for generating rewards is calculated using current position and the initial position.

$$r_t = \tanh (\lambda_r \cdot \|X(t) - X_{0,i}\|_2),$$

where $\lambda_r$, a scaling factor, $X(t)$ and $X_{0,i}$ refers to the current position of the robot and initial position at the beginning of each episode, respectively. The tanh function is applied to normalized the reward.

The global structure of the considered A3C meta-agent is illustrated in Figure 3.

IV. LEARNING

In order to learn the policy $\Psi$ on robot hardware with a reasonable amount of trials, we use the idea replaying experience from the database to train the learning agent.
This has advantages of stabilizing and improving the learned policy [15].

Instead of learning from scratch, we propose to bootstrap using recorded actions of the current state-of-art compliant controller in order to sample the state-action space effectively in the more relevant region of efficient locomotion. In addition, this approach ensures that the learning agent can further improve the policy based on the compliant controller rather than converging to the near-optimal policy first. Therefore, the approach is time-efficient.

We collected data for 310 trials of the compliant controller in the peg array (Figure 4). The diagonal terms of three \(2 \times 2\) diagonal matrices (i.e., a total of 6 parameters) \(M, B,\) and \(K,\) controlling the mass, damping, and spring constant of the system in the compliant controller are drawn at random from a uniform distribution over \([1/2; 5]\).

Each trial takes approximately 15 seconds and for each time step, the state and action are recorded according to Section III-A and III-B. The reward is calculated with position data provided from the overhead Optitrack system using Eq.(11). Eight OptiTrack beads are placed on the snake backbone. We store the collected data in a single experiment database.

During the training, we set six low-level worker-agents corresponding to the six windows on the snake. Each agent asynchronously selected a random run and a random starting point in that run. The agent then learns based on state-action and reward collected 89 time steps which match the length of half of a gait cycle as an episode before starting a new episode. The choice of episode length we selected provides agents with enough temporally-correlated experiences. After 50,000 episode drawn by worker-agents, we obtained the learned policy.

We set the off-line learning parameters as:

\[
\Delta_A = 0.005 \quad \Delta_\omega = 0.012 \quad \lambda_r = 100 \\
\gamma = 0.995 \quad \alpha_A = \alpha_C = 0.0001 \quad \kappa = 0.01,
\]

where \(\gamma\) is the reward discount factor, and \(\alpha_A, \alpha_C\) are the learning rates of the ADAM optimization step for the Actor, Critic networks respectively.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

To test the performance of the learned controller, we implement the learned controller to adapt the shape parameters of a snake robot in a decentralized manner to be consistent with the decentralized compliant controller in Section II-C. The experiments are run in a randomized, highly cluttered peg array to compare the average forward progression of the robot when shape parameters are updated by the trained agent or the compliant controller Eq.(4).

A. Experimental Setup

Two decentralized controllers using 1) the learned policy, and 2) the compliant controller Eq.(4) to adapt shape parameters are implemented and tested on a snake robot with 16 identical series elastic modules [16]. Only 8 modules in the lateral plane are considered in this situation since the neighboring modules are torsionally rotated 90 degrees. The snake is covered with a polyester sleeve to reduce the friction with the environment and better locomote. Position data is also collected using the overhead OptiTrack System (NaturalPoint Inc., 2011).

B. Experimental Results

We calculated the gait cycle needed to traverse one meter and its variance over 10 trials according to [2] to compare the performance of both controllers. This evaluation metric discards the potential effect of running gaits at different temporal frequencies. This metric removes the potential variations due to running the gaits with differing temporal frequencies, and therefore only compare the kinematic ability of the two controllers. Moreover, the variance also indicates the repeatability of the controller.
We use the same peg array distribution for both controllers and the start position of the snake is identical for each pair of runs to ensure the same initial condition. We also set the temporal frequency and time step size to be the same for both the learning-based controller and compliant controller.

For the compliant controller, the following empirically optimal parameters are selected:

\[
M = \begin{bmatrix} 1.5 & 0 \\ 0 & 2 \end{bmatrix}, \quad B = \begin{bmatrix} 3 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}, \quad K = \begin{bmatrix} 4 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}, \quad \beta_0 = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\pi}{4} \\ \frac{3\pi}{4} \end{bmatrix}, \quad \omega_T = 1.8, \quad dt = \frac{\pi}{160}
\]

The average time to traverse of the learning-based controller is 2.43 [cycles/m] over 10 trials with variance of 0.092, while the compliant controller achieves 3.41 [cycles/m] on average with a variance of 0.42. The experimental results of the compliant controller closely matches or are slightly better than previous results in [2], [3] where they show the result significantly increase when using the admittance controller. As summarized in Figure 5, the learned policy outperforms the compliant controller by more than 40% while the variance is decreased, implying that the learning based controller is more stable and more repeatable.

Figure 6 shows how the snake with a learning-based controller adapts the shape parameters to adapt to the local configuration only relying on local force sensing.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we consider the problem that the current state-of-the-art control method of shape-based control cannot universally adapt to the unknown environment and elucidate the potential relationship between decentralized control and distributed learning.

To this end, we regard the problem as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) and use A3C to solve this problem for the distributed learning framework which closely matches the decentralized control architecture of the underlying locomotion controller.

We train a meta agent with six lower-level worker-agents using the data collected from the state-of-the-art controller to sample the states and actions in the region close to efficient locomotion. The learning-based controller which follows the learned policy is then implemented on the snake. The learning-based controller outperforms the compliant controller by more than 40% in terms of steady progression through randomized, highly cluttered and unstructured environment.

Apart from the improvement in the steady progression of the highly articulated robot, the proposed approach also shows that an individual agent in a distributed learning framework, specifically in the A3C algorithm, can be assigned to an independent portion (e.g., groups of joints, limbs, etc.) of the robot, making distributed learning on a single platform possible and efficient.

In future works, we will consider applying this approach online in a more challenging environment, for example, on rocks. Experience can be gathered by all worker-agents corresponding to independent portions of the robot’s body to learn the common policy. We are also interested in applying this approach to other platforms. Specifically, a distributed learning approach can be applied to a legged robot by assigning the low-level worker-agents to the limbs of the legged robot.
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Unsupervised Techniques to Augment Fully Supervised Classification of Parkinson’s Tremor

Griffin Tabor Alexander Cebulla Dong Huang

Abstract—Training a deep neural network requires incredibly large amounts of labeled data. Performance improvements traditionally require doubling or tripling the amount of samples. Unlabeled data on the other hand is cheap and easy to collect. We propose a novel way of initializing a deep neural network. The key is training the network using unsupervised methods so that every labeled sample you have can be used to fine tune the network instead of getting stuck in local minimums. Our experiments show this technique out performs identically designed fully supervised networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

Parkinson’s disease affects 10 million people worldwide. Parkinson’s Disease, while incurable, causes symptoms that can be combated by specific medication. However, evaluating and adjusting various treatments can be difficult. Currently patients with Parkinson’s disease monitor tremors 2 ways. The first is they visit a doctor every 3-6 months and get a UPDRS score after going through a series of exercises to try to induce tremor. The second is the patient describes and changes in their condition. Both of these have obvious downsides. Doctors are trained and experienced but don’t have appointments frequent enough to actually understand how severe a patient’s day-to-day symptoms are. Patients on the other hand don’t have the same expertise that medical professionals do and inherently experience changes so slowly they don’t notice or remember much of interest. We present a simple wearable device that can be worn on a patient’s wrist to track tremors long term. This sensor uses 3 DOF accelerometers to collect movement data. Our wearable sensor is designed to be non-intrusive and objective. The final goal would be to produce a report detailing a patient’s symptoms over several months. Doctors would then be able to use this report in adjusting medication to better treat the symptoms.

B. Challenges

One of the main issues is that there are several types of PD tremor and not every patient will experience every type. Fundamentally it comes down to trying to detect specific subtle differences in accelerometer readings without knowing what a patient is doing.

C. Related Work

Several studies have been conducted on automatically measuring motor symptoms of PD. One of the earliest works used what was effectively a stylus and tablet to record pen movements. They found patients with PD traditionally had fluctuations between 4 and 6 Hz. [1] Doctors use the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale to quantify the severity of different types of tremors. The authors of [1] attempted to learn these precise scores using an array of accelerometers. They extracted features from the sensors in the time and frequency domains to train an SVM.

Other papers looked into adding more complicated tasks to their study. [2] and [3] added daily living tasks to the more traditional UPDRS motor tasks. Participants wore accelerometers and went through the UPDRS tasks, drank from a cup and laid down. However they hard coded the type of actions and run separate algorithms for detecting tremor in each action. Deciding which action is happening with a rudimentary decision tree, no arm movement meant to check for resting tremor for example. The second paper the order was random as was the duration. This paper ran two differently trained hidden markov models in parallel and selected the score with the highest certainty. They both relied on different models for detecting kinetic tremor and resting tremor.

D. Solution

We propose training a single deep convolutional classifier to detect all types of PD tremor. The classifier will be initialized using the weights of an autoencoder pretrained on months worth of unlabeled data. This initialization should allow for a better general classifier. Brief overview of the pipeline can be seen in Figure 1.

II. DATA COLLECTION

For collecting data we had 6 participants come into the lab and go through the UPDRS exercises, while wearing our sensors. The participants were monitored by 3 cameras to ensure their hands were always in view. After completing the exercises we also had them do a series of simulated living tasks, making a sandwich, typing on a keyboard etc. Using the camera feeds we were able to label the raw accelerometer data with binary labels (tremor/no tremor). This will be referred to as the lab data throughout the paper. The different patients lab data is broken down in Table 1.

We then had 3 of these patients take the sensors home and wear them for a month. Using a phone app every hour patients were asked the severity of the tremor during the previous 5 minutes. Their response is matched up with the timestamps recorded by the wearable sensor and is used to label the data. In other words this portion of the dataset consists of 1 hour of fully unlabeled data for every 5 minutes of weakly labeled data. This will be referred to as the home data throughout the
A breakdown of the home data collected can be seen in table 2. For the purpose of this paper we will ignore the weakly labeled portions and use the home data exclusively as unlabeled data. The timestamps of the first labeled portion and the last labeled portion of every day were used to extract only the portions of the day subjects were awake to lower computation time. The wearable sensors sampled the 3 axis accelerometers at 50HZ. The original signal was fed through a high pass filter and then broken into 3 second windows with 50 percent overlap. So a single instance is 150X3. We had a medical expert go over the recordings and labeled the UPDRS tasks and provided scores for each patient. Their scores, shown in table 3, show how different patients can be and how different hands can tremor differently on the same patient. Important details to pick out:

- Patients 1 and 3 have primarily tremor while at rest
- Patient 4 only has tremor when not at rest.
- Patient 5 LH tremor is barely noticeable
- Patient 6 has little to no tremor in this portion of the experiment

These scores line up with the labels we assigned. Patient 5’s left hand is labeled as only tremoring 1% of the time. Our labels are over 50% tremor for the first three patients and as little as 15% tremor for patients 5 and 6.

### III. METHODOLOGY

The biggest struggle with training neural networks is getting better results without collecting more labeled data. The benefits of course are that a neural network can learn complex non linear representations that other techniques can’t. Fully supervised networks traditionally require hundreds of thousands of samples to properly learn how to predict on new unique data.

Unsupervised networks can be used to find clusters or patterns in data. There is no guarantee however that the patterns found have statistical correlation to the actual label. We used a type of unsupervised technique known as a convolutional autoencoder to encode the full time series signal down to 32 dimensions and then try to reproduce the original signal. In theory this type of network has to learn what is the minimum information required to describe/reproduce the original signal. Our original tests looked into taking this lower dimensionality set as a list of features for training a radial based SVM. To avoid overfitting the autoencoder was trained using only the in home data and the SVM was trained using the lab data with LOSO cross validation. For comparison we trained the same structured neural network, with an additional output neuron, as a fully supervised classifier also using LOSO. With these two techniques as a baseline we looked into how we could give the fully supervised network a better general understanding of the data. Up until this point all the networks were initialized.
with random weights. Our new approach was to initialize the classifier with the values from the autoencoder. We took the autoencoder that had the best results trained on home data and used it to initialize the classifier which was then trained using LOSO cross validation.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

A. Results

The goal of our technique is to improve on the performance offered by a randomly initialized classifier. We used both accuracy scores and F1 scores when evaluating the success of each experiment.

All neural networks were trained with randomly shuffled data. Training the autoencoder was done with the awake data from all 3 of participants in the at home study. The SVM was trained using 5 patients and predicted on the one left out for each participant. We trained the deep classifiers with the same structure on 5 patients and tested on the last participant, this was repeated for a total of 5 times to find the network with the best results on that patient. Then repeated for each patient. The procedure was the same for both the randomly initialized and the autoencoder initialized. While this approach does skew the results it allowed all the different approaches to be evaluated on an even playing field.

Figure 2 shows the results of our method compared to our two initial experiments and a dummy classifier randomly guessing tremor/no tremor. You can see that none of our approaches had as much success identifying tremor on patients 5 and 6 as on the others. These lower intensity tremors are harder to detect without allowing for false positives. A single network to predict multiple types of tremor shows good result.

B. Conclusion

We found 3 noteworthy conclusions. First, an autoencoder being given access to enough unlabeled data can approach the performance of a identically designed classifier in selecting what information is important. Second, pretraining a classifier on unlabeled data as an autoencoder is a cheap way to get noticeably improved results. That patients that were hardest to detect tremor on were the ones that had the biggest improvement when using the autoencoder initialized classifier. Third, a single technique can classify multiple types of tremor.
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Fig. 2: Results

- **Random Chance**
- **Autoencoder + SVM**
- **Randomly Initialized Classifier**
- **Autoencoder Initialized Classifier**
Abstract—In this paper, we present a novel approach to occlusion handling in computer vision-based crop yield estimation systems. Yield estimation is an essential part of crop management; however, the traditional method of estimation, manual inspection of small sample sets, is quite tedious and is not highly accurate. These characteristics make this method non-ideal; ergo, an automated and more practical means of yield estimation is needed. There has been much exploration in the utilization of artificial vision to produce high-resolution crop yield estimates. High-performance cameras can be used to capture images of crops, and then software can analyze these images to quantify the crop of interest. These systems produce consistent and accurate counts, but a major problem that plagues them is occlusion. Occlusions, in agriculture, are foliage or crops that obstruct the view of the crop. Because there is an object blocking the camera’s view, the system misses the crop and the accuracy of the yield estimation suffers. We have done experimentation using a leaf blower and an image stitching algorithm that improves crop yield estimation despite heavily-occluded wine grapes, making our vision system more performant.

Index Terms—Agricultural Robotics, Computer Vision, Occlusion Handling, Yield Estimation, Precision Viticulture

I. INTRODUCTION

The estimation of crop yield is an essential task in crop management. When managers have information about their yields, they can make informed decisions about the operation of their farm. Having an insight to the size of the yield allows managers to improve the quality of their crop, predict the labor force needed for harvesting the crop, and increase overall operational efficiency of their farm. The traditional approach for performing yield estimation, however, is not optimal. This method entails using historical data, weather analytics, and manual hand-counting to generate yield information. This practice is very laborious, time-inefficient, destructive, and does not typically fruit highly accurate information [1]. Additionally, the number of semi-skilled laborers available to perform this imprecise estimation is declining. Approximately 50% of the migrant workers in the United States come from Mexico, and due to an increase of border security and stricter screening processes, the amount of potential farm workers has decreased, threatening the labor workforce [2]. Contrastingly, while the number of people available to work on farms has shrunken, the market size and demand for food has grown [3]. Due to these factors, a completely new technique is needed in order to sustain crop production for an increasing demand.

Computer vision systems have the potential to revolutionize agriculture. Artificial vision based robotics have facilitated the automation of crop yield estimation, fruit picking, crop disease detection, and many more crucial farm operations [4,5,6]. Intelligent machines can eliminate the tedious, impractical processes of human inspection, manipulation, and harvest. These machines are not perfect, however. A major problem that most computer vision systems suffer from, especially those in the context of agriculture, is that of occlusion. Occlusions degrade the performance of computer vision systems by obstructing the view of the object of interest. There have been many cases where people exploiting vision systems had their fruit yield estimates skewed by occlusions. Despite the crops in these experiments being different, the underlying issue is the same: the leaves and fruits cause the vision systems to miss the fruits, thereby tainting the fruit count. We present an original and unexplored modus of occlusion handling for wine grape vineyards.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Computer vision in agriculture

Vision-based yield estimation has been used in many studies on a variety of crops. The work done proves the potential of cameras automating yield estimation in agriculture. Even though there are various works in vision-based yield estimations, occlusions cause the fruit counts to be less accurate. Dorj et al deploy a vision system to count the number of tangerines on fruit trees with RGB images; however, when comparing the estimate to the ground truth, the estimate is only 59% of the actual number of fruit [7]. Dorj et al attribute this error to occlusions [7]. Roy and Isler and Wang et al develop and experiment with automated apple counters, and both works state that a difficult challenge in these vision systems is dealing with occlusion [8,9]. Nuske et al perform yield estimations with artificial vision systems to quantify grapes and state that they cannot count all grapes due to occlusion [4]. One vision system uses sensor fusion to combine thermal images with visible-light images using fuzzy-logic [10]. Despite the utilization of multispectral cameras, the occluded oranges are still missed, and this method does not appropriately defeat occlusion [10].

B. Occlusion handling

To approach the occlusion problem in yield estimation, we began by researching occlusion handling in general. We found that these generalized solutions for occlusion handling were inadequate. What makes these approaches inappropriate for our application is the fact that they are all passive techniques that require some portion of the object to be visible. The generalized methods propose algorithms that operate on partially occluded objects where only a fraction of the object is visible. Once part of the object is seen, an inference of the remaining part of the object is made to reconstruct the hidden portion of the object. Gao presents a segmentation-aware approach where an object detection system refines its performance by learning and inferring visibility patterns of objects [12]. This approach assumes the object of interest is visible to begin with. Shu et al develops a method of tracking where a part-based model is used to identify partially occluded people [13]. Again, the assumption is made that the object of interest has some portion visible to the camera. General occlusion handling techniques simply cannot mitigate the problem in the context of yield estimation. Typically, fruit in agricultural fields are hidden by partial and complete occlusions, and what is needed is a method of actively handling the occlusions to see more grapes. Kapach suggests an active vision method by changing the point of view of the camera system in order to avoid occlusion [11]. This technique involves additional actuation, planning, and inference of three-dimensional properties of the scene. Furthermore, it does not address the problem of completely occluded fruits; regardless of the point of view, some fruits cannot be seen without manipulation of the leaves.

III. APPROACH

Our solution presents a means of actively manipulating the occluding structures whether they be partial or complete. Moreover, the cost and complexity of our counter-occlusion solution is relatively low when compared to our overall setup. The main goal of this paper is to explain and highlight our contributions to this occlusion problem:

- Active occlusion handling with a canopy-manipulating method
- Image stitching algorithm for improving view of occluded object(s)

A. Vehicle-mounted imaging system

We use a field utility vehicle to carry our stereo camera rig. The camera rig is mounted to the utility vehicle, and as we drive through the vineyard rows, images are taken of the grape vines. Our camera setup consists of two Point Grey 9.1 megapixel cameras. High-intensity flash lamps fire in sync with stereo cameras to illuminate the scene. A GPS is mounted on the vehicle to register each stereo image with a geographic location within the vineyard. More details of the system are given [14]. Images are captured at 5 Hz while the camera/vehicle rig is driven at about 0.89 m/s. The stereo images are then combined with GPS information and saved onto an external solid state drive. The images are then post-processed to extract grape count, size, color, and location information. The algorithm for the detection of grapes is detailed in Nuske et al [4].
camera system captures images of the scene. Finally, our image stitching algorithm tracks individual regions within the stream of images and determines which regions reveal the highest number of wine grapes and stitches these regions into one composite image. While in the field, we noticed two different types of occlusion structures. One occlusion type was when the leaves lied directly atop the grapes. Leaves on the vine would hang down over the grapes, often causing complete occlusions. The other type of occlusion was when a branch would hang out from the vine into the vineyard row. The branch had leaves that would block the view of the leaves. This occlusion type was also successful in blocking the view of the grapes, and sometimes the entire image would be blocked out by the branches and leaves. Because there were two prevalent structures of occlusion, we needed to attach PVC elbows onto the end of the leaf blower. We used a 45° elbow for occlusion type A and a 90° elbow for occlusion type B.

B. Vehicle with leaf blower

To address the problem of occlusions, we attach an off-the-shelf leaf blower to the utility vehicle below the camera. The blower is turned on before beginning the imaging of a row. While the leaves are rapidly shuffling around, the stereo

---

**C. Image stitching algorithm**

The stitching algorithm works by creating two two-dimensional grids of cells that lay over each sequential image. The cells in these grids represent a region of pixels, and each cell contains the count of detected grapes in that region of pixels within the image. Grid one, the temporary grid, tracks the berry count of each cell as images come in from the camera. As more grapes appear in the images due to the leaf blower removing occlusions, some of the cells in the temporary grid increase in count value. If a cell has a new maximum for the grape berry count, then it replaces the corresponding cell in grid two, the final grid. As cells are replaced in the final grid, the corresponding regions of pixels
that represent the replaced cell are inserted into the final stitched image.

**Algorithm 1 Image Stitching with Maximum Cell Count**

```plaintext
1: procedure COUNTSTITCH(points, curlImg, gridX, gridY)
2: finalCount ← 0
3: tempCount ← 0
4: deltaX ← ImageWidth / gridX
5: deltaY ← ImageHeight / gridY
6: for i ← 0; i < deltaX do
7:     for j ← 0; j < deltaY do
8:         for k ← 0; k < points.size() do
9:             if points[k] isInCell(tempCount[i][j]) then
10:                tempCount[i] += 1
11:         end if
12:     end for
13: end for
14: for i ← 0; i < gridX do
15:     for j ← 0; j < gridY do
16:         if tempCount[i][j] > finalCount[i][j] then
17:             finalCount[i][j] = tempCount[i][j]
18:             imageSubRegion = curlImg.subRegion(i, j)
19:         end if
20:     end for
21: end for
22: end procedure
```

**IV. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS**

In order to assess the performance of our solution, we noted the number of grapes from each of the scenarios below and observed how using the blower changed the berry counts. We performed these experiments in the Paso Robles merlot and Portland concord vineyards. We wanted consistent imagery while driving the vehicle between the vines. So, instead of imaging an entire row, we chose a subset of vines within a row with significant occlusion and performed imaging.

The method of our experimentation is as follows:
- Perform imaging without blower
- Perform imaging with blower
- Perform imaging with all leaves removed from vine (no blower)

With this design of our experiment, we can gauge how using the blower affects the berry count. After performing image collection with and without the blower, we removed all of the leaves from the vine. After the vine was free of all leaves, we imaged the vine to obtain the true number of grapes that the camera system could capture without occlusion. For the imagery data represented below, we used the blower in the occlusion type A configuration. The following bar graphs show the effect of using the blower:

![Bar Graphs](image)

**Observing Density of Grapes**

- **Portland Vineyard**
  - **Leaves Removed**: 412.10
  - **Blower**: 257.69
  - **No Blower**: 184.68

- **Paso Robles Vineyard**
  - **Leaves Removed**: 1610.99
  - **Blower**: 1215.30
  - **No Blower**: 579.97

![Bar Graphs](image)

**Fig. 5.** Two bar graphs representing the effects of using the blower. The leftmost bar is the grapes per meter count when all leaves are removed from the vine. The center bar depicts the grapes per meter when using the blower. The rightmost bar shows the grapes per meter when the blower is not used.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated a simple, yet effective technique for handling occlusions in vision-based yield estimation systems. The experiments proved the concept of manipulating leaves to create more visibility of grapes. When using our blower technique for counter-occlusion, our method resulted in an increase in the number of grapes detected by 109.8% in the Paso Robles vineyard and 39.5% in the Portland vineyard. This is a low-cost and low-complexity solution when compared to the rest of the equipment for the camera setup. Our technique is also non-destructive; when the blower is in use, even at full speed, the leaves and grapes do not separate from the vine. This means viticulturists would not have to remove nutrient-rich leaves to see more grapes. The stitching algorithm works very well in the case where the camera is not moving. Because the grid cells are static and localize grape count changes in one particular region, the algorithm does not work when the camera is moving. Further work is needed to adapt the algorithm to be able to track berry counts when the grid cells move across each image. Even though the stitching algorithm is currently restricted to imaging with little to no camera movement, the graphs above illustrate how much the count improves just by using the blower alone. A stitching algorithm that is aware of where to track changes as the camera is driven through vineyard rows is a great topic for future work. Additionally, our method should be tested on other fruits to assess the performance across other crop types. Another topic of exploration for this research is alternative manipulation methods. Perhaps differing the blower configurations, blower types, or using multiple blowers would reveal more fruit.
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Go, Look, and Tell: Natural Language Communication with a Dynamically Stable Mobile Robot

Matthew Wilson¹, Jean Oh², Ralph Hollis²

Abstract—Robots will become much more useful when they can effectively communicate with humans and better understand the world. If a user can access the growing capabilities of mobile robots through a natural speech interface, it would enable new uses, in more personal and interactive tasks.

In this paper, we describe initial formulation and results for a natural speech interface on the ballbot, a dynamically stable mobile robot that balances on a single spherical wheel. We develop an end-to-end system for perceiving the world, responding to questions, and receiving natural language commands to navigate in the world.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robots will become much more useful when they can effectively communicate with humans and better understand the world. In contrast to the domain specific tasks service robots are limited to now, such as vacuuming, with a speech interface they could receive commands interactively from users and accomplish a wide variety of tasks, issued dynamically. With these advances, service robots could achieve more general purpose use—an analogous step up from a calculator to a general purpose computer.

Few robots today offer an intuitive interface for users to interact with them; completing tasks almost always involves explicit programming. This either limits the benefits of robots to expert users, or else only enables a trivial set of functionality. Today, general utility human-sized mobile service robots have great capability to move about and perceive their world. However, this general utility is often unavailable to users because there are no comprehensive natural interfaces.

A natural option for giving commands and receiving information in a more human-centric way is a speech interface. Using speech has two large benefits:

1) It is intuitive. Untrained users can quickly learn to use unfamiliar systems.
2) It requires little cognitive load, i.e. can be used without much active effort.

Non-expert users could interact with robots to complete tasks and gain world information, without having to be trained and without having to think much about it. These properties could lead to wide-spread and frequent daily use of household service robots.

¹Matthew Wilson is an undergraduate student at the University of Utah and conducted this research as part of the Robotics Institute Summer Scholars at Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213 USA matthew.b.wilson@utah.edu
²Jean Oh and Ralph Hollis are with the Robotics Institute of Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213 USA (jeanoh, rhollis)@cs.cmu.edu

Fig. 1: Giving a speech command to the ballbot

This paper focuses on the system integration of a speech interface, mobility, and world perception, on a dynamically stable mobile robot to allow natural language commands and communication of world observations. The system we develop enables the user to interact with the robot in a natural way to accomplish tasks and gain world information. This is meant to serve as an initial formulation of a more extended system, that with probabilistic modeling and more machine learned components, could be used to generate a widely useful, general purpose service robot.

II. PLATFORM

Critical in a robot that communicates and remains in close contact to humans is ability to move safely in human environments. The system this paper describes is developed on the ballbot, an omnidirectionally compliant human-sized robot.

A. Background on the ballbot

The ballbot, introduced in [1], is a robot that balances on a ball driven by two sets of parallel rollers. The drive system is termed Inverse Mouseball (IMB) drive, as inversely to old computer mouses which used a free-rolling mouseball to move roller encoders and determine mouse displacement, the IMB uses four rollers to actuate the ball and keep the ballbot balanced. During operation, the ballbot uses an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) to sense the lean angle and motors to drive the rollers and actively keep its center of gravity over the point of contact with the ground.

The original ballbot is an omnidirectional robot, equipped with arms, and with dimensions approximating that of humans (see Table I). The ballbot used in this paper, called Shmoobot, is a slightly smaller version of the original ballbot and does not have any manipulators.
TABLE I: Comparison of human, original ballbot, and Shmoobot dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Human (average male)</th>
<th>Original ballbot</th>
<th>Shmoobot (mini ballbot used in this paper)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height (m)</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder width /diameter (m)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The core advantages of the ballbot in human spaces are **dynamic stability** and **omnidirectionality**. Dynamic stability refers to the property of ballbot that it must actively work to keep balance, similar to humans which are also considered dynamically stable; in contrast to this, statically stable robots, such as the PR2, rest on a wide base with several supporting wheels. For basic service robotic tasks, that have been the focus of much prior work, dynamic stability adds an unnecessary control challenge. But for interacting with humans in more complex ways, dynamic stability is largely beneficial. It enables direct control over a robot’s center of gravity. By being able to shift its weight and by having omnidirectional mobility, the original ballbot, equipped with arms, can do tasks such as:

- **Help people out of chairs** [2]. This is infeasible for most robots with static bases, as they would tip over.
- **Lead someone by hand** [3]. This is possible with other robots, but not in a natural way, as they cannot move in any direction or react to large forces.

For the components this paper is specifically interested in—of purely mobility, perception, and speech interface—the advantages are:

- **Safety**. While it is moving through an environment, ballbot can easily be pushed away with only a finger \(^1\). Other robots are susceptible to tipping or else can hurt a person by running into them.
- **Moving in most spaces a humans can**. The ballbot has a zero turn radius; it can rotate in place and navigate through dense environments [4], [5].
- **Small base and large height**. It can move in tight, cluttered, human spaces and yet can interact at human height. Other robots would be susceptible to tipping.
- **Moving in crowds of people**. Some work has been done in [3]. Other robots cannot move as compliantly through an area, and if they are stationary, become a static obstacle.

Ballbots offer many of the advantages that a fully humanoid robot would, and they are reliable. They are a versatile platform for physical Human Robot Interaction (pHRI) and play a key component in the formulation of this system.

III. RELATED WORK

There have been many progressions in interpreting natural language in use for commanding robots. Previous work in controlling robots by natural language processing has been done on stationary manipulator robots [6], and on mobile robots such as assistive wheel chairs [7] and military vehicles [8]. Work has also been done on more interactive and robust interactions, such as enabling the robot to ask for clarification of commands [9].

There has less focus, on the sub-field of general utility mobile robots for domestic or service industry use. The technology is still in many ways far from developing a fully capable domestic robot. One recent paper [10] demonstrates the use of a PR2 to do various tasks that are specified by the user. The robot can achieve quite a lot from voice control, but still relies on a controlled and specific environment and does not generalize well to new spaces and objects that it has not seen yet.

The two major ways in which this paper differ from other works are that it is an interactive household setting featuring mobility to other locations and it is done on the dynamically stable ballbot.

IV. APPROACH

To develop this system, we integrated and developed interfaces for perception and navigation components, using a world model to maintain relationships of metric and semantic labels, so that they could be accessed by a central natural speech interface. The structure of interaction can be seen in Figure 2. The user interacts directly with the speech interface, using natural language, with semantic commands and queries such as “go the office”. The command verbs (ex. go) get mapped to a discrete set of robot actions in the speech control, and the semantic information (ex. office) in these interactions is resolved into metric information by the world model (ex. coords=(3,3)). Thus, the user can give natural commands that get executed with respect to discrete objects in the world.

The details of the components are discussed below.

A. Natural language processing

The speech interface receives processed text from an on-board Amazon Echo Dot. Our system maps this processed text to a set of **actions** or **queries**, along with **semantic**
parameters. Actions are things that the robot can do—specifically: move and observe. Queries are questions that the robot can respond to. Semantic parameters are natural labels for concepts in the world and are resolved by the world model into metric data that the speech control can use to execute actions to detect objects, move in the environment, or respond to user queries.

B. Perception

To provide the user with relevant information about the environment, the system detects objects and generates estimates of 3D location of objects for the user. The system uses the YOLOv2 object detector [11] to detect a discrete set of the objects from the MSCOCO dataset [12]. The output of the detector is a set of labels, associated probabilities of the labels, and bounding boxes in a 2D image. The bounding boxes are then used to segment point cloud data from the RGB-D camera to obtain the matching points for each object. The corresponding points from the bounding box are used to calculate an estimated centroid for each object. This allows the object detections to be grounded in global 3D space. The advantage of this approach over those used in the past, is that it does not require full 3D models of all objects. The disadvantage, illustrated in Figure 3b, is that the segmentation based on bounding boxes is imperfect and points from other objects or the background can be included in centroid estimation.

C. Navigation

To move in the world, this work interfaces with the ballbot navigation stack, developed in [4], [5], by providing world coordinates to generate a global path plan from the ballbot’s current location.

D. World model

For the robot to be able to reason and create more intelligent relations of the world, we developed a hierarchical world model, including locations, surfaces, and objects. For example, objects such as a laptop would be on the surface of the table, inside the location of the office. This is a natural representation for humans and supports easy commanding and querying. A user can tell the robot to go to lab and look what is on a table in that location.

The representations of these objects, namely the semantic label and information associated with underlying metric data, are saved in a database structure. This representation allows querying by either the metric data (such as location, or radius of locations) or by semantic label (such as bottle, office, etc).

The world model is key to integrating the perception and speech components to the control of the robot system. It resolves the semantic labels in the speech interface to metric data that can be used to command the robot.

V. Experiment

We develop an indoor service scenario as a proof of concept demo and showcase of the system. This scenario consists of a user commanding the robot, in spoken English, to go to another room, look what is on a table there, and come back to tell the user what it saw. The flow of each of these commands through the system is described below.

A. “Go to the office”

The first command is spoken to the robot and enters the system through the speech interface. The speech interface maps the phrase “go to”, to the navigation action. It then passes the semantic parameter “office” to the world model to resolve into metric coordinates. Because this may be a long running goal, it is added to a command queue and further commands can be given to the robot to execute. However, if no “office” is found, the system will give immediate feedback to the user, by speaking, “I don’t know where the office is”.

B. “Look what is on the table”

The second command follows a similar flow. The phrase “look what” is mapped to an observe action. It then takes the phrase “on the table” as a semantic parameter which similarly
gets resolved by the world model to metric coordinates. With these coordinates, the robot turns its body in that direction and takes a picture to detect objects on the table and place them into the world model. Similarly, it will give immediate feedback if no surface, such as table, is known.

C. “Come back to the lab. That’s all.”

Just as in the first command, this is interpreted as a navigate action, and the semantic parameter “lab” is resolved into the coordinates of the lab in the world model—in this case, the starting place of the robot.

“That’s all” is one of the phrases to command the ballbot to execute a series of queued commands. Upon hearing this command, the robot will ask for confirmation by speaking back the queued commands. If the user confirms the actions, the robot will then execute them.

D. “What have you seen?”

Finally, when the robot returns to the lab, the user can ask what the robot has observed. The phrase “What have you seen” is mapped to a query with no parameters. This pulls from the world model all the objects that have been detected. These are spoken to the user (in a phrase something like “I have seen 2 monitors, a laptop, etc”), and images of objects and their corresponding 3D locations on a map can be displayed on an offline computer screen. The query can also take semantic parameters, allowing the user to search by object label or room. For example, “Did you see a laptop?” or “Have you seen a laptop?” will cause the robot to respond with, “I have seen 1 laptop”, and show an image and map location of the detected laptop.

VI. Conclusion

We have developed an end-to-end system for a dynamically stable mobile robot to receive natural language commands and communicate world observations. This system, unlike previous work, is done in a household environment with a dynamically stable mobile robot, allowing adaptive and safe interactions with humans.

This is an initial formulation of the system, and with the framework outlined, there are many potential extensions of this work.

VII. Future Work

While the demonstrations were simple, in that the surfaces and locations were pre-loaded into the world model, the system could allow more intelligent sources of input. Further methods for determining room location and location of table as well as probabilistic representations and methods for interpreting speech commands could be implemented, as in [6], [13], [14], [15], [16].

A. Language grounding and spatial reasoning

The system described in this work is limited to discrete, deterministic mappings between symbols in commands and objects in the real world. With a way to handle ambiguities arising from multiple objects of the same label and of representing the spatial relation of objects in the world, a more natural interface could be developed. The user could specify actions with phrases, such as “the table to the right of the door”, using learned spatial relations as in [8].

More intricate label grounding could also be used in navigation commands. With probabilistic grounding of symbols and learned spatial relations applied to a costmap as in [8], the robot could be commanded “go to the left of the person, to the lab”.

B. Multi-hypothesis probabilistic world model

Another important extension to improve the robustness and adaptiveness of this system, is in probabilistic world modeling. The object detector and location pipeline produced some uncertainties in both the labels and positions of objects which were largely ignored in this system. This data, could be used to maintain a multi-hypothesis state of the system as in [17]. This would be more adaptive to movement of objects and time variance. Furthermore, it would be necessary in integrating continuous real-time object data.
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APPENDIX

A. Technical implementation

The ballbot uses the Robot Operating System (ROS)[18]. All message passing and communication between components happens over the ROS network. For the world model, custom ROS messages were defined for the different models, such as a semantic location or semantic object. These messages were stored in a MongoDB database. The speech interface used an Amazon Echo Dot and a custom Alexa skill was used to interact with an http Flask-Ask server running on an on-board system. Most of the code was written in Python.
Abstract—Motion planning is an important aspect of automation and is defined by delineating a motion task into small, navigable motions. For example, programming a robotic arm that moves on a specific 3-dimensional path would require knowledge of the power output of several motors at each specific point in time. Implementing motion planning has two major steps: 1. Generating the needed profiles of controller outputs as a function of time 2. Setting the controllers to the specific outputs at the correct time with precision and accuracy. This paper will examine the use of motion planning in the First Robotics Competition and will focus on the second portion. Through using a velocity generating tool called the “SmoothPathPlanner” and the newly developed “Motion Profiling” library in the motor control system, we successfully implemented motion planning on a robot. This paper will summarize the procedures for such implementation and analyze the effects of several parameters such as PID values and time steps on the quality of the motion outcome.

Index Terms—Motion Profiling, Motion Planning, Velocity Profile.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper focuses on the implementation of motion planning in the First Robotics Competition (FRC). Traditionally, motion planning in the FRC is mostly used for smooth straight-line driving, as many teams use a trapezoidal motion profile to speed up and slow down a robot near the endpoints of a path. With the newly introduced “Motion Profile” mode of the motor controller SRX Talon by Cross the Roads Electronics, much flexibility is given to users who want to execute an auto-controlled curve path. In most cases, teams implementing the “Motion Profile” mode use spline interpolation to generate a curve from several waypoints with software such as Excel and Matlab, then calculating the power output (as function of time) of the left and right wheels needed to execute the path. This method is feasible, but require that the user generate the motion profile externally.

A trapezoidal velocity profile with a constant acceleration, constant velocity, and a constant deceleration phase is typically used for point-to-point motion in many robotics applications. The main disadvantage of using a trapezoidal velocity profile is the jerk induced on the vehicle. Hence, numerous research have developed s-shape motion profiles to minimize vibration and jerk [1] [2]. Curved motion profiles build on this foundation and generally uses polynomial fit curves, but there is a lack of general-purpose tools easy for FRC teams to generate motion profiles.

Our work is focused on using a tool called the “SmoothPathPlanner” [3], developed by KHEngineering and available on GitHub, to create a real-time motion planning using a tool that has potential for wide adoption. This paper will present the problems that we encounter, and the optimization of using this tool to implement auto-controlled curved paths. The first part of the paper will detail the procedures to implement this method, and the second part of the paper will present the field experiment results of the effects of several parameters such as PID values and time steps on the quality of the motion outcome.

II. APPROACH

A. Overview

The tool that we use to generate the velocity profiles is called the “SmoothPathPlanner”, developed by KHEngineering and available on GitHub. We first step up our competition robot for motion profile by changing the motor controllers to “motion profile” mode, then creating a control loop for the motor controllers to internally process the velocity profile. To execute the motion profile, we create a command that generates our velocity profile using given waypoints and pushes the profile’s sampling points onto the talon. The command also determines whether the velocity profile points have been updated enough, at which point the motors are set to neutral.

To test and calibrate our motion profile command, we first calibrate the robot motors’ PID values so that the velocity response is optimized. Another problem needed is to address is the robot’s inability to drive straight when given a straight-line motion profile. After calibration, we test the motion profile on the robot with a simple straight-line profile, then find the ratio between the programmed distances of the waypoints and the actual distance run by the robot. This ratio will be used to calibrate the waypoint coordinates in the curved path.

In the end, we will study the effects of the different parameters in the “SmoothPathPlanner” on the quality of the curve path, to accurately recreate the intended drive path. All code used in this paper is written in Java.
B. Setting up & calibration

By using instructions provided by Cross the Road Electronics (CTRE), we established the programming framework whereby a generated velocity profile could be loaded onto the motor controller (talon) buffers as points that include the velocity (in RPS), position (in wheel rotations) and duration (in ms) of each sampling point in the velocity profile. We also adopted the motion profile code instructions to fit our “Command-Based” programming framework, which is a method to organize code so that different commands (high-level robotic operations) can run concurrently with different activation mechanisms (such as a click of a joystick button).

There are two calibration steps needed before testing to use motion profile on the robot. The first step is to tune the PID (proportional, integral, derivative) values for smooth velocity transitions. This can be done by changing the motor controller mode to velocity mode, then set the velocity of the motors as a continuous function of time. For an untuned system, the robot will typically exhibit high-frequency jittery motion, as the default kP value is usually too large, which results in proportional oscillation where the motors never settle on the target velocity. With properly tuned PID values, the robot should drive smoothly and react to the change in velocity when given a set velocity, with minimum jittery motion.

The second calibration step is necessary because a typical robot inevitably tends to turn at a wide (or small) angle even when motors on both sides are prompted to run at the same output due to mechanical imperfections. This can be a problem, depending on the magnitude of the turn, as the motion profile-executed path will be swayed in one direction. There are two common ways to address this issue: 1. create a PID control loop so that the rate of rotation (monitored by a gyro) matches the intended turn rate (in the case of driving straight, keep the bearing constant) 2. multiply the motor output of one side by a predetermined constant to minimize the discrepancy. In our case, we choose option two, for two reasons: 1. it is very difficult to modify the velocity values of the velocity profile points once they are sent into the motor controller’s internal processor 2. there can be multiple variables besides mechanical imperfection, as we shall see soon, that can lead to distorted paths of the robot, and these variables should be addressed before using PID to correct for the heading.

C. Generating velocity profile

Next, we generate our velocity profiles using the “SmoothPathPlanner” tool. For our first experiment, we use a simple straight-line path. To use the tool requires specifying several parameters, including the total time intended to finish the path, the time step (duration) of each sampling point, and the track width (distance between the left and right wheels). The tool can also generate graphs of the simulated trajectory and velocity profiles for left and right wheels.

D. Straight Line Path Testing

We will first test a straight-line path, which is the simplest path possible, to study the reliability of our implementation as well as the effects of different input parameters, including time step and total time.

We field-test the motion profile under different combination of the input parameters and iterate through different length
paths (by half-foot intervals). By acquiring the actual distance traveled by the robot with a quadrature encoder, we can plot the relationship between the actual distance traveled and the input distances.

\[
\text{straight } t=5s \text{ ts } = 0.1s
\]

![Graph](image)

Fig. 5. An example of our measurement result. The plot shows the actual distance traveled versus input distance in feet when total time is 5 seconds and time step is 0.1 second. Inputs less than 2.5 feet don’t result in movement as the velocities are too low for the robot to overcome friction.

E. Curved Path Testing

Next, we use a simple curve path to test the robustness of our tool. Our priority is to investigate the effects of the input parameters, now including track width, on the fidelity of the actual path run by the robot. Since there is a consistent scaled difference between the actual distance traveled and the input distance, we need to map the intended coordinates of the waypoints to the input values that would yield those intended distances on the actual path. Therefore, our waypoints are as following,

\[
\{ \\
0,0 \\
0, \text{calibrate}(4.0) \\
\text{calibrate}(2.0), \text{calibrate}(6.0) \\
\text{calibrate}(3.0),\text{calibrate}(8.0) \\
\text{calibrate}(2.0),\text{calibrate}(10.0) \\
0,\text{calibrate}(12.0) \\
0,\text{calibrate}(16.0) \\
\}
\]

whereby \text{calibrate()} is the transfer function from real distances to input distances. The position profile and the velocity of this curve path is shown in Figure 3 and 4. We use this particular path for testing because it has a peak-point at \text{calibrate}(3.0),\text{calibrate}(8.0), which is easily noticeable during field-testing. To gather data about the quality of the curves, we videotape each run and use the video to determine the x and y errors of the actual path at the peak point and the end point.

III. RESULTS

A. Straight-Line Path

To test the total time and time step variables, we run paths in 3s, 5s, and 7s, each tested with time steps of 0.02s, 0.05s, and 0.1s (except for total time=5s, which is tested for more time steps). For each combination of total time and time step, we test paths from 1 feet to 10 feet in half-foot intervals.

The first question that we ask is whether time step and total time effect the ratio between input distance and actual distances. The following graph presents our findings.

![Graph](image)

Fig. 6. The slope of the input distance-actual distance trend line for each combination of time step and total time. Different lines represent the slope of the distance-response under different total times.

As shown from the graph, there is not enough evidence to suggest a relationship between total time and slope, since other factors such as changing battery power can account for the slight deviations. Nonetheless, it seems that time step and slope are generally negatively related. The outlier, occurring at time step = 0.4s and total time = 5s, cannot be alone explained by anomaly because of the data point’s high R² value and the fact that battery voltage discrepancies are monitored and kept low.

Between different total times, there are differences between the minimum distance input for the robot to have any movement, and it is expected because a longer total time generally results in a slower velocity profile, which can be too low to overcome static friction when the input distance is low.

All trend lines have a high R² value that is greater than 0.987, which suggest high fitness of all the trend lines. There is a negative correlation between total time and the R² value, and this can be affirmed by the weak linearity (within the linear portion) of the graph when total time = 10s and time step = 0.02s, which is not shown in Fig. 6.

With enough information on the effects of total time and time step on a straight-line path, we conclude that the transfer function between real distances and input distances are approximate for all three total times with time step lower than or equal to 0.1s.

B. Curved Path

Similarly, we test the effects of total time, time step, and this time with the addition of track width. We tested total times of 5s, 7s and 10s, time steps of 0.01s, 0.02s and 0.05s, and track widths of 2 feet and 1 foot. We measured the x and y error of two points on the actual path with respect to the intended path. The two points that we select are the peak of the curve and the end point, since they are the easiest to recognize.

One pattern that is easily discernable is that the curvature of the path is directly related to the track width. Although the actual track width of our robot is 2 feet, with the track width initially set to 2 feet, the curve portion of the path is accentuated as the robot take much sharper turns than intended, twisting and distorting the general shape of the path,
causing the robot to stop while facing an angle relative to the straight line (and last) portion of the path. By halving the track width, the general shape of the path drastically improved, across different time steps and total times.

Changes in time steps seem to have unpredictable effects on x and y error alike. To find out why, we can check the velocity profiles generated by the tool:

As this graph shows, 50% track width (yellow lines) generally yields less x error, which is a rough indication of the path curvature's fidelity. This improvement is especially apparent at the peak point. This confirms our prediction that the trackwidth influences the intensity of turning, since robots with a larger track width need a greater difference in velocity between left and right wheels to turn with a same angle, compared to another robot with a smaller track width.

This graph can be harder to decipher without the footage of the runs. It can be tempting to conclude from the two dashed lines that 100% track width yields more accurate y positions. However, the footage shows that it is so only because the turns at 100% track width are sharp, almost at a right-angle, causing the y-position of the peak point to be pushed lower. As consistency as the y error under 50% track width is, we have reason to believe that other factors, possibly the offset value of our transfer function, is causing such discrepancies.

Changes in time steps seem to have unpredictable effects on x and y error alike. To find out why, we can check the velocity profiles generated by the tool:

As seen from this comparison between time steps of 0.01s and 0.05s, we can clearly see that a smaller time step causes a much bumpier (albeit in higher resolution) velocity profile. While such bumpy velocity profile is not necessarily undesirable, and might even be in place to improve the path's fidelity, sharp changes in velocity require very good velocity response from the motors, which in turn requires an extremely well-tuned PID system. We suspect that because of the imperfection of our tuning, our motors are not able to actuate the fast-changing velocity profile created by the tool, thereby causing unpredictable path changes when time step is set to a low value.

IV. DISCUSSION

Figure 7 and Figure 8 tells us that total time is generally negatively correlated to the fidelity of the path shape, but does not influence the static y-errors of the path. We try to confirm this by generating a 3-second path, but that caused the program to generate polygon-like velocity profiles, a sign that
the algorithm has reached a minimum time limit for this specific path. Therefore, we suggest lowering total time right before reaching this breaking-point.

Since track width effects the fidelity of the shape of the curves, we suggest tuning that immediately after tuning total time, so that it is easier to tune time step when the general shape of the curve is correct. While doing so, keep the time step at a large value to ensure that the velocity profile is not bumpy, causing unpredictable effects on the path.

The velocity mode PID values can have a profound effect on implementing motion profile on the robot. In our experiment, we lacked a tool to fine-tune our PID values, since the WPILib “SmartDashboard” does not refresh frequently enough to view the motor velocities with a high enough resolution to tune PID values. As a result, our PID values were only as good as achieving no jittery motion, and cannot be tuned to a higher precision. For reference, our kD value is about 20 times greater than the kP value.

There are several limitations to our experiment. First, not enough data was gathered, especially with curved-path tests. This makes it more difficult to make any general statements about the effects of different parameters on the quality of the path. Second, the data-gathering process of the curved-path tests portion was inadequate—we are relying on camera footage view from a bystander’s perspective to determine the coordinates of the robot at the peak point and end point. That can be improved by installing an overhanging camera and having a grid projected onto the test field to accurately measure the coordinates. Third, the effect of battery voltage and the straight-line profile should be studied, since battery voltages can vary slightly across different tests.

Computer vision-guided motion profile will be the one of the most promising potentials of using this tool. Although still needing further study and optimization, once proven to be reliable in reproducing curved paths, this tool will make real-time automatic curved path-planning possible on FRC robots. By using the OpenCV-powered GRIP software, we have been able to measure the area and hence the distance of the robot to a standard FRC competition reflective tape (used as guides for robots to perform CV-guided tasks). As we have also tested, we can accurately calculate the angle of the reflective tape relative to the robot front. This information allows us to write a procedure to generate waypoints that direct our robot to reach the reflective tape.

Fig. 10. picture of a reflective tape that is facing the robot at an angle.

Fig. 11. the motion profile generated to make the robot approach the reflective tape in Fig. 10 perpendicularly. Information such as angle facing the robot and distance are calculated solely based on the image.
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Hand-Held Stiffness Measuring Device (HHSMD) for Tumor Detection

Tejas Ajay Zodage, Arun Srivatsan.

Abstract—Getting a quantitative stiffness vs position data of an organ will be useful for treatment of diseases which involves tumor formation. For preliminary analysis of such tumors near surface, doctors use palpation techniques which are very subjective. In this paper we present the “Handheld Stiffness Measurement Device (HHSMD)” which gives a map of stiffness of an organ. We are using a Force-Torque sensor and a Position sensor. Measuring the position and stiffness simultaneously and independently makes the device robust as compared to existing devices. The device was tested on silicon specimens embedded with 18-20 times stiffer bodies (compared to silicon) to simulate a real tissue with tumors. We tested the same silicon specimen on a Cartesian bot and compared the results. The accuracy in the measurement of stiffness is _____. The use of this device in real life can help the doctors to treat diseases like breast cancer, prostate cancer, spasm, spasticity, swelling, tumors, hematomas etc.

I. INTRODUCTION

Tumor is an abnormal growth of cells inside body. A tumor may get pressed against a vital organ and can cause serious damage [1]. Tumors are also found in diseases like prostate cancer, breast cancer [2],[3]. 161,360 cases of prostate cancer and 255,180 cases of breast cancer are estimated in US in 2017 [4]. If detected and treated in early stages, high survival rates can be obtained [5].

Information about the shape and size of the tumor is necessary for the treatment of these diseases. To detect tumor, there exist different methods like MRI, CT scan etc. But these methods take time of around 20-90 minutes, need expertise to handle the machines and are least affordable in lower income settings [6]. It’s not convenient to use these methods for preliminary analysis of tumors near surface of a body.

For the preliminary tests on a tumor closer to the surface of an organ, doctors use palpation techniques. In palpation technique, doctor uses tip of the finger to press against an organ and gauges a qualitative estimate of stiffness [7], [8]. The palpation techniques are subjective, and the accuracy of its results depend upon skills and experience of the doctor. There may be difference between opinions of two individuals.

Many researchers have worked towards developing devices and sensors for tissue stiffness measurement. Fischer et al. [9] was the first one to devise tissue compliance meter for soft tissue consistency [10]. Jari P A Arokoski et al. used the force transducer. They use the principle that the force with which tissue resist constant deformation is a measure of stiffness constant [10]. Hakan Olfaf et al. [11] have used a similar approach of finding the force under constant deformation. Chieu Van Nguyen et al. [7] used the tactile films with polymers and nanoparticles. These films emit light proportional to the local stress. A. Eklund et al. and V. Jalkanen et al. used the principle that resonance frequency of a Piezo Crystal changes when it is kept in contact with a soft material, depending on the stiffness of the material [11], [12].

For quantitative stiffness measurement, we have developed a prototype of a handheld stiffness measuring device (HHSMD). This device gives a map of stiffness at a point on the organ vs the position of that point on the organ. The device consists of a force torque sensor (FT sensor) and a position sensor. It has an indentation probe attached to the FT sensor. Markers (For position and orientation detection) are fixed to the container containing the FT sensor in scalene triangle format. The organ deforms when indented with the probe. And the reaction force by the body is measured by the FT sensor. The position of the point of indentation as well as the deformation of body at that point is recorded by the position sensor. Throughout the indentation, the data of FT sensor and position sensor are recorded simultaneously. The slope of the force vs deformation is the local stiffness. Which will be interpolated for remaining points.

Jari P A Arokoski et al. and Hakan Olfaf et al. measure force for a constant deformation of the organ [9], [11]. They use a constant length indenter to do this. In this method, prior knowledge of stiffness range of the organ is needed to select the appropriate indenter rod length. It means that doctor can’t use the same predetermined deformation for two parts with large difference in stiffness (e.g. cheek and wrist). Our device uses position sensor to detect deformation. Hence it is possible to get a stiffness vs position map which is not attempted by any of the device mentioned above. Our device doesn’t require a constant deformation since the force and deformation are independently measured. This makes our device becomes robust as compared to other existing devices.

This device was developed to gauge the effectiveness of a medical treatments of diseases involving tumors. Fischer et al. suggested that such devices will help in treatment of diseases like muscle spasm, spasticity, swelling, tumors, hematomas [8].

*Research supported by Biorobotics Lab, Robotics Institute Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh.
II. Procedure

A. Device and System Specification

For force sensing we used ATI nano 25 E transducer and for position sensing we used Optitrack flex 13 cameras. We 3D printed and assembled the device as shown in figure 1. It consists of a probe having spherical end to indent on the specimen. The FT sensor is fitted in a hollow plastic container. Three IR reflector beads are attached to the top of the motor mounting in a scalene triangle format. The device is held by placing hand on the container and the probe’s tip is pressed against the specimen.

We took the data of the Optitrack system in a windows XP system. It was streamed to a ROS-Kinetic system through Ethernet (IP Multicast). We used pre written ROS packages with some modifications suggested on online forum and motive 1.7 software provided by optitrack. The data of the force torque sensor was directly transmitted to the ROS system using the ROS interface. We are processing this data in MATLAB 2016a.

B. Assumptions for the experiments

For the experiments we are assuming that

- Cameras are calibrated for a level of precision ‘Excellent’ or ‘Exceptional’ as standards of the motive software.
- After calibration, camera positions are not changed.
- The test object does not permanently deform when indented.
- The test specimen does not change its position with respect to the platform.

C. Experiments

We embedded a rigid plastic body of random shape in a silicon specimen of dimensions 10cm x 10cm x 2cm. This body is placed on a ground plane set up for the Optitrack cameras.

The probe of the device was indented at 68 points on the silicon object keeping the distribution of points approximately uniform. The data of both FT sensor and Optical sensor is streamed simultaneously. The biasing of FT sensor was done before every experiment. An average force data was collected keeping the probe touched to the organ. This was termed as threshold data. The readings of optical sensor and FT sensor were recorded when the force measured by the FT sensor was above the threshold force. For each indentation, we calculated the slope of force vs displacement of the indentation point. Which was the local stiffness. This data was used to interpolate the data of points in between two indentation points.

To find the ground truth, experiment on the same silicon object were then conducted using a Foxconn robotic arm attached with FT sensor. The Foxconn robot has a precision of 0.05mm. The robotic arm probed the organ in a raster scan pattern at 100 points.

Figure 1. (A) CAD model of handheld stiffness measuring device. (B) Cross sectional view of the handheld stiffness measuring device. (a) IR reflector markers to detect position of the device. (b) Force-torque sensor. (c) 3D printed container. (d) 3D printed Indentation probe.

Figure 2 Experimental setup (a) IR imaging camera. (b) Fixed platform for placing the specimen (c) Silicon specimen with embedded bodies. (d) Hand held stiffness measuring device.
III. RESULTS

The stiffness map obtained by using Cartesian bot and optitrack sensors are shown in fig 3. The map gives an idea of the shape of the tumor.

![Stiffness map obtained by Foxcon robot (Ground truth).](image)

IV. FUTURE WORK

The device will be tested on real tissues under the supervision of a doctor in a real scenario to understand the practical problems it may face.

The upcoming versions can be accommodated with more accurate and smaller sensors. We made the prototype bigger for convenient replacement of components. The size of the device can be optimized for convenient use.

The device currently gives only a stiffness map. Since our FT sensor gives data of forces and torques in all dimensions, there is a possibility of getting a 3D model and position of the tumor using the stiffness data. This will be make the tumor visualization easy and treatment will be more effective.

We are assuming that the body remains stationary and doesn’t deform permanently. The assumption of stationary body can lead to errors since there might be unavoidable motions e.g. movement of chest while breathing. Algorithms can be developed to account the slight movement and shape change of the organ.

V. CONCLUSION

It was observed that the optical sensor gives false readings at some points. These readings were noted and then were replaced by interpolation of the two adjacent point readings. The tip of the device slipped when we probed against the vein like structures in other test samples. Stiffness at such points show unrealistic values such as zero of infinity. So currently, the vein like structure is the limitation of the device.

The tumor’s shape was visible in the stiffness map. It was observed that shape will be closer to the real shape if probing is dense near the tumor.

The experimental results were observed qualitatively so far. A quantitative error analysis couldn’t be done due to time constrains.
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